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EXPLORING.THE FpNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TREMOR:

A BIOSPECTROSCOPID APPRO#CH
*

David Goodman+ and J. A. Scott KelSo++'

A

Abstract. The functional significance of physiological tremor--the' .

high frequency (8 to 12 Hz), Low amplitude,oscillation that occurs
during the maintenance of steady limb postures--is not known. Often

tremor--perhaps because Of its pathological manifestations--is conk
sidered a source of unwanted noise in the system, something to be
damped out or controlled. An examination oT the pha-5e relationship

between tremor and rapid voluntary finger mo,1\rement in normal

jects suggests a very different view. In four experiments in which
tremor displaooment and accompanying electromyographic activity were
simultaneously monitored, we show a clear and systematic relatton-
ship between tremor and movement initiation. Empirically obtained
frequency4distributions of tremor peak-to-movement initiation time
were most closely aligned to a probability density function (derived

via numerical sintegration techniques) that assumed movements were
initiated when the muscle-joint system possessed peak- momentum.

This relationship--evaluated by Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests--
was evident regardless of whether (he movements were self-paced

(Experiments 1 and 3) or in response to an auditory reaction time
signal (Experiments 2 and 4). .The addition of a load to the finger

in Experiments 3 and 4, though tendiiig to reduce tremor frequency,

Aid not prove disruptive, nor did a frbctionated reaction time

.inalysis reveal any significant inertial contribution to the mainte-

- nance of the phase relationship. These data are consistent with an
emerging view that the motor control system is sensitive sto its own

dynaiiics, and suggest 'that unde certain conditions normal physio---
logical tremor is a potentially exploitable oscillation intrinsic to
the motor'system.

#
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INTRODUCTION

)

Physiologipal tremor is a high:frequencyl(in the 8 to 12 Hz range. , low

amplitude oscillation that occurs during the maintenance of steady ) limb

postures. Aithough ffrst described by Horsley and Schaffer in 1886, the

origin and funqional significance of "normal" tremor is still unclear today

(Marsden,.1978; Stein & Lee, 1981). A number of candidates have been proposed

as causes of tremor. One view is that tremoi- arises as a viscomechanical
property of each muscle load system (Randall, 1973; Rietz & Stiles, 1974).

According to Vis hypothesis, normal tremor is thought to represent vibration

caused by continuous broad frequencyband forcing of an underdamped, second

order system at, or near, its natural frequency. Another possible source of

tremor may be that produced by patterns of motoneuron discharge that occur

when muscles contract (Sutton & Sykes., 1967). These can be further sepapated

into three basic categories:. First,, the inherent firing properties of

motoneurons per se; second, an instability in the stretch reflex arc associat

ed with sychronizatiot of motoneuron discharge at 8 'to 12 Hz; and third,

supraspinal rhythmic input to motoneurons (cf. Marsden, 1978, for review).

Over the years some investigators have favored one source more than another.

However,ikin spite of differences in emphasis, no single view as*to the cause
of physinogical tremor has emerged, a view aptly summed up in Matthews and

Muir's (1980) comment that: 4"After prolonged debate on the origins of

\Iphysiological tremor, it is becoming increasingly accepted that tremor in the

to 12 Hz range may result from a variety of interacting mechanisms, one or

o her of which may predominate under any'particular condition" (p. 429).

The present paper is not concerned directly with the causes of tremor,

but rather addresses an equally intriguing--but less frequently considered--

problem. What role, if any, does tremor play in the initiation and control of

movement? It is fair to say that the general consensus on this issue is that

tremor is a source of unwanted noise, something to be controlled rather than

exploited. Such a view is evident, for example, in a preface to a recent

volume diedicated to, understanding the mechanisms' of physiological tremor.

Tremor ideeip.ed as "...not useful...to have tremor oscillations canribt help

by themselves, even indirectly, to make the motor performance faster or

better" (Desmedt, 1978, p. vii).. Conson t with this perspective, currently

popular closedloop, servomechanism mod s of motor behavior--with theft:

emphasis on set points and error corretr processes--consider oscillatory

behavior a nuisance, an unwanted source of va bility.(e.g., Adamp, 1971).

Given the existence of cyclicities operating at many differAt leTels in

biological systems, it may *be premature (if not.myoprC) to reject a funttion

ally significant role for oscillation in geteral, and physiological tremor In

particular. For example, many years ago Brown (1914) argued that rhythmic

signals arising from oscillatory networks in te-sr1inal cord 'were one of the

foundations ofintegrative activity in the mammali n nervous system. Although

this idea received rather spasmodic attention over the years, it is now

b coming recognized as a fundamental insight (Delcomyn, 1980; von Holst,,

1973).: The potential importance of oscillatory processes in motor control is

suggested not only by. recent empirical investigations in the physiology of

movement (Grillner, 1975; Shik & Orlovsky, 1976; Stein, 1976), but also by

recent theoretical work in the -emerging field of physical biology. Iberall

(1972), for example, has characterizeU biological systems as ensembles of
coupled and mutually'entrained oscillators; stable organization, according to

2



Iberall's physical theory of homeokinesis, is a consequence of the interaction
of oscillatOy processes at all levels of the system. Cyclicity, in the
homeokinetic view, is not some epiphenomenal property of biological systems;
instead, all persistent, self-sustaining mechanisms (including living things)
exhibit dynamic stability by virtue of nonlinear, limit cycle processes
(cf. Iberall, 1977; Soodak & Iberall, 1978; Yates, 1979; Yates, Marsh, &

Iberall, 1972). Rather than being viewed as an incidental aspect of biologi-
cal systems, oscillatory behavior may be a central feature of their organiza-
tion (Goodwin, 1970).

The approach that we adopt to the problem of tremor in this pa er is that
of "biospectroscopy"--the identification of cyclicities and determ n ion of
their functional significance--advocated by homeokinetic theory (for particu-
lar application to motor control and coordination see Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey,
1980, 1982, and for empirically related work see Kelso, Holt, Kugler, &

Turvey, 1980; Kelso, Holt, Rubin, & Kugler, 1981). If it is accepted that
oscillation is a fundamental dynamic property of living systems, then it seems
possible that tremor is present for. a reason and that under certain condi-
tions, humans may actually use tremor to enhance motor performance. From

mechanics we know that a system in continuous oscillation provided with an
appropriately phased forcing function requires less energy to move than a

system in static equilibrium. Is it possible then, that a systematic phase
relationship exists between the initiation of movement and physiological
tremor? An early study by Travis (1929)---not to our knowledge referred to in
recent reviews Of the tremor literature--hints strongly at such a possibility.
Travis (1929) observed that a large 4oroportion of upward movements were
initiated during the ascending phase of tremor. Similarly, downward movements
appeared to be produced during the descending phase of tremor. However, in
order to examine the relationship (if indeed one exists) over a wider range of
conditions, and to determine the locus on the tremor cycle around which
voluntary movements may be initiated, a quantitative approach seems warranted.,

4 In the present set of experiments, subjvts were,iøequired to maintain a
steady, stable position of the index finger while trem r and electromyographic
activity from the primary extensor were simultaneously monitored. In Experi-

ments 1 and 2, subjects initiatdt upward ballistic movements or the index
finger in a self-paced manner, or under time skress conditions in\response to
an auditory stimulus. The time stress experiment (basically a simple reaction
time situation) was included to determine if inducement to respond as quickly
as possible would override the hypothesized phasing between movement onset and
tremor. The self-paced and time-stressed paradigms were used in two further
experiments in which a load was also added to the finger in order to increase
the inertia of the muscle joint system. By fractionating movement initiation
time kpto its so-called premotor (latency of signal onset to EMG onset) and
motor (latency of EMGironset to movement,onset) components (cf. Botwinick &
Thompson, 1966; Weiss, 1965) we sought to evaluate a possible. inertial
contribution to the phase relationship. That is, a relationship between
peripheral motor time and movement initiation time would suggest that mechani-

cal lag in the muscle-joint system contributes significantly to the phasing.

THE MODELS

Four models were generated acCording to different'assumptions about the
time of voluntary movement initiation with respect to the physiological trew

3
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oycle (-measure0 as a peak-to-peak time interval). All the models used the

conjaint distribution of tremor peak-to-peak times and'peak-to-movement initi-

ation times (obtained from displacement-time records) to derive probability

density functions. Numerical integration was used to compute the' four

theuretical distributions that were then compared to the actual distribution

or peak-to-moVement initiation times obtained fromkthe data.1 The details of

the derivatiom of each model are provided.in Appendix 1; Figure 1 shows the

actual theoretical distributions. '

44 Model 1 postulates no systematic relationship between the initiation of

movement and physiological tremor. The probability of movement initiation is

therekore unciformly distributed throughout the,peak-to-peak interval, aoigo may

be described\by the following probability density function:

1f(y) = [R. 1[0,x]0)]
1 ("xit7c)2.]

T-- 2
S S

x

dx

V (1)

where x a random normal variable of tremor peak-to-peak time, x is the

sample mean q is the sample variance, y is a random variable defined as
peak-to-peak movement initiation time% and I[o,x)(Y) defines the interval for

the uniform distribution of y. 4
s

Model 2 assume's that the initiation of upward movement is equally

dispersed throughout the ascending phase of the tremor. Thus the probability

of movement initiation may tbe uniformly dkstributed throughout the ascending

phase (from trough to peak), describable by the following probability density

functidn:

(
[ 2 1 -1/2

-3-i 1 1

]f

e
x,x(Y)

°2 s] S
X

dx

.(2)

Model 3 assumes that the Forcing 6nction is applied when the' muscle-

joint systems possesses maximum potential energy. Since the potential energy

of an oscillatory system is proportional to its displacement, tilapoint of
6aximum potenlial energy for an upward movement ,ks at the trough of the tremor

cycle. Hende the probability density function has the following form:

4

Tc2

-1/2

[

(x-;)21 [ 1
e
-1/2 (y

e
2

/2; s
x

ls
x

/2.; S
S
2

dx

(3)

Model 4 follows from a minimum energy hypothesis in which the forcing

function is applied when the system possesses peak momentum. Since momentum

is proportional to mass and velocityi-and since mass is held constant in this

case, the point of intum momentum is at the inflection point of the upward
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_phase of the tremor cycle. Therefore the probability density function takes

the folowing form:

f(y) =
[ 1

S

cx-i-c)?7

x=y [.1

-3.---.7 e-1/2

IFT s s

Y

dx

METHODS
;

Subjects. Each experiment'was 1i:fated to three subjects. The same three

subjects served in Experiments 1 and 2; a different three subjects served in
2xperiments 3 and 4. The sublects were adult male volunteers who were not
compensated for their participation. All subjects signed informed consent
forms that described the weriments and any accompanying.risks and benefits.
Subjects were free to withdtaw th.eir participation at any point if they so
chose.

-..,_ .

-Appaibtus. A linear variable differential transducer (LVDT Model PCA

116-100, Schaevita) 5.0 cm long by 2.1 cm An dfameter, was/mo nted in an
.adjustable wootden arm such that the transducei was suspend9d ove. and above
the eXtended finger of the subject. A 2.0 cm,diameter wooden dowel Served as
r'
a hand grasp and was mounted horizontally 7.6 cm above a standard height
.table, 12.7 cm froth,the table's leading edge and parallel to it.

.

*

. . .
The.LVDT was coupledilto an amplifier, and the resultant signal displayed

on an oscilloscope and gored on_FM tape. The transducer was able to dttect,

movements as small as .025 mm, while the' a4tUal weight resting ony the
/

fingertip was ,approximately 10 grams. An oscflloscope was positioned behind
the tablerat eye level, directly in,the field of vision,of the subject. Two

horizontal bars, centered 4 am apart on the oscilloscope display screen served

to define the acceptable field movement. BipotentiaN, hooked-wire elec-

trodes were used to. obtain elec Arraphic (EMG) signals from the extensor
digitorum communis. ' In Experiments and 4 a Minksonalert (Mallory) was

employed to generate an atiditory stimulus The M2nisonalert was situated
approximately 1 meter in front of the subject and generated a high-..pitched

tone (approximately 2960 Hz) for a duration of b msec upon switch,closure by

thkexperimenter. In Experiments 3 and 4 a 200 gm metal disk (a 100 gm disk
was used by one of the subjects who had difficulty initiating movements with
the heawier disk) of 4.2 cm diameter was taped under the distal phalangeal
joint of the index finger. The load itself did not interfere with the range
of motion.

Procedures. ,The same general procedure was employed in all four experi-
ments. Specific procedures are detailed dilly insofar as they deviate from
,those described below. In preparation for,the insertion of EMG electrodes the

sq6ject st in a chair facing the experimental.table. Bipolar, hooked-wire
electrodes contsisting of a pair of platinum-tungsten alloy wires (50 microns
in diameter, Oth isonel coating) were inserted into the extens6r digitorum
communis by means 6f a 26 gauge hypodermic needle. Before insertion,

Subcutaneous anesthesia (1% Xylocaine) was applied to the area of insertion by

means of a Panjet injector. For verification of electrOde position, the

6
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subject performed flexion and extension movements of the right index finger
about the metaCtrpophalangeal joint; during these' maneuvers the ENG signals
were monitored on an oscilloscope and over a loudspeaker. After amplification

and high-pass filtering at 80 Hz to remove movement artifacts and hum, the
signals were recorded on a multichannel instrumentation tape. The signal from

the displacement transducer mas simultaneously recorded. The subject placed

his right arm on the table, grasped the woodenjlowel, then extended the right
index finger and maintained it in a horizonAlo positift. The wooden arm
supOrting the linear transducer was then adjusted so that the transducer was

, positioned directly above the center of the fineerhail of the extended finger.
The mid-range position .of the finger was associated with a straight line

tracing on the oscilloscope,'Centered between the two horizontal bars.

Y .
.

At

Each experiment proceeded through,.an initial practice session followed by

thd experimental session. The'practice session consisted of as much time as
needed for the subject to establish a sufficiently stable tremor to allow the
recording session to proceed. The subject was instructed to watch the

oscilloscope tracing and to maintain the position of the tracing between the
two horizontal bars on the screen as well as possible. Approximately 10 min

of practice were usually necessary. For all experiments the subject was

required to maintain a stable position for approximately 2 sec and then

produce a rapid upward mOvement of the index finger. While the movement

itself was to be made rapidly, the time of onset was either self-paCed or in
response to an auditory stimulus, dependent on the particular experimental

manipulation. Experiments 1 and 3 were.'self-paced; that is, the subject

irinitiated the movements at hi own pace. In Experiments 2 and 4 the movements

were made as rapidly as possible following the onset of an auditory stimulus.

The'time of onset of the stimulus was controlled by the experimenter. After

making the movement, the silifiject returned the finger to the mid-range
position, held it stable for a short time and then repeated th9 sequenc/ a

total of 200 times. A 20 sec rest was g ven after each set of t n trials and

a two minute rest after the fiftieth, ne hundredth, and one hundred and

fiftieth trials. The subject was permitted as much time as necessary to
stabilize the finger between each trial and additional rest periods were taken/
as needed. 4

4

S.

,
Data 'analysis. An analogue to digital conversion was made by reading

simultaneously from the two channels (displacement and EMG) on the FM tape and

saving the digital conversion in direct access files. Each signal was sampled

at 5 kHz and low-pass filtered at the Nyquist limit. The displacement signa

was downsampled and smoothay by means of a monotonic low-pass filter to rem

frequencies over 30 Hz. The electromyographic signal, which was time locked

to displacement, was rectified and integrated into 5 msec bins. A wave
editing and display routine (WENDY; Szubowicz, Note 1) was used to display and
label each record as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2,. PK corresponds to the

last clearly defined peak of tremor before the upwalt movement; MO defines the

time of movement onset, ,as indicated by the displacement curve going off

scale. Note that this is necessarily an overestimate (approximately 12 msec

on the average); and EM is the time of the first EMG activity associated with
uPward movement as indicated by-the onset of the initial rise of activity on

the rectified and integrated EMG record. In addition, in Exikeriments 2*and 4,

the opset of the auditory stimulus was labeled as RT. The latency from the

signal to EMG onset allowed for the determination of so-called premotor time,

and the latency of EMG onset to movement onset was indicative of the motor

component of reaction time (cf. Botwinick & Thoilpson, 1966; Weiss, 1965).
7
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RECTIFIED & INTEGRATED EMG

DISPLACEMENT PK EM MO

ii s3 -A )5 6 a7 3 1O ll

TIME IN 100 MSEC

Figure 2. Sample record of tremor displacement-time profile and associated
electromyographic activity. Marker labels defined as in text.
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Although each subject made 200 movements in each of the four experiments,

the number of trials ineluded in the final bnalysis was lower due oto the

rigorous conditions for retention of a'trial. Th,,,e, most frequent reasons for

rejectia of a trial were either that there were not two clearly defined peaks

or just prior to movement initiation, or that the displacement record

471'4,11 t of range of the measuring instrument. A less frequent reason for

ction was' that the EMG record was of poor quality. In addition, in

ft Experiments 2 and 4, trials in whidn phe reaction times were less than 70 msec

or greater than 600 msec were reject*. This is a standard procedure used in

reaction time studies to reduce the respective effects .of anticipation and

inattention (cf. Goodman & Kelso, 1980).

In order to determine the best fitting theoretical distribution, a linear

transformation was made so that the data could be collapsed over all subjects.

Each individual subject's data were transformed such that the last peak-to-,

peak interval before movement onset (peak n-1) had a mean of 100 msec and

standard deviation of 20 msec'. This mean value is consistent with the

literature, representing a t:remor oscillation of 1D Hz, and the standard

deviation was empirically etermined from pilot data. Each of the four

theoretical models was ba on tremor peak-to-peak times with the above

distribution. The transfo .data were then analyzed in a similar manner to.

the individual sdbject data to produce a Arequency distribution, mean, and

standard deviation. These resulting distributions for each of, the four

experiments were compared to the four theoretical distributions by means of

Chi square goodness-of-fit test.

Results and Discussion

Art

- Three aspects of the results are presented in tuen. First, a reliability

analysis on the measurements of interest is given followed by a summary

analysis for all expertments. The last section deals with tests of the four

theoretical models.

Reliability of measures. We first conducted a reliability check on the

main measures of interest, namely, the movement onset and the EMG onset.

Every fourth trial of a randomly ohosen subject's (S3) performance 1:ias,

measured a second time by a person not familiar with the purposes of the

investigation. This second "measurer" was instructed to label each of the

movement records given,only the definition of each event as described in the

previous section (i.e., PK, MO, and EM). These data were tabulated in,the

same manner as the originally measured data and were then correlated. For

movement onset-the mean difference between measures was 2.7 msec. The high

reliability was not totally unexpected, given the rigorous conditions for

retention of a trial. For EMG onset the mean difference 'was 1.3 msec. The

reliability coefficient exceeded 0.90 for both dependent measures.

Experiment 1. The first.experiment involved self-paced movements without

load, the results of which are summarized in Table 1. All subjects had a

tremor rate ranging between 9.1 and 10.2 Hz, which is consistent with previous

estimates (e.g., Rack, '1978). The variability of the tremor cycle-to-cycle

time was considerable, with an average standard deviation across subjects of

17;4 msec. The time of movement onset was approximately 90% of the way

through the tremor cycle. It should be emphasized again, however, that the'

method of measuring movement onsA time was necessarily a slight overestimate.

9
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Tablet1

-

Means (and Standard Deviatioa) in-MSec for Each of the Subjects
4 in Experiment 1 (Self=paced, Unloaded)

Variable /

Peak-to- -. ; Peak-to- Peak-to-
Subject PeakAimee? EMG Onsetb Movenent onset

_
MNIM,11,=.

1

k

98.0 95.0
n4.7) (26..8)

2 109.5 314.8 92.9
(14.0)' (29.8) (27.7)

3 101.9 34.3 91.7
(18.1) (26.3) (26.7)

aInterval betWeen last.two measured peaks beforeimovement onset

bps measured from rectified and integrated signal

4
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The corrilatio6 between the onset of the rectified and integrated EMG'signal

and movemedt initiation, as defined here, was quite high (r=.84) and the \

average lag between these variables was 53 msec which is again consiste,nt with

other dat4 (e.g., Dlesmedt & Godaux, 1978). ,
A

I.

Experiment 2. In Experiment 2 subjects responded as quickly as possible

to an auditory signal by making an, upward movement of the index finger as
quiCkly as possible. As shown in Table 2, the tremor rate was similar to

E4eriment1 (8.8 Hz to 9:7 Hz), with an average standard deviation in

r periodicity of 18.4 Time of peak-to-movement onset was, as in Experi-
ment 1, approximately 90% of the tremor cycle time.

The results of the fractionated reaction time analysis are also given in

Table 2. The reaction time (mean of 258 msec) Wasthig1i,1y c'orrelated to,

gremotor tine (mean of 208 msec; r = ..97) while uncorl'elated With motor time

(pearl of 49 mse00 r < .01). The partial correlation of motor time to total

eaction tdme the variance of reaction time .due to .premotor, time

patçceled out) was negLiglble (r < .01). The independence of premotor time

and motor time (r = =.174) was consistent with that reported by others

(ptwinick & Thompson, 1966), whiah,also showed "little or no correla ion

between these variables. A

Experthwat 3. In Experilent 3 s jecis produced sylf-paced movements

with a load added to tke finger. Th resuly of the overall exp rimenC are

summarized in Table 3. Although cro s-experfMental comparison's ar tenuous,

6it appears that the-addition* Of load reduced the tremor rate in two of the.

subjects. The, remaining subject he0 only a 100 g load a tached to the

appendage, and his tremor rate was well within the bounds of no mal physiolog-

ical tremor. These data suhest that heavier loads are a sociated itith

reduced tremor rate, a notion not inconsistent with other findings showing

that increasing the moment of.inertia of the vibrating part reduces frequency

of oscillation (Stiles & Randall, 1967). On the other hand there are data.,

showing no change in finger tremor rate with added mass 'bf up to 1O0 gm

(Halliday &"Redfern, 1958).

Time of tremor peak-to-movement onset was similar to ti4t observed in

Experiments 1 and 2 for two of the subjdcts (for 51 and S2, 86% and 91% of the

cycle time, respectively). For the third subject, however, movements tended

to be initiated earlier in the cycle (51% of the cycle 'time). correlation

between movement initiation and onset of EMG was again.quite high (r .88)

with a lag time of 68 msec. This slight increase in lag time, compardato

Experiments 1 and 2, is not unexpected because adding a load 'is likely to

prolong the mechanical ontractile latency of muscle (cf. Desmedt & Godaux,

1978, for review).

Experiment 4. The r sults of Experiment 4, in which subjectsv produced

movements under loaded conditions as rapidly,as possible following the onset

of an auditory stimulus, are given in Table 4. Tremor rates remained somewhat

slower than normal (as compared to Experiments 1 and 2) for two of the
subjects (although S3 had an increased rate of tremor, 7.8 Hz, compared to

Experiment 3). The relattve time of movement onset with respect to the tremor

cycle was again similar to that of Experiment 3 (81.5% to 86%). The resultp

of the fractionated reaction time analysis are also given in Table

reaction time (mean of 264 msec) was correlated to pre-motor time '(mean of 193

11
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Table 2 N, /
Means (and Standard.Deviation) ir Msec for Each of the Subjects .

in Experiment 2 (Reaction Time, Unloaded) *

Variable 4.

4

i

Peak-toL

Peak-to- . Peak-to- Movement Reaction Premotor Motor

Subject Peak timea EMG onsetb Onset 1.Time Time Time
k

6

'113.7, . 46.i 97.9 268.9 217.5 51.4

(21.2) (308) (27.4) (55.75 (50.9) (17.8)

2 '-'108.7 42.5 85.1 241.1 1.98.1P 42.6

(15.5) (25.2) (49.9) (53.0) (50.9) (11.2)

1. 3 102.8 3127 , 86.2 264.5 210.0 54.5

(-186) - * (19.7) (18.9) (35.2) (35.4) (8.7)

..5,

,

f
aInterval between ast two measured peaks before Alovement onset.

bAs measured fr om rectifieth-and integrated EMG,
. 4

19
12
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Table 3

Means (\Ind ,Standard Deviation) in MseC for Each.o the gbjects

in Experiment ,3 (Self-paced, Loade)LL
1034.

NI. Variable.

I

Peak -tc- Peak7to- Peak -tc-

Subject Peak timea EMG Onsetb Movement onset

1

2:

3

170.1
(59.6)

112.5
(28.9)

208.1
(63.4)

59.1

(56.6)

32.5

(39.4)

62.0

(37.5)

146.8
(62.0)

102.9
(36.0)

107.7
(34.0)

aInterval between last two measured peaks before movement onset
1,41

bAs measured from.rectified and integrated signal

,
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* IL Table,4

Means (and Standard Deviatioq) in MSec for Each of tWSubjects
in Expeeiment 4 (Reaction Time, Loaded)..

Variable

Peak-to-
Peak-to.7 Peak-to- Movement 'Reaction Premotor Motor

Sub)ect Peak timea ENG onsetb Onset Time .Time Time

1

2

155.6 15.3 95.8 298.6 218.1 80.6

(29.6) (30.8) (19.6) (46.0) (37.0) (16.0)

107.5 4.5 9.3 287.6 196.8 90.8

. Q8.3) (30.8) (27.8) (47.8) (48.6) (16.2)

127.6 69.0 110.3. 206.5 165.3 W1.3

(30.1) (30.1) (27.5) (44.6) (4.4:4) (11;6)

aInterval between last two measured peaks Wore movement onset

bAs measured from rectified and integrated EMG

21.
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Table 5

Expected Cumulative 2equency.(in percent).

tor the Four Th4oretica1 Distributions

25

35

45

55

65

'75

' 85'

95

105

115

125

>125

4fa

Theoretical Distribution Derived From

Model 1

26

37

Model 2

0

1

Model 3

12

24
'...

'/

Model 4

2.

6

47
q

6, 41 12

58 18 58 ' 21

67 35 74 35

'77 53 85 50

85 69 93 66

91 82 95 73

97 91,
.

100 88

-100 ' 100 100 95

1110 100 100 98

100 100 I00: t 100

0 0 .. 15
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Table 6

*-

Actual Cumulative ,Fre9uency (in percent')
for the Four Experiments

I'r

1

,

Actual Distrlbutions

a
.

Exp 1 Exp 2

...

Exp 3 Exp 4'

,

,

25

35

45

55

65

k., 75

85

.95

! 105
-$

115

125

)125

Na

1.

2

6

13

19

26

42

49

61

71

84

89

100

149

,

4

5
,

8:

13

20
\

40

46

57

71

83

87

97

100

87

.

-

o

0

x 0

0
.

6

22

43

60

72

79

90

97

100

206

0

0

9
.

18

32

f

39,

61

74

86

95

96

100

57

)

1

aActual number of observations

I
i

034.
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msec, r = .94), and uncorrelated to motor time (mean of 71 msec, r = .02).

As in Experiment 2, the partial crrelation of motor tiie to total reaction

time was negligible (r < .01). Ttiis resUft concurs with other investigators'

(Kamen, 1980) who have found reaction time to be related -to premotor time but

not motor time in both unresisted and resisted cases..

Test of models. The basic question of interest in all the experiments

was the existence and nature of the phase relationship between the initiation

of movement and physiologtcal tremor. Analysis of each separate experiment

produced a frequency distribution that allowed for a comparison with each of

the four theoretical models. Thus each experiment, while analyzedseparately,

was treated similarly with respect to the above question. The number of

movement onsets within each 10 m ec interval and the consequent frequency

distributions generated are shown r each of the four experiments in Figure

3. Table 5 gives the,expected cuinulatfe proportion for those same intervals,

derived from each of the theoretical distributions, and Table 6 gives the

actual cumulative proportion derived from each of the experiments. A sumTary

table of Chisquare goodnessoffit tests is presented in Table 7, and'

indicates a similar pattern for the four experiments. That is, the Chi square

goodness of fit was smallest when the empirical distributions'obtained from

each of the four experiments were compared to the theoretical distribution of'

Model 4. This result alone suggests that the initiation of voluntary movement

is not arbitrary with respect to tremor, but rather occurs systematically in

phase with it.

Table 7

'Chi Squa Goodness of Fit Testd (and Degrees of Freedom)

Between Emp ical Distributions from the Four Experiments

and the Theoretical Models

Experiment Model. 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

1 262.6 (1t) 196.0 (17) 566.2 (15) 65.6 (19)

2 111.4 (17) 113.0 (17) 155.8 (15) 38.4 (19)

297.y12) 104.7 (14) 553.4 (10) 67.5 (15)

4 79.4 (14) 20.3 .(16) 118.2 (17) 18.7 (17)

17
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EXPERIMENT 1

<25 25- 35- 45- 55- 65- 75- 15- 95- 105- f15-125->135
35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 135

PF AK TO MOVEMENT ONSET TIME (MSEO)

EXPERIMENT 3

III11h 111
25- 35- 45- 55- IS- 76- 15- 96- 105-115-125-,135
35 45 55 IS 75 S6 95 105 115 126 135

PEAK TO MOVEMENT ONSET TIME (MSEO)

Figure 3.

EXPERIMENT 2

<25 25- 35- 45- 55- 85- 75- 85- 5- 105-115-125->135
35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 135

PEAK TO MOVEMENT ONSET TIME (MSEC)

20

15

10

425 25-
35 45 55 85 76 65 95 105 115 125 135

EXPERIMENT 4

35- 45- 55- 65- 75- 65- 95- 105-1i5-125->135

PEAK TO MOVEMENT ONSET TIME (MSEO)

Frequency distributions of transformed peak-to-movement initiation
times for all four experiments. Experiments 1 and 2 correspond to

self,paced and reaction time conditions for unloaded movements.
Experiments 3 and 4 involve the same conditions but with a load,

attached to'the finger.



Additional support for the foregoing claim is provided by the large Chi

square obtained by comparing the empiAcal distributions to the theoretical

"distribution of Model 1. Had there been no relationship between movement

initiation and physiological tremor, a model based on movements occurring with

equal probability throughout the tremor cycle would have beed supported. Such

was not the case: in each experiment the resultant Chi square for Model 1 was

over_three times as large as the Chi square obtained for Model 4. Model 3 can

also be rejected on these grounds for each of the experiments.

The distinction between Model 2, which postulates a simple phase rela

'tionship between movement initiation and-physiological_ tremor, and Model 4,-

which postulates a more exact relationship between the two variables, i$ not

quite as clear, particularly when the appendage was loaded (Experiments 3 and

4, seq Table 7). However, in all cases Model_ 4 had a lower Chi square than

Model 2 (sometimes by a factor of 3) and therefore appears the most likely

candidate.

Neither is there evidence to support the notion that the phase relation

ship between physiological tremor and movement initiation breaks down when a

premium is placed on responding quickly. In support of this claim are the

small Chi squares obtained for Model 4 in both of the experiments requiring a

speeded response (Experiments 2 and 4). Although in all experiments there was

a small, proportion_of trials in which subjects initiated a response that was'

not 'in phase with the tremor cycle (as reflected in the tails of the

distributions in Figure 3), this proportion remained relatively constant

across experimental conditions.

In summary, the data from all four experiments show a strong tendency for

upward ballistic movements to be initiated in the upward phase of the tremor

cycle. Moreover, the point of initiation appears to be distributed around the

point in t,,he tremor cycle at which the musc1Pjoint system possesses peak

momentum .

tENERAL DISCUSSION

Cyclicities in biological systems have been long established in the

literature and range in periodicity from years, as in predatorprey cycles, to

months, as in the menstrual cycle, to days, as in circadian phenomerla, to

fractions df seconds, as in certain neur'al events. One of these cyclicities,

and the subject of investigation in the present paper, is physiological

tPemor. Tremor has it-drigued physiologists and clinical neurologists for a

long time, with most orthe researCh effort targeted to questions regarding

fts origin. What generates, tremoe'r Even Travis (1929) whose work first

4%tlanted that "...willed movement is not independent g tie tetanic (tremor)

contractions...but blends into the rhythm already established" seemed preoccu

pied with the question of where tremor came from. Without any, evidence to

speak of, Travis postulated that physiological tremor and voluntary movement

had common origins in the cerebral cortex. As we noted in the introduction to

this article, answers to t:he question of origins, however, still r,emain

elusive (cf. Marsden, 1978; Stein & Lee, 1981).

Sidestepping the origins issue, the' present experiments were direCted t

an issue of equal puzzlement to physiologists, namely, the fUnctional



significance of normal, physiological tremor. Trayis's (1929) ear,ly work,

along with recent theoretical considerations that oscillatory processes play a

central, organizing role in complex systems with many degrees of freedom
(Iberall, 1972; Soodak & Iberali, 1978; Yates et al., 1972; see also Kelso,

1981; Kugler et al.', 1980, 1982, for applications to movement cpntrol issues),

suggest that oscillations are present for a reaSon. The intuition is that

living systems may' be designed to take advantage of intrinsic oscillatory
processes.

As far as the control of movement is concerned, it seemed possibledthat

tremor may be used as a type of-' background facilitation for voluntary

mOvement. The four experiments ckported here offer strong support for the
hotion that tremor ii exploitable. In all cases, we observed a systematic
pOse relationship between movement initiation -Fi .d tremor. Moreover, movement

iAtiation appeared to be distributed around the point at which the muscle-
joint system possessed peak momentum (Model 4).

The present results are consistent with a general theme that is only

recently receiving its dug notice; namely, that theymotor control system is

sensitive to its owm physical dpamics tend is capable of taking advantage of

Y''
them (Cooke, 1980; Greene, 1972; Kel

llr

o, 1981; Kelso & Holt, 1980; Kelso et

al., 1980; Kugler et al., 1981), 1982 . With respect to the findings here, it

is noteworthy that- kinetic energyfis greatest around the point of maximum

\\...._ 'momentum in an oscillation. Pres(imably, if the motor system was "smart."

(paralleling Runeson's [1977] smart' pervptual, device), it would take

advantage of this fact for reasons of energy optimization. In short, it would

be post-efficient for voluntary movement initiations to be ditri41ted around

the point of peak momentum (maximum angular velocity). Note that n order to

initiate movement around this point, ,the mechanical lag betwee onset of

'electromyographic activity and movement must be taken into account. That this

appears to, be so in the present experiments suggests that the nervous system

is sensitive to the physical facts of oscillation. There is, as it were, a

mutual coupling between the, informatigfi, signalling aspects, and the power

plant provided by muscles. K

That a highly evolved system may take advantage of intrinsic oscillations

for the purpose of reducing the energy demands associated with movement, is

supported by studies that measure the energy requirements of sustaining

sinusodial movements of a limb. Rack and hO colleagues coupled the elbow
joint to a machine capable of drivingthe joint sinusoidally and found tihat

below 6 Hz and above 13 Hz the dachine had to do work to sustain the movement;

however, between 6 and 13 iz (peaking around 10'Hz) thklimb actually did work

on the mnachine (cf. Rack & Westbury, 1974). Thus the amount of energy
required to drive the limb at its natural resonant frequency (coinciding with

tremor) was much less than at other frequencies (see Rack, 1978, 'Figures 4 and

5). Although Rack's findings are consistent with the present data and help to

rationalize them, they do not address the issue germane to thperelent

studies, viz., the phasing of volitional activity and tremor.

The results of the experiments reported here are particularly relevant to,

the work of a group o-ErRussian 'investiggtors (cf. Aizerman & Andpeeva, 1968;

Chernov, 1968). In a -of studies this grout, provided qualitative

evidence that when the arm is held in a p icular position, opposing agonist=

aliponist muscles alternately pull thernrone way and then the other,

20



producing. a "tremor" of about ten cycles per second. The EMG envelopes of

both muscles in the Soviet studies were observed to display "peaks" that

appeared to arise each time the absolute value of joint angle velocity reached

a certain threshold value. These peaks alternate in that if at one moment the

peak is large for the flexor and small for the extensor, the next time the

threshold value is reached, a largeeak is observel-for the extensor and a

small one for the flexor. In this way movements in one direction or another

are associated with increases in the amplitude of the EMG tremor pealc of the

involved muscle. In Aizerman's model, the brain is envisioned as sending the

same signals to each muscle contributing to the limb's movement at the tremor

frequency, while prior adjustments in the interneuronal pools allow each

muscle to respond by the appropriate amount.

Our findings, suggesting that movement initiation is distributed around

the point of peak angular momentum, fit rather well with Aizerman's

"threshold" concept in which "splashes" of neuromuscular activity occur in

relevant muscles when the joint reaohes a critical angular velocity.

Moreover, the idea that there may be critical values of certain system
sensitive parameters (or in the background state of interneuronal pools) that

establish optirium conditions for control, receives support in larger scale

activities such as human handwriting. In .. an elegant model of cursive

handwriting that uses coupled oscillations in horizontal and'

directions to produce letter forms, Hollerba6"h (1978) has shown that tter

height modulation is best accomplished by altering acceleration amplitude at

the vertical zero crossing. This point occurs at the top and bottom of letter

corners and, in terms of the present study, would be associated (roughly) with

'the onset of DIG activity observed in the present experiments.

The present data also offer an empirical basis for the more recent

speculations of Hallett, Shahani, and Young (1977) on Parkinson patients, that

"...some of the delay in initiating movement in patients with tremor-at-rest

might come from 'waiting to get into the correct time of the cycle'..."

(p. 1133). Our results concur and suggest that the "correct time" may be

distributed around a point at which it is physically advantageous to initiate

movements.

That there appears to be value in havirig a low level oscillation in the

limb segment before movement initiation, and that the cycling activity is

exploited in energetically useful ways, is a claim in sharp contrast to

conventional views of physiological tremor. *Up to now, and possibly because

of a preoccupation with pathological tremors, physiologists have tended to

consider low-level oscillations as unwanted sources of noise. Similarly,

physiological tremor is posited to occur "as a result of instability in the

'servomechanism associated with the spinal stretch reflex" (cf. Stein & Lee,

1981). The theoretical emphasis on "instability" and on ways to reduce tremor

oscillations may have desensitized physiologists to the possible uses of

tremor.

Tremor, as currently understood, is a stochastically fluctuating, quasi-

periodic activity common to all humans, and is not, judging by present data, a

source of "noise" in the conventional, undesired sense. Tremor "n6ise"

appears to have a function, which may be to keep the system in motion in order

to minimize its inertia and increase the velocity of its reactivity

(Sollberger, 1965).. As pointed out some years ago by Greene (1972), using
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small; rapid oscillatory movements _might allow for graded control
Oproportional" control) to be exerted by highLy nonlinear and discontinuous
systems. For example, a rapid fluctuating signal (or dither) added to a

slowly varying control signal, is often useful to overcome a threshold or
"unstick" friction. The present data, as well as those discussed above
(Aizerman & Andreeva, 1968; Ballet et al., 1977) can be interpreted as support
of this view.

From a more general perspective, it is worth noting that physical
biologists have recently discounted static, snapshot views of biologreal
systems, in which the methodology dictates that periodic ezients are ignored
(see Katchalsky, Rowland, & Blumenthal, 1974; Iberall, 1972). For persistence
of function, living systems must conduct energy transactions in a cyclical
manner if thermodynamic strictures are to be met. Such cycling is a general
and inevitable consequence of the physics of open systems that undergo energy
flux (Mbrowitz, 1979). Moreover, fluctuations in a system, according to
contempoeary physical theory, are a necessary precondition for the evolution
and maintenance of function (Iberall,. 19i7, 1978; Prigogine, 1980).
Extrapolating from such considerations, physiological oscillations in normal
systems dre not likely to be functionally insignificant.

In conclusion, the present data underscore the importance of giving
oscillatory processes a more prominent role in our considerations of how
movements are initiated and controlled. ' The findings reported here are
consistent with evolving oscillator-theoretic views of neural control
(cf. Delcomyn, 1980), and point to the gains that might be achieved when
neuroscience and psychology embrace more fully design principles based on
oscillatory processes.

REFERENCE NOTE

1. Szubowicz, L. A tutorial suide to WENDY: The Haskins wave editing and,
display system,. Unpublished manuscript, Haskins Laboratories, 1977.
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FOOTNOTE

lIt is important to note that the four theoretical models do not

generally have solutions.in closed form. Thus, numerical integration was used

to evaluate the probability density functions. By taking discrete time slices

from the density function it was possible to determine the number of movement

initiations expected within any particular phase of the tremor cycle. The

resultant distributions could then be compared directly with the data obtained

from each of the experiments.
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APPENDIX 1

Derivation of the Models

All four model's assume that tremor peak-to-peak time is distributed

normally with some mean,px, and vpriance,a2( Thus, if x is a random normal

variable (r.n.v.) of tremor peak-to-peak time,that is distributed normally
with some mean,Px , and variance, 02 , then:

2,
x n(11

X
,

X

and tile distribution function of x, f(x) is described as:

1
e
-112 (x-.)

2

f(x) =
2

/-fiT s s.
x x

where R is the sample mean; s2 is the sample variance.

The rationale and test of this assumption are given in Goodman (1981).

Model 1. Since y is distributed uniformly over the peak-to-peak interval x,

then the distribution function of y given x, g(ylx) is described as:

-a'
g(y1x) = 1[0,x](Y)

where y is a random variable defined as peak-to-movement initiation time.

Hence the conjoint distribution of peak-to-peak times and peak-to-movement

initiation times is distributed as:

h(y,x) =

](-)] [
X [0,X 7

e-1/2
(x)2

2
/27T S

x
S
x

After integrating over the limits of x, the resultant probability density
function of peak-to-movement initiation time, y, is that given in equation (1)

of text.
.613

Model 2. A similar aigument follows for model 2, which assumes a uniform

distribution of y in the ascending Phase of the peak-to-peak interval x.

g(yix) is described as:

g(x) =
1(.1.

Hence the conjoint distribution of tremor peak-to-peak times and peak- °-

movement initiation times is distributed as:

h(y,x) = r I 1
x,x]

(y)
X Pi

o s'

e
-1/2 (x-x)

x

2

-
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By integrating over the limits of x, the probability density function pf

to-movement time, y, given in equation (2) of text results.

Model 3% In model 3, y is a random normal variable distributed about x/2.

g(y1x) is then described as:.

-2

1 -112 (y i)
g(y Ix) =

212% s
y S

y

Hence the conjoint distribution of tremor peak-to-peak times and peak-to-

movement initiation times is dietributed as:

- '--- e-1/2
(x-

/5 s
x

1 T0 -21[ 1

s
x

2 /5 S
Y

.1h(y,x) =
)

S
2

-2

Y

Thus, by integrating over the limits of x, the probability density function of
peak-to-movement initiation time, y, given in equation (3) of text results.

Model 4. In model Li, y is a random normal variable distributed about 3x/4.

g(y:x) is then deicribed as:

3 - 2

g(ylx) = e
(y x)1

y S
2

Hence the conjoint distribution of tremor peak-to-peak times and peak-to-

movement initiation times is distributed as

[ 1

h(y,x) = e
-1/2

S
x

[ 1
e

(y - x)
3 - 2

/i7/7 S
Y S2

By instegrating over the limits of x, the probability density function of peak-
to-movement initiation time, y, given in equation (4) of text results. Thus

the resultant probability density function of (4)%
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EXPERIENCED AND INEXPERIENCED LISTENERS TO DEAF SPEECH

Nancy S. ticGarr+

Abstract. The study examines differences between expeeienced and

inexperienced lidtair-67-in-IiiiffefgtiiiiiEgthe speech of the deai%

Listeners heard te-st words in three conditions: .sentences, isolat-

ed, and segmented (the last being words produced in sentences,

excised, and then preSented in isolation). Factors believed influ-

ential in listener differences were examined: predicted word intel-

ligibility, sentence context, sentence length, and position of the
word in the sentence. Scores for experienced listeners were consis-

tently higher than those for inexperienced listeners for all factors

considered. Differences.between listeners were greatest for test
words in .sentences, followed by isolated and segmented test words.
However, there was_no statistically significant inteeaction between
listener experience and any of the factors considered. Thus, the
data do not support several hypotheses that have been proposed to
account for listener differences. For both experienced and inexper-

ienced listeners, scores varied systematically depending On the
amount of linguistic context in the sentence. In addition, a

significant difference in scores for isolated and segmented test
words suggests coarticulatory effects in the speech of the deaf that
may significantly affect intelligibility for both groups.

Ov.

INTRODUCTION

Those who work with the deaf are not suprised when a child whose speech
is judged relatively intelligible in the classroom is still virtually unintel-

-ligible to the "man on the street." That there are judgment differences
between experienced listeners (e.g., teachers of the deaf) and inexperienced
listeners is widely accepted. In fact, intelligibility of deaf speech has
been rated according to how likely the speaker is to be understood by "most

trained teachers of the deaf, most people familiar with deaf speech, or almost

everyone" (Thomas, 1963). In spite of this common observation, while consib-
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erable effort ,has been directed to studying speaker characteristics for

intelligibility, relatively little attention has been accorded factors related
to listeners.

Investigators (Brannon, 1964; Markides, 190; Smith, 1972) have noted

that a naive listener may understand about one word in every five produced by
a deaf speaker. In contrast, an experienced listener's ability to understand
deaf speech seems clearly, superior (Mangan, 1961; Markides, 1970; Monsen,

1978; Thomas, 1963). These studies used listeners'to rate overall intelligi
bility or to transcribe speech production. Several differences between

listening groups have been noted. .First, intelligibility scores decreased
from experienced to.naive listeners (Mangan, 1961; Monsen, 1978;4Nickerson,
1973; Thomas, 1963). Some overlap in individual data was observed% but as a
whole, group scores for naive listeners never approached those of the

AL
experienced. For both groups, scores wer,e higher for sentences than for

isolated words with a wider range of intelligibility observed for sentences
than for words (Hudgins, 1949; Subtelny, 1977; Thomas, 1963). Sentence scores

for experienced listeners have been reported from 31% (Markides, 1570) to 83%
(Monsen, 1978); sentence scores for inexperienced listeners ranged from 18.7%
(Smith; 1972) to 73% (Monsen, 1978).

These data educe several hypotheses about.listener differences. For

example, the consistency of the reported speech production errors suggested to

Hudgins and Numbers (1942) that the experienced listenee may recode deaf
speech to compensate for typical deaf articulatory errors. Since these error

patterns are presumably unknown to the naive listener, articulatory cues

cannot be used to enhance intelligibility. HudginS and Numbers (1942) also
hypothesized that experienCed listeners may make better use of contextual
information. They argued that the naive listener was so distracted by the
quality of deaf speech that information could not be derived from available
contextual cues. On the other hand, higher scores for sentences than for
isolated words led Brannon (1964) to conclude that context was, extremely
imporIant for the naive listener. Thomas (1963) noted that both groups
profited from context, since scores for "everyday" sentences were higher than
for isolated words. In these investigations, and others (Hudgins, 1949;

Subtelny, 1977), context was defined as a word produced and heard in a

sentence. However, the sentences varied considerably in the amount of
linguistic information and different vocabulary was used in the sentence and

isolated word conditions. Furthermore, for nondeaf speakers words produced
in sentences differ from those produced in isolation (Lieberman, 1963; McGarr,
1981; Miller,'Heise, & Lichten, 1951; O'Neill, 1957; Pollack & Pickett, 1963,
1964), although this difference has not been studied in deaf speakers.

Finally, in these studies, the criterion of listener experience was not

always carefully controlled. In some instances experienced listeners were
very familiar with the children, the speech training protocol, or the test

material. In other studies, the listeners were not familiar with any of these

factors. Many feel that it,is personal knowledge of a particular deaf speaker
that gives the experienced listener his or her advantage. But the extent to
which each of these factors increases intelligibility of deaf speech for
listeners has not been determined. This stugy was undertaken, therefore, to

study systematically those factors believed to account hr some' of the

differences between experienced and inexperieneed listeners to deaf speech.
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METHODS

Listeners \_

One hundred and twenty listeners participated in the study--sixty experi-

enced and sixty inexperienced. , An experienced listener was a person who had
more than one year's experience in listening to the speech of the deef. The,

sixty experienced listeners were teachers of the deaf, speech patholo ts,

and audiologists in schools for the deaf. ,The listeners did not kno theIIP
child whose speech they heard or the school at which_ nir-child received
training. -The- numb-er- -of- years-of-experience ranged from JU-St over 1 year to

25 years;, mean number of years' experience was 6.8 years. In addition to
meeting the experience criterion, each of the listeners had . normal hearing and

was a native speaker of English.

An inexperienced listener was defined as having no previoUs experience in

hearing the speech of the deaf. There were 60 inexperienced listeners

recruited primarily from undergraduate classes. These listeners also met all

other criteria required of the experienced group.

Subjects

Twenty severe-profaundly deaf children from the Lexington School for the

Deaf served as subjects in the study. The children were equally divided int
-)

two age groups, one of 8- to 10-year-olds and another of 13- to f5-year-olds
with 5 females and 5 males in each group. All,subjects were congenitally dea

and had no handicaps other than deafness. The grodp mean pure tone average

for .5, 1, and 2 kHz was 98.6dB (ISO) "in the better ear. The children were
judged by their speech supervisors to have fair, average, or good speech:, No-

child whose speech was judged totally unintelligible was included in the

study.

Materials

The test materials comprised 36 monosyllabic words each of which was .

embedded in a sentence. The words ware selected in orider to examine possible

interactions between listener experiedce and articulatory cues. Each word was

empirically defined with respect to its predicted intelligibility when, pro-

duced by a deaf child. This measure was obtaiped by ranking all words

produced by deaf children in Smith's (1972) ostudy. The 18 monosyllablic words

ranked, h'ghest for inWligibility and the 18 monosyllablic words ranked

lowest 1or intelligibility formed the test-139,43us. Scores for test words in

the pre ent study were subsequently compared with those of Smith and showed
the same clustering of high and low intelligibility scores.

or

In order.to examine the effect betweeelistener experience and context,

each of the 36 words was embedded in a sentence that varied with respect to

the amoeint of overall contextual information. A definition of high or low

contextual information was made for %)ach of the sentences using a standard

word prediction.technique. Twenty undergraduates (not listeners) were asked

to "fill-in the blank" when presented with a written version of the sentence

with the test word omitted. A sentence was defined 'as high in contextual
information if 15 or more undergraduates completed it with the same word. A
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sentence was deffhed as low in contextual informatiap if 15 or more undergra-
. Aptes selected dfrrerent words to complete the senience.

The sentences were also designed with respect to other factors that were
believed to be important to listeners: (1) the'number of syllables in the
sentence, and (2) the location of the test word in the sentence. ' The

sentences were either 3, 5, or 7 syllables in length; the location of the test
word in the sentence occurned either (1) fat or near the beginning of the
sentence, (2) in the middle of the sentence, or (3) near or at the end of the
sentence. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram summarizing key factors in the test
materials. For the 36 test wotds in sentences, all factors'in Figure 1 are

relevant to the test material. For the test words in isolation, only

predicted intelligibility is a factor. The test materials are presented in
Appendix 1.

Listehing Conditions

Since an isolated word differs from one in a sentence both in perception

and production, an additional set of stimuli was produced maintaining the same
balanc of context and woP4ntelligibility. Specifically these test words
were iginally produced in sen u1ences but were subsequently heai'd by the
lis ers in isolation. These word_ are referred to as segmented test words
and were obtained by processing the audio tape recordings of the childrens'
sentences on the Haskins Laboratories spectrum and waveform editing system.
Segmentation was aCcomplished. using both auditory and visual cues. Because

test words.produced in sentences a.1 isolation may vary in overd1,1 amplitude,

the levels for the test words werg equalized in each of the 3 listening
conditions described below.

, 1. Test words produced in seOtences and presented to the listener in

sentences. Listeners were asked to write down the whole sentence; however,
the scores for test words were of primary interest.

2. Test words produced in isolation and presented to the listener in

isolation.

3. TeSt words produced in sen1ènces, excised from the sentences, and

presented ta the listeners in isolation-Isegmented test words.

In each condition, the deaf speakers' samples were randomized in order to

avoid learning effects. That is, each listener heard only. one child with no

repetition of the same test word on a t pe. A single deaf child's intelligi-

bility score was thils an average of 3 experienced and 3 inexperienced

listeners' scores.

RESULTS

Intelligibility scores were obtained for experienced and inexperienced

listeners,,and analyses of variance performed to test for significant interac-
tions between listener experience and other factors. Separate analyses were

performed for test words in sentences, in isolation, and in segmented
conditions because the number of factors was different for each type of
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Figure 1. A schematic diagram summarizing the key factors in the test

material. See text for further details.
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stimulus. Th) factors consipered in t,hese'analyses* included listener experi

ence, predicted word,intelTrgibility, deiree- of sentence context,' and 'two
additional factors pe'rtaining to the speakers:As-age 'of thd chqdren (younger
versus,older), enl sex (male versus female). The analyses of varipftte for
test words 'in 'Sentences and for segmented test vwords included .all five

factors. Theanalysis for isolated words d only'four factors sinde context-
was.not a factor.for words producdp and h rd in isolation.

In performing the analyses of variance, data were tranbforbed 'using thej
arcsine transformation (Brównleed: 1965):. Becaupe of the large number of F
te4.Lperformed in each of, these analyses, only tho8e.:effects yith a

significance level of '.01 or smaller were considered. Table 1 summarizes data

for each ofthe main effects as well as ani significant,interactioins.'

tener experience was highly gnificapt for test words in sentences
d i lation, but about the borde line_significance level for segmented

test words. there was no significant i fraction between experience and any

factor for est words in sentences or in isolation. There was evidence of a'
borderline i teraction (<.015) between experience, intelligibility and context
for segment d st words. Additional significant main effects included:

.context, p edicte word intelligibility, and, age (the latter factor was

isignific t only for test words in.sentences and in isolation). Sex was not a

signifi ant factor. There was evidence of an interaction between predicted
word in elligibility and context (IxC)'for test words in sentences.

In o r to analyze the, differences between-the types of stimuli, a

fourth analysis of variance was done. In this analysis the factors were: the

type of stimulus (test words in sentences, in isolation, and segmented

conditions), listener experience, and predicted word intelligibility. Each of

the main effects was significant'at the < .01 level. There were no signifi
capt interactions.

4

Listeners' Scores

Table 2 summarizes the mean scores obtained by eiperienced and inexperi
enced listeners for each type of speech stimulus% Experienced listeners

consistently obtained higher scores than inexperienced liSteners. For both

f

groups,scores for test words in sentences were highest followed by scores for
isolated words and then scores for segmented words. Scores for test words in
sentences were more than double the scores for segmented words. The greatest

diffenence between listeners occurred on sentences--11%. In contrast, the

difference .between listeners was 6% and 3% for words in isolation and for
segmented test words, respectively. Intelligibility scores Idere also obtained

for all wCilys in sentences (cf. Table 2). Scores based on all words were only

slightly higher than for scores based on test words alone.

Predicted Intelligibility of Test Words

Mean scores obtained by ekperienced and inexperienced listeners as a'
function of predicted intelligibility of test words are plotted in Figure 2.
Experienced listeners obtained higher scores than inexperienced listeners for

either high,.-or low intelligibility words in sentence, in isglated, or in

segmented conditions. The overall pattern Of the data for high and low
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Source of:

Variation

Experience (E)

, --Context (C)

- - e

'Word Intell. (I)
1

'Age (A)

Sei (S)

IxC

,

Experience (E)

Word Intell. (I)

Age (A)

Sex (S)

Experience (E)
-sW

Context (C)

Word Intell. (I)

Age (A)

Sex (S)

ExIxC
.

) Table 1 ,

Squares DF Mean Square/ F Significance

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TEST WORDS
PRODUCED AND HEARD IN SENTENCES

_

2.44 2.44 20.5 .001*

6.38 1 6.38 53.61 .001*

2.73 1 2.73 22.94 0. .001*

A

12.04 1 12.04 11.58 .003*

1.07 1 1.07 1.03 .326

2.20 1 2.20 18.50 .001*

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TEST WORDS
PRODUCED AND HEARD IN ISOLATION

.442 1, .440 14.6 .001*
f o.,

2.313 1 2.310 70.9 .0-01*

3.08 1 3.08 11.84 .003*

.10 1 .10 .38 . .542

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 11.16T WORDS
PRODUCED IN SENTENCES AND HEARD

IR-ISOLATION (SEGMENTED)

.292 A 1 .292 5.03 .025

1.740 1 1.740 30.00 .001*

:884 1 .884 15.24 .001*

.706 1 .706 -4.46 .048

1.206 1 1.20c) 7.63 .013**

.342 1 - 5.89 .015**

411,.

*Significant at < .01 level
A*Significant between .01 and .02 levels .
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Ta6le 2

Kean Scores Obtained by Listenerg

Ar,

Mean Score

Type of Stimulus Listeners % Correct

(

Test words produaed and_heard in sentences

Test words produced and heard in isolation

Experienced .41

Inexperienced .30

Experienced .29

Inexperienced .23

Test words produced in sentences and heard in

isolation (i.e. segmented) Experienced .16

iAll words produced and heard in sentences

Inexperienced .13

Experienced .49

Inexperienced .35
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. Figure 2. Mean scores obtained by experienced and inexperienced listeners for

test words in sentences, in isolated and in segmented conditions.
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intelligibility words was similar for both groups. Test words with high
predicted intelligibility received higher scores than those with low,predicted
intelligibility for each type of stimulus. For_either high or low intelligi-

bility words, scores were high4st when the test words were in sentences,

followed by test words in isolation, and, finally segmented test woeds:

However, the effect of intelligibility was most pronounced for test words in

sentences and in isolation. In these conditions, scores obtained by both
groups of listeners were noticeably higher for test words with high predicted
intelligibility than with low. High or low intelligibility had less effect on

the scores for segmented words. There was no statistically significant

'interaction between intelligibility and stimulus type.

Sentence Context

Mean scores obtained by experienced and inexperienced listeners for test

words as a function of sentence context4are plotted in Figure 3. For all

conditions, experienced listeners scored higher on average than inexperienced
listeners but again, no statistically significant interaction was found. The

differences between experienced and inexperienced listeners for test words in

either high or low context sentences was roughly 10%. Since segmented test

words were originally produced in sentences, the effect of context on

intelligibility of these stimuli was also examined. The difference between
listeners for segmented words produced in high or low context sentences was

roughly 5%.

The magnitude of the context effect is also evident in Figure 3. Scores

for both groups of listeners were greater for the high context oonditions than

for the low. Scores for test words in high context sentences Ire approxi-
mately 16% greater than those in lowcontext sentences for li eners. For

segmented test words, difference between high and low oontext conditions was

approximately 8% for either group. Thus, the effect of context for words
produced and heard in sentences is substantial. If the same test words are

segmented in such a way that, although produced in context they are heard in

isolation, the effect of context is much smaller, but not negligible.

Interaction Between Exper/ence, Context, and Intelligibility

Of special interest Was the.significant interaction between

ity and context for sentences as welI as any Phteraction involving experience

and these factors. The interactions between context and predicted intelligi-

bility (IC) were statistically significant for test words in sentences. A

borderline interaction was obtained for listener experience, context and

predibted word intelligiblity (EIC) for segmented test words. These three

factors are plotted in Figure 4.

For test words in serikences, the pattern for experienced and inexperi-

enced listeners is similar, with the difference between listener8 averaging

about 10% across each of the fourscombinations of intelligibility and context.

For both groups of listeners, the ranking of scores (from highest to lowest)

as a function of predicted intelligibility and sentence context were: (1)

high intelligibility, high context, (2) low intelligibility, high context, (3)

high intelligibility, low context, and (4) low intelligibility, low context.
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For segmented test words, the overall patterns for exper enced and

inexperienced listeners show relatively th.p same ranking of inte gibility as
for the sentence condition. That is, for both experienced and inexperienced
listener§, high context words were most intelligible and low context words,
least intelligible. Also, -on average, scores for test words with high

intelligibility were higher than those with low intelligibility. In only one

instance did inexperienced listeners receive slightly higher scores ihan
experienced listeners. That is, for segmented test words with low context,
the experienced listeners showed a significant drop in scores from high to low
intelligibility words. This gives rise to the borderline interac ion.

10Between Children Differences

Intelligibility scores were -also analyzed for factors related to the
children's age and Sex. These data are shown in Figure 5. Again, there were
no interactions between listener experience and these variables. As indicated
by the analysis of variance, age was a signW...cant factor for test words in

sentences and in isolation, but not for segmenteli test words. Older children
were more intelligible than younger children for all three types of stimuli.

14YFurther, there yiere no significant differences between male and female

subjects for test words in sentences and isolation, and only a borderline
significance level for segmented test words.

Position of the Teat Word and Number of Syllables

An additional analysis of variance was performed to investigate the

effect of the position of the test word in the sentence, the number of
sXlables in the sentence, and whether there were ani, interactions betWeen
listener experience and these two factors.

The main effect for position of the test wcrd in the sentehce was highly
significant (p < .001). No statistically significant effect was found lOrhe
number of syllables in the sentence. However, there was a statistically
significant interaction (p < .001) between the number of syllables in the
sentence and the position of the word in the 'sentence. Again, there was no
statistically significant interaction between listener experience and these
factors.

limbe

Figure 6 shows the percent intelligibility obtained by listeners for test

words as a function of position in the sentence. Again experienced listeners
obtained higher scores than the inexperienced listeners regardless of word
position. For test words in sentences, the pattern of relative intelligibili
ty was similar for both groups. Scores were highest for test words near the
beginning of sentences, followed by those in the middle, and those near the
end of sentences. In the sentence condition, the difference between experi
enced an0 inexperienced listeners was approximately 1 % for each position. In

contrast, experienced listeners scored only slightly 1igher than inexperienced

for segmented test words. The difference between gr ups'was only 5%; scores
for test-words segmented from the beginning, middle, or end of the sentences
were nearly the same. There was no significant interaction between listener

1 experiences ahd position of the test word.
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Figure 7 plots the significant interaction between number of syllables
and word position in the sentence for both groups of listeners. There was no

,interaction effect for test words in the segmented condition. 14or three

syllable sentences, test words at the beginning of the sentence were less

intelligible than those near the beginning of five,. and sevensyllable sen

tences. It should be' noted that the test words in threesyllable.sentences

were always in the word initial position, while those in the five and seven
syllable sentences occurred near .(within tWo syllables) the beginning of the

sentence but not in the word initial position. Differences between experi

enced and Ulexperienced listeners weeg greatest for test words near the
beginning of fivesyllable sentences, and for test words near the middle and

end of sevensyllable _sentences.

DISCUSSIGN
afl

Intelligibilkty scores for the experienced listeners were consistently

higher than those for inexperienced listeners. Further, the differences ih

the test scores between experienced and inexperienced listeners werA essen

tially constant for all factors investigated: (1) predicted word intlligi

bility, (2) aregree of sentence context, (3) number of syllables in the

sentence, and (4) position of the test word in the sentence. For both group

of listeners, the scores for test words in sentences were consistently higher

than scores for test words in isolation followed by segmented words.

Where comparisons are possible, these data are not inconsistent with the

literature. For words produced and heard in isolation, the scores obtained by

experienced listeners are reported from,35% (Subtelny, 1977) to 42% (Hudgins,

1949); the mean score for experienced listeners in this studY was29%. For

inexperienced listeners, the reported scores range from 17% (Brannon, 1964) to

28% (Thomas, 1963); mean sdore obtained by the inexperienced'Iisteners in this

study was 23%. Test words with high predicted intelligibility fell essential

ly midrange of the published data for dithéi- ---e-ipeti-6666T -or Imexperienced

listeners. This suggests that phonetically balanced monosyllables trequently

chosen,as the speech stimuli _for deaf subjects are similar to test words with

high predicted intelligibility used in this study. Choice of phonetically

balanced monosylla les kn speech evaluations would likely result in higher
intelligibility scorkes for deaf speakers than if other nOrd list6 were chosen.

Scores reported for sentences vary over a wider range of intelligibility

than those for isolated words. For experienced listeners, scores are reported

from 31% (Markides, 1970) to 83% (Monsen, 1978); for inexperienced listeners,

-the rlange was 18.7% (Smith, 1972) to 73% (Monsen,,1978). Scores for test

words in sentences in this study were 41; for pperienced, and 30% for

inexperienced listeners, with scores for'all words in sentences only slightly

higher (49% and 35%, respectively).

If sentence scores from this study are examined as a functiOLf context,

the scores for high context sentences were 49% for experienced and 38% for
ifiexperienced listeners and nearly midrange of data reported in th'e litera

ture. Scores for sentences with low context.were 33% for experienced, and 21%

for.inexperienced listeners and fell near the lower end of the reported range
for the respective groups. Apart from the present study, which controlled for
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the,degree of context, the speectr materials resulting in high intelligibility

were those that contained words of common usage or were highly redundant in
linguistic information. (e.g., -Thomas, 1963; Monsen, 1978). Speech materials
that resulted in lower intelligibility-scores were either spontaneous speech
samples (John & Howarth, 1965; Marlp.des, 1970) or sentences that varied
considerably in length and grammatical -complexity (Smith, 1972). This wide
variation in intelligibility scores reported for deaf children with very
similar hearing losses implies the necessity for a set of uniform speech
materials, thus permitting more meaningful evaluation of intelligibility, and
also better comparison among deaf speakeri.

These data do not, however, support several hypotheses that have'attempt
,

4'ed to exPlain the differences between liste4ers. ,Hudgins and Numbers (1942)
proposed that experienced listeners obtained higher scores than inexperienced
listeners because they are familiar with typical errors in production of deaf
speech, and recode the speech so as to comperitate for these errors. If this
were the case, one would expect an interactionlbetween listener experience and
predicted word intelligibility. By definition, words with high intelligibili
ty were ones that deaf children were likely to produce correctly. Similarly,
words with low intelligibility were ones that deaf children were likely to
misarticulate, Hence, if the above hypothesis was correct, experieneed
listeners would show a greater relative gain for low intelligibility words,
since these words should have more errors for the listener to recode.
However, no significant interaction was obtained. The measured difference in
scores between experienced and inexperienced listeners for test words with
high intelligibility was about the same as those for test words with low
intelligibility, as shown in Figure 2. The lack of a statistically signifi
cant interaction between listener experience and predicted word intelligibili
ty doeS not mean thaekxperienced listeners recode deaf speech in the same way
as inexperienced listeners, but rather that recoding strategies are more
subtle and less easily defined than previously proposed.

A second hypothesis (Hudgins & Numbers, 1942; Thomas, 1963), .proposes
that experienced listeners simply make better use of contextOal cues. Scores
for both classes of listeners were higher for sentences with high context than
for those with low context (cf. Figure 3) and there was no evidence of a
statistically significant interaction between listener experience and context.
The improvement due to experience was essentially constant for both high
conteZt and low context stimuli. Again, the lack of a statistically signifi
canta interaction does' not repUdiate the importance of context, but rather
iMdicates that should an interaction exist, it is likely to be of a smaller
magnitude than suggested.

While the effect of context on speech intelligibility has long been
realized, it 'had been argued by Hudgins and Numbers C1942) that context may be
even more important for listeners of deaf speech. Specifically, they hypothe
sizedINitthe effect of articulatory errors on the intelligibility of deaf
speech could be reduced by the contextual constraints of the sentences, and'by
implication, the greater the articulatory errors, the greater the effect of
context. This third hypothesis concerning an interaction between intelligi
bility and context was supported by the qata. The effect of word intelligi
bility.., from high to low, accounted for 4 greater change in scores for high
context sentences than for low context sentences (cf.,,Pigure 4, top). While
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there was a significant interaction between intelligibility and context for

test words in sentences, the interaction between these factors and listener

experience was not statistically significant, suggesting that both experienced

and inexperienced listeners _are benefiting to the same extent fl'om this

information. This effect was observed even for. individual -children whose

intelligibility scores were low (<30%) (cf. McGarr, 1978). These _results

contravene Sitler, Schiavetti, and Metz (in press)- who found no effect of

context for subjects with poor intelligibility. It should be noted that

Sitler et al. did not control for the degree of context in their test

materials and also used different vocabulary for their isolated words and

sentences.

A fourth view is that personal knowledge of the _deaf speaker whi.ch

enables the experienced listener to obtain higher intelligibility scores.

Since the inexperienced listener does not know the speaker, his or her scores

would be lower. In the literature, a definition of experienced listener *

included persons who knew the subjects, such as teaehers or parents (Mangan,

1961), listeners who were trained on either the test materials or the deaf

speakers (Hudgins, 1949), as well as listeners who wene generally familiar

with the speech of the deaf, but did not personally know the speakers. In

contrast, all inexperienced listeners were specified as having no previous

experience with the deaf. In this investigation, none of the listeners,

experienced or inexperienced, knew the child whose speech they heard. Hence,

the hypothesis of personal knowledge of the speaker alone enabling the

experienced listener to obtain higher intelligibility scores was,not supported

in the study (see also Gulian & Hinds, 1981). While it is likely that

children who are known to parents or teachers may be more intelligible than to

other listeners, further research is warranted to quantify the' effect of

personal knowledge.

A final notion is that knowledge of a particular speech teaching strategy

results in a distinctive speech pattern, characteristic of the child's school,

which enables the experienced listener who is cognizant of these strategies to

obtain higher intelligibility scores. Similarly, if other experienced lis

teners, or inexperienced listeners, are unfamiliar with this eddcational

approach, the intelligibility scores will be lower. This view is also not

supported by the data. Although the error patterns of the subjects are not

discussed n detail here (cf. however, McGarr, 1978), the error patterns were

similar to other deaf children (Smith, 1972; Levitt et al., Note 1). Also,

the experienced listeners'in this study did not know at which school the child

was trained. Teachers serving as experienced listeners who were from the same

school as the children scored no better or worse than the experienced

listeners from other schools. It would seem that once familiar with deaf
speech, the experienced listeners were able to generate hUher scores for deaf

speakers in general.

One can infer from the results of this study that the effect of context'

is important in perception as well as in production. For the former, the

effect of linguistic context was seen in the differences in test scores for ,

speech stimuli with high or low context, and also in the differences between

test words produced and heard in sentences, and test words produced in

sentences but heard in isolation (i.e., segmented). It should be remembered

that the recordings of test words in sentences and in segmented donditions
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were identical. These results are described in greater deN.41. elsewhere

(McGarr, 1981).

The effect of phonetic context o9 production is noted in the differences
in test scores between Asolated words and segmented test words, the scores for
the former being considerably higher. The difference in test scores indicates
that deaf children produce words in context differently than words in
isolation. This finding has beeh observed for hearing speakers (Lieberman,
1963; McGarr, 1981; Miller, Heise, 1 Lichten, 1951; O'Neill, 1957; Pollack &
Pickett, 1963, 1964) but heretofore has hot been quantified for deaf speakers.
The data in this study suggest that deaf speakers do not produce speech "like-
beads-on-a string" (Haycock, 1933). Rather, coarticulation occurs in the

speech of the deaf and significantly affects intelligibility. It would be
wrohg, however, to assume that,, since this effect seems to be a negative one
(manifested by relatively low scores for segmented test words),, the deaf child
should be taught to produce speech one-word-at-a-time in order to improve
intelligibility. While this study did not consider test words produced in
isolation but heard in context, it is well known that speech produced by the
concatenation of isolated words, without additional processing (Flanigan,
1972), is both difficult to understand and unpleasant to hear.

Another production effect observed was that the total energy i'or a word
produced in isolation was different from that for the same word.produced in
sentences. Specifically, isolated test words tended to be more intense than
those produced in sentences, and longer in duration. However, the perceptual
differences observed in the study between test words in sentences and in

Aolation cannot be ascribed to differences in intensity, since the levels for
test words in each condition (sentences, isolation, and segmented) were
equalized.

Of the variables considered in this study, only the stimulus type (test
words in sentences, in isolation, or in segmented conditions) showed any
evidence of a possible interaction with listener experience. That is, the

difference between experienced 'and inexperienced listeners was greater in
sentences than in isolation. The finding of no significant interaction
between listener experience and any factor investigated implies that'the
effect of experience is not due to any superficial recoding of deaf speech on
the part of the listener. If the factors considgted in Miiitstudy (i.e.,
context, predicted word intelligibility, sentence length, or word position)
were the keys to the differences between listeners, then marked improvement.in
the intelligibility of deaf speech for the "man on the street" could be
accomplished by a training program that concentrated on those factors most
responsible for the differences between listeners.,

In addition to the: main effects tested, it is also known that the

difference between experienced and inexperienced listeners was not due to any
secondary effects such as idiosyncraci.e.e in particular children or in specific

test words. Overall scores for younger children were slightly poorer than
those for older children, as was also observed by Smith (1972), and there was
little difference between male and female speakers. Sithilarly, examining the

scores obtained by experienced and inexperienced l'steners for individual test
words did nOt reveal any unusual variation from t e patterns obtained for any
other variables in the study.
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In sum, the difference between experienced and inexperienced listeners
cannot be accounted for in any obvious way. For each factor, analysis of the
data indicates a remarkably constant difference between groups. The result of
this finding suggests that the advantage of experience cannot be attributed
simply to ond or two variables, at least for the factors considered within
this study. Consequently, the differences between experienced and inexperi-
enced listenerAnust be due to fairly complex aspects of deaf speech that are
not immediately apparent to the listener, but that must be learned. The fact

that the difference between listeners was constant suggests that the effect
occurs fairly consistently over a wide'range of variables and there is a need
for additional research. Such research might include studies of the effect of
the personal knowledge of the speaker; the importance of visual cues; how
spectral information in the speech of the deaf is coded differently from that

' of normals; and how coarticulatory phenomena are manifested in the speech
t

of

the deaf.
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High Context

=0

Appendix 1 .

Test Sentences recorded by the deaf subjects.
The test word is underlined in each sentence.

3 Syllables

Keep quiet.

Read tfie book,.

Come with me.
The dog barks.
Comb your hair.
That's no good.

5 Syllables

The cat chased the mouse.

My..ryme is Nancy.

Get your coat and hat.
Get your ball and bat.
Did you brush your teeth?
Is there no more milk?

7 Syllables

That man is not my fat

I wish I had a pony.
We have food for the pi ic.

The flag is red, white and bAe.
May I have a piece of"cake?
Can you dive,in deep waier?'

Low Context

3 Sylladles

Feed the dog.

Have a lot.
You did it.
I need it.
Get the cake.
This is his.

5 Syllables

The; will come again.

Is that the tall one?
Mother has the car.

wants this ice cream?

It easy to hear her.+
He id he could go.

7 Syllables

The book is on the table.

What was the name of that boy?
If it's cool I cannot go.
Is the fat baby crying?
It is nice on a fall day.
We will go to the beach today.+

+These sentences contain an additional syllable.
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A LANGUAGE-ORIENTED VIEW OF READING AND ITS DISABILITIES*

Isabelle Y. Uberman+

For the past 15 years or so, my main research interest has been in early

reading acquisition and the problems associated with it. During all that

time, my.colleagues and I in the Haskins Laboratories reading research group

have been stressing the importance of language and the alphabet in the reading

process, and, consequently, in its disabilities.

For most of that period, however, we (and a remarkably small number of

other investigators) were rather lonely warriors battling against a massed

field of special educators with quite different ideas about reading disabili-

ties. Most numerobs in the early years were the practitioners in schools,

hospitals, and optometrists' offices, who ap ro ched the reading problem armed

witli balance beams, trampolines, parquetr b ocks, strings of wooden beads,

swinging balls suspended from the ceiling, nd the like. The activities using

this equipment were expected to improve the children's gross and fine motor

coordination, which in turn were considered to be the foundation of visual

perception, and then eventually were meant to correct deficits in visual

perception itself, which were purported to be the root cause of reading

problems.

Common sense had little place in all this. Simply ignored was such

contrary evidence as the fact that spectacularly coordinated animals, includ-

ing the great apes and some humans in 'professional athletics, had excellent

visual perception but could not read, while their poorly coordinated, indAd,

even crippled, brothers and sisters, whether seeing or nearly blind, might be

4 fluent readers. Moreover, little research was directed. toward actually

exploring the verity of the hypothesis or the efficacy of the remediation

based solely supon it (luckily for the children under their charge, many
practitionei's of this persuasion hedged their bets by adding daily ,reading

remediation to their gymnastic and visual perceptual routines). When such

*To appear in H. Myklebust (Ed.), Progress in learning disabilities, Vol. 5\

New York: Grune & Stratton.
+Also University of Connecticut.
Acknowledgment. Much of the work I have reported here reflects an interdis-
ciplinary effort by various members of the reading research group of H4skins

Laboratories. The group, which has included educators, psychologists, and

linguists and their students, has wociced together in lharmony and with

remarkable iroductivity over some 15 years. I wish here to acknowledge my
debt to all of them, but would single out one member of the Laboratories,

Alvin M. Liberman,. for particular mention in gratitude for the many seed
ideas and insights he has contributed so generously over the years since our

reading r'esearch began. A

(HASKINS LABORATORIES: Status Report on Speech Research SR-70 (1982)3
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,questions were at long last examined with care (Hammill, 1972), the evidence

was found to be, indeed, strongly opposed to ehe view that poor motor
coordination and visual perception were the root causes of most reading

problems or that most reading problems could be eliminated by means of
gymnastic and visual exercises. One could dare hope, then, that such

procedures would Tinally be seen as useful for the remediation of other
problems present in some poor readers, problems like clumsiness or poor visuo
motor coordination, but not for reading remediation, and that such procedures
would perhaps produce better ball players and bicyclists, but not necessarily
better readers. -

Recently, the situation did appear to be improving. There was more
emphasis on language development and language processing in the special
education journals. The teachers in the field were beginning to question the

old routines; the teachertrainers and the new special education texts seemed
to be increasingly languageoriented. Publishers began putting "linguistic"
in the titles of their reading series for the elementary grades and in the
brochures used to promote their offerings--"linguistic" had clearly become a
buzz word for "a good thing."

Unfortunately, it appears that the battle was far from won:
something was called linguistic did not at all insure that i
good thing. A case in point is an approach to reading instru
taken regular education by storm and seems about to sweep speci
well. Its proponents (Goodman, 1976; Goodman & Goodman, 19

reading "a psycholinguistic guessing game," suggest that because the main goal
of reading is to derive meaning from print, we should teach children to go
somehow directly from print to meaning, ,as skilled readers supposedly do..
According to their position, the teacher should not correct a child who

misreads dog as "cat." It is not such a bad error, they sayafter all, since
dogs and cats are both animals, the child has hit upon the correct category of
meaning, and according to this instructional approach, it is general meaning,
not the apprehension of any particular word, that should be rewarded.

Moreover, they argue, attention to the phonology represented by the alphabetic
characters would slow the reader down and make it harder for him to attend to
meaning. -In fact, a useful technique for teaching beginning readers, we are
told by one practitioner of this approach (who apparently does not shrink from
carrying it out in its most extreme form), would be to splash ink on the
passage to be read and then to let the child practice reading by guessing what
might have been hidden under the ink spots (Giordan5 7 1980). '

just because

was indeed a
tion that has
education as

9), who call

..,

:

The underlying assumptions of the psycholinguistic guessing game approach

seem to be: first, that skilled readers do ignore the word and make little
use of the phonology that is represented by the letters of the word, depending
instead largely oR guessing from the shape of the letters and the context to
get at meanings; second, that readers can go faster that way; and third, that
skilled readers have the kind of attentional control that permits them to
determine by choice when to look at letters as representingethe phonolOgy and

when to look at them only as visual shapes. All of these assumptions are
questionable in our view, and, in any event, remain to be demonstrated. But

perhaps the most misguided assumption of all, from my point of view, is that
any reader should ever go directly from print to meaning.
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ORTHOGR6HIES: REPRESENTING UNITS OF LANGUAGE

I take it as given that in understanding language, whether written or

spoken, one does not normally go directly to meaning. Rather, the listener or

reader gets to the meaning via the language--that is to say, by dealing in

distinctively, linguistic ways with the units of the languaga (for example,

phonological segments, words.) and also the larger syntactic structures (sen

tences) they form. Surely, some kind of linguistic processing, however

automatic, is necessary, for in language, as in everything, else, there is no

free lunch. Moreover, the processes that extract meaning from language are

different in important ways from those that extract meaning from a piOture.

one can go quite directly from/a picture td one or another of its

typ cally many meanings. I don't really know, and I suspect that ITO one else

does either. But, whatever the processes by which we get meaning from a

picture, the processes by which one gets it froin language are different.

.Words and sentences are uniquely linguistic things, after all. A word is

represented in a person's vdcabulary as a string of abstract, meaningless

phonological units, and its relation to meaning is arbitrary; there is

absolutely nothing about a word that can possibly give its meaning

"directly." As for a sentence, its meaning is even less directly available;

surely, it is not to be had by summing the meanings of the constituent words.

In some important,sense, the meaning of a -sentence is in its structure, and

unearthing that meaning must depend on the use of uniquely grammatical

devices--word inflections, word order, grammatical words (e.g., of, a);

accordingly, the listener and the reader are both well advised to take account

(we hope automatically and painlessly) of the appropriate grammatical struc

tures and devices.

As ways of communicating messages, there is, then, an important differ

ence between pictures and language (whether spoke& or printed). Perhaps, as I

suggested, there are pictures that do enable a. viewer to "go directly to

meaning." If that is an advantage, so be it. Indeed, I would add it then to

another adtaAtage that pictures have over language; they are often aestheti

cally more pleasing. But for the purpose of precisely conveying ideas,

pictures are clearly inferior. How would you say, "The science of physics is

far advanced," in pictures? But notice how easy it is to do that with

language. Indeed, we can even do it with print, but only if the reader

understands that the print represents the language.

All of the foregoing seems obvious enough, yet we are told by some that,

because the main goal of reading is to derive meaning from print, which ilardly

needs saying, we should teach children to do that directly, which is a

different matter altogether and badly wants contradicting. For if encouraging

the child to go "directly to meaning" means anything at all, then it must be

that we are being urged to teach the child that the print represents meanings,,

when, in fact, it represents the words of the Language. And that does appear (

to be what we are being urged to do, when we are told--to take the example I

used earlier--that the child who reads "cat" for dog is really on the right

track. The basis for that misguided conclusion is that dog and cat are

clearly related in some semantic way, so the fact that the child reads one

when the Ither was written merely shows that his quick mind leaped immediately

to the meaning add 9nly missed it by a small amount. I would suggest, on the

contrary, that this poor child has not the dimmest notion of what reading is
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about. The most likely explanation of his error is that he treated the word
ing unablA of course, to determine precisely
ed at its general shape, remembered only that
with some animal, and so, on being presented
er of the set of animals he had seen

ver become an accomplished reader until he
er might help him to discover--that the

characters 21 2 are a phonological representation of a word. That word may
have any or all of a variety of meanings to the reader. "That animal is a

dog." "Why do you dog'my footsteps?" "That movie is a real dog." But what
stands fixed and firm is that the word is "dog" and that the print precisely
represents it. (Imagine, by the way, how it might be that in reading a
sentence, one would see a grammatical word like of. Would he go directly to
its meaning? What 11 its meaning in isolation? Or, as I think plausible,
would he read the word of and then hold it in some buffer until enough of the
other words have accumulated to make it possible for him to apprehend the
linguistic structure of which the word of is a part?)

as if it were a picture, but
what it was a picture of, he loo
he had learned to associate that
with dog, recalled another mem
represented. Such a child will n
discovers--one hopes that a teac

But suppose all do agree that in reading a word the trick is to recover
the word and then let the meanings follow as they normally do. There remains
the question: how does (or should) the reader find the word? And here, too,
we are often given advice that seems wrong-headed. I have in mind the
frequently-made assertion that children should be taught to read words as
wholes because that is what skilled readers are assumed to do. But, as I see
it, the assumption that words should be read as wholes is either triyial or
wrong, depending on just exactly what is meant. If reading a word as a whole
means merely that one takes in a half dozen or so letters at a single
fixation, then we are simply dealing with a well-known fact about optics,
anatomy, and physiology, dnd not a prescription about how to read. Surely,

all readers take in many retters (and most words) at a glance. But if, on the
other hand, reading a word as a whole is meant to be a statement about how one
reads, then it can only mean that the reader should not (does not) apprehend
the internal phonological (or morphophonological) structure as represented by
thg letters, but rather should (or does) respond to some (always undefined)
holistic characteristic. If that is what happens, however, then what kind of
fix is the reader in when the word is itself not a whole--when, in fact, it
has component parts? Take the words goodness and badness. If reading those
words as wholes means anything at all, then it must Mean that the reader does
not apprehend the sublexical element--namely, "ness"--which is common to the
two words, and that he therefore cannot appreciate that good is to goodness as
bad is to badness. Or take walk, walks, and walked. To read those as

holistically different from each other is to miss the critically important
relations among them. It would seem, then, that to encourage a beginning
reader not to take advantage of the phonological and morphophonological
information in a printed word is to encourage him to miss a great deal of what
is going on in the language and, inevitably, to become a poor reader.

Thus, my conception of the reading process beens with the seemingly

obvious assumption that an orthography represents .a.language. It follows,
then, that if we would understand what' reading requires of a child, and

especially why those, requirements should so often be hard to meet, we must see
exactly how the orthography represents the language, and why, given that kind
of representation, it might be hard for the child to make the connection.
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That is what has guided the research of my colleagues and me, and led us to
pay particular attention to two critical aspects of the reading process. The

first.has to do with the reading (and understanding) of words: given a
printed word, how does the reader (indeed, how should the reader) find in his
°lexicon the real word that the "printed word represents? The second part has

to do with the reading and understanding of sentences: given that the reader

has got the words, how does he hold them until he can extract the meaning from

the structures they form? In this paper, I will deal almost exclusively.with

the first: how one reads the words. I will be especially concerned to say

why that might be difficult, and I will offer suggestions about how the

teacher might make the task somewhat easier. I mean to take seriously the
assertion that a writing system. represents the language, for it is only when

we understand this that we can see why certain kinds of difficulties might

arise. So I will begin by describing various orthographies, including

especially the one we use in English, with emphasis on the cognitive problems
they present, especially to the beginning reader. Then, I will present
evidence that these difficulties do, in fact, arise, and suggest how they have

been misinterpreted. And, throughout, I will offer a few ideas about

instruction that teachers will, I hope, find useful.

Picture writing, the earliest attempt to convey information for the eye,

represented objects, events, and general meanings, rather than segments of

language. By its very nature, however, it was open to different interpreta

tions by different observers. A picture of archers meant by the artist to
represent the hunt might, instead, have been interpreted by an observer as

"archery," or "manliness," or "blood sport," or, indeed, as whatever other

meaning the given observer might have associated with that picture. If we had

not progressed beyond a pictbgraphic system, therefore, we could communicate

only vague, illdefined areas of meaning.
,,

Proper writing and reading may be said to have begun whenever it occurred

to someone to convey a messagle, not by drawing a picture of some object or

event, but by using optical patterns to represent the language. Though, as we

will see, there are several ways to do that, the clioices are really quite

severely constrained. The first, and surely the ost important, constraint

_h_as to do with a universal characteristiC of language--to wit, that it is

always made up of discrete units or segments (phones, phonemes, syllables,

morphemes, words, phrases sentences). The constraint on an orthography is

that it must represent one or another set of those segments. (Imagine trying

to read an orthography whose individual characters each represented a word and

a half.) But there is a certain amount of choice as to just which segments

will be represented. The most general aspect of this choice derives from a
second universal characteristic of language: there are always two kinds of

segments, meaningful (sentences, words, morphemes) and meaningless (phones',

phonemes, syllables). Accordingly, some orthographies use their characters to

represent meaningful segments, others one or another of the meaningless

segments.

, Let us, then, take a quick look at the several kinds of orthographies,
trying in particular to see what various difficulties they might or might not

present to the beginning reader. Among the meaningful units, we will here

consider only the shortest unit, the morpheme, the unit most commonly

represented. As for the meaningless units, we will consider the syllables,
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and also the constituent sounds, phones, and phonemes of which they 'are

composed. The phonemes are, of course, the segments that are represented in
the alphabetic orthography we use, but because there is so much confusion
about what a phoneme is, and how it differs (or, indeed, whether it differs)
from phonetic units and from the sounds of the language, I have included
phonetic units and sounds as possible ban for an orthography.

The guiding principle of our search among the orthographies can be put
very simply. Reading and writing are, by comparison with listening and
speaking, relatively unnatural and derived. All speaker-hearers of a language
are provided wilh A neurophysiology that normally functions naturally and
automatically--that is, below the level of awaneness, to cope with the

structure of language (A. Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy,
1967). In contrast, the reader and writer must be something of a linguist--
able, at the very least, quite deliberately to divide utterances into the
constituent segments that are represented by the characters of thcorthogra-
phy. As we will see, the ease or difficulty with which thA can be

accomplished will depend, in large part, on the nature of the linguistic unit
that the orthography represents.

ORTHOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION g_ WORDS

Among orthographies--true writing systems, that is, as distinguished from

communication by means of pictures--are those that'represent such meaningful
units as morphemes or words. Certainly, the best known examples are Chinese
and its adaptation in the Kanji part of Japanese. The exact ways in which the
characters of these orthographies convey the Chinese and Japanese languages is
complex (see, for example, Martin, 1972). For our purposes,,however, it is
sufficient, and sufficiently accurate, to say that the individual characters
of the orthography, often referred to as logograms; represent morphemes (the
shortest units of the language that have meaning) or words. Indeed, it does

'ft real harm to the point I wish to make here to say that a character refers
to a word. Of course, each logogram is decomposable into visually distin-
guishable parts (strokes), and these may be important in the recognition of
the character, but they have no linguistic significance--they do not, for

example, represent the sublexical phonological components of the word as the
letters of our alphabet do. Logograms are used in English too--for example,
the dollar Sign or the arabic number 6--bat they are the exception in our
writing system.

krom our point of view, the most important characteristic of a logograph-
ic writing system is that it presumably imposes a light cognitive burden on
the beginning reader. To see why this is so, we again take account of the
fact that any reader or writer must, at the least, be able to abstract from
the utterances of a language exactly those units that the orthographic

characters represent. (Like so many things that are important and seemingly

obvious, this requirement is often unnoticed.) But if, as othe case of111S

logographies, the unit is the word, then 'surely the cogn ive task is

relatively easy. Words are isolable units, after all, which is to say that
they can be, and often are, produced outside the larger contexts (sentences)
in which they typ ally occur. Nevertheless, studies have shown that very
young children (Down 1971, 1972) are more than a little uncertain when
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asked (in effect) to abstract words from spoken sentences. But the difficulty

is quite easily overcome (ngelmann, 1969). There remains, theh,, only the

task of learning to associate a written character with the word it rePresents.

That is simply paired-associate learning, and, up to a point, children are

good at it.

There-4re, then, reasons for supposing that a logographic system should

be quite easy for the beginning reader. Accordingly, we are not surprised to

find evidence that perhaps it is. In a later section, I will outline that

evidence. For the moment, let us simply ask: if a logographic orthography is

relatively easy for children to master, why not teach them to read English as

if each spelled word were a logogram? Why not, indeed,.sinee-we-are often

adlised by educators (advocates of the "whole-word method," see Rosner,

Abrams, Daniels, & Schiffman, 1981) to do precisely that (though not usually

for the reasons-given abOve). There are at least,two reasons why not, and,

precisely because we are so often urged to pretend that English should be read

as if it were Chinese, I should take a moment to say what those reasons are.

mk The first reason why.children should not be taught (or even permitted) to

suppose that a spelled English word is a logogram is in the nature of the

logographic system, and it is obvious: logographies are not as productive as

the alphabet. That is, there is no way for a reader to read a morpheme'whose

associated logogram he had not previously seen and committed to memory. As a

consequence, the reader of a logography must memorize thousands of charactei.s,

an assignment that will occupy him-for many years. Even the Chinese have had

to find ways out of this difficulty. Thus, for many of their characters--for

'most of them, if frequency of occurrence is taken into accounthere. are

phonetic elements that lighten the memory load somewhat by providing indirect

clues to pronunciation. In any case, a child who learns to read English words

as if they were logograms will never be able to.read a word he has never seen

in print before. That much is surely obvious. Only slightly less obvious is

the fact that, unlike the characters of the Chinese orthography, the letter

strings formed by an alphabet are ill suited_to 7be apprehended by overall

shape or, indeed, by any means that does not take account of the distinct and

distinctive letters. If we should be so misguided as to want children to read

English words without appreciating their internal structure, we should, at the

least, design an orthography that is more appropriate to?that aim (Brooks,,

1977).

The, second reason has to do with differences between Chinese and

Japanese, on the one hand, and English, on the other, differences that tend in

the former cases, but not in the latter, to balance the inherent disadvantages

of a logographic system with certain special advantages. Consider, in this

connection, that there is in both Chinese and Japanese a great deal of

homophony--many instances, that is, in which words that are phonologically the

same are semantically different. L9gograms nicely disambiguate these words

and thus serve an important purpose. English does not havrthis characteris-

tic to any considerable extent. We should also consider 'in this connection

that Chinese has no inflections--for example, case or tense--so the user of a

logographic system has only to associate logogrard with word. There is no need

to have a holistically different logogram for every inflected form of the

word, nor is there, alternatively, any need to tax the reader-writer's

linguistic ability by requiring him to mark the grammatical status of the word
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with some abstractly grammatical character that means, for example, "indirect

object of the sentence." It is surely not trivial that in the Japanese

adaptation of tht Chinese orthography all grammatical inflections .(and Japan
ese, unlike Chitiese, does have these) are rendered phonologically in the

Japanese syllabary (kana). Englishhfof course, does have grammatical inflec
tions which must be taken into account, Fifially, there is in Chinese the
special advantage that a logographic system can more easily be read across the
several Chinese languages that are related but not_mutually intelligible. We

have no need for such an arrangement in English.

There are, then, two points to be made here. The first is that, yes, it
is possible to represent a language orthographically with characters that
refer not to the phonological constituents of words, but to the words
themselves. But meanings are conveyed, in the orthography as in speech, by
the words (includingkespecially the grammatical words--of, to, or, etc.).and
the larger grammatical structures they form. The second point is that,

whatever special advantages a logography may have in Chinese or Japanese, it
is ill suir,dd to English. We have reason to be thankful that our English
orthography is not logographic, and we should hesitate to design .our redding
instruction as if it were.

ORTHOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF PHONOLOGIC UNITS

As we have seen, a logographic system is not, as it were, productive:
readers cannot cope with a characterword correspondence they happen not to
have seen before, but must rather learn a new character' for every morpheme
read. This is surely a great disadvantage, given that the number of morphemes
in a language--hence the number of characters--runs into thousands. But when
the characters of the orthography represent the meaningless units of the
orthography that disadvantage is overcome: the phonological units are far

less numerous than the words, and, once mastered, the system makes it possible
for readers bq cope with words they have not seen before, including even those
newly invented words the language may have chosen to incorporate. Let us
turn, then, to such orthographies, dividing them into two classes, according
to the size.of the phonological unit (the longer syllable or the shorter phone
or phoneme) they represent.

Syllables and Syllabaries

i
Perhaps the best known example of a syllabary is the 'Japanese kana

s stem, The linguistic unit is, strictly speaking, the mora, which is defined
in temporal as well as ordinary syllabic terms, but we do not seriously
misrepresent the matter if we regard.it as a syllable and the orthography asia
syllabary. In fact, there are two syllabaries for Japanese, the katakana,
which is used for.writing many imported foreign words, and the hiragana, for
conveying grammatical inflections. There are 49 kana characters in each,

correspondlng to the same 49 gylldbles of the language.
4r

What, then, is the cognitive burden tHat a syllabary imposes on a child?
How difficult is it for him to abstract from his speech and from that of
others the units that a syllabary represents? The answer to this question is

to be found in part in the results of several studies (Calfee, Chapman, &
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Venezky, 1972; Fox & Romith, 1976; Gleitman & Rozin, 1973; Liberman, 1971,

1973; Liberman, Shankweiler, Fischer, & Carter, 19740. These indicate that

the young child comes more easily and more quickly to an explicit awareness of

syllables than, of the shorter phonological segments that an alphabet repre-,

sents. The reasons for this are easy to see, once we understand how the

processes of articulation and coarticulation merge the constituent phonetic

segments into units of approximately syllabic length (A. Liberman et al.,

1967). This is to say Simply that, like words, syllables can be rather easily

separated in the speech stream and pointed to, as it were, but most consonant

constituents of a syllable cannot be made to stand alone (without an

accompanying schwa). At all events, to the extent that a child must abstract

from speech those units his orthognaphy conveys, syllables present fewer

difficulties than phones or phonemes.

But the research on how readily children become aware of syllable units

only takes account of their ability to determine how many syllables there are

in an utterance. It does not deal with their ability to find the exact

boundaries. For a language like Japanese, in which syllables have a relative-

ly fixed consonant-vowel structure ("Fuji," "Watanabe," "Mikimoto"), finding

the boundaries poses no great problem. But where there is a great variety of

syllable structures, as in English, the matter is considerably more difficult.

Thus, even though we can easily perceive that a word like "federal" has three

syllables, it is not that clear where the boundaries ought to be. We should

also expect that a syllabary would be more troublesome as the number of

different syllables increases, and then note in this connection that, in

contrast to the small number of syllables in Japanese, there are thousands in

English. The point, then, is that a syllabary might well have advantages for

the reader, especially the child, but only in languages that have certain

properties. English does.not have those properties, and, in any case, it is

not written with a syllabary.

Sounds, Phones, and Phonemes: Alphabets

We come now at last to the alphabetic orthography, the vehicle for the

written form of English and, indeed, of most of the languages our students are

likely to learn. The system has many advantages, especial/14( for languages

like English, but it also,presents certain problems, both tor-the child who

would learn to use it and for the teacher who would help him to do that. In

reading an alphabet, as in reading a logography or a syllabary, the reader

must be able quite explicitly to appreciate the relation between the ortho-

graphic character and the linguistic unit it represents. I have already made

the point that this need not be very difficult for a logography or a

syllabary. However, it can be quite difficult in the case of an alphabetic
orthography (Liberman, 1971; Liberman et al., 1974). and it is so for r4asons

that we understand quite well. The .essence ot the prohlem can be put this

way: though it is often said that an alphabetic orthography represents speech

(or supposedly ought to in the ideal case), in fact, it is, and forever must

be, an abstraction from speech. It does bear a regular relation to speech,

barring a few egregious exceptions, but the nature of that relation is hard

for the child to Oprehend. To understand why, let us see in exactly what

ways it is misleading to say that an alphabetic orthography represents the

sounds of speech.

Or.
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Sounds. Alphabetic orthographies do not represent the sounds of speech.

There are two senses in which this is so. One is obvious and quite trivial:
the.optical shapes of the letters do not poetray the acoustic events, though
they might well do just that if they were snippet's _of osqllograms or
spectrograms. The other is not so well understood but far more important:
the segmentation of the sound does not correspond directly to the segmentation
indicated by the letters. Because of the way speech is normally articulated
and coarticulated, information about several of the phonological and phonetic
segments--the segments that are represented approximately by the letters of
the alphabetis transmitted simultaneously and on the same part of the sound.
The consequence is that ,in a word like "big," for example, there is no

acoustic segment corresponding to each letter segment. That is, it would be
impoAsible to divide a recording of the spoken word "big" into three parts so
thatl when played back, one part would be "b," one part "i," and one part
"g." In the syrlable "big," there is but one piece of sound, and the three
phonological segments that we write as b, i, and have been more or less
simultaneously encoded into it. This distinctively linguistic way of encoding
the phonological segments into the sound is essential to the efficient
perception of speech, for if each phonological segment were represented by a
segment of sound, then communicating phonological structures at rates that
range from 8 to 30 segments per second, as is normally done, would far

overreach the 'temporal resolving power of the ear. As a result, the separate
segments of the phonological 'message would merge in perception into an

unanalyzable buzz. So, encoding several segments of the phonology into one
segment of sound provides for an important gain in efficiency vhen one is
listening to speech. But this gain exacts a price, for there is now a

peculiar relationship between the phonological message ancLthe acoustic signal
that conveys it. Fortunately for the listener, however, he has access to' a
biologically specialized system that enables him effortlessly and automatical-
ly (though tacitly) to cope with the code and recover the message it conveys
(for a fuller treatment of these matters, see A. Liberman, 1982; A. Liberman &
Studdert-Kennedy, 1978; A. Liberman et al., 1967).

But the curious code that connects phonological structure to sound has
two adverse consequences for the would-be reader. Onp, is that 4t makes
inordinately difficult the task of "reading" a spectro&am or, indeed, any
other representation of the actual sounds of speech. Thus, it is not only
true that alphabets do not, in fact, represents the sounds of speech, but,
more important, it is just as well that they do not, for if they did, reading
would be a slow and onerous business for us all.

The other consequence for the reader is that, for many of the segments of
the langu4Le, there is no simple and direct way to demonstrate to him the
relation between spelling and sound. If the teacher nevertheless undertakes
to do this with a word like "big," she will be driven to isolate thilbe sounds
and in the process, she will unavoidably produce three syllables: "buh,"

"ih," and "guh." But they form a nonsense trisyllable, not the meaningful
monosyllable that comprises the three phonological segments we spell as big.

None of this is to say that the phonological segments represented by the

alphabet are fictions. Not at all. They are real enough and, as already
indicated, are recovered at least tacitly by the listener as he processes the
sounds of speech. But that processing is carried out by physiological
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mechanisms that appear tied to an acoustic input. If we would put speech into-

visible form and make it readable, we must, at the least, spell out the

segmented form of the message by using the normal linguistic capacities of a

human being to recover that form. -

,Phones. But suppose now that by paying careful attention to what we

perceive when we listen to speech, we use the human being's linguistic ability

to abstract from the acoustic signal the string of phonetic segments th,t*t
conveys, the phones. Now we are just one step removed from the sounds-of
speech. Atte_ have achieved a proper segmentation, and we can represent each

perceived segment by an alphabetic character. Indeed, that is done in the

phonetic alphabets that linguists use to transcribe as accurately as possible

what they perceive when they listen to speech. But now we encounter-enother

difficulty. It 4s phat the wealth of phonetic information that the natural

speechperceiving mechanisms know how to use creates serious problems when, as

in reading and writing, we shortcircuit those natural mechanisms and put the

information through the eye.

A phonetic transcription, that is, a transcription representing the

phones of speech, preserves much surface information that is not represented

in an alphabetic orthography. For example, a phonetically written orthography

would reflect all the contextconditioned variations of speech both within

words and across syllable and word boundaries. Thus, within words, thee plural

"s" after an unvoiced consonant, as in "cats," would be transcribed as s, but

its counterpart after a voiced consonant, as in "dogsi" would be transcribed

as z, to reflect its pronunciation in that context. The, stressed and

unstressed forms of vowels would also be assigned different symbols instead of

remaining the same as they do in telegraphtelegraphy. Similarly, the

different pronunciations of the same consonant in different positions in a

word, like the "t" in4, "tap" and in "pat," would demand difflOnt symbols

because the careful listener could differentiate between them in the contexts

of those two wor0s.

The possibility that the recognition of such minute articulatory distinc

tions might actually detract from the broader requirements of efficient

language representatiOnTee'Omes even more compelling when we see how context

conditioned variations of pronunciation across syllable and word boundaries

would affect the phonetic transcription. For example, the final consonant in

the word "bat" would be transcribed as t, but what we ordinarily consider to

be the same consonant in the related word "batter" would have to be changed

from t to d, in order to accurately reflect the manner change in our

pronunciation of that segment from voiceless to voiced in the disyllabic

,context. Similarly, the contraction "what's" would be trall-E-cribed. quite

differently in the context of the sentence "What's he doing?" from -its

transcription in the context of "What's your choice?," where because of

contextconditioned effects, it would becoarticulated with "your" to produce

"Wuhchor choice?" in everyday spoken English and would therefore have to be

transcribed that way in a phonetic. rendition.

This brings us to another problem posed by a truly phonqic transcrip

tion, the question of what indeed is "everyday spokem English"? Idiolects,

which would ordinarily be represented in a narrow phonetic *anscription

a,speaker's lisp, or difficulties with "1" and "r"), couldperhaps be
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disregarded, but What about dialectical differences? ---Tgaeed, how would the
received pronunciation be determined for-purposes of devising an orthography?
And would there need to be a different orthography, therefore, for English and
American speakers of English?

It must'now be apparent that it would be extremely difficult to apprehend

a message that waS conveyed by means of a narrow phonetic transcription.
Though it has its uses for the phonetician whose very task it is to study
these fine points of difference in speec , a phonetic transcription would
usually give us as readers not only more nformation than we need, but

actually, for our particular purposes, mig often get in the' way, by

providing many data that we cannot efficiently use while hiding or obscuring-
other data that might have been helpful.

As it happens, although any 4terate adult can decode a transcription
Osed on phones considerably more,easily than he can decode p visual display
of acoustic events, even highly trafned phoneticians cannot read an unfamiliar
text written phonetically with the same degree of fluency that they would stiow
in reading the Same passage written in our much maligned English orthography.

Thus far, in this necessarily brief discussion of options available for
transcribing a language, we have touched upon the shortcomings, either in
relation to cognitive load or to mismatch with our language, of a system using
a meaningful unit, the morphemic unit of language, and also of several others,
in which meaningless units, including syllables, sounds and phonis, were the
candidates for transcription. With these considerations in mind, we dan now
explore in somewhat greater detail thephoneme or morphophoneme; the meaning-
less segment that is used to represent the language in our alphabetic system.

Phonemes and korphophonemes. Given that reading the sounds of speech is
inordinately difficult and reading a proper phonetic transcription only
slightly less so, what is it that an alphabet should represent if reading is
to be as easy and fluent as possible? The relevant considerations are, I

think, roughly as follows. We ask, first, how the words of the language are
represented in your head and mine--in the lexicon every speaker has in his
head. Certainly, they a 4ut there as auditory templates, for, if they were,
the speaker-listengr wO. need a different lexicon for every.different
auditory shape that'a word has as a consequence of variations in context,
rate, linguistic stress, emphasis, idiolect, dialect, and goodness knows what
else. Almost as certainly, words in our lexicons are not represented in

narrow phonetic form, for in that case, too, we should hsfkie many lexicons,

corresponding,_ again, to the numerous systematic variations that occur in

response to many of.the same factors that cause gross changes in auditory
shape. Accordingly,m'itliPaltogether reasonable to suppose that stme kind of
systematic phonology, Airliner to what linguists like to talk about, does in
fact exist a part of the normal *person's language faculty. That is to -say
that your lexicon and mine are presumably rganized in terms of phonological
segments sufficiently abstract to, stand above the many variations at the

auditory and phonetic surfaces. Thus, you and I recognize that the word
"telegraph" is the same word no matter what the idiolect or dialect (of
English), and no matter what phonetic changes might have occurred because of a
particular word that preceded or followed it inithe sentence. Indeed, it is
reasonable to suppose, at least in this case, that we tacitly command the rule
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that relates the phonetic structure of "telegrliph" to the rather different
phonetic structures of "telegraphy," and "tergraphic," and that the similar

spelkings are, accordingly, perfectly transparent. .

When a person gets language by ear, then, the auditory and phonetic

variations are processed automatically, yielding, finally, the more abstract
form in which the word is contained in the listener's lexicon. Indeed, there

istreason to believe that the more 'surfacy' variations in the auditory and
phonetic domains actually provide important information, helping the system to

isolate words from the sentence contexts in which they appear and to

identify them properly. But when we try to put language in by eye, then, as

we have 'Seen, difficulties arise if we begin with the (systematically)

variable auditory and phonetic forms. To circumvent these difficulties, I

should think we would want the words to be spelled in a 14ay that precisely
matches the quite abstract phonological structures in terms of which they are

spelled in the reader's lexicon.

But there's the rub. For though we can be reasonably sure that the words

itypur lexicons are spelled quite abstractly, we don't really know exactly how

ab§tractly. I suppose that, for most speakers of English, the phonetic "b" of.

"cats" and the phonetic "z" of "dogs" are represented the same in their

lexicons, reflecting the underlying Cmorpho)phonological sameness of the

plural,sand I suppose the same is true for the phonetic changes that occur as
a function of linguistic stress, as in the variations that are rung on a word

like "telegraph." If those, suppositions are correct, thenit is, indeed, wise
and proper that these words are spelled in the abstract form that immediately

.reveals to the reader what it i that they have in common. But what o'1f the

phonological alternations that.ma15e it sensible to keep the vowels,the same in

such pairs as heal-health, weal-wealth, and steal-stealth? One suspects that

while some speakers of English comprehend those relationships, many others do

not. Which brings us then to another diffi.culty we should' have if we were

trying ,to devise the ideal orthography: there are presumably great differ-

ences among speakers ot' the language in the way their lexicons are organized.

To the extent that is so, the perfect orthography becomes impossible.

Given that every,arphabetic orthography spells words quite abstractly,

and given that this is as tt should hp, there remains a rather wide margin of

choice as to just how abstract the system should be ,..514 precisely which

ab"Stractions,it assumes the readers command (see Klima, 1972, and Venezky,

1970, for a more detailed di.scussion). For better or worse, English spelling

is rather far out on the abstractness dimension,'from which it follows that it

must strain the linguistic sophistication of many who would read (and spell)

it. The young child is especially likely to lack even the tacit knowledge

that wOuld rationalize so much of the spelling, and, as I mean to say in the

next section, that creates a difficulty. But it is a difficulty that is not

too hard to overcome, especially if the teacher truly understands its nature.

But perhaps the point to emphasize here is that no matter how abstract it

may often be and how far or how dlose to a given reader's lexicon, the

alphabetic orthography does, nonetheless, represent the internal phonological

structure of the spoken word. Moreover, it does so by means of a remarkably

economical set of only 26 symbols, whiph provide entry into the entire printed

vocabulary of the language. To readers who understand and utilize the
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relationship be4tween these symbols and the language, this orthography affords
a unique advantage, certainly not available to the readers of a logography.
Their advantage is that they can read words they have never seen before. They
do not have to memorize the association between each symbol pattern and the
word it represents before they can read it,.as Vle logographic reader must.

LINGUISTIC SOPHISTICATION AND READING

In the light of the preceding discussion, We .can turn again to the

question of what children must know in order to learn to read. Beyond the
obvious need to have some command of the language and the ability to

discriminate the graphic symbols, the first requirement for beginning readers,
in our*view, is to acquire a certain amount of linguistic sophistication. The

difficulty of acquiring the sophistication'needed will, as I have said, vary
with the language and the orthography. Having outlined the implications of
the various orthographic options, we can now look more closely at the matter
of linguistic sophistication and its role in reading English. For this
purpose we would differentiate between two aspects of linguistic sophistica-
tion--phonological maturity and linguistic awareness (Liberman, Liberman,

Mattingly, & Shankweiler, 1980).

Phonological Maturity

To the extent that English is written at the most abstract level,

exemplified by the abstract linguistic relationships that rationalize the use
of the same alphabetic characters for phonological segments thet are phoneti7
cally quite different (as in cats am) dogs, muscle-muscular, divine-divinity)--
to. that extent, it assumes an ideal reader who has assimilated the rules in
terms of which that 7 rt of spelling makes sense. That is, it assumes a
reader who has, to sari degree, what we have called phonological maturity.

,Unfortunately, yojj1ger children may not have the degree of phonological
maturity that an alphabetic orthography assumes. This is reasonably clear
from the results of psycholinguistic research (Berko, 1958; Moskowitz, 1973)

which suggests that young children are, indeed, quite immature phonologically
and therefore not well-equipped to take full advantage of the more abstract
aspects of the English orthography. Indeed, there is evidence from the
invented spellings of preschoolers that young children actually do better as
phoneticians than as phonologists (Read, 1975; Zifcak, 1977).

, Luckily, while phonological maturity is of some importance in learning to

read (and perhaps more so in learning to spell), it is not essential for the
beginning reader. Our young phoneticians can learn to read, though perhaps a
little awkwardly, mispronouncing a word here and there. We can help them
along in these early stages of learning by controlling the vocabulary used in
reading instruction (as is done in the so-called linguistic readers)--that is,
by providing children with material that avoids, the more difficult, less

transparegt alternations and only gradually increases the level of abstraction
as the children show signs of understanding how the alphabet works. Indeed,

it is probably experience in reading that, more than anything else, causes
developing children to become sophisticated about the more abstract phonologi-
cal regularities--for example, to nealize how "magic" and "magician" are
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related. They do this by internalizing the phonological rules they induce
from the orthographic transcription and by revising the representations of
words in their'lexicons accordingly. (Many, that is, will induce the rules;

others may need to have the rules pointed out to them.)

Three points should be emphasized here. The first is that it is

reasonable to suppose that the more one reads, the more one gains in

phonological maturity. The second point is that this gain is possible only

if, Ln reading, one-attends to,the relation between the printed word and the
phonology of the spoken word, thatis, if one reads -analytically, not

globally. One cannot develop this aspeO, of linguistic sophistication if one
ignores the link between the orthograpft and the linguistic structures it

conveys. And, finally, although it requires a linguistically sophisticated
reader with a highly developed phonological sense ,to -appreciate fully the

extremely abstract way in which some of our words are written, entry into our
orthographic system is quite pOssible without such a high level of that
particular linguistic ability. More critical, in our view, for the beginner

is the second aspect of linguistic sophistication, namely, the explicit

underotanding by the reader of the relation in segmentation between the

orthography and speech (Liberman et al., 197 .

Linguistic Awareness
(

Until nbw we have been talking aboutche difference between a phonologi-

cal representation and a phonetic one, nd about the phonological maturity

that allows the sophisticated reader to elate the two. Now we turn to

another difference, that between the phonol gical domain in general (whether

strictly phonetic or phonological) and the Sound. In order to relate the

phonological domain 'and the sound, the reader needs the second aspect of
linguistic sophistication, what has been called "linguistic awareness" (Mat-

tingly, 1972), that is, the explicit awareness of the segments that are

represented by the orthography. As was noted earlier, it is clearly the case

that the level of linguistic awareness required of a beginning reader will

vary with the nature of the orthography, and, moreover, that entry into the
alphabetic orthography, represehting,as it does the encoded 4sublexical units

of speech, is more demanding than entry into, say, a logography, representing
_

themore easily isolable word.

_-
With all this in mind, we can consider once again the young child ifto is

asked to read the word big. Let us propose that it is partjof his speaking
vocabulary, but that he has never before seen it in print. In our view, if

_the child is to map the three letters of the printed word onto the word he
already knows (as he needs to'do if he is to get from the print to the word),

it wil.l be of little use to him if all hemable to do is recognize the three
letters, and, as he is often urged to do in "phonics" lessons, to "sound them
out." In addition, he must also be helped to understand that the monosylla-
bic, seemingly indivisible word he knows has three segments, what those three
segments are, and tqe order in which they occur.' Unless he does know all
that, given the impbssibility of pronouncing the segments iR isolation, he
will produce something like "buh-ih-guh."

The pofnt to be clarified here is that neither this child nor any other

reader can recover speech from print on a letter-by-letter basis. What
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readers must do instead is to be able toLput together the particular string of

segments that, in ordinary speech, would be produced as a mit. The unit is

commonly a syllable, but the number of letters that' form a speakable unit can
vary from one to as many as nine. In our view, learning to put together the
letters into speakable units is-a vital part of learning to read and one that
may differentiate the fluent reader from the learner who is just beginning to
see what an alphabetic orthography is all about (Liberman, Shankweiler,
Liberman, Fowler, & Fischer, 1977).

Given these requirements of linguistic awarene , what can teachers do to
ease the way for the beginner? As we see it, their rst task is to help the
child, as early as possible, to become aware of the segmentation of speech.
Elsewhere (Liberman, Shankweiler, Blechman, Camp, & Werfelman, 1980), my
colleagues and I have suggested several ways (pleasurable ways--they need not
at all be the deadly drills that the "reading for meaning" advocates fear will
turn children away from reading) in which this might be done, even in

kindergarten, before the letters themselves are introduced. We have suggested

beginning with nursery rhymes, word play, and word games, to be followed with

\N any of the numerous activities specifically designed for this purpose by
various educators such as Elkonin (19/3), Engelmann (1969), and Rosner (1975).
Actually, what may be most important at the start is .simply to convince
teachers that acquainting children with the segmental structure of speech is
desirable--the teachers themselves will find countless and ingenious ways of
doing it.

te
Once the children Understand about segmental structuref(first, perhaps,

the words, then 'the syllables, and, finally, the phonemes), it becomes much
easier to.teach them how the alphabet transcribes the language. 'ffe- teacher's

next step would be to begin to teach the children the letters of the alphabet,
their names, 'and sounds (see Slingernand, 1971, for an efficient and enjoyable
way of doingthis). As these are being tauet and applied directly in reading
and writing, the instruction need not, and, in fact, should not be limited to
the traditional letter-by-letter phonics exercises (which are so often, and
mistakenly, presented in disembodied lessons entirely separate from the

reading class). They need not, that is, be limited to the practice commonly
followed of urging the child to "Sound it out; 'say it faster; blend it." Such

a practice may be defensible in the early stages of reading instruction, but
only when used with letters like s, m, and n, which can be sounded without the

accompanying schwa. It is quite unsuitable, however, for the highly encoded
stop consonants (b,d,g,p,t,k) where speed of production will do little to
promote blending and continued failure to blend the unblendable may, indeed,
turn the child away from reading. We have advocated, instead, various ways in

which the teacher can make use of consonant-vowel and vowel-consonant combina
tions in order to lead the child to map the letters to the phonology and
learn, thereby, how to really read words (Liberman et al., 1980). (I hasten

to add that these methods are not new--many thoughtful teachers have probably
been using similar procedures since reading began. Our-aim is simply to

encourage their wider use by providing a reasonable motivation for doing so.)
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MEANING AND THE WORD IN BEGINNING AND SKILLED READING

The basic task of the readers of any orthography is to get from the

printed word to the appropriate word in the lepcon. Though I would, of
coprse, agree that the.apprehension of meaning is the ultimate aim of reading,
I Would wish to emphasize what seems 4141, ODViolls (but often neglected) fact--

that readers cannot apprehend the intended meaning_of a sentence unless and
until they have apprehended its constituent words. The last question we will
address is how this requirement mightcaffect beginning and skilled readers.

The Beginning Readdr:

I have gone to considerable lengths to show that because ttle particular
speech segment represented by the alphabetic orthography is sublexical and
difficult to isolate, the cognitive demands on beginners will be greater (and
the task of the teacher harder) and that English further compounds the
difficulty for them by the hiihly abstract way in which it often represents

tthe language. In conseque i e, I have proposed, as others have (Gleitman &
Rozin, 1977; Rozin & Gleitma , 1977), that learning to read will be harder for
beginning readers of English than for beginners of Chinese, where the segment
to be extracted from the speech stream is the easily isolable word, where any
subsequent analysis of the phonological structure:Of the word is minimal, and
where simple pairedassociate memory of symbol and ;Word is sufficient for

mastery.

Many educators currently concerned with reading apparently disagree. To

cite a rdcent example (Rosner et al., 1981), some would have,us believe,
inStead, that -reading is basically "a process of association" and that the
problem of the poor Pdginning reader of English is "symbolizatiOn and

assodlation." In, that viiy, the dyslexic "experiences difficulty in the

a*sqpiation of common experiences.and the symbols representipg them." Their

recoMmendation for reading instruction is that it "should be meaningbased
with a modified language experience approach using contentmaterials as a
vehicle. Word learning in the experience approach should be a whole word
procedure for pedagogy."

Since similar views are so widely held, it might be useful to consider
them here in some detail. First, is reading a process of association? Well,'

)//1

of course, it can be (though it would be the association of symbols with
words, not with experiences--to my knowledge, no orthography uses its symbols
to represent experiences). That is, there,is nothing to stop a learner from
approaching an alphabetic orthography as if it were a logography. Beginning
readers of English can, if they choose or are taught to do so, approach their
task just as Chinese children do. That is, they can treat the alphabetically
written word as if it were a logogram--a graphic pattern like the dollar sign,
which bears no relation to the internal segmental structure of the word
"dollar." In other words, they can, indeed, adopt a "wholeword" strategy--
learning to read by associating each pOtern of letters with the word it

represents, and presumably using the context to guess at the identity of
graphic patterns they have not yet memorized. But by so doing, they will, of
course, lose all the remarkakje benefits of the alphabetic system. Like

Chinese children learning logograms, they will begin to amass a colLection of
memorized graphic patterns and their associated words. They will not be able

7'1
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to use the alphabet in the way it was intended, to help them to Tpprehead,new

words. For them,1a new4word will simply be a new graphic patters to be paired

with.an associated word, memorized, and added to an ever increasing collection

of memorized symbolword associations. As the collection gets larger, what
small advantage there was in starting out this way should certainly soon begin

to be lost.

It must be added, in good conscience, that, despite being taught by a
wholeword method, some children sooner Oi4,' later do discover the alphabetic
principle on their own; that is, they themselves notice the relationship
between how the word is spelled and its, phorfological structure, and begin to

use that knowledge to good effect. We take this as the triumph of their
e-
native linguistic ability over the efforts of the wholeword method to keep
the principle hidden from them. But what about the many children in our

schools who are poor readers or even nonreaders? Is their problem really a

defect in associative ability? Since our schools have been introducing

reading by a kind of wholeword method for many years (by teaching children to
mtmorize an introductory set of symbolword associations to be triggered by

pipture- and storycontext), one must wonder whether the 0-oblem of many of

our poor readers was that they continued doggedly with the wholeword,

logographic strategy, never managing to see,the alphabetic principle on their
own, and thus falling farther and farthe\ behind their more perceptive

classmates or finally giving up.

In any event, I would seriously question whether the poor reader's

problem is one of symbolization or association. I know of no evidence that

would suggest that this is really the case, and considerable evidence to the

contrary. For example, learning disabled children who have never been able to
master an alphabetic orthography readily learn to pair Chineselike characters

with their associated words and then to read off strings of them that have

been arranged to form sentences (Rozin, Poritsky, & Sotsior, 1971)., Moreover,

a recent study (House, Hanley, & Magid, 1980) has shown that even retardates

with a. mental age of five or even less, who had never been able to learn to

read, can be taught to identify and remember 200 or more pseudologograms and

then to read them correctly when they appear in sentence form. They are

simply taught to pair a visual pattern with' a word and to memorize the

association between the two. Surveys of dyslexia research also abound with
many studies which strongly demonstrate that disabled readers have no diffi
culty at all in pairedassociate memory (see Vellutino, 1979, for a recent

review). In contrast, poor analytic linguistic abilities (as in phoneme and

even Syllable segmentation) are consistently found to be related to and

predictive of poor reading achievement (Blechman, 1981; Calfee, Lindamood, &
Lindamood, 1973; Goldstein, 1976; Golinkoff, 1976; Liberman & Mann, 1981;

Lundberg, Olofsson, & Wall, 1980; Treiman & Baron, 1981).

Now what about the notion that "reading instruction should be meaning
based with a modified language experience approach"? As I have saOrearlier,

it seems obvious that the meaning of a word cannot be apprehended without

first apprehending the word itself and that the meaning of sentences and
paragraphs cannot be apprehended without first apprehending their constituent

words and grammatical structures.
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Here it is useful to emphasize again.that a word is something apart from
its meanings. One does Aoerhave to know the meaning of a word in order to be
able to read it (or Xo say it, for that matter). One can read a word Iike
blastoderm but not know its meaning and therefore have to look it up in a
dictionary or ask someone for its meaning. On the other hand, one can read a
word like club and know several meanings for it, but have to determine from
the context which meaning the author intended. In the first case, one must
depend on a dictionary or a knowledgeable person for the meaning; in the

second case, one can use one's own knowledge to arrive at the meaning. But in

either case, before ane can get to the meaning of the wor.a.-represented by the
print, one must firsr get from the print to the.word, And modified or not, a
language experience approach will not inform our readers how to get from the
print to all the new words they encounter. 4

The Skilled Reader.,

So much for the beginning reader. What of the skilled reader? The

received view in educational circles appears to be that once you are a skilled
reader, you have found some miraculous way of discovering what the writer
said, without first recovering what he actually said, and that the less yo6
get of the information provided you by the print, the more skilled you are,
because you are faster (Goodmah & Goodman, 1979; Smith, 1973). As for the

psychological literature on reading, much of the discussion there swirls

around whether you arrive at the information in the print by an acoustic code,
by a phonetic code, by a visual code, or by some interactive method in which
you rely heavily on context but do examine words as you need to do so.

I would say again in response to all this that the acoustic signal is not
represented by the alphabetic orthography, so all talk of an acoustic code is
irrelevant. As to a phonetic code, the exact phonetic information, as we have
seen, is also not represented in the alphabetic orthography and, indeed, there

are few instructions in the print as to exactly how to produce it. It is just

as hard to see how a visual code would work. The linguistically relevant
information is not given 4y the overall optical configuration of the word nor
by the optical shapes or the letters (the ascending, descending, diagonal, or
.circular characteristics of the squiggles on the page). As to the interactive
approach, its proponents seem to be suggesting that in reading a passage, the
skilled reader can go along deciding whether to_read a word or whether to use
the context to guess at it. In my view, if you are a skilled reader, your
reading of words is automatized; you cannot keep yourself from reading the
words. Abu cannot go along deciding whether you will read the word or will

instead guess its identity from the context. You do use the context on
occasion, of course--for example, when you are jarred by a conflict between a
word you have read and the meaning of the rest of the words in the sentence or
perhaps to determine the meaning of a word you have read. But in both cases,

you will have read the words. This is not to.say that a skilled reader cannot
skim through a book or passage, reading a word here and there, or that he
cannot skip over the long polysyllabic, hard-to-pronounce-names in Russian

novels. But in neither case is he using.the context to get at the word. In

the first case, he is actually reading words to get the meaning and in the

second case, he is simply not reading.
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Now to get back to what the skilled reader does do when reads. Since

an alphabetic oethography represents linguistically relevant aspects of the
internal structure of the Word, the reader, no matter how skilled he is,

misses a lot if he ignores it.

What is he missing? The internal structure of the word can provide

information about its derivational status and the constituent morphemic
elements of polymorphemic words. It can provide chformation also about its
grammatical status--for example, the tense, case, and number of the words and
the effect of Arefixes and suffixes on ,them. If you are going to get all that
information from the printed word, you are well advised, in reading the word,
to apprehend the internal structure which is, in fact, represented by the
letters.' Even if you have seen the word a million times, you nonetheless need
to take accouilt of its structure, if you are properly to understand what you
read.

In this section,,I have triedi to answer three questions about what the
skilled reader does. First, does he go directly to meaning cr does he read
the words? Second, if he bothers with the worps at all, does he guess at what
they might be from the context and pay attention to them only when all else
fails? And third, does he read words as wholes or does he pay attention to
their internal structure? In my view, it is the poor reader (and the

beginner), not the skilled one-, who- attempts to go directly to meaning, who
guesses frequently at wordiOrb6 the context, and who reads words as wholes.
The skilled reader, in contrast, ttends to the words and their phonological
structure, and guesses onty rarely (see Gough & Hillinger, 1980; Perfetti,

Goldman, & Hogaboam, 1979)..

In sum, if they are to make best use-of an alphabetic orthography, both
the skilled reader and the beginner must apprehend the internal structure of
the word. The skilled reader does it quite automatically, and beginners,
though it may be difficult for them, should be given directed instruction
toward that end from the start. That is, they should be instructed from the
start as to just how*the orthography represents words. They should not be
taught as if reading were a' matter' of associating a visual shape with a

meaning or as if reading can be mastered without learning how to use an
alphabetic orthography properly, or as if it should depend heavily on guessing
from shape and context. As I have tried to show, such notions surely go
against all we know about language, the orthography, and the reading process.
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PHONETIC FACTORS IN LETTER DETECTION: A REEVALUATION*

A
Adam Drewnowski+ and Alice F. Healy++

Abstract. Three experiments ip which subjects searched for the

letter e in printed text were conducted to)examine the effects of

phonetic factors in silent reading. In Experiment 1, subjects made

more errors on silent es than on voiced es, but silent es always

occurred at the ends of words, whereas voiced es occurred in the

middle of words. In Experiment 2, all instances of the letter e

occurred in the pnultimate location in the words, and no effects of

letter voicing were obtained. In Experiment 3, subjects made more

errors on es in unstressed syllables than on es in stressed

syllables in three-syllable mords. However, this effect occurred

only for es in the second and third syllables and only for the more

common words. ll three experiments yielded large effects of word

frequency, which were reduced in passages printed in alternating

typecase. It was concluded that letter detection is affected by

syllable stress but not by letter voicing and that the stress effect

depends on whether the subject is able to form reading units at the

syllable level.
0

There is much evidence that phonetic recoding of text occurs in the

course of silent reading. One of the most influential studies (Corcoran,

-1966) demonstrated that subjects searching for instances of the letter e in

printed text made more errors on words in which e was silent (as in the word

time) than on words in which it was pronounced (As in the word well). The
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common interpretation dr. this result, also observed by other investigators
(e.g., Chen, 1976; Coltheart, Hull, & Slate?., 1975; Locke, 1978; Moh4n, 1978),
is that subjects silently reading paragraphs of text scar), the acoustic image
of a word along with the visual stimulus. However, in normal English prose of
the type used by Corcoran, the voicing of the letter e is typically confounded
with a number of other factors. For example, silent es are often found in
terminal or penultimate locations within words (e.g., some, states), and many
occur in frequent function words (e.g., have) or in morpheme suffixes (e.g.,
asked). Each of these variables has\ been shown to influence the number Of
errors in letter-detection t'sks: Morkfterrors have been found when the target
letter occurred at the end Ct words (Corcoran, 1966; Smith & Groat, 1979), in
frequent words (Healy, 1976, 1980), in function words (Drewnowski & Healy,
1977; Schindler, 1978), and in some morpheme suffixes (Drewnowski & Healy,
1980). In the present study, We used specially prepared texts that control
for these variables in order to determine whether voicing of the,,target.letter'
has a residual effect on the detection task. Our study wasdfntended as a
systematic reexamination of Corcoran's (1966) silent-e effect in an attempt to
specify the nature and to determine the boundary conditions of the phenomenon.

Our previous research with the letter-detection task (Drewnowski & Healy,
1977, 1980; Healy, 1976, 1980) has shown that subjects miss letters most often
in the most common words, suggesting that frequent words may often be
perceived in terms of units that include more than one letter. According to
our frequency-dependent unitization model (see, e.g., Drewnowski & Healy,

1977), the constituent letters of the most frequent English words ten , in

effect, to be concealed within the word, since they never reach the level 'Of
identification in the course.of fluent reading.

In our view (Drewnowski & Healy, 1977), reading involves processing in
parallel of units at various levels of the linguistic hierarchy; letters,
letter groups, words, or phrases. The ease of unit formation depends oh the
frequency and spatial predictability of letter sequences (Drewnowski & Healy,
1980), whole word frequency (Healy, 1976, 1980), and the syntactic constraints
of text (Drewnowski & Healy,1977). We have assumed that once processing at
some higher level is complete, subjects move to the next location in the text
withput necessarily completing the processing at the letter level, at least
not to the point of letter identification. Such incomplete processing at the
letter level does not interfere with. the comprehension of text, but it may
account for the missing-letter effect, which we have observed for the most
commgn suffix morphemes (Drewnowski & Healy, 1980) and for the most frequent
word, (Drewnowski & Healy, 1977; Healy, 1976, 1980). ,

This model leads us to predict that the type of phonetic effects obseryed
will depend on whole-word frequency. _If the more frequent words are indeed
processed in terms of syllable or word units, rather than letter units, then
phonetic effects at the letter level should be relatively unimportant. For

common words, phonetic effects at the letter level, as exemplified by the
difference in error rates between silent and pronounced es, may be less

important than phonetic effects at the syllable level, as exemplified by a
difference in error rates between es in stressed and unstressed syllables.
Thus, the phonetic effects involving syllable stress may be more closely
aligned to the postlexical phonological codes investigated by Foss and Blank
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(1980) than to their prelexical phonetic codes. However, we envision phonetic

units at the syllable level, as,well as- at the word level. This notion of a

hierarchy of phonetic units, analogou.s td thejlierarchy of visUal units, is

similar to that proporsed earlier by 1.68erge,apd SamUels (1974).

In the present study, weexamined phonetic effects at the syllable level

as well as at the letter_level as a. fUnction of wholeword frequency.

Specifically, we used both common and rare words to investigate the subjects'

'ability to detect the letter.e in syllables thatAoid Or did not carry the

primaey word stress. In addition, we manfpulat4a visual and linguistic

features of text to determine the extent of their interactions with worf

frequency and phonetic factors i..dn the course of silent reading. Understanding

these multiple, interactions should help us extend our theoretical conception

of the reading\process.

EXPERIMENT 1

1

The first expeeiment was designed to reexamine the,acoustic Apenning

hypothesis (Corcoran, 1966) and Our unitization model. Thevoicing 6,f the
.,,

target letter e (silent vs. pronounced) and the linguistic cl ss of the target

word (function vs. content) were independently varied. The voicing of the

letter e deliberately covaried with its location within the word: Silent es

were always terminal, yhereas pronounced es always occuPred in the interior of

test words, as is typically the 'case ip English. Also, because English

function words aee normally more frequent than content words, the function

wonds that were selected as test words were, on the average, more frequent

than the test content 14ords.1

.

To determine the, contribution of perceptual features and of the

syntactic/semantic context to performanceon the letterdetection task, the

subjects were tested on_four differentipaisages. In addition to a standard

prose passage, the subjects ,were preented with a nonsense passage of

scrambled words, and with, a mixedcase prose passage in which alternating

letters were typed in uppercase. Although such manipulatiOns should not

affeol the acoustic scanning.of the search text, they are expected to impede

the formation of reading units larger than the letter (mixedcase passage) or

reading units larger than the word (scram,bledword passage* and coieequently

should influence the incidence of letterdetection errors. A fou'rth passage

of meanaigless and unpronounceable letter stripgs containing instances of t e

letter In the same locattions as the corresponding words in the prose passa e

was inc94 ed to determine*the effects of, target location on task performanc

(See Drewnowski & Healy, 1977, and Healy, 1976, 1980, for similar passa

manipulations.)

. Method

Subjects. Eightytwo 'studentS at the University of Toronto served, as

volunteer,subjects. in a kroup experialent, which was conducted in the' cl4ss.

room.

,
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Design and materials. Four 100-word passages, typed On separate sheets
of paper, were constructed for the present experiment. j'he first passage,
hereafter referred to as the "prose standard-case" passage, contained 16 test
function words (see Schindler, 1978, for definition) and 16 test content
words, all of which contained exactly one instance of the letter e, along with
68 filler words, none of which contained the letter e. All ftest words were

either one or two syllables long and varied from three to seven letters in
length. Eight of the function words were judged to possess a pronounced e,
which occurred in some intermediate position-of the word: they, their, them,
her, after, under, over, himself. The mean frequency of usage of these words
(from Ku6era & Francis, 1967) was 1,841 per million :viords-of text. The other
eight function words were judged to possess a silent e, which always occurred
at the end of the word: are, have, those, one, above, like, since, whose.
The mean 'frequency of these words was 1,868. The 16 content words were
similarly divided into eight with pronounced es (well, men, years, get, very,
later, given, power), with a mean frequency of 659, and eight witelilent es
(time, use, make, home, toffice, little, middle, course), with a mean frequency
of 650. Mean word frequency across the voicing conditions was approximately
equal (pronounced: 1,250; silent: 1,259).

The second passage, hereafter referred to as the "prose mixed-case"
passage, was identical to the prose standard-case passage, exbept that

alternating letters were typed in upper- and lowercase. There were two
versions of this passage. In one vension ("even"), even letters were

capitalized, whereas in the other version ("odd"), oda 4etters were capital-
i.zed Half the_subjects were shown the even version of the prose mixed-cfse
passage and half were shown the odd version, so that the incidence of

lowercase and uppercase es would be equated across test words and across
subjects.

o
7

The third passage, hereafter referred tales the l'scrambled=wórd" passage,
was derived from the prose passage. The order of the 32 test/words embedded
within the paragraph of text was the same as in the prose passage, but the
order of the remaining_68 fillw words (none of which contained the letter e)
was now randomized hat thelpassage no longer made sense. Whehever two

rttest words occurred together in_the prose passage (e.g., little time), they
were separated in the scrambled-word passage"by a filler word (e.g., little
who time), but otherwise, 'the test words retained their original positions.
Such manipulations were intended to minimize the presencR of syntactically
correct units in an otherwise meaningless passage.

110

Ttle fourth passage, here ter rgferre to as the "scrambled-letter"

passage, was also derived from the prose stan rd-case passage. The letters
in each of, the 20 consecuti 5-word strings in the prose standard-case

passage were now randomized to produce meaningless letter -strings that

gorrespOnded both in length and in the location 151 the letter e within the

.
string to the worads of the prose standard-case passage. The location of the'
"wbrds" on the peke, the,paragraph format, and the punctua.tion marks were the
same as in the prose, siandard-case passage. Jhe first lines c)f the foue
passages are shown in TaOle 1.i-

t
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Table

First Lines of the Four Search Passages Used in Experiment 1

Prosep Standard Case:

Men who work very long hours pass too little time at home.

Prose Mixed Caie4(Even):

mEn4WhO wOrK vErY lOnG hOuRs PaSs To0 lItTlE tImE aT hOmE.

.Scrambled Word:

Men his wi.th very only cloud pass lit%ke who time an-home.

Scrambled Letter:

Mer wlo vrny weok hnog loirs posi tao hutlte tsme ah twse.

Each passage was typed on a separate sheet of paper. The four passages,

arranged in all 24 possible sequences and preceded by a.page of instructions

to -subjects, were stapled together into a booklet. The booklets were

distributed according to a fixed rotation so that passage order was approxi-
_-

mately counterbalanced across subjects.

Procedure. The subjects were instructed to read.each 'passage silently at

their 'normal reading speed and to circle each instance of the target e. The

sub.jeets were told th'it`if they ever realized that they had missed a target,

they should not retrace their steps to encircle ito They were also told that

they were not expected to detect al l! the es, so they should riot slow down

their reading speed in order to be overcautious about encircling the es. The

subjects were told to read the passages in the order in which tliey were

stapled together, and to go on to the next passage as soon asithey had

finished the pregeding one.

Results

The summarized in Tablie 2, wh1).oh includes for egbil of the

jour,passages t mean er+or percentages (and standard errors of, the mean) as

a function of the voicing Of the target letter and the class of the test word.
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Table 2

Means (and Standard Errors) for Error Percentages as a

Function of Passage Type, Voicing.of the Target Letter, and

Word Class in Experiment 1

Word Class

Passage 1122

Function

Pronounced Silent

Content

Pronounced Silent

Prose Standard Case 12.63 31.38 9.88 16.88

(1.87) (2.87) (1.62) (1.75)

Prose mixes Case 11.38 23.88 9.63 16.88

(2.12)' (2.75) (2.25) (2.12)

Scrambled Word 12.75 27.88 8.63
6

16.00

(1.87) (2.62) (1.25) (2.00)

Scrambled Letter 7.25 16.54 4.25 9.88

(1.50) P.87) (1.25) (1.62)

4
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More errors occurred on sp.ent than on pronounced es, F(1,81) = 92.0, 2 <.01,

and more errors were made on function words than on oontent words,

F(1,81) = 74.4, 2 < .01. In addition, the difference in error rates between

.the pronounced and the silent es was greater for function words than for

content words; there was a significant interaction between word class and

voicing, F(1,81) = 29.4, 2 <'.01.

The subjects performed similarly on both the prose standard-case and

scrambled-word passages (mean overall error percentages; 17.7 -for prose

standard-case; 16.3 for scrambled-word) and were somewhat more accurate on the
prose mixed-case (15.4) and considerably more accurate on the scrambled-letter
(9,5) passages, F(3.243) 9.3, < .01. The difference in error percentages
between function words and content words was greater for the prose standard-
case and the scrambled-word passages than for the prose mixed-case and the

scrambled-letter passages. The interaction between word class and passage

type, F(3,243) = 3.1, < .05, supports our view that intact word units are
necessary for the missing letter effect. The differëie in error percentages

between silent es and pronounced es also depended o passage type; the

interaction between voicing and passage type was significant, F(3,243) = 2.8,

2 < .05. Nevertheless, even in the nonsense scrambled-letter passap, the

difference between ,"pronounced" and "silent" es was iignificant, at the

equivalents of both function word, t(81) = 3.7, .2 < .01, and content word,

t(81) = 2.3, 2 < .01, locations. Since "pronounced" es,always occurred in the

middle and "silent" es always at the end of the nonword letter strings, these

findings suggest thaT error rates in the letter-detection task may be strongly

, influenced by target location.

Discussion

The present reAults are consistent with Corcoran's (1966) finding that

,subjects searching for instances of the target letter e made more detection

errors on silent than on pronounced es However, the results are equally

consistent with our previous.reports (Drewnowski & Healy, 1977, 1980; Healy,

1976, 1980) that' subjects searching for a given target letter make most,
letter-detection errors on the most frequent function words. Subjects in this

experiment made more errors on the function words than on the content words,

,wh4,sh'were less frequ t in English.

Thus, the complete pattern of results cannot be explained solely in terms

of Corcoran's (1966) hypothesis that subjects tend to scan the acoustic image

of the target yord in the course of the letter-detection task. The simple

notion of phonetre encoding during silent reading fails to account for the

higher error percentages observed with function than with content words.

Corcoran's (1966) explanation for the high error rates on the word the, which

were more than double those on words containing silent es, was-that the word

the is a highly redundadt word, wNich may .be taken for granted and thus mit

scanned.. The present results demonstrate, first, that the same missing-letter

effect holds for other, less frequent, and presumably less redundant function

-words (mean frequency 1,854 as oppcided to 69,971 for the), and second, that it

holds even for the scrambled-word passage, in which the occurrence pf any of

the test words cannot be predicted.on the basis of thelfeceding word context.

'Furthermore, the Present results demonstrate that the difference in error

0
LI
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percentages between pronounced and silent es is, i-f"anything, much greater for

the function,words than for the content words, which is contrary to what one
might expect if the function rds were indeed redundant and therefore not
scanned.

The pattern of results obtained ,,,i.n_standard-case and mixed-case passages

is also_ more consistent with our model than with Corcoran's (1966) phonet'9
recoding hypothesis. In our view, subjects make mast letter-detection err
on the frequent function words in prose and scrambled-word passages because
they tend to process highly frequent words in terms of units larger than the
letter. Theiase of mixed-case passages impedes the formation of such reading
units arld might be expected, in effect, to unpack the processing of function
words, making their constituent letters more visible. Consequently, error
rates on function words and, to a lesser extent, on content words should be
lower for the prose mixed-case passage relative to the prose standard-case
passage, as was indeed observed. However, it could be argued that any text
manipulation that slows down the reader would make he letters of function
words easier to detect.. Our earlier data (e.g., Dre owski & Healy, 1977;

Healy, 1976) suggest, though, that only manipulatiois causing a spatial-
configural disruption have this effftt. The use of nonsense scrambled-word
passages instead of prose slows down the .reader but does not alter trit

relative proportion of eerors on the word the (Healy,.1976). Another possible
reason for fewer errors on the mixed-case passage is that capital letters may

( be easier to find than lowercase letters. Yet, even tf such a result were
obtained, it could not explain the selective drop in errors for frequent
function words, which was not seen for content words.

Finally, the present data indicate that the observed silent-e effect may
be due in large part to the differential location of thetarget letter e
within the test word. Subjects searching the scrambled-letter passage for

instances of the letter e made gignificantly more errors on the terminal
("silent") locations than on the intermediate ("pronou ed") locations within

the letter strings. This finding points to the presen e of a strong target-
'location effect (which was in fact observed by Corcoran )/ and suggests the need
for another experiment in which the target-letter location within the word is
rigidly controlled.

EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 2, we controlled for letter location by insuring that all
_target 'letters, both silent and pronounced,, occurred in the penultimate
positioh in the unstreSsed final syllable of a'tese word.. Because of this
constraint, the present comparison was between silent es and reduced or schwa-
type es, rather than between gilenlies and nonreduced or full es.4 However,
the schwa-type e-31s in fact a very frequent realization of e and, hence,
presumably qualifies as a modal (typiCally pronounced) e (cf. Locke, 1978).

,Furthermore, the phonetic form of e (/i/, /E/, or /.9/) was fotind by Corcoran

(1966) to have Q0 influencepn thefrequency of letter-detection errors.

TO-control for the linguistic class of the test words, only content words

were used-, We also controlled two additional variables,that were reported to
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affect thel'ate of letter-detection errors: (1) the length and frequency of

the words containing the target letter (Drewnowski & Healy, 1977; Healy, 1.976,

1980), and (2) the linguistic environment of the target letter, which occurred

either in a morpheme suffix or in the word stem (Drewnowski & Healy, 1980).

Finally, we employed a passage typed with standard typecase as well as one
with mixed typecase, as we had in Experiment 1, to determine how voicing and'

the other variables tested interact with visual factors.

Method

Subjects, Ninety-six Yale undergraduates participated as subjects. The

first 28 of them received course credit for their participation; the remaining

68 were paid $1.00 each.

Design and materials. Two 240-word nonsense passages were constructed.

The passages included 48 test words, each of which included a single instance

of the letter e in the penultimate position. The test words were classified
into eight groups of six words, on the basis of three orthogonal dj.sions:

(1) words with e as part of a terminal morpheme syffix (e.g., 'lligher)

vs, words with e as part of the stem (order); (2) words in which the e is

pronounced (higher) vs. words in ,which the e is silent (worked)2; (3) short

words (1-2 syllables) of high frequency (mean,= 220; range 101-605; KAera &

Francis, 1967) (higher) vs. long words (3 syllables) of low frequency

(mean = 6, range 1-12) (container). Word length and frequency were treated

here as a single variable, since longer Edglish words are typically less

frequent than shorter ones.

The specific test words employed are listed in Table 3. Note that three

of the six words with a pronounced e in the suffix end in -er and three end in

-ed for both the long infrequent and the short frequent words: This division

allocied us to make two mow controlled comparisons: The first was an

assessment of test word ending (suffix vs. stem), including only words ending

in er. The second was an assessment of the effects of voicing, including

only words ending in the -ed suffix. For these comparisons, the terminal

letters in the word (r or d) were not confounded with arly of the criticSl

variables.

The passages also included 48 foil words matched as closely as possible

in syllabic length and frequency to the 48 test words (so that a subject could

not determine whether a word contained a target on the basis of length or
frequency alone), 48 filler words in the frequency rnge of 11-12, 48 filler

words in the frequency range of 114-148, and 48 function filler words with

frequency greater than or equal to 461. None of the foil or filler words

included the letter e, except for one filler word (stopped), which was

included erroneously and was therefore not-included in the error analyses

reported below.

The tegt, foil, and filler words were arranged in the passage at random,

with the constraint thAt every block of five successive words include one

test, one foil, and three filler words, one of which was,a function word. No

punctuation was included in the passage except for a fidal period,

*It
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Voicing

Pronounced

Silent

Table 3

Test Words Used in Experiment 2

Suffix

CommOn

Test.Word Ending

Rare

higher container

blackmailer

lower narrower

add.8d ,contracted

started disgusted

wanted . discardtd

Jonger

worked diminished

walked commiisioned

passed

turned

asked

showed

malnourished

impaioned

uniformed

abolished
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Stem

Common Ra're

order wallpaper

summer midsummer

mother hamburger

system nitrogen

market unravel

women caramel

sides syllables

tiMes microphones

values disclosures*

rates limousines

sales contributes

states signatures
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The wo passages differed only in terms of letter capitalization. The 4

standard-case passage was typed with only the initial letter of the initial
word capitalized. The mixed-case passage was prepared in two versions: Even

letters were capitalized in the even ,version and odd letters in the odd

version.

Each subjectwas shown the standard-case passage along with either the

even or odd version of the mixed-case passage. Half the subjects were shown

the odd version and half were shown the even version. Each passage was typed

on a separate sheet of paper and photocopied for distribution to the subjects.

The order of presentation of standard- and mixed-case passages was perfectly
counterbalanced across subjects. Copies of the two passages preceded by a
consent form and a sheet of instructions were stapled together into a booklet
for each subject.

Procedure. The procedure was essentially the same as that used in the
previous experiment, except that subjects were run in groups of one to six.

Result's

The,results are summarized in Table 4, which includes for each of the two

passage types (standard case and mixed case) the mean error percentages (and

standard errors of the mean) as a function of the voicing of the target letter
(pronounced vs. silent), the frequency and the length of the test word (common

vs. rare), and test word ending (suffix vs. stem).

The subjects made more errors on short (common) words (19.2%) than on

long (rare) words (14.3%), F(1,95) = 27.8, 2 < .01, and on the standard-case
version (22.6%) than on the mixed-case version (11.0%) of the passage,

F(1,95) = 123.5, 2 < .01. The observed difference in error rates between
common and rare words was greater for the standard-case passage (8.2%) than

for the mifed-dase passage (1.5%). This significant interaction,

F(1,95) = 20.3, 2 < .01, can be attributed to the fact that processing in the
mixed-case passage largely occurs at the letter level.

Neither of the remaining variables yielded the expected effects. First,

there was nO difference in errors made on targets occurring in word stems

(16.9%) and those occurring in word puffixes (16.6%). _ Second, slightly more

err'ors were made on words in which4the;target e was pronounced (17.4%) than on

words in which the target e was4 silent (1.6.1%). This difference was not

statistically reliable, F(1,95) 2.6, 2 > .10, but-there was a significant
interaction between voicing and passage type, F(1,95) = 27.9, 2 < .01. Morb

errors were made on silent than on pronounced targets in the mixed-case-

,passage (11.9% vs. 10.0%), but the opposite result wa6 obtatned in the

standard-case passage (20,4% vs. 24.8%). 4-

A further pair of comparisons was made to determine whether,the failure

-1 to find the expected efCects of voicing and word-ending type (suffix vs. stem)'

was due to a partial confounding of these factors with the specific terminal

letter of the word:, In the first analysis, which involved only items in which

the target was pronounced and only those ending. in -er,.words in which the

target occurred in, the stem were compared with thcte in which the target
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Table 4

Means (and Standard Errors) for Error Percentages as a Function

of Passage Type, Voicing.of the Target Letter, Frequency
of Test Word, and Test Word Ending for Experiment 2

4

Passage Type

Standard case Mixed case

1.1ffix Stem Suffix Stem

"--

Voicing Common' Rare mpmmoh Rare ComMon Rare Common Rare

Pronounced 29.51 17.88 28.99 22.92 10.42 7.99 9.55 12.15

(2.58) (2.07) (2.42) (2.29) (1.44) (1.35) (1.37) (1.65)

Silent 25.52 18.40 22.92 \14,58 12.67 10.59 14.06 10.24

(2.49) (2.45) (2.52) ( 196) (1.61) (1.62) (1.95) (1.57)



occurred in the suffix. ,Even for these wor:ds, more errors were made when the

target occurred in the stem (24.7%) than when in occurred in the suffix

(16.8%), rather than the opposite, 1(1,95) = 24.6, 2 < .01: In the second'

analysis, which involved only items,in which the target occurred in the suffix

.-ed (and hence none of those ending in nasal or liquid consonants), words in

which the target was pronounced were compared to those, matched in terms of

frequency, in which the target was silent. There was no overall difference

between errors on silent es (16.8%) and on pronounced es (16.1%), F(1,95) < 1,

and for the standard-case passage alone, slightly more errors were made on

pronounced es (23.6%) than on silent es (21.4%). It is therefore clear that

the failure-to find the expected effects of voicing and word-ending type

cannot be attributed to the specific terminal letter of the word.

//biscussiotr

The primary purpose of this expe iment was to' determine whether the

effects of letter voiciqg obtained i Experiment 1 could be 'attributed to the

voicing of the target letter or to tter location. When letter location was

strictly controlled, the typidla effects of voicing--more errors on silent

than on pronounced targets--were not obtained. Instead, no overall difference

between silent and pronounced letters was Jound, and, in fact, a small

difference in the direction opposite to that predicted was found for the

standard version of the passage. Thus, the effects of letter voicing in

Experiment 1 may be due to the confounding of vpicing and letter location.

Although Corcoran (1966) did control for letter location in one of his data

aparyses and still obtained significant effects of voicing, he did not control

for word class or word frequency. It is possible that these factors may have

influenced his results: For example, words with terminal or penultimate

silent es may have included a disproportionate number of common words (e.g.,

are, have, or used). Furthermore, CorcpraW-s sample of pronounced es most

likely included some that were stressed (e.g.., he, be, or pet), whereas our

sample did not.
./

Not only does the present study fail to demonstrate the expected effects

Of voicing, but it also fail.s to demonstrate the expected effects of word

endiffg: 0.1more errors were made on letters occurring in word suffixes than

on those ocCurring in word stems. ' This result is not in agreement with our

_./../earlier report (Drewnowski & paly, 1980). However; the earlier study dealt

witiei-the suffix, -ing, whereas the present study deals with the suffixes -er

and -ed. In fact, we.previously noted that other suffixes, -including -ment,

-ion, and -en, did not yield as many detection errors as -ing, and that -ing

was special in a number of ways, including its high frequency and high spatial

predictability. For that reason, it is not surprising that the morpheme

suffixes we used in the present study did not yield a preponderance of

detection errors.

In contrast, word frequency and length did yield large effects in the

expected' direction. In accord with the un ization model, many more errors

were made Or) the 'short common words than o,ic the longer rare words, and this

effect was greatly diminished when 'every other letter was typed in capital

letters.
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EXPERIMENT 3

*
After controlling for target location and word frequency in Experiment 2,

we failed to observe phonetic effects_in the letter-detection task. However,
all es were unstressed, and we were dealing eIcluaively with phonetic
attributes at the letter level. Perhaps phonetic rectors play a larger role

at some higher level in the linguistic hierarchy. For example, subjects may
make more errors on unstressed than on stressed syllables, since the stressed
syllables would be expected to be mor2 salient in a phonetically recoded

version of the text. Therefore, in Exreriment 3, we seleqted test words in
which the target letter e either did or did not carry the primary word stress.
In addition, we used both relatively frequent and relatively infrequent test
words. We'expected frequent words to be read at the syllable level or above
and rare words to be read letter by letter. Consequently, the effects of
syllable stress should be greater for the more frequent words.

As in previous experiments, we used standard-case and mixed-case pas-
sages. Since the formation of reading units larger than the letter should be
impeded in the mixed-case passage, the effect of stress should be greatly
reduced by means of this purely visual manipulation. In addition, because the
results of Experiment 1 attest to the importance of target-letter location
within the word, we now used three-syllable test words with the target letter
occurring in the first, second, or third syllable of the word.

Method

Subjects. Ninety-six students at the University of Toronto served as

volunteer subjects in this experiment, conducted in a classroom setting.

Design and materials. Two 240-word scrambled-word passages were con-
structed for the present experiment. Each passage included the same 48 test
words, with each -word containing a single instance of the target letter e.
The test words were classified into 12 grlups of words on the basis of three
orthogonal divisions: (1) the location of the target letter e, which was in
the first, second, or ,third syllable of the word (e.g., certainly, attention,
incorrect); (2) the presence or absence of primary 'Word stress on the syllable
containing the target letter (e.g., certainly vs. decision), and (3) the

frequency in the language of the test word (e.g., certainly vs. IdlAimal). The

mean frequency of the more common words was 99.9 (Ku6era & Francis, 1967) and

the mean frequency of the less common words.was 6.6. The high-frequency test
words stress9d on the third syllable were necessarily less common than the
remaining words in the _high-frequency category. The specific test words

employed are listed in Table 5. Note that the linguistic structure of the
test words is not constant. For example, many test words with es in the first
and second syllables end in morpheme suffixes (e.g., certainly), but those
with es in the last syllable mostly do not. For that reason, we cannot be
certain at this point that we have successfully controlled for the potential
effects of other linguistic variables.

The two passages were composed of the 48 test words, 48 foil words
selected to match the test words in number of syllables and approximate

frequency, 96 filler wordl selected from an article in Psychology Today, and
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Table 5

Syllable 1.

Test Words Used in Exper

Target Locatio

Syllable 2 Syllable 3

Stressed Unstressed Stressed Unstressed Stressed Unstressed

High Frequency

certainly decision attention suddenly incorrect consider

regular religion directly properly discontent Character

technical beginning successful governor intráSpeaT apart-dent

medical specific professor powerful indirect citizens

Low Frequency

decimal mechanic collector prophecy circumvent immodest

terminal revision pathetic prosperous dispossess disorders

democrats permitting compelling tolerant misdirect concurrent

sensory semantic appendix numbering unconcern transparent

Table 6

Means (and Standard Errors) for Error Percentages as
Passage Type, Word Frequency, and Syllable Stress in

Passage Type

a Function of
Experiment 3

Standard Case Mixed Csse

Frequency Stressed Unstressed Stressed Unstressed

High 12.7 18.3 12.6 14.2

(1.6) (1.8) (1.5) (1.6)

Low -9.7 9.7 10.6 10.5

(1.5) (1.3) (1.7) (1.5)

/-
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48 of the most common
The foil words, filler
of the letter s: All

test words.

function words selected from Ku6era and Francis (1967).

words, and function words did not contain any instances
instances of e in the passage thus occurred in the 48

The sequence of words in each passage was constructed with the same
constraints used in Experiment 2. The two passagedostandard case and mixed-
case (odd and even versions)--were presented to the subjects in a

counterbalanced order. Instructions to subjects and details of the testing
procedure were the same as described in the previous experiments.

Results

The results are summarized in Table 6, which includes for each of the two
passages the mean error percentages (and standard errors of the mean) as a
function of test word frequency and the presence or absence of stress on the
letter e.

The subjects made more errors on the high-frequency than on the low-
frequency test words, F(1,95) = 39.6, 2 < .01, in agreement with previous
results. Overall, more errors were made on unstressed than qn stressed es,
F(1,95) = 8.6, 2 < .01, but the effect of stress was only found for the high-
frequency words. The significant interaction between word frequency and

stress, F(1,95) = 9.4, p < .01, is consistent with an earlier report (Smith &
Groat, 1979) and supporti our hypothesis that common words are more likely to
be read in syllable-size units and that, therefore, phonetic effects are more
likely to occur at the syllable level. Further support for this hypothesis
was provided by the finding that the effects of frequency and the effects of
stress were larger in the standard-case passage, in'which units larger than
the letter could be formed, than in the mixed-case passage, in which the

for:illation of such reading units was impeded. The interaction of frequency and

passage type was significant, F(1,95) = 5.4, 2 < .05, and there was a weak

interaction of stress and passage type, F(1,95) = 3.8, p

The effects of target location and syllable stress are shown in Figure 1

,s,eparately for standard-case and mixed-case passages. Target location (first,

second, or third syllable of the test word) significantly affected error

rates: More errors were made on es in the second and third syllables of4test
words than on es in the first Tsyllable, F(2,190) = 8.6, p < .01. As in

Experiment 1, the target-location effect was higher fon the standard-case

passage than-for the mixed-case passage: The interaction of passage type and
target location ws significant, F(2,190) = 6.6,

These results suggest that subjects use reading un s of different sizes

at the different locations within the word. If subj ts reading three-

syllable words do make use of reading units larger than the letter only in the

second and third syllables of words, then we might, expect the effect of
syllable stress to interact with target location; the 4ffect'of stress should

be, greater in the lpter locations within the test word, especially in the

standard-case passage. _In accordance with'these predictions, we found signi-

ficant interactions between target location and syllable stress,

F(2,190) = 5.0, 2 < .01, and between passage type, target location, and

syllable stress, F(2,190) = 5.0, 2 < .01.
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Figure ). Error percentages as a function of passage type, syllable stress,

and tareelocation in Experiment 3.
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We have proposed triat infrequent words are less likely than frequent

words to be read in syllable units. HenO, the effects of passage type,
target location, anct syllable stress should be more evident for the high-
Arrequency test words. Figure 2 shows error percentages as a function of word
frequency, targtt location, and syllable" stress. . Only the data from the

standard-case passage are included, since little difference be#ween the

various conditions was observed for the Mixed-case passage. The highest error
scores were obtained for unstressed e4 occurring in the second and third
syllables of high-frequency test words. There was a significant interaction
between word frequency and target l4ation, F(2,190) 6.3, p < .01, and a

significant four-way inteiaction aming word eFequency, passage type, target
location, and syllable stress, F(2,A90) = 3.5, p < .01. (Note, however, that

the observed drop in error rate fror third-syllable stressed es in high-

frequency words may be partly due o the fact that these words were relatively
infrequent, as noted in the Methoclasection.)

Discussion

In Experiment 3, we found ibignificant effects of syllable stress, with
more errors made on targets o curring in unstressed than in stressed syll-
ables. However, these effects' ere by no means general but, rather, occurred
only under narrowly. defined ,circumstances. Effects of stress were 'not

observed for the mixed-case paSsage, for infrequent test words, or for targets
occurring in the first syllable of test words. We propose a common explana-

tion for the latk of streSS ecfectsiin each of these cases: .Because we assume
that the stresP.effect is aphonetic effect t the syllable level, effects of
stress shOuld be absent when no' units larger than the letter are' used.

Consequently, the effects fof :Stress should be attenuated for mixed-case
passages and for infrequentiwords. We also propose that subjects read longer
coqtent words 'in terms of Afferent-size units at different locations of the
word. Specifically, subjects may process the first syllable of three-syllable
words to the point of identifying each letter but use reading units larger

A than the letter 'in later locatibns of the word. By this4 explanation, the

effects of stress, which occur at the syllable level, are most likely to be
found in the later locations of relatively common words, aSP was indeed
observed. To summarize, it appears that stress effects occur only when the
subject is able to form reading uni,ts at the syllable level.

It is possible that.t4e observed difference between es in unstressed and

stressed syllables is due to ,a difference between reduced (or schwa-type) 'and
nonreduced (or,full) es . All stressed es in. the present experiment were
nonreduced, whereas all unseressed.es in the second and third syllables (eut
not the first syllable) were reduced. .This expladation is consistent with the
observed interaction between target location and syllable stress, but it

cannot accoynt for the' interactions between syllable stress and test word

frequency or between syllable stress and passage typecase.

It can, also be _argued' that the locatioh effect found here (and the

similar effect in Experiment 1) is caused by subjects' scanning only the
initial syllable of the test Werd for target letters and failing to scan the
remainder of the word. However, this account is not consistent with our
finding a stress effect for the second and third syllables'of test words. If

subjects failed to scan.the end of the word, then there should not be a.

difference between stressed and unstressed syllables at the end of the word.
4 '
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Figure 2, Error percentages as a function of word.frequency,.syllable stress,
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It may seem puzzling that subjects bake many errors on,shdrt frequent
words (e.g.% the) and few errors on the initial syllables of longer, less
frequent words (e.g., certainly). However, the unitization model is compati
ble with these results, because of the postulate that subjects move t:heir
attention to the next word in the text, without ctmpleting processing at the
letter level, once they have.identified a particular configuration as a word.

For example, subjects will not complete,processing of the letters in the word (
the once' they have identified the fdbiliar Configuration as a word.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
A

One recurring issue in studies of reading is the extent to which phonetic
factors are involved in the process of silent reading. Although many studies
have addressed this issue (see McCusker, Hillingr, ,te Bias, 1981, for a

detailed review), most were limited to situations involving 'the prepentation
of i'solated words and pseudowords, as in the lexical decision task. Little is
known about the extent of phonetic recoding in the course of normal compreden

sion of printed text.

Our technique of letter detection in prose contexts (Corcoran, 1966;

Healy, 19W6) provides., a good index of performance during normal sileat

reading. Indeed,,the patte't.n of errors on the letterdetection task can be

used as a reading diagnostic, since we have demonstrated in developmental
studies that error rates vary as a function both of the reading materials and
of the subjects' reading skill (Drewnowski, 1978, 1981). In our previous
studies, we have used the letterdetection technique to examine the size of
the units employed in readingjrinted text. In contrast, most investigators
using this technique have focused on the phonetic recoding hypothesis, by

comparing error rates either on silent and pronounced letters (Chen, 1976;

Coltheart et al., 1975; Corcoran, 1966; Mohan, 1978;.Smith & Groat, 1979) or

on modal (typically pronounced) and nonmodal (atypical) phonemes (Locke,

1978). ,However, the use of normal English in this task carries with it
important confoundings. In the present study, we designed special passages to
eliminate the confoundings of targetletter location, test wond) frequency; and
linguistic context in order to determine whether the voicing of the target
retter has a residual effect on error rates.

The study provided further support for the unitization model. 411 three

experiments revealed clear effects of word frequency: More errors were made

on frequent than on less frequent wdrds. In Experiment 1, word frequency

covaried with lin&istic class (function vs. content words), whereas in

Experiment 2, word frequency covaried with word length. Both factors were
controlled in Experiment 3, which included only threesyllable content words
and still revealed a significant effect pf word ftWuency. This frequency
effect is consistent with the previous observations by Healy (1976, 1980) and
supports tHt hypothesis that subjects are more likelx to read Common than rare
words in units larger than the letter, even inithe case of long content words.

The effect of frequency is considerdbly more dramatic for the most frequent
function words the and and (see Drewnowski & Healy, 1977).

In agreement with previous reports (e.g., Corcoran, 1966), we found id

Experiment'l that subjects made more errors on silent than on pronounced es.
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However, the voicing of the targetsletter col?aried with letter location within

the wond.- A similarldifference between "silent" and "pronounced" locations.

wa' found in ;he scrambled-letter passage composed of unpronounceable letter

strings, suggesting that letter location rather than letter voicing might be

the more important factor. When the location of fthe target letter was

'strictly controlled, as it was in Experiment 2, no effects of voicing were

obtained. The effects of voiding noted by previous investigators who did

control for location marhave been due toa confounding of letter'voicing and'

word frequency. In Experiment 2, no_ effect of voicing was obtained either for

high-frequency or.low-frequency test Nords.-
0

We did obtain phonetic effects in Experiment 3 in which we systematically

manipulated syllabic stress, rtther than Iletter voicing. The subjects made

more errors on targets occurring in unstressed than in stressed syllables. We

>
interpret these results as inqicatiffg that the phonetic representation of.text

may be scanned at the level of the syllable, rather than at the level of the

letter. The observation that, the effects of syllable stress and word

frequency were greatly diminished in passages in which every other letter was

typed in capitals support's the view that both these effects operate at levels

above the level of the letter. In addition, the observation that the effect

of stress is most evident for the more frequent words supports our hypothesis

that such words tend to be processed in syllable-size units. c

We also found in Experiment 3 that the effects of word frequency and

syllabic stress were most marked for targets in the second and third syllables

,of test multisylAbic words. These data suggest that the initial syllables of

\ multisyllabic words are processed Co the powint of letter identification,

regardless of the test word frequency or its syllabic stress pattern.

.

These results are consistent with the basic notion originally put forth

by Corcoran (1966) that subjects looking foritarget letters scan a phonetical-

ly recoded version of text during silent reading. However, the phonetic units

scanned Ao.not appear to be at the letter level, but rather, at the Ievel of

the syllable. Our tlata suggest that these syllable units are formed only

under certain conditions; their formation depends on word ,frequency, on the

,location of the syllable within the word, and on the visual features of

printed text. The present study thus j'econciles two distinct hypotheses

regarding the reading process--phonetic recoding and unitizationand places1

these hypotheses within a single theoretical framework.
. )
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FOOTNOTES

.

1With the exception of a few short functiop words (e.g., he), words
ending in a single terminal pronounced e are few and have

I
low frequency in

the language (e.g., adobe, apostrophe). For that reason: w did not use an
Aeorthogonal manipulation of voicing and location. Similarly, there are no

content words in English that are comparaUre in. frequency to the common
function words, so we did not attempt an orthogonal manipulation of word
frequency and word function.

i
. /

2As far as we can tell, our division of words into those with prono nced
or silent es corresponds to the syllabic/nonsyllabic classification of Smith
and Groat (1979).. The one exception is the word values, which would.have been
classified by them as a syllablico e but'was classified by us as a silent e.

\ .
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CATEGORICAL PERCiTION: ISSUES, METHODS, FIPDINGS*

,Bruno H. Repp

rf)

1. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the beginning of language--and Perhaps even earlier--human
beings have classified things' and events into categories. Categorization
occurs,when we focus on imPortant properties that are common to different
objeces, and ignore irrelevant detail. Although such an adt of attention is
commonly accompanied by verbal statements, categorization, may ,also occur

covertly,- However, the fact that most categories do have naMes is definitely
adventageous in communication. -For example, the name of an objebt or event
may still be recalled when memories of physical details have long faded-. It

,is not surprising, therefore, that qategory names form, the core of our

vocabulary.

Many of the categories we,have are natural--they reflect obvious.physical
partitions among things in the world, and there is little questfOn or choioe

as to what is included in a particUlar category, and what is not. Other

categories, however,, are less transparent and may reflect special knoWledge or

conventions. Some scientific categories fall in this class; for example, the
zoologAst's,category of fish excludes dolphins and whales but includes eels
and,sea horses, whereas a prescientific, shape-oriented category of fish might

inclede the former but exclude the latter_ In addition, there are cases, such

as those involving aesthetic judgMent or preference, where it is up to the

individual to draw the boundaries between categories; and categories based on
relative judgment (size, weight, speed, etc.) are totally situation,specific

and essentially arbitrar.

The categonies of speechwhich include the phonetic segments or

phoneme4-play an important part in linguistic theory and are implicated in
the development and continued use of alphaPetic writing. However, illiterates

little awareness of them (Morais, Cary, Alegria, & Bertelsoll, 1979);

nonlinguists know them only in a vague fashion, -6-0:Ymmonly-mIstaki-ng letters-fsr- .

'This review article is to appear in Volume 9 of Speech and Language:

Advances in Basic Research and Practice, edited by N. J. Lass (Academic

Press, 1983).'
Acknowledgment. Preparation of. this 'paper was supported, by NICHD Grant

HD01994. , I am grateful to ,Robert Crowder, Carol Fowler, Virginia Mann,

Ignatius. Mattingly:David Pisoni, Michael 'Studdert-Kennedy aladoilupecially,

Sigfrid Soli for helpful comments on an earlier draft, and to Marilyn ParneLl

for her incomparable keybOard
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phonemIrs; and even among specialists there are disputes'about their precise_

nature and description... Did linguists merely inxent these categories for the

purpose of abstract descrilption or did they discover 'an important, though not

very transparent, principle of discrete organization that underlies human
speech production and perception? And if the -lAter, do _the proposed

descriptive categories-map directly -onto the functional.categories of active

speech commurlication? These questions are aspects of the more general

question about the psychological reality of the products of linguistic

analysis--an issue that lies at the heart of modern psycholinguistics.

Categorical .perception research in the spes0 domain is concerned with

the percept4l reality of pponetic segments--that is, with the role of

phonetic categories in perceptual processing regardless of whether the per-
ceiver has any awarendfsS of them. Although categorical per.ception research is

, in principle a rather broad area of inquiry permitting a.variety of m ds,

it has ver the years become identified with a particular laboratory par digm.
That paradigm has generated a large amount of useful research that presents a
challenge to theorfts of speech perception. However, in recent years there

--have been some signs of exhaustion. This seems a good time to review some of
the history, methods, and problems of categorical perception research, and to
try to see,where we s0nd. We will begin with a historical bverview. The

studies mentioned therein will be discussed in greater detail in later

sections_ 6

2. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

2.1. The Early Haskin'S Research

Categorical perception research began at Haskins Laboratories not long

after the construction of the first research-oriented speech synthesizer, the
Pattern Playback. Libermn, Harris, Hoffman, and Griffith (1957) used 'this
new tool to construct a series of syllables spanning the three categories /b/,

/d/, and /g/ preceding a vowel approximating /e/. Although these stimuli

formed a physical continuum (obtained by increasing the onset frequency of the

second forman in equal steps), listeners classified them into three rather

_sharply divi ed categorits. To test whether the physical differences among

the stimuli within a:. category' -could be detected_ by___ 1i_qtenPrs, IltermaML_t

al. employed an ABX discrimination task. (This task requires subjects to

66
indicate whether the last of three successive stimuli matches the first or the
second, which are always different from each diher.) The results shdwed that
stimuli classified as belonging to different categories were easily discrimi
nated, while stimuli perceived as belonging to the same category were very
difficult to tell apart, even though the physical differences seemed compar-
ab e. This characteristic pattern of results came to be called "categorical
p rcepti,in" (see Section 3.1). By assuming that listeners have no information
b yond the phonetic category labels (an assumption later-often referred to as
the "Haskins mode"), Liberman et al. (1957) were able to generate a fair

pre4ction of discrimination performance &om known labeling probabilities;
howqler, performance was somewhat better than predicted, suggesting that the
subjects did have some additional stimulus information available.
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.The pioneering experiment of Litierman et al. (1957) set the pattern for a

number' of similar studies exploring different kinds of phonetic contrasts.
Thus, Liberman, Harris, Kinney, and Lane (1961) reported categorical percep-

-tion of the /d//t/ contrast cued by "firstformant cutback"; Libertan,

Harris, Eimas, Lisker, and Bastian (1961) found results for the

intervocalic /b//p/ distinction cued by closure dpratio ; and Bastian, Eimas,

and Liberman (1961) demonstrated that stop manner cued by closure duration

(/sllt//splItl) was likewise categorically. perceived. These findings con

trasted with those of Fry, Abramson,.Eimas,.and liberman (1962) and Eimas

(1963), who Sh8wed that synthetic 'vowels forming an /s//e/AW continuum were
discriminated equally well within and between phonetic categories--a result
referred to as "continuous perceptioh." Continuous perception was obtained

also with other properties of vowels,such as duration (Bastian & Abramson,

1964) and intonation contour (Abramson, 1961), as well as with nonspeech

stimuli that had certain critical features in common with categorically

perceived speech stimuli (e.g., Libertan, Harris,, Eimes, Lisker, & Bastian,

1961; Liberman, Harris, Kinney, & Lane, 1961). Thus, categorical perception

seemed to be 'specific to speech (excluding isolated vowels),[ and to stop

consonants in particular.

k These early findings provided one of the pillars for the motor theory of

.speech perception set forth by the Haskins group (Liberman, 1957; Liberman,

Cooper, Harris, MacNeilage, & StuddertKennedy, 1967; Liberman, Cooper,

Shankweiler, & StuddertKennedy, 1967). The basic tenet of the motor theory

is that speech perception and articulatory control involve the same (or

closely linked) neurological processes. When different phonetic categories

are distinguished by essentially discrete articulatory gestures (as with stop

consonants differing in voicing or place of articulation), perception of

stimuli from a physical continuum spanning these categories will be categori

cal; on the other hand, when continuous articulatory variations between

phonetic categories are possible (as with the vowels), -perception will be

continuous (cf. Liberman, Harris, Eimas, Lisker, & Bastian, 1961, p. 177). In

other wokds, the mbtor theory takes categorical perception to be d direct

reflection of articulatory organization.

For a number of years, categorical perception research stayed at Haskins

Laboratories--a situation that changed only in the 1970s when appropriate

5ineenh synthesizers became available in other laboratories. The only perti

nent research outside Haskins in the early years was conducted bleHarlan Lane

"gnd his collaborators at the University of Michigan, who examined categorical

perception from a psychophysical viewpoint, focusing cin the question whether a

similar phenomenon could be produced with gonspeech stimuli under comparable

experimental conditions. The results of that not very successful effort were

summarized in Lane's (1965) critical review of the early H4skins research.

)(

ane's criticisms anticipated some or the concerhs of later researchers, but

they had little impact at the time because they were backed up by rather weak

data. .However, they provoked a forceful, if somewhat belated reply by

. StuddertKennedk, Liberman, Harris, and Cooper (1970), which remains the

classic statement of the Haskins view of categorical perception (see Section

3.1).
t

Categorical perception research qontinued at Haskins during the 1960s.

Abramson and Lisker (1970) showed that the voicedvoiceleSS distinction for
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utterance-initial stop consonants, as cued by voice onset time, was categori-

cally perceived by speakers of. two languages with different voicing boundar-
ies, Thai and English. Another early cross-language study was conducted by

Stevens, Liberman, Ohman, and Studdert-Kennedy (1969) with Swedish and

English vowels. . Although perception of these vowels was not quite as

continuous as in the earlier study by Fry et al. (1962), there seemed to be no
connection between identification and discrimination, suggesting noncategori-
cal perception. The categorical perception of the place-of-articulation

distinctIon for voiced stop consonants (Liberman et 4., 1957) was replicated
by several'studies, including one by Mattingly, Liberman, Syrdal, and Halwes
(1971), who, for the first time, included stop consonants in utterance-final
position, as well as several nonspeech controls that were not categorically
perceived.

2.2. The Information Processing Approach

In the meantime, two Japanese scientists became interested in the Haskins

findings and began to experiment alodg similar lines. The work of Fujisaki

0 and Kawashima (1968, 1969, 1970, 1971), presented _in a series of limited-
. circulation progress reports, remained virtually unknown in the West until

Pisoni (1971, 1973, 1975) discussed and extended it. The work of these

authors, of Pisoni in particular, brought categorical perception into the

mainstream of contemporary psychology. While, up to this time, the focus had

been on categ9rical perception as'a pure phenomenon, on its relation to

articulatory behavior, and on the effects of learning on auditory sensitivity,

attention now turned to perceptual processes and to stimulus and task

variables involved in categorical perception experiments.

Fujisaki and Kawashima (1969, 1970, 1971) formulated a dual-process model

for the discrimination of speech sbimuli, which explicitly distinguished

between categorical phonemic judgments and judgments based on auditory memory
for acoustic stimulus attributes (,§ee Section 3.2). Thus the model attempted

to account for the commonly -observed difference be en -the categorical

.predictions of the Haskins model and actual discrim nation performance--a
difference that was treated as an uninteresting nuisance in the early Haskins
research (unless it was sufficient], large to be interpreted as "continuo&s"

perceptionY. Fujisaki and Kawashima also explored new classes of skeech

stimuli (synthetic fricatives, semivowels, and liquids) and showed that their
pereeption was-somewhat-less-gategorleal_than that of stop_consonants,_though

not as contin/uous as that of isolated vowels. They further?experimented with
vowels of variyinft, duration, with or without added context, and showed that
even vowels may be perceived quite categorically when conditions are unfavor-
able for auditory memory. The imaginative (though somewhat fragmentary) wOrr
of Fujiski sabd Kawashima has served as a stimulus for further research to t e
present day (see Sections 4.1 and 5.1).

Several ideas of the Japanese researchers were elaborated and tested by

Pisoni (1971, 1973, 1975; Pisoni & Lazarus, 1974), who applied the dual-

process model to a variety of discrimination Raradigms, showing triat the

categoricalness of perception depends, to some extent, on how much use can be

made of auditory memory in a task. He further confirmed this point by varying

stimulus duration, tWduration of interstimulus intervals, and by introducing
interfering sounds between the stimuli to be discriminated. Pisoni and Tash
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(1974) were the first to.use samedifferent reaction times as an indicator of

subjects' sensitivity to acoustic stimulus differences within phonetic catego
ries. This analytic reseerch began a trend of increasing, interest in

subjects' ability to discriminate subphonemic (withincategory) acoustic

differences between speech stimuli--a trend that shifted the emphasis from
,categorical perception as a mere phenomenon to, the psychoacoustics 4aT

psychophysical methodology of speech discrimination.

2.3. Offsprings of Categorical Perception Research

The early 1970s spawned several significant research developments that
grew out of categorical perception research and have since become ,4pighly

active areas semiindependent from (but, of course, intimately related to) the
traditional approach to categorical perception, with whoh they share the use
of the classic experimental paradigm requiring identification and discrimina
tion of synthetic speech kunds from a physical continuum. The diversifica
tion proceeded on three fronts--new subjects, new tasks, and new stimuli.,

V
One-of the new enterlarises was research on infant speech perception. In

a now classic paper, Eimas, Siqueland, Jusczyk and Vig"(71171.t.:1 (1971) i'eportad

vie that 1 and 4monthold human infants responded to stimuli from a voiceonset
time (/ba//pa/) continuum in a way similar to adults: The infants discrimi

nated stimuli from opposite sides of the adult category boundary (as indicated

by an increase in the rate of rionnutritive sucking in response to a stimulus

change), but not physically different stimuli from the same category. This

exciting finding has since been replicated several times and has been extended

to a variety of different stimuli. Infant speech perceptiqp research has been

folldwing closely on the heels of the research on adult speech perception,

and, on the whole, it has revealed that infants' perceptual capabilitkes are

remarkably similar to those of adults, though without he influence of

specific linguistic experience. Important research i now under way to

determlne the role played by exposure to a specific lan uage in the course of

perceptual development (see Section 6.3).

A second 'development concerns studies of animal speech perception.

Although few in number, they have attracted much attention through Kuhl.and

Miller's (1975r 1978) finding that chinchillas divide a 'voice onset time

continuum into the same catsgories as adult human's do. There is increasing

't toda in this methodollogically difficult but fascinating area (see

I..

Section 6.4).

On the 'methodo].bJcal side, researchers began to experiment with a

variety of discrimin ion paradigms and different response measbres, including

rating scales, rea ion time, and even evoked potentials (see Section 4.2).

The phenomenon of categorical perception held up remarkably well, under this

onslaught. A vigorous strand of research was started by Eimas and Corbit

(1973), who applied the technique of selective adaptation to continua of

synthetic speech stimuli. By presenting one or the other endpoint stimulus

over and over, it was pbssible to shift the location of the phonetic category

boundary, and evçn to shift the associatad discrimination peak with it.

Numerous studies, ncluding some of the most elegant work in speech percep

tion, have tried to nravel the sources and mechanirs of the adaptive shifts.

Unfortunately, the r turns have been somewhat disappointing, for it is now
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quite clear that the adaptation effect does not take place at the level of
"phonetic feature detectors," as originally believed, but is a purely auditory
phenomenon (Roberts & Summerfield, 1981; Sawusch & ,Lusczyk, 1981). While the

selective adaptation tehnique continues to be useful for probing into the
auditory processes of speech perception, this research is tangential to the
concerns of this review and will iot be discussed in detail. (For reviews,

see Ades, 1976; Cooper, 1975; Dienl, 1981; Eimas & Miller, 1978.)

Categorical perception research also continUedalong more traditional
lines with adult human subjects. Encouragediby the increasing sophistication
of speech s nthesis, however, researchers explored phonetic categories other,
than those o stop consonants and vowels. More or less categorical perception

was demonstra ed for the affricate-fricative distinction (Cutting & Rosner,
1974), for continua of liquid consonants (McGovern & Strange, 1977; Miyawaki,
Strange, Verbrugge, Liberman, Jenkins, & Fujimurp, 1975), of nasal consonants
(Larkey, Wald, & Strange, 1978; Miller & Eimas, 1977), and of the oral-nasal.
distinction (Miller & Eimas, 1977), among others. With certain qualifica-
tions, this research showed that virtually all consonantal distinctions are
categorically perceived (see Section 5.2).

2,4. The Psychophysical Approach
s.

In die early Haskins research and in Lane's. (1965) critical review of it,
a good deal of attention was pard to the possibility that categorical

perception was caused by general auditory processes. The conclusion from the
early Haskins studies (notwithstanding Lane's objections, which had only weak
empirical, supPOrt) had been that categorical perception Was specific to

speech,.and to (stop ) cohsonants in particular. Interest in the psSichoacous-

tics of categorical per eption re wakened in the mid-1970s, when the earlier
conclusion was shattered,by severaf-mcj.atrations of apparently categorical
perception of nonspeecn sounds. Thus, Cutting and Rosner (1974) claimed to
have found categorical perception of complex tones varying in rise time (the
"pluck"-"bow" distinction); Miller, Wier, Pastore, Kelly, & Dooling. (1976)

reported categorical perceptibn of noise-buzz sequences intended to be analo-
gous to a voice-onset-time continuum; and Pisoni (1977) found (similar results
for twos tones varying in relative onset time. In Section 5.3, we will examkne

these and other studies in considerable detail.

The demonstraions of categorical perception,of nonspeech sounds stimu-
lgted some psychophysicists to take a closer look at categorical perception,
and, some speech researchers to take a, closer look at psychophysics. Thus,

Macmillan, Kaplan, and Creelman (1977) attempted to fit categorical perception
into_the framework of signal detection theory; Ades (1977) made a cautious
(and still largely unexploredT connection wiEli related --psychophysical work

, of Durlach and Braida (1969; Btlaida & Durlach, 1972); Pastore (1981) reviewed

psychoacoustic factors that'may be refevant to categorical perception; and
Schouan (1980) went so.far as to propose that all of speech perception,could
be explaibed by psychoacpustic principles.

Psychophysical theories were further encouraged by several reports of
successful speedh dfscrimination training. While earlier studies had focu6ed

on the role of learning in categorical perception and had attempted (with

limited sUccess) to produce the phenomenon by t aining subjects in the use of
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category labels for nonspeech stimuli (e.g., Cross, Lane., & Shepparl: 1965;

Parks, Will, & Bastian, 1969), Carney, Widin, and Viemeister 0977), for_//-
_examplejtookthe _conYtrse approach: They showed that categoriAl perception
of speech may be attenuated by training listeners to pay attention to acouftic
stimu4is properties. These findings suggested that categorical perception is;

essenrially a function of experience.and attentional strategies (see Section
6.1)..

- Underlying these psychophysical approaches is a single-process (or "com-
-
,

.11w-factor") view 'of categorical: perception, which assumes that linguistic
categories are essentially psychoacoustic in nature (Miller et al., 1976;

Pastore, Ahroon, Baffuto, Friedman, Puleo, & Fink, 1977). This view has
emerged in recent years as a serious competitor for the dual-Process model
proposed by Fujisaki and Kawashima (see Section 3.4). The-antagonism between

these two mcidels has become tied up with, the more general controversy about
whether it is necessary to postulate a pecial phonetic mode of perception at

-all (cf. Liberman, 1982; Repp, in press;ISchouten, 1980).

The psychophysical trend stimul ated researchers at Haskins Labo'ralgires

and elsewhere to illustrate the complexity of phonetic perception in new
experiment The emphasis of much ot this new research is on the complex,
many-to-one relationship between acoustic sti,paulusI properties and phonetic
percept, demondtrated experimentally as phonetic "trading relations" or other

contextual idteractions between several different acoustic'"cues. Since many

or,these studies-use the methodology of categorical-perception research (i.e.,
identification and discrimination of stimuli from synthetic speech continua),
they may be vieWed as dealing with the categorical perception of st,imuli

two or more dimensiOns (e.g., Best, Morrongiello, & Robson,
19 1L, Fi h, Halwes,Erickson, & Libei-man, 1980), with particular attention to

the distinction between auditory and, phonetic fmodes of perception. *lip

research has'led to various contemporary versions of the motor theory (e.g.,
Bailey & Summerfield, 1980;. Rapp, liberman, Eccardt, & Pesetsky, 1978).

Several recent studies have been particularly successfa in constructing

appropriate nonspeech' analogs to examine the presumed spee.ch-specificity of
the demonstrated cue trading,relations (Best et al., 1981; Sumderfield, in
press). We will discuss some of these studies below; for detailed reviews,
however, see Liberman (1982) and Repp (in press).

Investigators have also shown an increased idterest in one aspect f the
methodology of categorical perceptioncontextual dependencies among succes-
sive stimuli in a labeling or discriminatiOn task (Crowder, 1982; Healy &

Repp, 198; Repp, Healy, -& Crowder, 1979; see Section 3.3). Related work has

grown out of the research on selective adaptation (Diehl, Elman, & McCusker,

1978; Sawusch & Nusbaum, 1979). This\is likely to be an area of considerable
. .

activity in the near future.

We have come to the end of this brief historical review, in the Course of

which I hope to have mentioned all major trends and- landmarks. In the

following, more detailed review, I focus in sequence on the several different
factors that cpntribute to the phenomenon called "categorical perception."
Discussions qf iheoreticai And methodological issues (Sections 3 & 7) precede

,and follow the core sections (4, 5, & 6), which are dedicated to the review of
data.
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3. EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT OF CATEGORICAL PERCEPTION:

MODELS AND METHODS

3.1. Deflning Categorical Perce Ulm: The Clagsical

The preceding section has provided a broad answer to the question of what

constitutes categorical perception. -Now we pall examine this issue in

somewhat more detail. First, it is useful to point 414ut that the term

"cat4gorica1" may be understood in at least three different ways, which may be

--called "'literal," "phenomenal," and "empirical."

Literally sheaking, categorical perception r.efers to the_ use of catego

ries byean individual ln responding to his or her envirodOnt. In this sense,

it is a.ubiquitous phenomenon not restricted to speech, and in particular

there is no implication that tile-perceiver is unaware of stimulus variations
within a category. ,This_is not the way in which the term has been used by

speech researchers, but others have occasionally interpreted and used it that

way.

Phenomenally speaking, categorical perception refers to the experience of

discontinuity as a continuously changing series of stimuli crosses a category
boundary, together with the absence of clearly perceived changes within a

category. It must be emphasized here that categorical perception is a very

striking and i-eadil demonstrated phenomenon. Anyone who sits down and

listens to one of the stand series of' stop consonants varying in voice
onset time or foment. transi ions, provided he or she is able to hear he

synthetiC sounds as speech, will 'experience abrupt perceptual changes at

certain laces on the continuum. The continuing attraction of categorical

perce ion both the novice and the seasoned investigator lies in its

perm ent and replicable vividness in the listener's experience.

However, subjective experience alone is not enough to satisfy the rigors

of scientific investigation, and we must therefore turn to categorical

perception as an empirical concept,'describing a particular paktern of data in

an experiment. It is here that the situation becomes more complex, because,
ideal categorical perception (where category labels4are the sole determinant

of performance) is rarely, if ever, encountered 4n the laboratory. Empirical

data typically deviate more or less from this ideal, and some criterion must

be applied for deciding whether they do or do not provide evidence for
categorical perception. In fact, to capture different amounts of deviation,

it may be necessary to speak of degrees of categorical perception

(cf. StuddertKennedy et al., 1970, p. 238), although this iolates the strict
definition of categorical perception proposed by the Haskins group:

"Categorical\Rerception refers to- a mode by which stimuli are

_responded to, and can only be responded to ' in absolute terms.

Successive stimuli rawn from a physical continuum are.not perceived
as forming a contrnuum, but as members of discrete categories. They

are identified solutely, that is, independently of the context in

which they o cur. Subjects asked to discriminate between pairs of
such 'categorical' stimuli are able to discriminate betieen stimuli
drawn from different categories, but not between stimuli drawn from
the same category. In other words, discrimination is limited by
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identification: sdbjects can only dis&riminate between stimuli that

they identify differently" (Studdert-Kennedy et al., 1970, p. 234,

their emphasie)--

A typical experiment might proceed as follows: In an identificagon
(labeling) test, stimuli from a physical continuum, spanning two cateories
unambiguously represented by the endpoint stimuli, are presented repeatedly in
randomized order to subjects, for classification into one or the other

category. In a subsequent (sometimes preceding) discrimination test, typical-
ly uSing the ABX paradigm, adjacent or more widely separated stimuli from the
dontinuuni are presented Tor discrimination. The identification data are

summarized in the iirm of labelinE functions, which relate response percen-
tages to stimuldslgation on the continuum. The discrimination data yield
one or more discrimination functions, which relate a measure of discrimination
accuracy (usually p4rcent correct) for stimulus pairs of equivalent physical
separation to, stimulus location. Ideal categorical perception in this stan-

dard design exhibits four semi-independent characteristics:

(1) Labeling probabilities change abruptly somewhere along the continuum; in
other words, the identification functions have a rather steep slope. 'The
point of maximum slope is the category boundary (equivalently defined as
the point at which responses in two adjacent categories are eytprob-
able).

(2) Discrimination functions show a peak at the category boundary; that is,
stimuli are more easily discriminated when they fall on opposite sides of
the boundary than when they fall on the same side.

(3) Discrimination performance within each category is at or near chance

level.
(4) 'Discrimination functions are perfectly predictable from the labeling

probabilities (using one of the simple formulae 'provided by the Haskins
model--see Pollack & Pisoni, 1971). This implies that (a) the discrimi-
nation peak is in exactly the right place and of the right height, and
(b) the labeling probabilities are appropriate, i.e., they apply indepen-
dently of the context in which they were observed. (These two corollar-

ies show that criterion 4 is not directly implied by criteria 1, 2, and

3.)

As we have already observed, the actual 'data are rarely perfect. They

may fit the ideal description more or less well. In evaluating the data, more

importance is attached to same criteria than- to others. For example, the

criterion of steepness of labeling functions is a very weak one. Given that

stimulus continua dollboontain, ambiguous stimuli in the category boundary

region, the steepness of labeling functions'depends in part on how closely the

stimuli are spaced along the continuum. (See the discussion of this issue by

Lanep, 1965, and by Studdert-Kennedy et al., 1970.) A much more important

criterion, is the presence of a peak in the discrimination function that.

coincides with the location of the phoneme boundary--a feature of the data
later christened the phoneme boundary effect (Wood, 1976a). It is the

essential defining characteristiO of categorical perception, although it may

not be sufficient if the other criteria are grossly violated. A certain

amount, of deviation is usually tolerated for both of the remaining criteria
(near-chance performance within categories and match of predicted and obtained
discrimination functions).
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A statistical criterion of whether some data do or do riot represent

categorical perception is provided by the goodness of fit of- the predictions
(cf. Healy & Repp, 1982f,Pisoni, 1971). In practical usagej however, the

striking 6ontrast between the results for stap-oonsonantsjand_iso1atPd vowels

...-(1ir n s eech stimuli) has often Apported the "c egorical-continuous" dicho-
-..r
4G...11t respective of any deviations from the id 1 patterns of cateprical or

c ous penception. Later research, howeve , has yielded a, number of

intermediate cases that "can no longlr be accu tely haracterized by this

simple dichotomy. ,
,

The question of what ,constitutes admissible evidenCe for categorical

perception.was discussed in detail by Studdert-Kennedy et al. (1970) in,their

reply to Lane's (1965) criticalreview, Lane had focused on criterion 1

. (described above) and had revealed its weakness, and he had criticized

criterion 4 on the basis that corollary 4b may not be satisfied (see Section
3.3 for further discussion of ,his arguments). Although the Haskins authors
were remarkably effective in rebutting Lane's methodological objections, there

remained one prime weakness )n, their presentation. It stemmed, in large

measure, from viewing categ 'cal perception as a monolithic phenomenon, and

lik
from a resulting unwillingn l to consider in detail the different factors

that enter, the experimental ation defining categorical perception. In a

perceptive commentary, Haggard'(1970) noted that "the controversy betweeWLane
and the Haskins group stems from a failure to enumerate levels or aspects of

the perceptual process and make separate statementaabout them" (p. 6).

3.2. Speech Perception as a Two-Component Process: The Dual-Process ModeI

.
Speech perception was conceived by the Haskins group of the,1950s and 60s

as a modular process that, for a given phonetic distinction, is either

categorical or continuous. The origin of the two types of phonetic perception

was hypothesized to lie in the articulatory continuity or discontinuity of the

segmental distinctions perceived; that is, in whether articulations intermedi-

ate between those typical of two segments occur in natural speech (or are

anatomically possible at all). Both types of phonetic perception were thought

to be mediated by an articulatory representation of the input, in accord with

the motor theory, although the similarity of continuous speech perception and

nonspeech perception was evident.

This essentially unidimensional view of speech perception contrasts with

the dual-process model introduced by Fujisaki and Kawashima (1969, 1970) and

elaborated by Pisoni (1971, 1973, 1975). Rather than assiming that only a

single perceptual mode is active at any gived time, ,they proposed that two

modes are active simultaneously (or in rapid sequence). One of them is

strictly categorical and represents phonetic classification and the associated

verbal short-term memory. The other mode is completely continuous and .

represents processes common to all auditory perception, .including auditory

short-term memory. The results of any particular speech discrimination

experiment are assumed -to reflect a mixture of both component processes: The

part of performance that can be predicted from labeling probabilities (using

the Haskins model) is attributed to categorical judgments, while the remainder

(the deviation from ideal categorical perceptioh) is assigned to memory for

acoustic stimulus properties.
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The dual-process model partially abandons the articulatory rationale for

categorical perception by explicitly equating continuous with auditory (i.e.,

nonspeech) perception. Accordingly, the difference in categoricalness

between, say, stop Obnsonant& and vowels is hypothesized to derive not from
the different articulatory prppertilts of(these segments but from the different

strengths of their representatiAs in lauditory memory. By augmenting the

Haskins prediction modelpwith a free paramMtwepresenting.the contribution
of auditory memory, Fujisaki and Kawashima &introduced a way of quanfify-

ipg :different degrees of categorical percebtion that, unfortunately, has not
been adopted by btner researchers. :

It is obvious that the dual-prces3 model opened up new avenues foi-

research. It now became possible to,ask how subjects in an experiment utilize
the two sources of information (categorical and continuous, or: phonetic and

auditory), and what factors might lead them to rely, more on,one than on the

other. Since the continuous component wgs identified with general auditory
memory, several standard experimental techniques became available to weaken or

strengthen that memory and to observe the subsequent changes in speech

discrimination performance. Attention turned from categorical perception as a

somewhat mysterious, "special" speech phenomenon to an analysis of the

experimental situation--of the task factors, stimulus factors, ahd subject
factors that conspire to generate a particular pattern of results.

3.3. Problems of Prediction: Context Effects versus Phonetic Mediation

At this point, a brief digression into the methodology of predicting
discrimination performance is in order, since the prediction test is the most

widely used formal criterlph of categorical perception. The Haskins model
derives its predictions of perfectly categorical discrimination from labeling

probabilities obtained in an independent identification task in which the

individual stimuli are presented in random order (see Pollack & Pisoni, 1971,

for computational techniques). This procedure was criticized by Lane (1965)

on two grounds. Pirst, he argued, the phonetic categories assumed to be
employed covertly in the discrimination task may not be identical with the,
ones employed overtly in the labeling task. Second, even if the .same

categories were used, the probabilities of classifying the stimuli into thei

different categories may not be the same in the two tasks because the labelin

probabilities may be sensitive to context (i.e., they may be influenced by
immediately precedigamoopr following stimuli), and the context of individual

stimuli is different in the two tasks. Of course, these arguments applied
only to cases of apparently noncategorical perception; they reflected Lane's

contention that dategorical'perception was not specific to speech and could be

acquired in the laboratory (see Section 5.3).

The first objection is the less serious of the two. For many continua of

speech'sounds, there are no plausible alternative phonetic categories to the

ones intended and suggested to the subjects by the experimenter. In other

cases, the objection may be valid but could be met by not restricting the

subjects' response set in the labeling task. However, although individul
ifferences in the number and kind of categories used may come to the fore

a -responje situation, subjects are also rather willing to adopt catego-

ri s suggested by the experimenter, even if they are not the standard ones

(s e Carden, Levitt, Jusczyk, & Walley, 1981, for a recent striking example).
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Therefore, iloseems thaka mismatch of phonetic categories in identification
and discrimination tasks has not been a serious problem. in. categorical

perception research. (A related, but more subtle, problem that cannqt be so
easily dismissed i.0? that_subjects may devise phonetic subcategories in a

discrimination task, based bn different degrees Of confidencein their
phonetic judgments--e.g., "good /b/" vs. "poor /b/"; see Liberman, Harris,

Eimas, Lisker, & Bastian, 1961, for an early documented example. We will
encounter this issue again later in this review.)

The second objeceion, that of context 6ffects in labeling, deserves

closer attention. Studdert-Kennedy 'et al. (1970) responded to it by insisting
that "categorical perception entaili context-free perception" (p. 246). In

other words, if context effects are present and lead to a mismatch of
predicted and .obtained discrimination performance, that is simply evidence
that perception is not categorical. Lane (1965) suggested that the predic-
tions be derived by having subjects label the stimuM in the same context in
which they :are presented for discrimination. (For early applications of this

method, see ,Cross & Lane, 1964--cited in Lane, 1965--and also Fujisaki &

Kawashima, 1969.) However, Studdert-Kennedy et al. (1970) dismissed this

procedure on the grounds that "by 'acknowledging context,' we predict discrim-'
ination from discrimination" (p. 247).

This response is characteristic of the unidiMensional view of categorical

perception espoused by Ihelaskins group at that time. Their sole concern was

to determine whether or "Not perception of a given set of stimuli was

cstegorical. Although they acknowledged that ideal categorical perception is
rarely encountered, they were not paettcularly interested in the causes of the

deviations from the ideal. However, an explanation of these deviations is
likely to increase our understanding of categsfigalf,1 perception, particularly
since there are many instances of "noncategorical6 perceptiet that are far
from "continuous." It is possible to distinguish three such situations (Healy
& Repp, 1982): (1) There may be context effects in (covert) phonetic

/abeling, but the subjects may nevertheless rely exclusively on category
.labels in discriminating different stimuli. (This is certainly a form of
categorical perCeption, though not the absolute one of the Haskins defini-
tion.) (2) Labeling may be independent of context but subjects may utilize

auditory stimulus information in discrimination and thereby exceed the predic-
tions of the Haskins model. (In this case, perception is absolute without

being categorical.) (3) The deviations from the categorical ideal may be due
to both contextual effects in labeling and auditory memory in' discrimination.L

These considerations suggest that phonetic mediation (reliance on catego-

ry labels) in discrimination and context sensitivity in labeling are two
logically distinct aspects of the ex0erimental situation that can (and should)

be assessed, separately. To assess phonetic mediation, the predictions of r
discrimination performance are derived from "in-context" labeling probabili-
ties, i.e., from subjects' labeling responses to stimuli presented in the

exact sequence used.also in the discrimination task; any remaining discrepan-
cies between predicted and obtained performance may then be unambiguously
attributed to auditory memory. The magnitude of context effects in labeling,
on the other hand, may be inferred directly from the "in-context" labeling

responses by examining contextual contingencies (Fujisaki & Kawashima, 1969;

Healy & Repp, 1982; Repp et al., 1979).
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The separation of context sensitivity and phonetic mediation is essen-

-tianaz an elaboration of the dual-processing hypothesis. It provides more

realistic estimates of labeling probabilities and, thereby, a more accurate

assessment of the relative contributions of (covert) Categorical judgments and

additbry Memory_to dise'rimindt.i.on. Indeed, -it appeara that the-small

tage of obtained over predicted discrimination scores, which is customari
obtained with stop consonants, may be entirely due to contrast effects I

(covert) lab4ling, and not to any direct access to auditory memory (HealY &
Repp, 082). Context effects may themselves have a dual-proce's explanation:

They may either represent a. form of response 'bias at the level of phonetic
categorization (see, Diehl et al., 1978; Shigeno & TUjisaki, 1980), or
they may derive from ,an interaction of-auditory memory traces akin to lateral
inhibition (Crowder, 41078, 1981), or both factors may be'at work simultaneous-
ly.

3.4. Psychoacoustics ahd Categorital Perception: The Common-Factor Model

The dual-process hypothesis of Fujisaki and Kawashima contarns the

aasumption that categorical perceptiod derives entirely from the phonetic.

component in tiAlliModel, i.e., from the application of linguistic categories.

The auditory component is assumed to be essentially continuous. There is an-

alternative possibility, however: It could be that some auditory'dimensions
of speech are.not continuous, and that there are psychoacoustit thresholds
that may coinbide with the phonetic category boundaries on a speech continuum.
In other words, categorical perception illay be a phenomenon of auditory

perception, in part or in toto. Pastore et al. (1977) introduced the term
common-factor model for the'hypothesis that "a single (common) factor [other
than phonstdc categorization--BHRf causes both a peak in the discrimination
function 4nd a categorical dichotomy and thus the correlation between the two"

(p. 686). This proposal was encouraged by the early findings of seemingly
categorical speech discrimination in human infants tEimas et al:, 1971), and

in nonhuman animals (Kuhl & Miller, 1975), and of certain nohspeech stimuli by

human adults (Cutting & Rosner, 1974kMiller et al:, 1976), and it has come to
play a central role in contemporary speech .perceptiog;'" research. It is, so

important because it promiseS not only to explain the 'speech perception

capabilities of infants and animals, but also to provide a principled account
of the demarcation,and evolution of linguistic categories.

According to the common-factor model, the discrimination peak that

characterizes categorical perception (the "phoneme boundary effect") comes
about because, given a psychoacoustic threshold on a continlium, different

subthreshold stimuli are mutually indiscriminable, sub- and suprathreshold

stimuli are easy to t41 apart, and different suprathreshold stimuli are

discriminated according. to Weber's law, which predicts increasingly poorer
performance as stimulus differences of constant absolute size move away from

the thre hgrld rbf. Miller et al., 1976). Te difficulty with the common-

factor MQ 1 does not lie in its proposal that discrimination peaks can come
about in this way (for they Obviously can, as several studies of nonspeech
continua have shown--see Section 5.3) but in the difficulty of showing that
they do have a strictly psychoacoustic basis in the case of speech continua

that are categorically perteived:
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To obtain support for this bypothesis, some authors have emplo ed signal'-

detection theory or related methods to derive the "perceptual s cin " of

ik,imuli on a- speeoh continuum, characteristically finding that stimu ere
spaced' further apart in the boundary region than within categories ( man,

_1979; Macmillan et al., 1977: Oilen & Massaro, 1978; Perey & Pisoni, 1978). ,

However, this result merely amounts to a r esctiption of therdate: it does
not answer the question of4why stimuft e spaced in tnis way in4erception.
As we will see in later sections, the various attempts at proving that

Specific Auditory thresholds underly particular phonetic boundaries have not
been uniformly sucsessful, aithough some have produced encouragn nesults.

Another problem for the common-factor model is that there are cases of./

"boundatty effectsl on continua bhat qaite ,clearly do not straddle any

psychoacoustic thrOsholds. These include continua of isolated vowels,(e.g.,
.Pisoni, 1971), ,polated 6fricative

4

noises (Fujisakl & Kawashima, 1910), or

musicals,Intervals (e.g., Burns & Wa ) d, 1978). The results of ..these studies
suggest (as does, some of the research revi4wed in Section 6) that a

discrimination peak may be caused simply by the existence of 'appropriaee
categories. On the other hand, we do h6y.e some rather strong evidence for
psychoacoustic discontinuities on certain speech continua (selp.Pastore, 1981).
Perhaps, what is needed is a modified dual-process model--one that admits the
possibility of significant nonlinearities in auditory perception while, at the
same time, assuming a separate contribution of phopetic category labels in the
process of discrimination.

This modified dual-Trocess model' might be considered unparsi
some, 4ut it does appear to accommodate the exAting evidence
follo ing neview will attempt to show. The model also bears a

res blance to the tWo-factOr model of Durlach and Braida,(1969; Bra a &

. Dur ach, 1972), although their model was developed to account for discrimina-,
tion of sound intensity.(a true psychoacoustic continuum over most of its
range)1. The Durlach-Braida model assumes two components, a "sensory-trace
mode".and a "context-coding mode," which jointly contribute to discrimination
accuracy and differ in their relative permanence. The relevance of this model
to categorical perception was pointed out by Ades (19.77). If two processes
are necessary to account for simple intensity resolution, it can hardly be
parsimonious to postulate two separate prodesses in speech perception.

It can be seen from the foregoing discussion that theoretical reasoning
4-tegorical perception research has not progreSsed very far. 'The models

pr..Ased so far are simple and few in number. They contrast with the richned%ft

and .ccasional complexity of the data: to which we now turn. The following

thre sections are dedicated to a review of research on categorical perception
withi the confines of the standard identification-discrimination paradigm.
Some levant research using unconventional methods will be mentioned in the

concluding section. The organization of the three sectioris is based op the
view that categ2rical perception, as a pattern of experimental results, is a
joint function of three. major factors: task variables, stimulus variables,

and subject variables. Categorical perception is not a property attached to a
particular stimulus set. Rather, it is a way in which a Rarticular individual
responds to particular stimuli in a particular experimental situation.

Accordingly, Sections 4-6 divide the evidence intO pieces relating to task,
stimulus; and subject factors. -, Although it would be logical to begin with the
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mosV important section (that on stimulus factors), it seemed more convenient4

to treat task factors first, in -order to avoid prolonged discussions of

-methodology in the following sections..

4. TASK. FACTORS IN CATEGORICAL PERCEPTION

In this section, we will examine to what extent categorical perceptiOn is

,a. function of the-task used to assess discrimination. There are two ways of

,,,e'e* pursuing that question: Either one staets with stimuli that are not very
categorically perceived (e.g., ksolated vowels) and tries to make their

perception more categorical by modifyiog the task; or, conversely, one starts

raNs
with stimuli whose perception is highly ca o cal and attempts to make their;

perception less categorical_ _Both appro che have been used in the past.

Within' the, frameWork of the dualprocess todel, they amount to either

degreasing or increasing the auditory memory component in subjects' perfor

mance. The contribution of the categorical component is assumed to be either

conatant or inversely proportional to tW, of auditory memory:

4.1. Procedures for Increasing Categorical Perception

There are two 'ways of reducing auditory memory without changing tir

stimuli themselves or their relationship. (See Section 5.1 for effects of

stimulds manipOlations.) One is to introduce interference in the form of noise

or by interpol'ating irrelevant sounds between the stimuli to b discriminated.

The other way is to increase the temporal separation of the timuli, so that

auditory memory for the first stimulus has decayed by tié time the second

stimulus arrives.

4.1.1. Interference With Auditory Memory

In the earlsiest vowel discrimination study, Fry et al. (1962) found no

discrimination peaks at category boundaries, but this was probably due to a

ceiling effect, coupled with the use cf imperfectly controlledsstimuli. Most

later studies (e.g., Fujisaki & Kawashima, 1969, 1970; Pisoni, 1971; Stevens

et al., 1969) have Tound fairly.clear peaks on vowel continua, so there is

good reason to believe that there is a phonetic component in vowel discrimina

tion. Cross and Lane (1964; cited in Lane, 1965) actually used the,original

tapes of Fry et.al. and added nOiSe in the form of an additional, irrelevant

resonance. Although it seems that phonetic identification should have suf-

41 fered considerably, Lane (1965) nevertheless reports that marked discrimina

tion peaks were,observed at the category.boundaries.

Fujisaki and Kawashima (1969, 1970) included a 'condition in which a

constant /a/ vowel immediately llowed eacj3,óf the test stimuli (vowels from

an /i//e/ continuum, presented in ABX ads for idejltification and discrimA

nation). They claimed to have found more nearly óategorical perception in

that condition than when the fixed context.was omitted, and they attributed,

that difference. to the context serving as a "perceptual reference." By this

they presumably meant that it facilitated categorization and also, perhaps,

that it interfered with auditory memory. Their data are less than clear,

however, and this is compounded by the fact that difftrent data are reported

in their 1969 and 1970 papers for ostensibly the same experiment. The 1970
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data, in par.Piempr, show a narrowing, of'the discrimination peak coupled with
an incr-qatt'it4,Vithirycategory!discrimirlation perfprmance. Thus, the context
'did not-seem Winterfere wieh auditory memory, although it may have aided
categorizatioh.-'.

Fujisaki_AHEL_KANeshima also reported that adding a, Constant vocalic
context to fricative noise stimuli from a Jj//s/ continuum had little effect
on discrimination performance (which, curiously, was highly categoriaal even
fo'r isolated fricative noises), although closer tnspection Of their results
again reveals that withincategory discriminatibn was improved by the presence
of context. These results contrast' with recent data that suggest that a.

following vowel reduces the discriminibility of fricative noises, even in

subjects who are able to_ perceptually segregate the noise from the vowel
(Repp, 1981c), and that isolated noises are not categorically perceived (H6oly
& Repp, 1982; Repp, 1981c).

Pisoni (1975: Exp. III) examined the role of' a fixed context in more

detail. He argued that, if the ca,ntext stimuli serve as a perceptual anchor,
as hypothesized by Fujisaki and Kawashima, then 'it should not matter whether
the context precedes or follows the test stimuli. If,'on the other hand, the
context interferes with auditory memory, one might expect that a following
context will produce more interference than a' preceding one. In addition,
Pisoni hypothesized that the similarity of context and test stimuli would
determine the amount of interference. To test this last hypothesis, Pisoni
used fol different sounds (a 1000Hz pure tone, e burst of white noise, and
the vowe s /d/or /E/) as contexts for stimuli from,an /i//I/ continuum. The

context immediately preceded or followed each test stimulus in labeling and
ABX.discrimination tests, with a nocontext control condition incl'uded. The

results supported the similarity hypothesis: Discriminatban scores were

lowest in the /E/vowel context, although all contexts lowered performance
somewhat. There was also more of a decrement, when the context followed,
rather than preceded, the test stimuli, although the difference was small..

Pisoni made no attempt to assess the degree of categorical perception in
the various context conditions, nor did he report whether labeling probabili
ties wdre influenced by the various contexts. To examine these issues, Repp
et al. (1979) presented pairs df vowels from an /i//I//E/ continuum in a
samedifferent discrimination task. The interval between the two stimuli on a
trial was either silent or partially filled by an irrelevant vowel sound
(/y/). The intervening stimuius produced a clear decrement in discrimination
performance, and a comparison with predictions from standard identification
data led to the conclusion that perception had become More categorical.
However, Repp et al. also had their subjects label the stimuli in pairs and
computed "incontext" predictions of discrimination performance (see Section
3.3). These predictions matched the obtained scores much better than did the
standard predictions and, significantly, the match was equally good whether or
not an interfering sound was present, even though discrimination scores (as
well as the predictions) were much lowe'r in the presence, of. interference.

Evidently, the interpolated sound affected both incontext labeling and
discrimination. The effect on labeling was evident in a drastic reduction of
contrast effects between the members of a stimulus pair (i.e., of the tendency
to assign them different labels).
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These results permit two interpretations. The one preferred by,Repp et

al. (1979; see also, Crowder, 1981) was that auditory memory had its effect
before phonetic categorization in the form of contrastive interactions between
auditory stimulus trades, and that discrimination was subsequently based in
large part on phonetic labels, even though the.stimuli Were polated vowels.

TO account for the remaining difference xbetween predicted and obtained

discriminatiorf nerformance-(whioh -wad considered negligible by Repp et al.,
but turned out to be rather large in a later, similar study by Healy & Repp,

1982), it seems necessary to appeal either to the covert use of additional

phonetic categories in discrimination or to some more permanent form of

auditory memory that is immune to interference (such as Massaro's, 1975,

"synthesized auditory memory"). The other interpretation is that labeling arid'

discrimination were both based directly on auditory stimulus representations,
so that interferena with auditory. memory affected both equally. 0In this

view, which is ongénial to psychophysical theories and seems more

parsimonious, labeling is viewed simply as a form of coerse-grained

discrimination, and contrast effects in labeling are the consequence, not thd

cause, of accurate discrimination. However, the presence of peakd in the

discrimination function indicatea that phonetic categories did influence the

subjects' "same-different" deotsions at some stage.

Whichever 'interpretation is preferred, t4e Repp et al. (1979) data

clearly demonstrated that interference with audit ry memory has a large effect

in a categorical perception task. "They are also 'clonsistent with the research

on the so-called 'suffix effect--the 'increase in reca1.11, errors for the last

item in a word list when that list is followed by another, irrelevant item

(Crowder, 1971, 1973a, 1973b; CrOwder & Morton, 1969). The traditional

interpretation of this effect has been that the suffix disrupts a precategori-

cal auditory trace lasting a few seconds--a trace that retains primarily,

fvocalic
information because of its higt4r distinctiveness (Crowder, 1971;

fDarwin & Baddeley, 1974). Vowel Aiscrimination tasks probably tap the same

kind of memory. t

NI

4.1.2. Decay of Auditory Memory

1

Let v now turn to studies that attempted to manipulate auditory memory

by changthg the temporal interval (intdrstimulus interval = ISI) between

stimuli to be discriminated. In fhe context of categorical perception

research, this method was first applied by Pisoni,(1971, 1973), who introduced

variable Ins (0-:2 sec) in a same-different discrimination task using both

vowels (li/-/I/) and stop consonants (/baiV-/dx/,. /ba/-/paA). There was a

clear decrement in vowel discrimination performance as the interval increased

(except for reduced scores at the zero interval),, whereas there was little

effect on stop consonant discrimination performance. A breakdown of the data

into within=category and between-category discrimination scores revealed that

both scares decreased for vowels, whereas only a slight decrease in between-

category performance could be seen for stop consonants. (14thin-category

discrimination of stop consonants was close to chance.) Very similar results

were obtained in a replication bY Cutting, Rosner, and Foard (1976) and, in

related studies, by Cowan and Morse (1979) and Repp et al. (1979) for vowels,

and by Fraier (1976) for consonants.
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Since between-category discriLnation of vowels was thought to be hased

on category labels, Pisoni concluded from the uniform decline in performance
that an increase in temporal delay.resulted in p decay not only of auditory
memory (4 which there was very little for stop consonants) but also of
phonetic memory. -However, it seems unlikely that phonetic short-term memory
for a single label would decay at all over 2 seo (cf. Fujisaki & Kawashima,
1971). Therefore, all decrements observed were probably due to auditory
meniory decay.

One question not answered by these studies is whether the memory decay
has any asymptote. (Performance continued to decline up to 2 sec.) The
question of the time course of memory decay fo- vowel stimuli was investigated

by Crowder (1982a), who varied the ISI in pair of vowels in a same-different
discrimination task, covering the range om 0-5 sec. He found that perfor-
mance declined up to about 3 sec an then remained stable. In a second
experiment of his, the subjects' task w s not to respond "same" or "different"
but instead to identify- the seco vowel in each pair. The result was
similar: The contextual (contrastive) influence of the first vowel on the
second, assumed to be mediated by auditory memory, went away at about 3 sec of
saparation. (However, see Fujisaki & Shigeno, 1979, for a contradictory
finding.) ,Crowder's results conVerge with those froM suffix effect experi-
ments, Where a similar decay rate of auditory memory has been found (Crowder,
1969; however, see Watkins & Todres, 1980). The hypothesis, that suffix
effects and vowel discrimination are mediated by the same memory store was
further supported in a recent study by Crowder (1982b) where he showed that
individual d fferences in the magnitude of ihe suffix effect correlated

reliably the same subjects' vowel discrimination performance when the
interstim s intertals were short (500 msec) but not when they were long (3
sec).

In summary, these studies leave little doubt that auditory memory plays a
role in vowel discrimination tasks, and the parallelism with the suffix effect

.results suggests that the auditory memory store employed for isolated vowels
)may also be functional in other tasks involving more complex speech stimuli.
The same auditory memory also appears to be responsible for contrastive
influences of one stimulus on identification of a following stimulus. \(Note,
however, that there is also retroactive contrast.) One question that is still
not resolved is whether vowel discrimination at delays beyond 3 sec is based
entirily on phonetic labels, or whether there is another, more permanent form
of auditory memory that aids discrimination at longer delays. Crowder's
(19826) data indicated that the decline in vowel discrimination performance as
a function of temporal delay was relatively small while, at the same time,
contrast effects' in vowel labeling disappeared completely. This suggests

that, ahn at the longest intervals, obtained discrimination" performance
probably exceeded the in-context predictions (which Crowder did. not calcu-
late). Crowder's results appear consistent with the above-mentioned data of

_Repp et al. (1979), which showed that contrast effects nearly disappeared at a
long (filled) interval while obtained discrimination scores were still higher
than predicted.

Thus, an explanation of vowel discrimination may ultimately require a

three-proceas model, including two kinds of auditory memory--a fast-decaying
one of the kind discussed by Crowder, which mediates contrast effects, and a
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slower-decaying one that may be utilized in discrimination. The latter

corresponds to the "context-coding mode" of Durlach and Braida (1969), and to

the "synthesized auditory memory" of Massaro (1975).

The third process, of course, is phortetic categorization. This process

is needed in the.model to account for the phoneme,boundary effects in vowel

discrimination, for"they could hardly be caused by psychoacoustic thresholds.

However, it is possible that these effects, like those on true nonspeech
continua (Kopp & Livermore, 1973) and unlike those on stop consonant continua

(Elman, 1979; Popper, 1972; Wood, 1976a, 1976b), are .entirely due to response

bias and not to increased perceptual sensitivity at category boundaries. In

other words, there may be no direct "phonetic mediation" in vowel discrimina-

tion; rather, the phonetic labels may merely bias auditory judgments. In view

of the relative auditory salience of vowel differences, this would,not be

surprising. One might think of auditory and phonetic decisions 'being engaged

in a race, with auditory decfsions winning when the stimuli are isolated
vowels but losing when the stimuli are stop consonapts. Thus, the influence

of phonetic categorization on vowel discrimination may occur by hindsight, as

it were, while it day be truly mediational in consonant discrimination.

4.2. Procedures for Reducing Categorical Perception

We turn now to a review of studies that approached the problem of

auditory memory from the other side; Instead of reducing discrimination

performance (and increasing categorical perception) by decreasing auditory

memory, these studies attempted, to increase performance (and thereby, decrease

categorical perception), either by enhancing the auditory memory codPonent or

by providing the subjects with finer-grained scales on which to respond.

These efforts concentrated on a class of speech spiunds that, in the standard

experimental setting, were highly categorically perceived and( showed little

evidence of auditory memory; stop consonants differing in voicing (voice

onset time) or place of articulation (formant transitions).

4.2.1. More Sensitive Discrimination Paradigms

Early studies of categorical perception had suggested that stop conso-

nants might not have any representation in auditory memory at all. Although

discrimination performance was usually somewhat higher than predicted by the

Haskins model, the difference was relatively small and tended to be ignored.

Stop consonants were regarded by the Haskins group as abstract perceptual

categories stripped of all auditory information, and as the prime example of

"encoded" speech sounds whose perception requires the operation of a special
speech processor (Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967;

Liberman, Mattingly, & Turvey, 1972). Therefore, _a demonstration of the
existence of some memory for acoustic properties of stop consonants would have

been an important contribution.

The ABX discrimination paradigm was used in all early categorical

perception studies and remains popular to this day. This paradigm was

preferred because it requires a forced choice and, at the same time, absolves

the experimenter from specifying the dimension on which the stimuli differ
(which, in the case of speech,'maY be difficult to convey to naive subjects).

However, it has often been suggested that ABX is not the most sensitive
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paradigm, the reason cited being-the presumed .nezesiity to. compare A and X,
with the resulting demand on memory (e.g., Harris,' 1952; Risoni, 1971).

Pisoni (1971) tried out a different procedure, the 4IAX paradigm, which shares
with the simpler AX (samedifferent) task the advantage of using pairs rather
than triads of stimuli, and with the ABX task the advantage of requiring a
forced choice. (In the 4IAX task, the subject must decide which of two
stimulus pairs contains a difference.) In Experiment ql of his dissertation,
Pisoni found that discrimination of steadystate vowelsNas impr.oved consider
ably in the 4IAX paradigm, compared to the ABX paradigm.. In his Experiment V,
he compared stop consonants from a placeofarticulation (/baV/daV/gx/)
continuum in the same two tasks. Performance in the 4IAX paradi'gm: was only
slightly better than in the ABX paradigm, and then only for 2step comparisons
but mot.. for .1step comparisons. These data did not offer very striking
aupport for an auditory memory component in stop consonant discrimination,
although both AXB and 4IAX scores differed reliably from the Haskins mgdel
predictions.

1

In another study using the same two paradigms, PiSoni and Lazarus (1974)

examined stop bnsonants from a voice onset time (/ba//pa/) continuum. This

study also included a condition in which the subjects were not given the
standard labeling test but received instead the /ba//pa/ continuum repeatedly
in fixed order before doing the discrimination test. This procedure was
expected to sensitize the listeners to acoustic stimulus differences. Indeed,

there was some increase in performance due to both the 4IAX procedure' and the
prior experience with. the stimulus continuum. However, prior experience
appears to have been the critftal factor, for Pisoni and Glanzman (1974)
failed to find any difference between the ABX and 4IAX paradigms when no
pretraining was provided. It should also be noted that in these experiments
the difference between the two paradigms was confounded with differences in
interstimulus intervals: In the ABX paradigml there was a 1sec interval
between stimuli in a triad, while in the 4IAX paradigm, the stimuli within a
pair were separated by.only 150 or 250 msec, witha 1sec interval between the
two stimulus pairs that constituted one trial. The mall size of the

-difference between the two paradigms is consistent with the finding (Pisoni,
1971, 1973) that temporal separation has little effect on stop consonant
discrimination.

A direct comparison of the ABX and AX paradigms with speech stimuli was
performed recently by Crowder (1982b), who used vowels from an 4/I/
continuum and computed d' indices according to the tables published by Kaplan,
Macmillan, and Creelman (1978), which make a fair comparison between the two
tasks possible. Crowder also made the interstimulus intervals in the two

tasks comparable by having the same short (500 msec) or long (3 sec) delays
between.the B and X items of the ABX triads and between 'the A and X items of
the AX pairs. (The A-13,interval in ABX triads was fixed at 250 msec.) The

results showed not only that the AX paradigm was more sensitive than the ABX
paradigm, but also that it yielded much more stable results, as .measured by
splithalf reliability indices. In Crowder's words, "this result does suggest
some caution for investigators choosing the ABX.task lest they be making it
hard for themselves to demonstrate experimental effects in a sensitive way"
(p. 481).
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Suspicions that, the ABX paradigm encourages categorical perception had

been around for some time, and researchers increasingly used alternative

paradigms, including oddity (which probably shares all the disadvantages of

_ABX), AXB (essentially an econoMical version of 4IAX), 4IAX, and AX. MacKain,

Best, and Strafige (in-press) compared the AXB and oddity paripdigms using an

/r/-/1/ tontinuum and found AXB to be superior. A comparison of more than two

paradigms for spetch discrimination in a single study still remains to be

done. However, an extensiire comparison of different paradigms for nonspeech
discrimination_ (pure tone frequency or phade relationships) was conducted by
Creelman and Macmillan,(1979). In contrast to the results with speeches they
found greater sensitivity to frequency differences in the (variable-standard)
ABX task than in the AX task, wipl 4IAX performance in between. (However, no

,differences at all were found between the-three paradigms when the task was
phase discrimination, suggesting .that stimulud'ractors may interact with task

factors in determining discrimination performance.) Another result of the

Creelman and Macmillan study was that fixed.:standard paradigms (in which only

_the X stimulus varies from trial to trial) are superior to variable-standard

paradigms. Fixed-standard tasks have not been used in speech'perceptiont

research until fairly recently; since they were usually employed in conjunc-

tion with discrimination training, we will review these studies in a later

section (6.1)*.

We should note that it is not quite_clear why cetain discrimination

paradigms, are superior tp others. Psychophysical theory predicts certain

differences for ideal observers (CFeelmin & Macmillan, 1979), but real

subjects are typically far from this ideal. To give a psychological explana-

tip Of performance differences, we need a model of the perceptu strategies

employed in different tasks, especially in the Tore comple ones. An

unpublished study by Pastore, Friedman, and Baffuto (1976) s directly

concerned with that issue. Pastore, et al. found for intensity_ discrimination,

as did Creelman and Macmillan for frequency discriminatioh, that ABX was

superior to AX, and that fixed-standard tasks were superior to variable-

standard tasks. What is^o,f interesVhere is that Pastore et al. examined

different models of subject strategies in the ABX task and found that the

results were best 'explained by the assumption that only B and X were compared,

with A merely serving to "reduce uncertainty." Thus, the data of Pastore et

al. do not support the assumption commonly made by speecT1 researchers that

listeners compare A and X as well as B nd X. However, both sides may be

rkght. The subjects in speech exper'iments a9a typically inexperienced, while

those= in paychophysical experiments, are Kighly practiced. Therefore it

should not be _surprising that the latter subjects adopt a more effective

strategy. pnless subjeet strategies also depend on_mhether the stimuli are

,speech dr nonspeech (as indeed they,may), the results available suggest that,

the ABX paradigm is inferior to the AX paradigm with naive subjects but not

with experienced subjects. In Section 6.1, we will discuss the effeots of

discrimination training oncategorical perception. Without such training, it

appears that the perception of stop consonants remains fairly ca,tegorical,

even when more-sensitive discrimination paradigms are used.

4.2.2. Rating Scales and Reaction Times

, Several researchers haVe' -attempted to obtain vidence for subjects'

sensitivity to subphonemic detail by modifying the single-item identification
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task'so as,to permit the subjects to transmit more information about perceived

stimulus differences. One of the earliest studies in that vein was published
by Barclay (1972). He preserted listeners with a /bagV/dae//gxV continuum but
permitted only.two labels, "b" and "g." If subjects' perception had been
truly categorical, all stimuli perceived as "d" (as determined in a separate
test) should have been assigned to the "b" or "g" categories on a random

basis. However, listeners were found to be more likely to apply the label "b"
to the more "b"like instances of /dae, and the label "g" to the more "elike
instances. Thus, listeners shbwed some sensitivity to acoustic stImulus

properties4 in the center of the continuum. Barclay proposed that categorical
perception is primarily a memory phenomenon, observed oniy when successive

stImuli are to_ be compared,However,_ Haggard (1970) pointed out that

Barclay's stimUll laCked a third formant, which may have created considerable
ambiguity in the /*AV region. If the intended /d6V tokens could indeed be
heard as either /bad or /g4e, Barclay's results would seem_trivial.

An alternative approach is to provide subjects with a numerical scale on

which to rate the individual stimuli. The possibility that categorical
perception is merely a consequence of the limited number of phonetic catego
ries available tb the perceiver was first investigated by Conway and Haggard
(1971; see also Haggard, Summerfield, (!c, Roberts, 1981), who gave their

subjects a 9point rating scale to judge stimuli from 57member /bIl//pIl and

/gIl//kIl/ (voice onset time) continua. The functions relating- av Age

stimulus ratings to position on the continuum were distinctly sigmoid in

shape, with the largest change in ratings occurring across the phoneme

boundary, and virtually no change within categories. If perception had been

continuous, the functions should have been linearly increasing. Thus, these
results not only provided strong evidence for categorical perception but also
offered no indication that a more finegrained response scale enabled lis
teners to make distinctions within phonemic categories. In a second, similar

study, Conway and Haggard (1971) obtained more continuouslooking functions,
but the stimuli spanned only a small range in the vicinity of the boundary,
where even the twocategory labeling function is nearly linear. Therefore,

these data were consistent with categorical perception.

The rating scale of Conway and Haggard had no special relation to the
stimuli on the continuum and may have 4een dled by the subjects merely, to
indicate their degree of confidence in their categorical judgments (as noted
by Haggard et al 1981). Since the endpoints of tha scale were explicity
identified with phonetic categories, it is 'perhaps not surprising that

categorical perception was obtained. An alternative method is to establish a

onetoone correspondence between_ stimuli and responses--the task called

absolute identification. Thfi task was employed by Sachs (1969), whose
subjects used the numbers 1-8 to identify eight stimuli from a /badal//bRdal/
continuum, as welljas eight stimuli from two /a//aV continua with different
stimulus durations. Despite the procedure used, and despite the fact that the
distinction was located in the vowel, perception of the word continuum was
quite categorical and so was, to some extent, the perception of the short
duration vowels. (See Section 5.1 for a discussion of effects of phonetic
context and duration on,vowel discrimination.) These results provided strong
evidence that absolute identification does not prevent or even attenuate

categorical perception. Later, Cooper, _Ebert; and Cole (1976) had, their,

subjects use a 7point scale to identify stimuli from 7member na//wa/ and
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/ga//ja/ (formant transition duration) continua. Once again, the average

numerical responses changed most r4idly across the phoneme boundary, and

there was no indication that stimuli strictly within a category (which really

applied only to the /ba/ end of the /ba//wa/ continuum) were distinguished by

the subj.

Using the same procedure, Perey and Pisoni (1978) compared absolute

identification of stimuli from /ba//pa/ andt./i//I/ continua. Once again,

'the stop consonant data showed categorical perception, while the vowel ratings
were more-nearly continuous,,though not a strictly linear function of stimulus

number. Perey and Pisoni showed, however, that stop consonant (and vowel)

discrimination n a subsequent ABX test could be predicted more accurately

from the rating data than from simple binary labeling probabilities, suggest

ing that some subphonemic differences were picked up by subjects in the rating

task. Still, perception of stop consonants was far from continuous.

Rating scales or.. absolute, identification have been used in many other

studies, all of which obtained the basic phenomenon of categorical perception..

of stop consonants (e..g., Elman, 1979; McNabb, 1976b; Rosen, 1979; Sawusch,

1976). Another variant, the method of direct magnitude scaling, was employed

by Port and YeniKomshian (1971; cited in Strange, 1972) and Strange (1972).

Strange's subjects responded to individual stimuli (stop consonants from a

voiceonset-Ttime continuum) by positioning a pointer within a 'bounded inter

val. Still', perception remained categorical unless a fair amount of training

was provided, in which case some subjects responded more nearly continuously

(see Sectiob 6.1).

Yet another approach was recently taken by SiMuel (1982). His intention

was to locate, for each listener, Ihe "best /ga/" on a narrowlyspaced /ga/
/ka/ (VOT) continuum, presupposing that subjects would be able to'distinguish

between different stimuli within the /ga/ category. The subjects' in this

study could control gtimulus presentation, step repeatedly through the contin

uum and zero in on the preferred stimulus. Although Samdel did not determine

the reliability bf his-subjects' estimates oftthe prototypical /ga/, he did

find individual differences that correlated with the magnitude of boundary

shifts obtained in a subsequent selectiveadaptat' experiment. However,

since pototype location correlated neither with t1he location of the phoneme

boundary nor With prototype estimates derived b several other procedures

(Samuel, 1979), the results must be viewed with s e caution.

StuddertKennedy, Liberman, and Stevens (1963) found that labeling reac

tion times 'for stimuli from stopconsonant and vowel continua exhibited a peak

at the category bounda6,--a finding that has often been replicated (e.g.,

Pisoni & Tash, 1974; Repp, 1975, 1981a; however, see-Harbn, 1977) and is also

obtained-with nonspeech continua'(Cross_et al.,-411054,g Since reaction times

indicate the subjects', uncertainty in making phonetic decisionsthey are long

for ambiguous stimuA and short for unambiguous ones. However, 'ehe prototype

concept, int.roduced to speech perception by Oden and Massaro (1978) and Repp

(1976a) suggests' that, even for stimuli that are consistently placed in the

same category, there,might be a gradient of reaction times reflecting their

perceptual.4istance frojnhe category prototype. The only attempt so far to

test this'hypothesis for st consonants (Samuel, 1979) appears to have been

unsuccessful: In other studies, too, labeling reaction times to different
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s oR consonant stimuli strictly within the same category (if several such
timuli existed on a continuum) have tended to be equivalent (e.g., Pisoni &
ash, 1970.

Numerical ratings prid reaction times have also been collected in discrim-
ination tasks. Vinegrad (1972) conducted a, direct magnitude scaling study
with stop consonants (/be/-/dE/-/gE/), vowels (/i/-/I/-/e/), and pure tones
varying in frequency. The stimuli were presented in AXB 'triads, and the
subjects' task was to locate X in relation to A and B by marking a_ point on a
line. A and B were always the extreme endpoint stimuli of the continuum,
which made the .procedure highly similar to that of Strange (1972), who

presented only the middle stimuli. The results were very clear-cut: The stop

consonants exhibited strongly categorical perception; different stimuli from
within the same category were located in the same place. Vowels, on the other

hand, gave more continuous results, as expected. The results for the tones
were similar to those for the vowels; however, neither were perfectly
continuous (see Section 5.3).

Category boundary effects for isolated vowels have also been obtained in
studies where the subjects' task was to rate the perceived similarity of
stimuli drawn from a continuum (e.g.,. Gólusina, cited in Chistovich, 1971; Van
Valin, 1976). Unless-subjects are very car:efully instructed to base their
judgments on auditory stimulus properties alone, this task is likely to elicit
a phonetic strategy.

Following an earlier study by Strange and Halwes (1971), Pisoni and

Glanzman (1974) obtained confidence ratings for discrimination judgments of
stop consonants (/ba/-/pa/) presented in AXB and 4IAX formats. There was a
very straightforward monotonic relation between discrimination accuracy and
confidence; in other words, subjects accurately postdicted their own success
on each trial. While performance was not any better with confidence ratings
than without, the correlation obtained does suggest, as Conway and Haggard
(1971) had observed earlier, that subjects have at least statistical informa-
tion about acoustic stimulus differences, in the form of subjective uncertain-
ty. Seen in this way, the Pisoni and Glanzman results are equivalent to a
previous demonstration by Studdsert-Kennedy, Liberman, and Stevens (1964) that
reaction times in a stop consonant ABX task were shortest for betweesi:ztategory
comparisons, where discrimination was easiest, and longest for within-category
comparisons. These observations also raise the possibility that, rather than

directly accessing some auditory memory representations, subject ,might base
decisions about stimulus differences on estimates of their subjective uncertd-

.

inty in phonetic categorization.

Most of the studies discusSed in this sec.ion demanded an overt indica-
tion of subjects' awareness of intraphonemic stimulus differences. The

eesults provided relatively little evidence of such awareness as far as stop
consonants are concerned. On the Other hand, there is overwhelming evidence
that acoustic stimulus properties do have perceptual effects that listeners
are not_ directly conscious of. Some of this evidence comes from Same-
different reaction tim4 studies, which will be reviewed in Section 5.1,

together with the role played by the perhaps most obvious factor influencing
the detectability of acoustic differencesthe physical size of the difference
itself (i.e., the "step size" on a continuum). Other studies have shown that
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the magnitude of the selective adaptation effect depends on the precise

acoustic properties of the adapting stimulus (e.g., McNabb, 1976a; Miller,

1977, 1981; Miller & Connine, 1980; Samuel, 1979) and that the perception of

fused dichotic stimuli is sensitive-to similar acoustic variables (e.g:,

Miller, 1977; Repp, 1976a, 1977). These and other studies show that the
auditory properties of stop consonant stimuli plai a significant role at

early, peecategorical stages of processing (as they must).

It remains for up to mention several studies that assessed listeners'

sensitivity to withincategorydifferences by monitoring some more immediate

response of the organism than overt labeling. Studies of vocal imitation fall

in this category because immediate repetition does not require categorization,

of a stimulus. Harris, Bastian, and Liberman (1961) showed long ago tfiat

imitation of stimuli from a /slIt//splIt/ continuum waS strongly categorical;
that is, subjects were unable to reproduce the precise closure durations ofr

the stimuli and instead produced only two types of utterances. Of course,

this result may reflect articulatory limitations or habits rather than (or as

well as) an influence of categorical perception on the articulatory response.

(The motor theory does not even distinguish these two possibilities, for

categorical perception is hypothesized to derive from articulation.) For this

reason, perhaps, initation has rarely been used in later studies of categori

cal perception. A phoneme boundary effect in the imitation of isolated vowels

was reported by Chistovich, Fant, de SerpaLeitVo, and Tjernlund (1966),

wheitas imitations of vowel durations by American listeners (Bastian &

AbraRson, 1964) showed no effect of phonetic categorization (see also Section

5.2.5).

A o1.covert, physiologic response to auditory stimuli may be obtained

from e sur ace of the skull in the form Of evoked potentials. Dorman (1974)o-

presented liteners with stopconsonantvowel stimuli differing in VOL At

varying time during a train of stimuli, the standard stimulus (/ba/) changed

ta a differ n )
stimulus either within the same category or in a different

category (/pa/). The N1P2 component of the evoked potential (100-200 msec

after stimulus onset) was significantly larger for betweencategory shifts
than for withincategory shifts, and the- nesponse to the latter did not differ

from that to a nochange control. Dorman interpreted his results as reflectt
ing immediate phonetic recoding.

Curiously, Dorman's results were not mentioned by Molfese (1978), who

reinvestigated the problem using principalcomponents analysis of evoked--;

potential waveforms. His subjects listened to stimuli from a /ba//pa/

continuum and identified each stimulus by pressing one of two keys. The

results were complex but suggested that within as well as betweencategory

differences affected the electric brain response. This basic finding was

replicated with /ga//ka/ stimuli in 4yearold children (Molfese & Hess,

1978) and 2 to 5monthold infants (Molfese & Molfese, 1979). The evoked

potentials of these young subjects also exhibited a component that responded

only to betweencategory differences, while those of.newborn infants od not

(Molfese & Molfese, 1979)$ and those of adults (Molfese, 1978) fo4owed a

somewhat more .complex pattern. These findings are intriguing,,although they

are not without methodological problems; at the simplest level of inteiTreta

tion, they suggest that neurdelectric correlates of both auditory and phonetic

processing may be found.
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Changes in evoked potentials for withincategory differences occur with

out the subject's awareness. However, some striking evidence that listeners
can gain conscious access to subphonemic acoustic stimulus differences comes
from several studies that provided extensive training for the listeners.
Although these results would fit in the present section on paradigms, we

prefer to discuss them in Section 6, which deals with subject factors in
categorical perception, one of which is experience.

5."STIMULUS FACTORS IN CATEGORICAL PERCEPTION

In this section, we will review various relevant factors residing in the

stimuli themselves (rather than in their arrangement or in the kinds of
responses given by subjects).* In Section 5.1, we will examine the effects of
variables operating within a given set of stimuli, the most important ones
being physical separation (step size) and duration. In Section 5.2, ,me will
review differences in the degree of categorical perception among different
stimulus sets, focusing on stimuli other than the,ubiquitous stop cdnsonants
and vowels. Thfs will lead us to a detailed consideration of the perception
of "nonspeech analogs" of speech stimuli, together with findings of .categori
cal perception of other kinds of nonspeech stimuli (Section 5.3).

5..1. Stimulus Factors and Auditory Memory

5.1.1. Step Size Effects

The variable most obviously related to the ease of discriminating two
stimuli is the magnitude of the physical difference. Several levels of this
variable, in the form of different "step sizes" in comparisons drawn from a
continuum, have, been included in most studies of categorical perception,
including the earliest ones. It is a commonplace finding that 2step
discrimination performance is higher than 1step discrimination performance,
3step is higher than 2step, and so on. One might think that here is prima
facie evidence that listeners are sensitive to subphonemic physical differ
ences between the stimuli. However, the issue is not that simple: Stimuli
that are more widely separated on the physical continuum generally are more
likely.to be classified into different categories, and under the assumption
that discrimination is mediated by category labels, discrimination accuracy is
predicted to increase with step size. Therefore, an effect of step size
cannot be taken to reflect auditory (rather than phonetic) discrimination
unless it is significantly larger than predicted from (incontext!) labeling
probabilities.

This point was given systematid at4ention by Healy and Repp (19-82), who.
computed the differences between predidted (incontext) and obtained "same
different" discrimination performaigge at three different step sizes for four
different stimulus continua (stopconsonantvowel syllables, isolated vowels,
isolated fricative noises, and complex tones varying in timbre). The idea was
that, given a linear measure of performance (d' in their case; percentages are
not.suitable because of their inherent nonlinearity), the predictedobtained
differences should increase with step size if listeners are indeed sensitive
to acoustic differences; otherwise, the step size effect should be fully
accounted for by the incontext predictions from labeling performance. Healy
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and Repp found''efiat a residual step size effect was present for vowels ind

tones, and probably for fricative noises as well (a ceiling effect prevented
statistical significance), but not for stop consonants. Since stop consonant
discrimination was generally slightly worse -Nan predicted (a seemingly

unusual result that, however, reflected the effective partialling out of

contrast effects in labeling), the results provided strong support for the
hypothesis that stop consonant discrimination was based exclusively on phonet-
ic labels. Apparently, the subjects in the Healy-Repp experiment retained no
distinctive acoustic details of stop consonant stimuli but did make use of
auditory inforthation with the other stimulus.classes.

However, these results do not warrant the conclusion that acoustic

properties of stop consonants do not enter auditory memory at all. Rather,

their auditory traces may be so weak as to influence performance only under
very special conditions. One sufficiently sensitive measure of performance
appears to be reaction time in a same-different tpsk. Pisoni and Tash (1974)
adapted to speech perception a procedure used by Posner (e.g., Posner &
Mitchell, 1967) in his well-known letter matching studies: A "same" judgment
for two physically identical stimuli ("physical match") might be faster than a
"same" judgment for two physically different stimuli from the same category
("name match"), if any auditory information is retained from the first

stimulus in the pair., Similarly, "different" reaction times to two stimuli
from opposite sides of a category boundary might be faster when the physical
separation between the two stimuli is large than when it is small. Both

results were reported by Pisoni and Tash (1974) for syllables from a /ba/*/pa/
continuum presented in pairs with 250-msec ISIs: When two stimuli from the
same category were separated-by two steps on the continuum, "same" responses
were significantly slower than for pairs of identical stimuli; at the same
time, subjects were not any more likely to say "different" to two-step pairs
than to identical pairs, so that,,overtly, perception was highly categorical.
"Different" response latencies to stimuli crossingthe boundary and separated
by two steps were longer than for stimuli separated by four or six steps.
However, there was no significant difference between four- and six-step

"different" pairs and, moreover, the likelihood of incorrect "same" responses'
was highest for two-step pairs, so that the "different" reaction times may

have reflected uncertainty in phonetic, rather than auditory, judgments.

--On the basis of their results, PiSoni and Tash (1974) proposed a two-

stage model for same-different comparisons, according to which a comparison of

_auditory stimulus proilprties precedes the comparison of phonetic labels, the

second stage being 400 only if the auditory difference falls neither below

the "same" nor above "tbe "different': criterion adopted by the listener. This

ordering of stages_is reversed with respect to the Fujisaki-Kawashima dual-

process model for ABX discrimination, which puts the phonetic comparison

first. However, unlike the I'isoni-Tash' model, the Fujisaki-Kawashima model

was not intended to describe' real-time information processing; rather, it

merely captures the fact that phonetic categories loom large in the listener's

awareness and actually permits either order of deployment of the two component

processes.

The *demonstration by Pisoni and Tash that some acoustic properties of

stop consonants are retained in memory inspired other researchers to ask
whether these memory traces, like those of isolated vowels, decay over time.
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Several studies addressing this question have yielded mixed results. Eimas

and Miller (1975) presented pairs of stimuli from a /ba/-/da/ (formant

transition) continuum at three ISIs (50, 200, and 800 msec). Since the

distinctive information was located at stimulus ohset, stimulus onset asyn-
chrony (SOA) is a more appropriate measure of temporal separation; the SOAs

were 310, 460, and 1060 msec. "Same" latencies were significantly faster for

physically identical stimulus pairs than for physically different pairs, but
only at thetwo shorter SOAs. At the shortest SOA (310 msec), subjects

actually detected the physiOal within-category difference on 22.8 percent of
the trials, as compared to 2.8 percent at the 460-msec SOA. A paLpial
replication of these results was obtained in a second study by Eim'a nd

Miller (1975) with a /ral-/14i continuum. These findings provided rat er
striking support for a rapidly decaying auditory memory that, after 460 ms c,
no longer afforded eonscious -detection of .withimrcategony_differen ut

still generated a reaction time difference that disappeared after 1060 msec.
The fast decay of the memory relative to the 3-sec asymptote found in studies
with vowels (see Section 4.1.2) may reflect the initial "weakness" of the
auditorx trace (i.e., the general auditory similarity of the stimuli in the
set--cf. Darwin & Baddeley, 1974). It should be added that the data of Eimas

and Miller, like those of Pisoni and Te.sh, did not yield any unambiguous

evidence for any involvement of auditory rTt mory in "different" judgments.

Negative results were obtained in two unpub ished studies by Repp (1975,

1976b). Repp (1975) used /ba/-/pa/ stimuli, sim'lar to those of Pisoni and
Tash (1974) and presented them to different ears at a number of SOAs ranging
from 0 to.3.3 sec. The listeners were given two types of instruction: Either

they were told to make their same-different judgments on the basis of stimulus

categories only (phonetic matching condition), or they were given some

experience with the stimulus continuum (following the example of Pisoni &

Lazarus, 1974) and then tried to make auditory same-different judgments

(physical matching condition). The expected effect of physical mismatch on
"same" latencies was only weakly present in the:phonetic matching condition
and did not systematically decline with SOA; it was totally absent in the

auditory matChing condition where ,subjects, surprisingly, proved less sensi-
tive to physical differences than in the phonetic matching condition. Thus,

this study provided no evidence whatsoever for auditory memory. Perhaps,

presentation of the stimuli to different ears,prevented the efficient use of
auditory memory. In an attempt to examine this possibility, Repp (1976b)
presented stimuli either binaurally or to different ears at one of two SOAS,

_500 or 2000 msec. By using only four different stimuli (/b190, two versions of
/dRV, and /gatV), Repp controlled for the effect of labeling uncertainty on
reaction times, thereby making "different" latencies a potentially unconfound-
ed indicator of 'auditory memory. However, the results of this study were
entirely negative: There were no significant step size effects in either
"same" or "different" latencies.

Another study in the same vein, and the only one to be published, was
conducted by Hanson (1977). Like Repp (1975), she used a /ba/-/pa/ continuum

anb two different sets of instructions (phonetic matching and physical

matching). Unlike Repp, she presented her stimuli binaurally and had only two

J-s;

SOAs, 550 and 870 msec, hich were varied between subjects. Although Hanson

was successful-1n eliciti g better discrimination performance through physical

matching instractions ee Section 6.1.2), step size effects were absent in
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the physical matching task and on,ly weakly present in the phonetic matching

,task. Hanson's study must be viewed with caution because of high error rates

and because it is the only study in the literature that failed to find a

reaction time peak at the category boundary in a .simple labeling task.

In summary; same-different.reaction time studies have yielded some rather

clear instances of listener sensitivity to within-category differences among

stop consonant stimuli, but there are also failures -tcc, obtain such effects.

While the causes of the negative findings remain obscure, the positive results

do strengthen the hypothesis that all aspects of speech signals are represent-

ed in auditory memory.

5.1.2. Stimulus Duration

We turn now to a group of studies'that attempted to either increase or

decrease categorical perception by directly manipulating the stimuli, with the

purpose of thereby modifying the strength of their auditory memory representa-"

tions. One manipulation that promised to have some effect was .to vary

stimulus duration. In the case of homogeneous stimuli, such as the steady-

state vowels used in a'number of experiments, a reduction in stimulus duration

might weaken the auditory trace and thereby lead to more nearly categoricgl

perception.

The first stiict.y to test this hypothesis was conducted by Fdjisaki and

Kawashima (1968). They-presented vowels from an /i/-/e/ continuum <there is

no /I/ category in Japanese) in identification and ABX discrimination tasks,

with stimulus duration set at either 25, 50, or 100 msec. A subsequent paper

(Fujisaki & Kawashima, 1969) reports data from a similar ,experiment with

shorter vowel durations--1, 3, or 6 pitch pulses, corresponding to durations

of 8,.23, and 46 msec. Finally, Fujisaki and Kawashima (1970) presented what

seem to be 'new data for single-pulse (8 msec) and 100-msec Vowels. In all 0

thrl'ee reports, the figures ihow that discrimination performance was (paradoxi-

cally) higher for the short vowels, while the accompanying text consistently

states the opposite. These inconsistencies in the Fujisaki-Kawashima papers

were apparently not noticed by other authors concerned with the same issup:

Pisoni (1971, .1973, 1975) paid attention only to the text, while Tartter

(1982) paid attention only to the figures. In the light of Pisoni's later

findings, the only plausible explanation is that Fujisaki and Kawashima kept

using incorrect figure legends, and that their data really showed what they

claimed to have found--namely, poorer discrimination and more nearly categori-

cal perception of short vowel stimuli.

Pisoni (1971) investigated the matter 'more systematically. In his

Experiment III, he presented short (50 msec) and long (SOO msec) vowels from

an /i/-/I/ continuum in identification and ABX discrimination tasks. Although

'this preliminary study involved only five subjects, it did yielb significantly

(but not dramatically) higher discrimination scores for the long vowels. A

replication with a larger number of subjects was reported by Pisoni (1975,

Exp. I). Again, performance was slightly higher for the long vowels, but the

difference reached significance only for 1-step, not for 2-step comparisons.

In another' experithent, Pisoni (1971, Exp. IV) presented short (50 msec)

and long (300 msec) vowels froni an /i/-/I/-/E/ continuum in identification,
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ABX, and 4IAX t esides

continuous discrimination perform
consistent differences in favor o
clear in the 4IAX test. A repl

conducted by Pisoni (1975, Exp. II),
vowel duration (although they were, sur
nonsignificant).

etting substantially higher and virtually

nce in the 4IAX paradigm, he also obtained
the long vowels, which were especially
cation using an /i/-/I/ continuum yas
which aglp yielded sizeable effects of

*singlY, report'ed to be statistically

Vowels of different duration werealso used 'in Pisoni's (1971: Exp. VI,
1973) study of same-different discrimination at different temporal delays, and
whq4.,there was little difference on "between-category" trials, performance
for-long vowels was.clearly higher on "within-category trials," where auditory
memory, was presumed to be the prime source of distinctive information.
Similar results were obtained by Sachs (1969), whp used 150-msec and 250-msec
Atd-/ala vowels in an absolute identification task. Tartter (1982), in a
reAnt critical review, overlooked these data when she concluded that changes
in vowel duration have equal effects across a vowel continuum and that,
thet.efore, the dual-process model should be rejected. While'tAt-'data reviewed
in the preceding two paragraphs indeed,showed fairly uniform-effects f vowel
duration across a continuum, those/just cited do support the dual-process
model by showing that perception of short vowels is more nearly categorical
(especially at long interstimulus intervals) than perception of long vowIls.
Because the gradual transitions between categories make it difficult to

achieve a clear separation of between- and within-category pairs on a vowel
continuum, the inconsistencies in the literature with regard to the uniformity
or nonuniformity of performance decrements across a continuum can hardly
justify the rejection of a model as conceptually sound as the dual-process
model. It is possible, however, that the influence of phonetic categorization
on vowel doscrimination is more indirect than is generally assumed (see
Section 4.1.2).

Vowel duration effects have also been obtained in verbal memory research:.
Crowder (197,3a) found that the suffix effect was smaller for lists of short
vowels than for lists of long vowels. It, has also been reported that
shortened vowels exhibit a right-ear advantage in dichotic presentation while
long vowels do not (Godfrey, 1974). All these results strongly suggest that
auditory memory strength depends on the duration of a (homogeneous) stimulus.

A more radical modification of vowel duration was recently performed by
Tartter (1981). She started with .stimuli"from an /I/-W continuum, 260 msec
in duration, and obtained typical identification and oddity discrimination
functions. Then she preceded the stimuli with 40-mse formant transitions
appropriate for /b/. In one condition, the transitions or each vowel started
at the same frequencies; in a second condition, they,started at different
frequencies that covaried with the vowel steady-state frequencies, so that

transition slopes remained constant. Neither manipulation had any effect on
vowel discrimination--not an unexpected finding in view of the poor auditory
memory for transitional cues on( stop consonant continua (e.g., Pisoni, 1U1).
In a subsequent condition, however, Tactter removed the vocalic steady states,
leaving only the 40-msec transitional portions. The vowels were still

identified quite accurately from these truncated /b/-vowel syllables, but

discrimination performance suffered considerably. For botb sets of transi-
tions, perception was virtually categorical, and the results exhibited the
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that rapidly changing acoustic information is poorl retained in auditory
pattern typical for stop consonant 4ontinua. This fding strongly S'uggests

memory, regardless of whether it conveys consonantal or vocalic distinctions,
and that the noncategoric_al perception of isolated vowels is due to.their
steady-state characteristics and their resulting salie ce in uditory memory,

not to any special perceptual stAtus of vowels as phonol segments.

This conclusion is further supported by the results of studies on the
perception of vowels in context (Sachs, 1969;.Stevens, 1968). The stimuli in

these studies were not simply steady-state vowels embeddedsome acoustic
context (as- they are sometimes described in the literature) but synthetic
words with little (Sachs) or no (Stevens) steady-state vocalic portion. In

Stevens' (1968) study, the continuum ranged from /bil/ (a nonsense word) to
/bIl/ and was obtained by interpolating between formant patterns obtained from

_natural_ utterance.s. actually_pexceived three categories ("beel,"

"bill,"'and "bell") but, in an ABX test, showed sharp di-scrimiiiitiO6'15iik
both category boundaries, indicating strongly categorical perception. A

matched continuum of isolatedsteadyzstate vowels was included as control and
yielded results typical of noncategorial perception.

Sachs (1969) employed a /badal/-/thdal/ (or "bottle"-"battle") continuum

together with two matched steady-state /o/-4aV continua of different dura-
tions. Measuring discrimination by computing d' indices for pairs of adjacent

stimuli from the results of an absolute identification task, he found la

pronounced peak at the category boundary for the word continuum,-a somewhat
less pronounced peak for the short 'vowels, apd even less Of a peak for the

long vowels. Although neither Stevens nor Sachs comp'ared their discrimination

data to predictions generated by the Haskins model, the pattern of their
results suggests fairly categorical perception of vowels in word context. A

recent study by Sawusch, Nusbaum, and Schwab (1980) yielded similar results.
They used /i/-/I/, /sis/-/sIs/, and /bit/-/bIt/ continua and obtained more
nearly (though not completely) categorical results for the latter-two. The

fact that they observed no difference between the two context coalitions, one

of which merely put steady-state vowels in a fixed fricative-noise context
while the other contained time-varying vocalic portions, suggests that audito-
ry memory may be weakened by either dynamic change 6r by the presence of

irrelevant context.

The finding of increased categorical perception for shortened Or dynami-

cally varying vowels suggests that Vie short duration and rapidly changing
natu're,of the critical cues for initial stop consonants may be at least

partially responsible for their categorical perception. One way to investi-

gate this hypothesis with stop conSonant stimuli is to lengthen (and, thereby,

also to slow down) the formant transitions that distinguish different places

.of articulation. This was done i4 two nearly simultaneous but independent
studies by Dechovitz and_Mandler-(197.7) andy Keating and Blumstein (1978).

Dechovitz and Mandler extended the F2 and F3 transitions of a /ba/-/da/-/ga/

coninuum from 30 to.135 msec. It was known from inforbal observations that' a
syllable with,such extended transitions sounds rather similar to the original,

as long as the F.1 transition remains constant. This impression was confirmed

by the results of identification and same-different discrimination tests that

showed no*,difference between the original and extended-transition stimuli:
Perception oe,both seteof stimuli was strikingly categorical.
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Keating and Blumstein (1978) used a /da/-/ga/ continuum with three

lengths of F2 and F3 transitions (45, 95, and 145 msec). The three sets of
ofo
stimuli yielded similar results in identification and 4IAX discrimination

tests, although there were some significant differences, primarily due to the
stimuli with intermediate transition length, which were discriminated best.
Within-category discrimination 'in this study was significantly, better than

predicted (perhaps due to the sensitive 4IAX paraaiim), particularly with the
longer transitions. Therefore, the Keatlng and Blumstein results are not
entirely negative, but they do suggest that the short duration of F2 or F3
transitions is not a major determinant of categorical perception.

A very interesting result was recently reported by Tartter (1981). She

removed the steady-state vocalic portions of /ba/-/da/ stimuli, leaving only
the initial 40 msec that contained the formant transitions. Compared to the

full syllables, this resulted in a distinct improvement in within-category

f an- oddity- task was ttsed)-r-while
was just as accurate as when the- steady states were present. This finding

strongly suggests that the formant transitions have a representation in

auditory memory that can be accessed when the re"dundant steady state is

eliminated. Thus, the vocalic portion of a stop-consonant-vowel syllable,

while it aids phonetic perception, appears to interfere with the preservation

of consonantal cues at a precategorical level. The overriding auditory

salience of an irrelevant stimulus portion may be a major factor causing

categorical perception.

5.1.3. Other Stimulus Parameters That May Affect Categorical Perception

One parameter that generally has received little attention in speech

perception research is amplitude. However, recent studies' by Syrdal-Lasky
(1978), Dorman and Dougherty (1981), and Van Tasell and Crump (1981) have

shown that the identification of synthetic stop consonants varying along a

place-of-articulation contiliuum may exhibit large shiftS with changes in

playbagy level. Syrdal-Laskyalso presented her stimuli 4n an'oddity discrim-

ination task and found different discrimination functions at different signal
levels. However, it seems from an inspection of her figures that, if the
changes in /abeling probabilities are taken into account, perception was about
equally categorical in all conditions. It is tempting to speculate that

auditory dis9gpination along some physical dimension might be improved when
that dimen'go 'is highlighted by increasing its amplitude relative to nondis-

tinctive signa components. However, so far there are no data pertaining'to
this hypothesi

Another pameter that does not's em to have much effect on categorical
perception is ther a stimulus is peri dic or aperiodic, other things equ'al.

Fujisaki and a ashima (1968) synthesi ed an /i/-/e/ continuum with either
periodic or aper odic excitation. There was a shift in the category boundary
(more /i/ respons s were given to the aperiodic vowels) and ABX discrimination
functions showed acorresponding peak shift but did not,differ in overall
level. Highly sim*lar (though not completely identical) dita were reported by

Fujisaki and Kawa hima (1969). Thus, periodicity, like overall' amplitude,

seems to affect c tegorical perception only to the extent that labeling

probabilities are fected; these variables\do not seem to have any direct
influence on the str ngth of the auditory trace. This conclusion was further
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supported by a redent study by May and Repp (1982), who failed to find any
difference in auditory memory for periodic and aperiodic nonspeech stimuli
(single-formant resonances).

One stimulus factor that has not been systematically investigated but may
well play a role in categorical perception is naturalness. Poorly synthesized

stimuli may be expected to be less categorically perceived (given that they
are sufficiently distinct acoustic lly) than good synthetic stimuli or natural'
speech. The reason for this is that poor stimuli may make it easier for

listeners to adopt auditorystrate e n discrimination, while highly realis-
tic stimuli may elicit a phonetic strategy. (More about strategies in Section
6.1.)'

5.2, Different Classes of Speech Sounds

_The large_majcrity_Df_studles_concerned with categorical perception and
related topics have used as materials either the two standard sets of
prevocalic stop consonants (VOT or place-of-articulation continua) or isolated

steady-state vowels. In this subsection, we will review studies that examined
other types of speech contrasts or used less common varieties of stop

consonant or vowel 9ontinua. We will pay some attention to the specific
stimulus parameters that were varied to obtain a continuum, as these may have
a bearing on the strength of the auditory memory trace.

5.2.1. Stop Consonants

Voicing continua. The earliest voicing continua were gen rated on the

Haskins LOoratories Patter Playback by the procedure called " 1 cutback"
increasing delays in the onset of Fl relative to the onsets of higher

formants. Perception of these stimuli was highly categorical (L berman,

Harris, Kinney, & Lane, 1961). During the following years, Abram on and

Lisker developed the now commonly used procedure for varying VOT, which

combines a delay in the .onset of F1 with the substitution of apeqodic for
periodic energy in the higher formants during the period of the delay. These

stimuli, too, show highly categorical perceptionlhin the standard experimental

setup (Abramson & Lisker, '1970; Lisker & Abramson, 1970). The original

Abramson-Lisker stimuli, which have been used in many different studies,

included variations in VOT on the !'negative" side: Different degrees of

, prevoicing were simulated by preceding the stop release with varying amounts
of low-energy buzz from the periodic source of the synthesizer. This region

of the continuum is of interest because prevoicing is not distinctive in

English (and native speakers of English are very poor in discriminating

differences in prevoicing--cf. Abramson & Lisker, 1970), while it is in some
othef.'languages (see Section 6.2).

In acoustic terms, the Abramson-Lisker VOT continuum is really not one

continuum but two: 'fhe acoustic variations used to achieve different degrees

of prevoicing (voicing lead) are quite different from those'used to generate

different degrees of aspiration (voicing lag). On the "positive" side, as
increasing amounts of aspiratiOn are substituted for voicing, there is at

first a correlated spectral cpange as the Fl transition (always rising) is cut

back more and more, so that the onset of Fl occurs at increasingly higher

frequencies and amplitudes. Spectral cues, particularly from the Fl regi/on,
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are relevant to the perception of voicing, as several studies have shown

(Lisker, Liberman, Erickson, De hovitz, & Aandler, 1977; Stevens & Klatt,

1974; Summerfield & Haggard, 1977). As voicing onset is delayed beyond the

region of ,the 'Torment transitions (tile first 30-70 msec), the spectral

covariation ceases but the duration of the. periodic portion decreases as the

aspirated position increases. This negative covariation has been given littl.e

attention in the past, although 4t may play a role when VOTs get rather long
and the periodic portions short"enough for the tempofal variations to exceed

the detection threshold (cf. Wood, 1976a). An alternative, and perhaps

preferable, way of synthesizing VOT continua in the long positive range wourq

be to hold the duration of the periodic portion constant (cf. Repp, 1981b).

A procedure for generatidig VOT cllininua (in the positive VOT range) by
cross-splicing pitch periods and . aspiration from natural-speech tokens was
dev by Lisker (1976) and described _in detail by Ganong (1980). There is

ittle oubt that such stimuli are perceiiied categorically: Repp (1981b,

Exp. 3) p esented stimuli from a natural-speech VOT continuum in a fixed-

standard A task and obtained extremely poor within-category discrimination

performanc .

The ighly categorical perception of stop consonant voicing in initial

positio may be contrasted with the less categorical perception of the same
phone c distinction in final position. This comparison is important, as it

shows that.categorical perception is not only a function of phonological

status ut also of the acoustic stimulus dimensions varied. One important cue

for con nant voicing in=1:6-istvolsalic' position (in-English) is the duration of

the vocal : portion. Using variations in "vowel duration" ,to generate a

variety of voiceless-voiced continua (including final fricatives and stop-
fricative clusters as- well as final stops), Raphael (1972) found that oddity
discrimination was much betterl than predicted, given a sufficiently large

physical difference. There also appeared to be a discrimination peak at the
category boundary, making the data similar to those typically obtarhed with
isolated vowels. Although there have been numerous stddles of the various
cues to the voicing distinction in postvocalic position, Raphael's remains the

only study to date that included discrimination tests.

The voicing contrastfor stops in intervocalic position may be cued by

variations in the duration of the (silent) closure interval. Liberman,

Harris, Eim4g, Lisker, and Bastian (1961) synthesized a /rabId/-/r.tpId/

continuum in this way and presented it in identification and ABX discrimina-
tion tasks. The results provided an interesting instance of perception that
was neither very categorical nor very continuous: Discrimination performance

s p k was noted within the "p" category and'attributed to subjects' use
was conIi,ferably better than predicted but showed a peak At the boundary. A

econd
of a covert third category, "unnatural 'p'." However, even reVise'd predic-

tions based on three catNories, did not reach the level of the obtained
discrimination performance. Here is a case, it seems, where the contribution

of phonetic and auditory processes to discrimination were 17n approximatl

balance.

Place-of-articulation continua., Early studies used two-formant stimuli

in which the F2 transition was the sole cue to place of articulation (Liberman
1957; Mattingly et al., 1971). Despite the relative crudeness of the
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stimuli, the perception of,t0e syllable-initial stops.,w_as invariably quite

categorical. Later: experiments'in which stimuli also had a varying F3

transition yielded ,similar results ,(e.g., Pi.soni, 1971). Numerous stud4es-

have employed variants of /b/-/d/-/g/ continua, and the categorical discrimi-

nation ofAtigse_stimuli fs one_of the most consistently replicated results in_

speecn, perception fesearch, notWithstanding Barclayle- (1972) findings (sge

.Section 4.2). All of'these studies used formant transitions as the sole cue

to place of articulation; so far, the discriminability of variations in

release burst spectrum (another important,cue for stop consonant place of

irticulation) has not been tested. Also, there are .very few studies that have

employed continua of voiceless stops (/p/-/t/-/k/). What data therlr are

(Syrdal-Lasky, 1978, used F1 cutback without aspiration) suggest categorical

perception.

A'
Sytlable=finaI stags varyttg ift place of artioulat-ion-were_unthe_size

Mattingly et al. (1971) by varying the final F2 transition in two-formant

stimuli (/ab/-/ad/-/ag/). The oddity discrimination function for these sounds

showed no clear peaks at phonetic boundaries, which the authors attributed to

the poor quality of the stimuli. Subsequently, Popper (1972) found a well-

defined, peak on an /ab/-/ad/ continuum, but within-category same-different

discrimination was better than predicted by the Haskins model. Recently,

-Miller, Eimas, and Zatorre (1979) obtained similar results with /ab/-/adt

.stimuli in an oddity discrimination task: There was a discrimination peak at

the category bound,ary but-also unexpectedly high performance within the /ad/

category, which the authorS were unable'to' explain. Taken together, these

results suggest that syllable-final stops are not perceived as categorically

as syllable-initial stops. One likely reason is that the drstinctive.informa-

tion, being in final position, is better retained in auditory memory.

(Cf. the importance of offset frequency in determining the pitch of nonspeech

frequency glides--e.g., Brady, House, & Stevens, 1961; Schwab, 1981.) However,

one study that directly compared initial and final stops (Larkey et al.,

1978),. using stimuli that were,acoustic mirror images, found equally categori-...

cal perception for both.

Manner continua. One primary cue for perceived presence or absence

of a stop consonant in mediak position is the presence or absence of an

appropriate closure interval. Bgstian et al. (1961)*constructed a continuum
from /slIt/ to /split/ by inserting increasing amounts of silence after the

/s/ noise of a natural-speech token of /slIt/. The stimuli were presented in

identification and oddity discrimination tasks, and the listeners' responses

proved to be highly categorical, with obtained discrimination scores only

slightly exceeding the predictions of the Haskins model. These results were

essentially replicated in a recent study by Fitch et al. (1980) with a

synthetic /slIt/-/split/ continuum, although t:hese authors did riot conduct a

direct comparison of predicted and obtained discrimination scores. Even more,

recently, Best et al. (1981) presented a synthetic /sei/-/stei/ continuum,

generated similarly by varying silent closure Oration, in oddity and same-

different tasks and also computed the Haskins model predictions. The discrim-

ination functions showed pronounced peaks at the category boundary, but

performance in both tasks was a good46eal better than predicted, particularly

within categories. Thus, in this study the listeners did seem to pick up some

auditory differences. Also, Repp (1981b) recently obtained rather good

within-category discrimination of closure duration differences in /split/ and
,
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A related stop manner coi4rast is= that betweep a fricative and an

affricate (effectively, stop + fricative). In intervocalic position, this

difference may be --cUad_by7, silence preceding the fricative noise (e.g.,

Gerstman4:1957). Employing stituli from a,",sayshop"-"say chop" continuum in
a fixed-standard AX discrimination task, Rep0- (1-981b) obtained fairly high
within-category discrimination, which adds to the, mounting evidence that

within-category differences in temporal stimulus structure are detected more
readily than differences in spectral structure. Another way of cueing the
fricative-affricate distinction is by means of fricative noise duration

(Gerstman, 1957), but no discrimination data fot this cue are in the

literature. A third important cue is the amplitude rise time of the noise,
and this cue has been investigated in initial position by Cutting and Rosner
(1974, 1976). They genenated synthetic /tSa/-/Sof and*/tSae/-/SaV continua by
varying the rise time of the fricative noise, and presented the stimuli in
*dpyitifinatinn and AIIX. discrimination tasks. 'The results showed fairly

catewical perception, alicn though fricative noise duration apparently covar-
ied rath rise time.

5.2.2. Nasal Consonants

Nasal consonants are relative late-comers on the scene because it took
some time before convincing nasals could be produced synthetically. Initial

studies by Garcia (1966, 1967a, 1967b) still suffered from stimulus problems.
She (Garcia, 1966) converted a two-formant /bE/-/de/-/ge/ continuum into a

/mc/-/ne/-/5E/ continuum by simply preceding the stimuli by a constant

synthetic nasal murmur. An /em/-/eh/-/e0/ continuum was obtained by playing
the stimuli backwards. It turned out that the nasals were labeled rather
poorly, especially in initial position. Discrimination performance was also

-rather poor, but did show some evidence of peaks at' category boundaries for
subjects who labeled the final nasals consistently. Somewhat more consistent

data Were obtained in a replication with three-formani stimuli (Garcia, 1967a,
1967b). They/suggested fairly categorical perception.

Much cleaner results were obtained by Miller and Eimas (1977), who

Ammpared a /ba/-/da/ with a /ma/-/na/ continuum, obtained by adding initial
nasal resonances and by flattening the F1 transition. Although the nasal
categories were not quite as sharply separated as the stop' categories,

-discrimination of both stimulus sets was equally categorical in an oddity
task, with obtained scores only slightly better than predicted. A careful
replication of Garcia's work was undertaken by Larkey et al. (1978i, who not
only used all three nasal categories in initial and final position (with the
vowel AV), but also compared their perception with that of matched stop

consonant continua. The resuYts showed highly categorical perdeption of all
stimulus sets, with somewhat better within-category discrimination for final
than initial nasals. In the meantime,, Miller apd ;imas also extended their

study to syllable-final nasals (MiIler et al., 1979) and obtained categorical
perception, except for high levels of discrimination within the /n/ category.
In view of the Larkey et al. data, this is likely to have been a stimulus
artifact of some sort.

Given the consistentW categorical results for,both stop consonants and,
nasals, the results of experiments using stop-to-nasal (oral-nasal) continua
would seem highly predictable. Yet, these studies are not trivial, for the
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acoustic dimension cueing the oralnasal distinction (amplitude liar Uuration-f

nasal resonlnce) is --cOnsiderably less cdmplex and, therefore, perhaps more

readily diacriminable than the spectrarchanges cueing placeofarticulation

distinctions. Thus, bralnasal continua offer an opportunity for noncategori

cal perceptIon, even though the phonetic boundary may coincide with the

auditory detection threshold for the presence of nasal murmur. The first

study was conducted by Mandler (1976), who synthesized /ba//ma/ and /da//na/
contsinua by two different methods, using either the oral branch or the nasal

branch of a serial resonance synthesizer. In each case, the amplitude of the

simulated nasal resonance was varied in a number of steps. The labeling

functions for these continua were not very steep, but samedifferent discrimi

nation scores showed a peak in the boundary region, suggesting categorical

perception.

similar results were -obtained b Miller and Eimas (1977) for

synthetic /ba//ma/ and /da//na/ continua obtained by simultaneously varyilog

the duration of nasal murmur and F1 onset frequency (which is higher for nasal

than for oral stops). Again, labeling functions were rather gradual, but

oddity discrimination functions exhibited peaks. Discrimination was somewhat

better than predicted. (An unusually high level of discrimination performance

in comparisons involving the most stoplike stimulus was traced to a stimulus

artifact anod eliminated in a supplementary experiment, described in the same

paper.) Equally categorical perception was found for syllablefinal /ab//am/

and /an//ad/ continua (acoustic mirrorimages of the original stimuli) by

Miller et al. (1979).

A possibility Suggested by the motor theory of speech perception is that

categoricallike perception might-be caused by a nonlinear relation of an

acoustic continuum to changes along the corresponding articulatory dimension.

In the case of the oralnasal distinction, this problem was addressed by

Abrmson, Nye, Henderson; and Marshall (1981), who created a /da//na/

continuum on an articulatory synthesizer by directly pontrolling the degree of

velar opening. The amplitude of nasal murmur wSs determined to be a

negatively accelerated function df the velopharyngeal port area, which was

varied in equal steps. While the category boundary wss_once again not very

sharA AXB discrimination functions showed clear peaks that unmistakably

pointed towards categorical perception, even though no predictions were

calculated. Thus, the observed nonlinear relation between articulation and

acoustic output was not responsible for categorical perception in this

instance.

5.2.3. Liquids and Semivowels

In a study primarily intended to demonstrate effects of linguistic

experience (see Section 6.2), Miyawaki et al. (1975) synthesized a /ra//la/

continuum by varying the onset frequency of F3, which, in this instance, had

an initial 50msec steady state followed by a 75msec transition., American

listsgners perceived the stimuli fairly categoriCally: Oddity discrimination

scores showed a clear peak at the boundary, but withincategory discrimination

was significantly better than predicted, particularly within the /la/ catego

ry. Clearly, perception was less categorical than that of stop consonants.

McGovern and Strange (1977) subsequently conducted experiments with synthetic,

mirrorimage /ri//li/ and fir//ill continua and 'obtained results very
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similar to those of Miyawaki et al. So did MacKain et al. (in press) with a

/rak/-/lak/ continuum in AXB and oddity discrimination tests.
7

Fujisaki and Kawashima (1970) obtained a (Japanese) /wa/-/ra/ continuum
by varying the frequency of the (rather slow) F2 transition. ABX-diAcrimina-

tion functions showed a broad peak at the category boundary--cAsiderably
broadgr than predicted. Thus, perception of this continuum was not highly
categorical. More nearly categorical results were obtained by Frazier (1976),
who synthesized an acoustic continuum from /wE/ to /1E/ to /y6/ by varying the
initial steady state (90 msec) and transition (60 msec) of F2. A mirror-image
/Ew/-/E1/-/Ey/ continuum was also used. The stimuli were presented in

identification and same-different discrimination tests at two different ISIs

(57 msec and 1 sec). The results revealed highly categorical perception in
all conditions. The ISI seemed to have no effect on performance.

essentiaily Categorical 1-56-reefti5nof

from a stop-semivowel continuum (/ba/-/wa/), obtained by varying the duration
of the initial formant transitions (Miller & Liberman, 1979). This study also

demonstrated a shift in the discrimiaation peak along with a shift in the
category boundary when the duration of the- steady-state vocalic portion was
extended. (However, this shift may have a purely psychoacoustic reason-:-see
Carrell, Pisoni, & Gans, 1980.) More recently, Godfrey and Millay (1981) found
somewhat less categorical perception of a /bEl-/wE/ continuum, due to rather
high discrimination scores within the /b/ category.

5.2.4. Fricatives

Fricative consonants offer a better opportunity for noncategorical per-
eption than any speech sounds discussed so far in this section. 1 Fricatille-

vowel stimuli contain a noise portion that is nearly homogeneous, lasts for
100 msec or more, and has a characteristic "pitch." Moredver, stimuli along a
synthetic fricative continuum tend to be-rather widely spaced, so that even 1-

step differences should exceed the auditory detection threshold.

The first_categ,Drical_ perception study with fricatives was conducted by

Fujisaki and Kawashima (1968). They synthesized a /51=/s/ continuum by
varying the frequencies of two fricative poles (foments) and presented these
noises either in isolation or followed by a vowel (probably /e/--ef. Fujisaki
& Kawashima, 1970). The ABX discrimination resets were rather variable and
showed fairly good within-category discrimination, especially at the /S/ end,
but there was also a peak at the category boundary. The vocalic' context

depressed discrimination scores somewhat, without changing the shape of the

discrimination function. Fujisaki'and Kawashima (1969) report slightly dif-
ferent data for the same experiment. (Perhaps, subjects had been added.)

However, there was no consistent effect of vowel context. Finally, Fujisaki

and Kawashima (1970) display yet another set of data, again showing peaks at
the boundary, but now better within-category discrimination in vocalic con-
text. Thus, while the effect of context is not clear at all, the data
consistently show moderately categorical perception of fricative noises in

context and in isolation. The finding for isolated noises contrasts starkly
with results obtained by Healy and Repp (1982), who found discrimination in a
same-different task to be essentially continuous. However, Healy and Repp
used larger step, sizes than Fujisaki and Kawashima, and a ceiling effect may
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have obscured a possible discrimination peak at the boundary. The high scores

achieved by subjects at larger step sizes show quite clearly, however, that

acoustic differences between isolated fricative noises are not hard to detect

(cf, also Repp, 198)c). The perception of these stimuli appears to be at

least as noncategorical as that of isolated vowels.

Fricatives in vocalic context also have yielded conflicting results. A

dissertation by Hasegawa (1976) examined noises from a IS/-7si continuum in

postvocalic position, following either /i/ or /u/. The subjects were first

given considerable training in ABX discrimination of vowels. Their fricative

discrimination was essentially continuous; there was_not even a hint tl-f a-pg.ak

at the category, boundary. May ()gal), _orLt.be_othO'hand, obtained fairly

categorical perce-ption for threa fricative continua- presented to Egyptian

listeners in a 4IAX paradigm. The continua ranged from 4r/ to /s/, from /X/

1-5-1-,a-Lwa-y,sIninterv-ocallc___-contPx_t (J ; -a/) . While

discrimination performance was better than predicted, all three continua

showed a discrimination peak at the boundary. Repp (1981c) recently synthe-

sized 4Sa/-/sa/ and 4iu/-/su/ contifiva and presented them in AXB and fixed-

standard AX tasks. In both tasks, the majority ofaabjects perceived the

stimuli quite categorically: Although within-category discrimination was

better than predicted, the peaks at the category boundary were extremely

pronounced. However, there were some subjects whose discrimination scores

were far superior and probably continuous. (A ceiling effect prevented any

peaks from appearing.) These subjects apparently followed a radically differ-

ent perceptual strategy. (See Section 6.1 for further discussion.) Fricative

stimuli seem to be especially suited for the application of different

strategies," so that they may be perceived fairly categorically in one

situation but continuously in another. This may explain the conflicting

results in the literature.

52.5. kwels

Most of the vowel studies in the literature have already been reviewed in

Section 4 or will be reviewed in Section 6. We note here that the finding of

a discrimination peak at the category boundary is the_ rule rather than the

exception; the earliest study by Fry et al. (1962) is one of the few that did

not find a peak. We also note that most studies used continua of high front

vowels (the /i/-/e/ range). The idstability of vowel category boundaries and

the magnitude of cont,ext effects in labeling may be due in part to the

inclusion of categories such as /I/, which do not normally apply to isolated

vowels (cf. Strange, Edman, & Jenkins, 1979). While the primary reason for

the noncategorical perception of isolated vowels is undoubtedly their inherent

1.14h discriminability and good auditory retention, it also true that the
4 acbustic homogeneity that confers these perceptual advantages is not very

typical of vowels ih natural speech. Thus, in addition to favoring an

auditory mode of processing, isolated vowels, by their very unnaturalness, may

discourage phonetic processing and, in extreme cases, lose their speephlike

quality altogether.

It remarils for us to mention some categorical perception studies that

varied properties of vowels other than their phonetic quality. bne such

property is duration, which carries some distinctive phonetic information in

English, but much more in certain other languages, such as Thai. Bastian and
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Abramson (1964) created a continuum from /beat/ to /bat/ (meaningful words in
Thai) by removing pitch pulses from the center of a natural token of /baat/.
Oddity discrimination scores were quite Continuous for both Th,ai_and American
listeners, showing no evidence of a phoneme boundary effect. -These results
were further confirmed.in a vocal imitation task where the duration of the
responses was found to be a near_kyji.near function of thec_durations Of the

stimuli. (Thai subjects did show a slight effect of categorization here, but
since Bastian and Abramson did not dwell on.it, it was probably nonsignifi-
cant.) We have already mentioned (Section 5.2.1) tile study by Raphael (1972),
who _showed that variations in vowel duration are ndt categorically perceived
even when.they cue a consonantal distinction (final consonant voicing).

Another property of vowels that carries phonemic significance in many

languages, but not in English, is their pitah contour. Thai, for example, has

five distinctive tones. Abramson (1961) generated a synthetic continuum

beWeen two of these on the fixed.carrier Itak dlscrlmination results
provided some evidence for a Vhoneme boundary effect in Thai listeners, but
the results rested on _a comparison of Thai and American listeners, since
stimulus problems prev-ented -a direct interOrdtation of discrimination func-
tions. A subsequent study by Chan, Chuang, and Wang (see Wang, 1976) found
evidence of a category boundary effect for Chinese subjects listening to a
continuum of Mandarin tones. The,effect disappeared, however, after practice
in ABX discrimination. Abramson (1979) re-investigated the issue using a new
continuum of Thai tones that consisted simply of flat frequency contours
varying in level. 4IAX discrimination of these stimuli by Thai listeners was
entirely continuous. Taken together, these three studies suggest that moving
pitch contours may elicit a tendency_ toward categorical perception while

_
static frequency levels do not.

5.2.6. Summary

A brief summary is in order after reviewing so many different studies..
It is evident that the large majority of experiments obtained resultS

consistent with categorical perception. Thus, categorical perception is not
only characteristic.of stop consonants, but also of nasals and, to some lesser

degree, of liquids, semivowels, and fricatives. The i3erceptio-n- 6f- liquids,-
semivowels, and fricatives is clearly less categorical than that of_stops, and,
that of fricatives, at least, may become entirely continuous under certain
conditions. Vowels, too, show a phoneme boundary effect in most conditions,
and may even be perceived fairly categorically when embedded in context.

Indeed, there are few experiments in the literature that present conclusive
evidence for perfectly continuous discrimination of a speech continuum.

5.3. Perception of NorlipeeNimuli
-

From the vehrteginnings of categOrioal perception research,, the compari-

son of speech and nonspeech stimuli has been of central interest. Initially,

the purpose of these comparisons was to determine Whetiier categorical percep-

tion was due to "acquired similarity" of different sounds from the same

category (in which case nonspeech discrimination should be easier than within-

category_speech discrimination), "acquired distinctIveness" of sounds from

different- categories (in-which case between-category speech contrasts should
be easier to discriminate than nonipeech), or both (e.g., Liberman, Harris,
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Eimas, Lisker, & Bastiant 1961). As interest in this issue faded (Mattingly

et.al., 1971), it was replaced by a search for possible psychoacoustic bases

of linguistic category boundaries and dlscrimination peaks. This required

nonspeech stimuli as similar as possible to the speech stimuli they were to be

compared with, but sufficiently dissimilar so as not to elicit speechlike

percepts. Finding the right balance between these two requireffients has been a

major (and, perhaps, insurmountable) methodological obstacle.

5.3.1. Perception of Continua Unrelited to Speech

In the early stages of categorical perception research, it was important

to make sure that perception of simple nonspeech continua was really continu

ous in the standard categorical perception paradigm. It seemed possible,

after all, that categorical perception was an artifact of e procedures used,

which differed in certain respects from those of psychoph ical research.

An appropriate comparison was-undertaken by Eimas (1963). He included,

along with vowel and stop consonant continua, a continuum of noise bursts

varying in duration and a visual continuum of different levels of reflectance

(Munsell grey scale). Both nonspeech continua were presented in labeling and

ABX tests. The labels were "long" or "short" for the noises, and "light,"

"medium," or "dark" for the visual stimuli. While both nonspeech continua
were cohsistently labeled by the subjects, discrimination was far better than

predicted and quite continuous. Thus, discrimination of the nonspeech stimuli

was clearly not limited by categorization but, since discrimination scores
were at or near the ceiling, Eimas did not provide a strong test of whether

labels can have a'ny influence on nonspeech discrimination.

Indeed, Cross et al. (1965), employing a visual continuum of sectored
circles, found results not unlike categorical perception. Their subjects were

first trained to give verbal labels to the stimuli. A subsequent ABX

discrimination test revealed a clear peak at the category boundary.. Rowevr,

discrimination of withincategory contrasts was considerably better than

predicted on the hasis of labeling performance, so that the data showed only

"a degree of categorical perception typical of vowels" ('StuddertKennedy et
al., 1970, p. 242), not oft stop, consonants. Unfortunately, two independent

replications of the Cross et al. study failed to find similar effects.

Liberman, StuddertKennedyi Harris, and Cooper (1965), in a detailed critique

of Cross et al., reported they could not find any discrimination peaks, before

or after categorization training. It may be countered that they provided less
formal training and that discrimination performance was too high to reveal any

peaks. However, a second, almost exact replication of Cross et al. by Parks

et al. (1969) revealed no cOnsistent category boundary effects and no influ

ence of categorization training.

More recently, Pastore (1976) also reported a failure to obtain a

discrimination peak at the "alternation" vs. "movement" boundary for the

visual Phi phenomenon (two lights alternating at virying rates). 'However,

Kopp and Udin (1969) and Kopp and Livermore (1973) found a clear discrimina

tion peak (in ABX and samedifferent tasks, respectively) on a continuum of'

pure tones varying in frequency, following classification training. (See

Vinegrad, 1972, for. .corresponding results in a magnitude scaling study.) Kopp

and LiveTore performed a signal detection analysis of their data and found
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that the discrimination peak was entirely due to response bias, so that an

unbiased measure'of sensitivity was constant across the whole continuum. This

finding contrasts with Wood's (1976a, 1976b) similar analyses of stop conso-
nant discrimination, which showed both bias and sensitivity changes contribute
to the phoneme boundary effect (cf. also Elman, 1979; Popper, 1972).

Healy,and Repp (1982) recently constructed a nonspeech continuum consist-

ing of brief, steady-state, single-formant resonances varying in frequency

(timbre). The stimuli were presented in same-different and labeling tasks

whose order was counter-baIanced,_'Prior labeling experience did not seem to
have any effect on discriminatiOn-performance, which exhibited a'peak at the
category boundary.

The data just reviewed suggeit that category labels may influence

nonspeech discrimination under certain circumstances. We might expect these

c c stances to be those that make it difficult to rely on auditory memory--
that is, when-the differences to be e ec ed are sma I W.

for some form of categorical encoding in discrimination is also predicted by

the psychophysical dual-coding theory of Durlach and Braida (1969). In all

nonspeech studies mentioned, however, within-category discrimination was sub7

stantially better than predicted by the Haskins mOtel; perception was never

truly categorical.

The studies discussed so far looked for category boundary effects on

obviously continuous physical Oimensions; therefore, if such .effects were

found, they must have been due either to response bias introduced by the

subjects' category labels or to. procedurarartifacts. On the other hand, some

recent studies have demonstrated category boundary effects on continua that

straddle a psychophysical threshold. These findings are hardly surprisinc,

the point of these studies was, however, to lend plausibility to the

hypothesis that boundary effects on speech continua might likewise be caused
by psycpophysical discontinuities, not by categorization per se.

Some pertinent data were reported by Pastore et al. (1977). In one

experiment, they flashed a light at various rates centered around the flicker

fusion threshold. The.subjedts were able to label the stimuli consistently as

"flicker" or "fusion," aand ABX discriminatio-rn results showed a- peak at the

boundary and poor discriminabil,ity within categories. In a second expei-iment

intended to have some relevance to speech perception, Pastore et al. varied
the intensity of a pure tone that alternated with aconstant reference tone of

the same frequency. ABX discrimination scores showed a peak at the boundary
between the two (arbitrary) categories used by subjects in the labeling task.
In a control condition, the reference tone was omitted, and the discrimination
peak disappeared. Pastore, et al. mention, however, that they failed to

replicate these results using noise stimuli, and their data for tones seem

fairly variable. For these reasons, the claim of Pastore e al. that a fixed
reference stimulus generates a sharp boundary.and a corresponding discrimina-

tion peak must 'be accepted with caution. It is also clear from thefr

discussion that good within-category diSarimination would have been possible

at larger seep sizes, so that perception was not truly categorical.

In all the cases discussed in this subsection, the aategories were not
. particularly familiar, sometimes even arbitrary. This is also true for the
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majority-of the various nonspeech analogs of speech, to be discussed next.

However, there are also nonspeech domains assoclated with highly overl4arned

categories; two of them (color and music) will be considered in the, final

subsection (5.3.5).

5.3.2. Nonspeech Analogs of Voice Onset Time

the primary cue for the voicing distinction ih initial stop consonants is
temporalthe delay of the onset of voicing relative tO the stop release. On

the positive (voicing lag) side, this temporal delay results in correlated
spectral ehanges: The interval prior to Voicing onset is filled with

aperiodic noise (except in the earliest studies where only "F1 cutback" was
manipulated),,there is no energy in the region of the first fOrmant before the
onset of voicing, and at voicing onset the formants (F1 in particular) kart

atfrequencies close to those of the following vocalic portion. These

spectral correlates of voice onset time (VOT) all are relevant to- the

--perewt-itmof ine
temporal aspect of VOT only.

6 The first attempt to d vise norypeech analogs of VOT was undertaken by

Liberman, Harris., Kinney, knd La e .(1961). 2 They synthesized a Idol-/to/

continuum by delaying the ons t of Fl in varying amounts. A matched nonspeech

continuum was obtained by playing the stimuli with the frequency scale

inverted, so that Fl was in the region previously occupied by F3, and vice

versa. (This was literally possible on the Hapkins Laboratories Pattern
Playback.) In additton, the initial transition of the new Fl (previouly F3)
was modified, to vsure that the stimuli would not sound speechlike. While

ABX discrimination of the speech stimuli was_highly categorical, that of the

nonspeech stimuli was extremely poor and barely exceeded chance even at the at

the largest step size used. -In other words, speech discrimination was vastly

superior to nonspeech discrimination. Liberman et al. interpreted this find-

ing as evidence for the acquired distinctiveness (rather than acquired

similarity) of speech sounds. They did acknowledge, however, that there were

a number of differences between speech and nonspeeah stimuli, which may have

been responsi le for the poor performance with' the latter.

Liberman et al. did- not ask their subjects to label the nonspeech

stimuli. Lane and ,Schneider (1963; cited in Lane, 1965) found that some

subjects could_be trained to label them as accurately as the speech stimuli.

In a subsequent ABX test, these subjects produced above-chance discrimination

scores with a peak at the boundary. This report was questioned, however,6by

StuddertLKennedy et. al. (1970), whose detailed examination of the_ Lane and

Schneider data revealed that they were extremely variable and hardly conclu-

sive. Studdert-Kennedy et al. also replorted a failure to replicate the

results with five subjects, none of whom could be trained to label the

nonspeech stimuli in a consistent way.

The /do/-/to/ control stimuli may have been too complex for listeners to

detect the cztlevant differences without extensive training. Later studies

used stimuli 6f a simpler acoustic structure. Hirsh's (1959) finding of a

threshold in the vicinity of 20 msec for determining the temporal order of two

auditory events stimulated the thought (Liberman, Harris, Kinney, & Lane,

1961) that this threshold might be related to the category boundary on a VOT

I 1
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continuum. This suggestion makes good sense when applied to speech stimuli
generated by the method of F1 cutback, where the onset of low-frequency energy_
may indeed either precede or follow the onset of high-frequency energy.
However, it loses some of its appeal when aspiration enters the scene (as it
does in more sophisticated--and more appropriate--V.OT synthesis), for aspira-
tion always precedes the onset of voicing and provides a powerful cue to the

voicing distinction.. It has also been long kneiwn that VOT boundaries tend to
be at rather longer onset asynchronies (especially for alveolar and velar
stops) tHan the temporal-order 'threshold (Lisker & Abramson, 1970).

Nonetheless, a good deal of research hgs been generated by this presumed
analogy.

Stevens and Klatt (1974) synthesized stimuli consisting of a 5-msec

+broadband noise burst followed by a variable silent interval and steadystate

formants roughly appropriate for the vowel isi. According to these authors,

"none oG5the stimuli could be readily interPreted as speech events" (p. 654).

+ Listeners were asked to label the stimuli according to whether or not they

heard a silent interval between the noise and the vowel. The category

boundary fell at about 20 msec of "voice onset time" (measured from the,onset
of the burst), which matched the time obtained by Hirsh (1959) with bpnes.

However, no discrimination data were obtained for these stimuli, and their

analogy to VOT in speech may be questioned because of the absence of

aspiration noise. Their relation to Hirsh's findings is equally doubtful, for

Ale task did not require temporal order judgments but detection of a gap.

These objections do not apply equally to a subsequent study by Miller et
al. (1976), who presented white noise and a square-wave buzz at varying noise-

buzz lead times,in labeling ("no-noise" vs. "noise") and oddity dIscrimination

tasks. The listeners were experienced in psychoacoustic experiments, Their

category boundaries varied widely (from 4 to 31 msec of nois lead time), but

they showed clear discriainRtion peaks, which in all cases one coincided

with the boundary. Control results obtained with isolate poises did not

reveal any discrimination peaks. Miller et all. comp ed heir results with

those of Abramson and Lisker (1970) for VOT and found a s riking similarity of

the average discrimination functions However, they neglected to point out

that at least three of their eig t, listeners had category, boundaries at

subspantially sporter values of oise lead time (4-8 msec) tWan are ever

obtained with si*ech stimuli ying in VOT. Such a wide.range of individual
differences in boundary locations is quite atypical of speech and presumably

reflects variations in auditory acuity or response cr,iteria, since all

listeners were quite experienced. Therefore, while Miller et al. have shown

(as have Pastore et al., 197,7) thatiresults resembling categorical:perception

can be obtained wfth nonspeech stimuli straddling a psychophysical threshold,

they have not presented a convincing case for any direct correspondence of the

category boundaries in speech and nonspeech. 4

Of course, it could always b argued that the supposed nonspe ch analogs

of VOT simply fell short of the m rk. As we pointed out above, if tie analogs

are' made too speechlike, there is the danger that they aee perceived as

.spevh. Wood (1976a) accepted this risk when he decided simply to excise most

of the steady-state vowels of stimul a /ba/-/pa/ continuum (ranging from

-50 to +70 msec of VOT) and to use th initial -120 msec as "nonspeech

analogs." According to Wood, who .iterviewei his subjects carefully, these
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truncated stimuli were not spontaneously categorized as (or even recognized a

being related to) speech. (They were not presented for identification at

Same-different discrimination results for full and truncated syllable>
were similar at short VOTs, but at long VOTs the scores for the truncated'

stimuli 'Were rather high, which obscured the discrimination peak that may
otherwise have been obtained. Most likely, the reduction in the duration of

the periodic portion with increasing VOT became detectable at long VOTs in the

truncated stimuli. Wood also mentions that identical results were obtained in

a subsequent unpublished experiment, where subjects were instructed to hear

the short syllables either as speech or as nonspeech. He concluded that "the

phoneme boundary effect for VOT does not depend exclusively upon phonetic
categorization but may reflect acoustic and auditory properties which are

independent of phonetic processing" (p. 1388). Unfortunately, Wood's results

cannot be considered conclusive because of the confounding of VOT with "vowel

duration" in the trundated stimuli.

Following a previous unpublished study by Ades (1973), Pisoni (1977)

employed a temporal-Of-der judgment-task to examine how muen it might have in

common with VOT perception (cf. also Pastore, Harris, & Kaplan, 1982). He

varied the relative onset times of two pure tones similar in frequency to F1

and F2 of a neutral vowel, and trained subjects tO classi*fy these stimuli into

two categories exemplified by the extreme (50 msec) low-tone lead and lag

stimuli. As it happened, the category boundary of most subjects fell not at

the point of simultaneous onset but at short low-tone lagS (where, accepting

the analogy with F1 cutback, the VOT boundary is located). Discrimination

peaks at the subjects' boundaries were obtained in a subsequent ABX task with

feedback. In a second experiment, the ABX test was presented without prior

training in labeling. Some subjects showed results similar to the first

experiment; while others showed two discrimination peaks, at approximately 20-

msec lead and 1,ag times of the lower tone. The double peaks suggasted that

there were two "natural boundaries" on the continuum, one corresponding to the

detection threshold for low-tone leads and the other, tO that for low-tone

lags. This hypothesis was strengthened by a further experiment in which

subjects were successfully taught to classify the stimuli into three catego-

ries.

//---ThRisoni concluded on the basis of these data that a "baaic limitation on
the ability to process temporal-order information" (p. 1360) underlies the

perception of VOT, acknpwledging at the same time that the location of the

voicing boundary is indueinced by a variety of other factors, ranging from
spectral signal properties to the subjects' linguistic background (cf. Section

6.2). However, Pisoni'A*conclusion provid

;

s, at best, an incomplete account

of VOT perception, for the voiced/voiceles distinction for syllable-initial

?stops.in English rests as much on the perceived.K.esence of aspiration or of a

high F1 onset as on the temporal cue of delak of':yoicing onset. Also, it is

not clear how factors such as linguistic experieridomieght modify the location

of a strictly psychoacoustic boundary. It seems.mo'ne likely that psychoacous-
_, ,

tic and linguistic boundaries coexist.

That the tone-onset-time (TOT) continuum.used by Pisoni is not a very

close analog of VOT i,s Suggested by several recent findings. Pisoni (1980a)

himself failed to find a selective adaptatiorCeffect of TOT stimu/i on

syllables' from a VOT continuym or vice versa, Oich suggests that the two
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types of stimuli do not eng ge the same auditory mechanisms. Rather convinc

. ing evidence for a fundame tal drfference between VOT and TOT was obtained by
Summerfield (in press), wh used, in addition, noisebuzz stimuli similar to
those of Miller et al. (19 6). All three sets of stimuli were constituted of
two steadystate component analogous to F1' and F2 and closely matched in

frequency and amplitude ac oss the three sets. Summerfield investigated the

influence of the frequency of the lowerfrequency component (F1'or its analog)
on the location of the bo ndary. On the VOT continuum (labeled "g" or "k"),
he found, in accordance wi h previous results (Summerfield & Haggard, 1977), a
shift of the boundary toward longer values as F1 frequency was raised.

However, there were no omparable effects on the two nonspeech continua
(labeled Vaimultaneous o set" or "successive onset"). Even granting that the

use of phonetic labels f.r the speech Stimuli only may have contributed to the
difference, these regult seriousky weaken the proposal that the VOT boundary
is merely a temporaloreer threshold (or even, for that matter, a noise

a
detection threshold).

It appears, howeve , that the-last word on this issue has not yet been
spketi7 Hil1enbiand 1982) recently reported aft effect of the durationof a
simulated F1 transitio on the TOT boundary. Although the details of this
study are not availab e at this time, it seems possible that Hillenbrand's
stimuli, which contain d frequency transitions in both tones, were sufficient
ly speechlike to eli it a phonetic mode of processing (cf. Grunke & Pisoni,
1979; Schwab, 1981). We might also take note of Molfese's (1978, 1980)

analysis of evoked otentials to VOT and TOT stimuli. For both kinds of
stimuli, a righthe isphere component was found that distinguished between

shortlag -and long ag stimuli, and also between different extents of long
lags but not of shor lags. This component seems consistent with a temporal
order threshold. ft ls evident that the question about the psychoacoustic
bases of VOT perce iois far from resolved.

5.3.3. Nonspeech nalo s of Formant Transition Cues

The critica cuesfor distinguishing different places of articulation in
synthetic stop consonant continua are the transitions of F2 and F3. In the

earliest continua, only two formants (F1 and F2) were used. This suggested an

obvious nonspeech control: to omit the constant signal portions (F1, and

perhaps also the steady state of F2) and to present F2 (or only the. F2

transition) by itself. Several studies have investigated the perception of

these isolated transitions ("chirps") or transitions plus steady state

("bleats"). It should be noted that while chirps sound rather nonspeechlike,
they may be associated with speech sounds when subjects are provided with

,approprlate labels (Nusbaum, Schwab, & Sawusch, 1981). Bleats have some

resemblance to strongly nasalized stopvowel syllables and therefore are

problematic as a nonspeech control. Studies employing these stimuli, however,

invariably report that naive listeners do not perceive them as speech.

Kirstein (1966) was the first to present bleats in an ABX discrimination

task. These isolated second formants were derived from the twoformant /bei
/de//ge/ continuum of Liberman et al. (1957) by omitting the constant F1.
While the speech stimuli,had been discriminated fairly well (at the level
predic,ted by the Haskins model or better), discrimination of the bleats was at-

chanceN at all step _sizes used. However, when the) bleats were played
,
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backwards, so that ihe transition_was at the_ end, discrimination was better

than chance and improved as step si2e-increased.

A more comprehensive seldy along the same lines was conducted by

Mattingly et al. (1971). They used both bleats and chirps, derived from

continua of initial and final stops. Oddity discrimination scores for chirps

and bleats were rather similar and noncategorical, and discrimination was

easier when the transitions were at _the end (more precisely; when offset

frequencies varied, rather than onset frequencies), which confirmed Kirstein's

results and was in agreement with existing psychophysical data (Brddy'et al.,

1961). Due to peaks in the boundary regions, discrimination of sylkable

initial stops was superior to discrimination of the corresponding nOspeech

stimuli. The relationship was reversed for syllablefinal stops whosb dis

crimination function was also more similar to those for the corresOonding

nonspeech stimuli. HOwever; Popper (1972) employed F2 bleats withi final

transitions and threeformant vowelconsonant syllables and found that, while

the overall discriminability of speech and nonspee01 was similar, the 'speech

discrimination function showed a broad peak at the bouddary while the

noilspeech function didnot.

In another related study, SyrdalLasky (1978) presented F2 chirps in an

oddity discrimination task at three different intensities. While, at the two

higher intensities, the discrimination functions were nearly flat, 'at the

lowest intensity there were two discrimination peaks. The peaks resembled

those obtained with a simple /pae/taV/kagY continuum consisting of the chirps

followed by a steadystate F1F2 pattern. These data deserve to be replicat

ed, for they are the only instance so far of boundary effects on a chirp

continuum. 1

Pi,soni (1971: Exp.. II) used pleats with initial transitions as stimuli

in a training !experiment, intended to test Lane's (1965) proposition 4t1lat

categorical perception of nonspeech stimuli could be acquired in the laborato

ry. The stimuLi were derived from a /bNV/daV continuum, and listeners ere

given these labels to use. Although training did improve both labe ing

consistency and discrimination accuracy, there was no evidence that it

introduced any consistent phoneme boundary effects. Moreover,.discrimina ion

following training was generally much better than predicted by 'the Has ins

model, suggesting noncategorical perception. In a.later replication, however,

Pisoni (1976b) obtained not only very steep labeling functions but also

discrimination peaks at the category boundary for most listeners. It is tlot

clear what caused this difference in results. Pisoni (1976b) states only t at

his earlier study was "not entirely satisfactory for a number of reaso s"

(p. 125), and he does not discuss the possibility that the bleats were heard

as speech (/maiV/n4V) by the subjects. However, that possibility seems ve y

real, and one 'is led to wonder whether the same resOlts would have be n

obtained, had arbitrary labels been used, or the same labels in rever e

assignment.

Isolated F3 resonances were presented in two studies of the

contrast (McGovern & Strange, 1977; Miyawaki et al., 1975). Although locat6d

at higher frequencies than F2 bleats derived from stop consonant continub,

they are easier to discriminate because they have a distinctive steady state

and slower transitions. As with bleats, however, discrimination is easier

I. I 3
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when the distinctive information is located at the end (as it is in vowel-
liquid stimuli) than when'it occurs at the beginning CMcGore-Fn & Strangel
1977). In both studies cited, F3 discrimination rel'ults showed no resemblance
to,/r/-/l/ discrimination. ,

So far, there is no convincing evidence that chirps or' bleats yield a
"boundary effect" when they are perceived as nonspeech. To avoid the

objection that chirps and bleats are poor analogs of speech because so much of
the original acoustic context (F1,F3) has been removed, Bailey, Summerfield,
and DoYman (1977) constructed "sine-wave analogs" of speech stimuli: The
first three formants of /bo/-/do/ and /be/-/de/ continua were mimicked by
three pure tones (cf. Cutting, 1974). The interesting fact about sine-wave
analogs is that they may be heard as speech.with experience or appropriate
instructions, but sound like nonspeech whistles to naive subjedts. (While

this is also true, to some extent, for chirps and bleats, the phonetic and
nonphonetic interpretations of sine-wave analogs appear to be more disparate
in the listener's experience, which makes introspections a reliable soiorce of
information about perceptual modes.) Bailey et al. presented their speech and
nonspeech stimuli in AXB identification (i.e., classification without labels)
and discrimination tasks. The sine-wave stimuli were presented twice, first
without and then with instructions to hear them as speech. The speech

continua had been chosen to yield boundaries in different locations, one to
the left and one to the right of the center of the stimuluskLoage. Although
classification accuracy was not very high, the expected difference in boundar-

ies was obtained for the speech stimuli-as well as for the sine-waVe stimuli
under speech instructions. However, under nonspeech instructions the bounder-

bes on the two continua coincided in the center of the stimulus range. The

discrimination functions for the two sine-wave continua showed corresponding
differences in the speech condition, but no clifference in the nonspeech
condition. Unfortunately, the discrimination scores were rather low and did

not show pronounced peaks, probably due to the poor labeling performance. In

a second experiment, Bailey et al. used a /ba/-/da/ continuum and its sine-
wave analog and divided subjects into speech and nonspeech groups on the basis

of post-experimental interviews. Again, the category boundary .on the sine-
wave continuum resembled that on the speech continuum when the sine-wave
stimuli were heard as speech, but not when they were heard as nonspeech.

4

The significant work of Bailey et al. has remained unpublished and still
awaits replication, particularly as far as the discrimination rtsults are

concerned. Together with the earlier chirp and bleat data, however,, it

strongly suggests that the location of.the category boundary as welr as the
shape of the discrimination function are not determined by acoustic stimulus
properties alone. The contribution of Bailey et al. lies, in part, in their
attention to listeners' introspections as an indicator of perceptual modes.
Pisoni (1976a), in an interesting pilot study, may have failed to take this

aspect into consideration, He synthesized Sine-wave analogs of a /ba/-/da/-
/ga/ continuum, omitting the steady-st te portion, so that only the initial
50-msec transitions remained. Three ex erienced listeners generated ABX

discrimination functions that exhibited wo peaks, approximately where the
phoneme boundaries would lie on the corr sponding speech continuum. Pisoni

took this as support for the hypothesis that psybhoacoustic discontinuities

*CI

related to phonetic boundaries existed on the sin wave transition continuum.
However, in view of recent demonstratilons that itial formant transitions

/

/
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without a following steadystate vowel Can be quite,accurately labeled as stop

consonants (Blumstein & Stevens, 1980; Jusciyk, &'_-Murphy, 1981;

Tartter, 1981), it seems not impossible that Fisoni's experienced listeners

were -able -to achieve this also with the sinewave analogs.

However, Pisoni's (1976a) results receive support from another unpub

lished study 17.140od, 1976b). Wood presented the initial 40 msec of synthetic

stimuli from a AW/dmi/gur/ continuum in a samedifferent task and obtained

clear indications of increased perceptual sensitivity (in terms of a biasfree

measure) at the points where.the category boundaries for the full syllables

were located. Significantly, Wood interviewed his subjects very carefully and

determined that they did not relate the truncated stimuli in any way to the

full syllables. The plausibility of this finding is increased by a comparison

of Wood's results with Tartter's (1981): Using similar stimuli under speech

instructions, Tartter obtained better discrimination performance for trunofted
than for full syllables, while Wood obtained the opposite, suggesting that

Wood's subjects indead did not hear the stimuli as speech. (However, Wood

goes on to mention that, in a subsequent study, he did not find any effect of

instructions, which is puzzling.)

Given the excellent reputation of 'both Pisoni and Wood as careful

researchers, their findings may be taken as highly suggestive of psychoacous

tic boundaries on a placeofarticulation continuum. However, it is difficult

to reach a firm conclusion on the basis of unpublished and ,partially

conflicting (Bailey et al., 1977) evidence.

5.3.4. Nonspeech Analogs of Closure Cues

Nonspeech analogs of the closure duration cue for intervocalic stop

voicing were constructed.otwo.Llbgrman, Harris, Eimas, Lisker, and Bastian,

(1961). The stimuli c nsisted of two noise bursts whose durations (about 200

and 80 msec) and ampl' ude envelopes matched those of the pre and poStclosure

portions of speech s'imuli (/niebId//rivpI0/), and which were separated by

varying intervals of silence (30-120 msec). ABX discrimination of silence in

this nonspeech context was consistently inferiortto its discrimination in

speech context, and there were no pronounced peaks in performance. At the

time, these results were welcomed as support for the "acquired distinctiv'e

ness" hypothesis. Further support came from a study by Baumrin (1974), who

found, in an informatiutheoretic analysis, that less information was

transmitted on a nonspeea continuum of silence durations than on a corres

ponding speech continuum. -

Perey and Pisoni (1980) recently examined the discrimination of silence

embedded between two 250mseo thre one complexes (imitating the first three

formants of Wlike vowelt) wit or without simulated formant transitions

into and out of the closure. E en though the subjects were first taught to
classify the stimuli into two categories, subsequent ABX discriminatidn was

extremely poor and entirely continuous. Although both this study and that of

Liberman et al. (1961) suffered from a (somewhat unnecessary) floor effact,

they certainly demonstrated striking differences in listeners' sensitivity to

Silence duration in and out of speech context.
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Silence is also an important cue for stop manner. A second cue in

prevocaliq position is a rapidly rising F1 transition. These two cues can be

traded off against each 'other, within limits: For example, less Silence is

needed to hear "stay" rather than "say"-,when the onset of F1 in the 1,iocalic
portion is low than when it is high. Best et al. (1981) examined whether this

trading relation is found in sine-wave analogs of "say"-"stay" stimuli,

consisting of an initial noise burst followed by a variable silent interval
and a three-tone complex with variable onset frequency of the lowest (F1-
analog) tone. The results of labeling and oddity discrimination tasks

provided a positive answer, but only for those subjects who reported that they
perceived the sine-wave stimuli as speech. The remaining subjects, who

reported various nonspeech imOessions, ,fell into two groups--those that
appeared to pay attention to the temporal cue (gap duration) and those .that
paid attention to the spectral cue (onset quality of the simulated vocalic
portion). The discrimination results for these two groups differed radically:
The scores of the temporal listeners were somewhat lower than those of the
speech listeners and exhibited two unpredicted peaks (at about 20 and 65 msec

of silence, respectively) that warrant further investigation. The scores of

the spectral listeners, on the other hand, were extremely high and much

superior to those of the speech listeners. Those listeners who interpreted
the stimuli as speech adopted neither of these selective-attention strategies
but instead seemed to integrate the two cues into a single'(phonetic) percept
that, as the comparison with the nonspeech listeners shows, at the same time
aided and hindered discrimination. These findings of Best et al. provide some

of the most convincirig evidence for the existence of separate modes of

perception for speech and nonspeech.

To providea potential nonspeech analoi for the fricative7affricate

contrast, one important cue for which is amplitude rise-time, Cutting and
Rosner (1974, 1976) varied the rise times of tonal stimuli (sawtooth or sine
waves) . 'These stimuli had the special distinction of conveying a manner_

contrast important in music, "pluck" vs. "bow." Thus,-,pnlike any of the other.

nonspeech controls discussed so far, these stimuli spanned two natural musical

categories. Comparing affnicate-fricative (/tSa/-/Sa/, /tc/-/SaV) and pluck-
bow continua in standard identification and discrimination tasks, Cutting and
Rosner found categorical perception for both. This result suggested, more

than any other,' that a speech contrast had been built on a pre-existing
auditory threshold, and it became one of the most widely cited and replicated
findings of recent years (e.g., Cutting, 1978; Cutting et al., 197'6; Jusczyk,

Rosner, Cutting, Foard, & Smith,. 1977; Remez, Cutting, & Studdert-Kennedy,

1980). All replicatfons, however,-used the original pluck-bow stimuli provid-
ed by Cutting and Rosner. It was embarrassing, therefore, when Rosen and

Howell (1981) analyzed these stimuli and found them to'be not equally spaced
along the rise-time continuum. They'conducted a series of very careful

experiments and failed to find categorical perception with equally-spaced

stimuli; on the whole, rise-time discriarfnation followed Weber's law, and

there was no effect of prior labeling experience. These results were

replicated by Kewley-Port and Pisoni (1982). It thus appears that the

findings of Cutting and his colleagues must be dismissed as artifactual.

In summary, despite a few suggestive results, there is no concluqive

, evidence so far for any significant parallelism in the perception of speech
aod nonspeech. What seems to matter is not whether the stimuli are speech or
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bonspeech but how liSteners interpret ("hear") them (see also Section 6.1).

Categorical perception appears to be a function not so much of the physical

properties of the stimuli as of the frame of reference adopted by a listener.

5.3.5. Categorical Perception of Color arid Music

A brief excursion is in order into domains that, like speech, employ

highly overlearned categories. Here the question arises, as it does for

speech, whether the .category "distinctions have a psychophysical basis or

whether they are essentially arbitrary and determined by cultural convention.

While the role of cultural fa.tors and experience in speech perception will be

discussed in Section 6.2, we will touch on these topics as we discuss briefly

some relevant findings on color and music perception.

To determine whether color discrimination performance covaries with color

categorization, Lane (1967) compared data from earlier color labeling and
discrimination studies and discovered that discrimination performance indeed

showed peaks at the boundaries between the major categories (violet, blue,

green, yellow, red). This finding was replicated by Kopp and Lane (1968) with

two American subjects and compared to data obtained from two speakers of a

Mexican Indian language (Tzotzil) whose color categories divide the wavelength

continuum in a different fashion. Kopp and Lane interpreted their data as

showing an influence of linguistic habits on discrimination, but a look at

their figures makes their,ccinclusion seem unwarranted. To the extent that one

can conclude anything from' comparing groups of two subjects each, the

discrimination functions of American and Tzotzil subjects seemed not

fundamentally different. There appears to be little other evid&Ice in favor

of Kopp and Lane's thesis in the literature; on the contrary, there are

studies showing that linguiStic habits have no influence on the accuracy of

color discrimination (Heider & Olivier, 1972). This suggests that the peaks

in the color discrimination function have a psychophysical rather than a

cultural basis.

Further support.for this hypothesis comes from studies of color discrimi-

nation in infants. Using a habituation procedure, Bornstein, Kessen, and

Weiskopf (1976) found that 4-month-old infants were more sensitive to hue

differences across (adult) Ctegory boundaries than within categories. There

is also anthropological evidence that the basic color categories are similar

throughout the world, although some cultures use more different'categories

than others (Berlin & Kay, 1969). All this ties in with extensive physiologi-

cal evidence for two opponent-process mechanisms in the neural coding of

color, so that the peaks in color discrimination are jikely to'have a direct

physiological explanation. Boenstein (1973) has even proposed that certain
cross-cultural differeeces in iolor naming can be explained by known racial

variations in visual anatomy. We should mention that color perception was

never a serious candidate for true categorical perception, for although it

shows discontinuities in discrimination, many different hues can be distingu-

ished within color categories. Color perception exhibits a category boundary

effebt, but it is far from categorical.

Results closer to true categorical perception have been obtained with

musical stimuli. Musicians encounter a variety of explicit or implicit

categories relating to intervals, chords, scales, timbres, attacks, etc. The

4
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ill-fated research on the pluck-bow distinction (Cutting & Rosner, 1974) has
been mentioned above; this contrast, at least, does not seem to be categori-
cally perceived. Most other research has been concerned with musical inter-
vals (i.e., successive tones)- or_chords (i.e., simultaneous tones). One
.interesting aspect of music perception research is that familiarity with the
distinctions involved varies enormously in the general population. Unlike

speech, musical stimuli do not "name themselves." Comparisons of practicing
musicians with "nonmusicians" provides information similar to that gained from
comparing speech with nonspeech controls. (This author knows of no experi-
ments conducted outside the reaches of traditional Western music.)

Siegel and Siegel (1977a) eshowed that musicians can accurately label
intervals drawn from a continudg ranging from unison to a major triad, while
nonmusicians exhibit very inconsistent labeling performance. In a subsequent
study, Siegel and Siegel (1977b) obtained musicians' magnitude estimates for
intervals ranging from a fourth to a fifth. They obtainedt plateaus and-
reduced variability within the three interval categories (fourth, tritone,
fifth) , and rapid changes with high variability 'at the boundaries. This
suggested categorical perception, although no standard discrimination test was
administered.

The classical methods of assessing categorical perception were applied to
musical intervals by Burns and Ward 10978). They presented intervals ranging
from a major second to a tritone in labeling and two-interval forced-choice
(2IFC) tasks. (-The pitch of the first note of each interval varied
randomly.) The discrimination functions were strongly categorical and closely
matched the predictions generated by the Haskins model, although within-
category discrimination was somewhat better than predicted. Varying the

interstimulus interval between two successive intervals from 300 msec to 3
sec, they did not find any change in performance, which is reminiscent of the
similar (near-)absence of an effect of temporal delay with stop consonants _..-
(Pisoni, 1973). Subsequently, Burns and Ward determined 2IFC difference
limens, using a staircase method and testing their subjects until they reached
asymptote. The results showed improved and more nearly continuous discrimina-
tion. The discrimination performance of a group of musically untrained
subjects was Much poorer but essentially continuous, which led Burns and Ward
to conclude that musical intervals are learned, not natural, categories.

The categorical perception of simultaneous intervals or chords was first
investigated by Locke and Kellar (J973). They presented chords consisting of
three tones, with the frequency of the middle tone varying. The chords
spanned the range from a minor triad to a major triad, but the subjects were
not provided with these labels and instead classified the stimuli by matching
them to a standard (one of the two endpoint stimuli). There was considerable
individual yariability, and non-musicians' performance was very poor.

Musicians, on the other hand, showed a clear category boundary together with
pronounced peaks in same-different discrimination scores; within-category
discrimination, however, was much higher than predicted. A closer fit between
predicted and obtained scores was obtained by Blechner (1977), who presented
chords from a minor-major continuum in standard labeling and oddity discrimi-
nation tasks. Those,subjects who were able to label the stimuli consistently
as "minor" cir "major" also showed fairly categorical discrimination, although
scores were somewhat higher than predicted. A number of subjects were unable
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to label the chords consistently; their discrimination scores were low and

showed no peak. Blechner also included a control consisting of only the

middle tones of the chords. These stimuli were identified without difficulty

as "low" or "high" by all subjects and discrimination performance was

noncategorical, though higher for trained musicians. Zatorre and Halpern
(1979) essentially replicated Blechaer's results for chords, using twotone

simultaneous ,intervals (from minor third to major third).

Categorical perdeption of stimuli varying in rhythm was reported by Raz

and Brandt (1977). The stimuli consisted of three consecutive tones, with the
temporal position of the second tone varying. Since only an abstract of their

study is available, it is not clear how categorical the results really were.

In summary, the musical results contrast with the color results--apart

from the difference in modality--in that the former seem to reflect learned

categories while the latter reflect natural, physiologically based categories.

While category boundary effects are obtained in either case, perception is

(interestingly) more nearly categorical in the case of the learned categories.

Of course, their acquiredness does not necessarily mean that they do not have

a physical basis; Musicians may learn to discover acoustic categories (e.g.,

simple frequency ratios) that simply are not registered by nonmusicians.

Still, the fact that these categories must be established through experience,

and that they have an effect in perception once they have been learned, is

highly relevant to our understanding of speech perception. Specifically, it

supports the hypothesis that categorical perception of speech is a product of

categories acquired in the context of a particular language, and not of pre

wired psychoacoustic sensitivities (see Section 6.2).

6. SUBJECT FACTORS IN CATEGORICAL PERCEPTION

In this section we will consider the contribution that the listener makes

to categorical perception. Here we will encounter evidence that is of vital

importance to understanding the phenomenon. In Section 6.1, we will first

review the effects of experience and extensive practice on speech discrimina;

tion, as well as the roles played by expectations and strategies. Section 6.2

discusses the important and rapidly expanding research comparing liaeners of

different language backgrounds or attempting to teach unfamiliar phonetic

distinctions to subjects. Section 6.5 briefly comments on infant speech

perception. While this research is of primeimportance, a detailed review

will not be provided here, as several excellent and comprehensive discussions

have recently appeared in the literature. In the final subsection, 6.4, the

topic will be the small and somewhat controversial literature on categorical

perception in non4uman animals.

61., Practice and Strategies

6.1.2. Effects of Discrimination Training

In Sections 4.2.1 and 5.1.1, we have reviewed several studies
that withincategory discrimination on a stop consonant continuum

improved somewhat by using more sensitive discrimination paradigms, such as

IIIAX (e.g., Pisoni & Lazarus, 1974). One of the largest increa-- in

showing
can be

4.
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discrimination performance was obtained by Hanson (1977), who provided

feedback throughout a same-different reaction-time task, together with careful
instructions tp detect physical differences between stimuli (which contrasted
with phonetic matching instructions in a second condition). The effectiveness
of feedback is illustrated by a comparison of Hanson's results with those of
Repp (1975), who used essentially the same task and instructions but did not
provide any feedback: His subjects failed,to show any improvement.

The exact role of instructions on the degree of categorical perception is
not quite clear. It is possible that inexperienced subjects do not always
understand the meaning of "physical differences" among speech sounds, and some
excessively categorical results in the literature may reflect that fact. What

is more likely is that naive subjects do not know what sort of.physical
difference to listen for (see Pastore, 1981; Pisoni, 3_980b). Some training
with feedback may be necessary to direct their at,tention to the relevant
auditory qualities, which are often difficult to convey by instructions alone.

Another procedural change that seems to improve performance is to

restrict the discrimination task (or part of it) to within-category compari-
sons only. The mixing of between- and within-category contrasts in the same
block of trials, which has been the standard procedure in nearly all the
studies reviewed so far, may place an attentional burden on the subjects that
prevents them from focusing effectively on nonphonetic stimulus attributes.
In addition to biasing subjects toward using a phonetic criterion, this mixing
of different stimulus comparisons increases "subject uncertainty," which is
known to increase psychophysical discrimination thresholds (Pastore, 1981).

-

A first attempt to improve VOT discrimination through extensive training
was undertaken by Strange (1972). However, although she provided feedback,
she used the standard oddity paradigm and a wide range of stimuli, which may

have hindered her purpose. After a number of training sessions, discrimina-
tion performance had improved only slightly, primarily in the region of short
voicing lags. A shift of labeling boundaries to shorter VOTs was also noted,

which may account for the changes in discrimination performance. Although

this shift may itself be taken to indicate an increased sensitivity_to voicing
lags, Strange's training study was considered unsuccessful both by herself and
by later authors (Pisoni, Aslin, Perey, & Hennessy, 1982). It seems likely

that the high-Uncertainty discrimination paradigm prevented the accurate

detection of acoustic differences (see also Section 6.2.2).

A fixed-standard AX task without feedback or extensive training was

recently used by Repp (1981b) to assess the discriminability of within-
category differences on several different speech continua. He found rather
good performance on continua that varied silence duration ("say"-"stay," "say
shop"-"say chop") but poor discrimination of VOT within the voiceless stdp
category. Repp (1981c), using the same paradigm, also found poor and

seemingly categorical disdrimination of fricatkve-vowel syllables by naive
subjects. Thus, without training and/or feedback, low-uncertainty tasks do

not lead to a dramatic improvement in discrimination performance. The secret

lies in combining these procedures.

A fixed-standard_AX task With feedback, using only two different stimuli

in a whole block of trials, was employed first by Sachs and Grant (1976), who
-
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determined difference limens = 1) on a /ga//ka/ VOT continuum. They

reported threshold values of less than 2 msec with a 10msecVOT stanaard,-and

of 10 msec with a 60msec standard, which clearly is far superior to 'any

withincategory performance obtained in previous studies. Also, the magnitude

of the threshold increased monotonically with the VOT of the standard; that

is, there was no phoneme boundary effect--a somewhat atypical result that was

perhaps due to the use of subjects that were highly experienced in psychoa

coustic tasks.

Ganong (1977) used a similar procedure to determine the discriminability

of 15msec VOT differences within the /pa/ category of a /ba//pa/ continuum.

He found d scores close to 1.0, which is obviously better than chance,

although not quite as good as the Sachs and Grant difference limens for

experienced subjects. Interestingly, Ganong's subjects were equally accurate

(following AX discrimination training) in an absolute identification task in

which the standard and comparison stimai were presented singly and randomly,

separated by several seconds. Thus, it appears that the subjects eventually

actileved, discrimination not by physically comparing the stimuli but by

referring to some longterm internal representations.

A third study using the fixedstandard AX procedure (and the first to be

published) was conducted by Carney et al. (1977). These authors paired all

stimuli from a /ba//pa/ contrnuum (including negative as well as positive

VOTs) with selected standards and obtained discrimination functions before and

after extensive training with feedback. A-conventional oddity discrimination

task was also administered. In both discrimination tasks, perfohmance was

fairly' categorical before training but vastly improved after training.

Discrimination was still best in the category boundary region, but secondary

peaks emerged within categories, particularly around 20 msec of prevoicing--a

littlenoted finding that is in accord with Pisoni's (1977) results for tone

onset times. Phonetic labeling remained unaffected by training, and discrimi

nation accuracy was equally high when subjects were required to provide labels

following each "samedifferent" response. Finally, the trained subjects were

even able to establish a new, arbitrary category boundary (at 50 msec of VOT)

through identification training with feedback.

In a continuation of the research of Carney et al., Edman, Soli, and

Widin (1978) observed that subjects trained on a labial VOT continuuM could

transfer their discrimination skills without any loss to a velar VOT continu

um, and vice versa (see also Edman, 1979). However, discrimination remained

most accurate in the boundary regions of both continua. In an application of

the same techniques to placeofarticulation continua, Edman (1979) trained

subjects on either a /baV/daV/g.a/ or a /poe/tae/kNV continuum and obtained

excellent withincategory discrimination and almost complete transfer to the

other stimulus series.

Samuel (1977) demonstrated that a substantial improvement in within

gory discrimination on a VOT continuum (/da//le/, positive VOTs only) may

also be obtained by training subjects in the ABX format, given that a fixed

standard and feedback are provided. _Ibe performance increase occurred primar

ily in the /da/ category, suggesting that diScrimination of very shOrt voicing

lags was not limited by a simultaneity/succeiSiveness threshold. A discrimi

nation peak at the category boundary remained, whic4 Samuel ascribed to
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phonetic categorization. By espousing a twofactor model, Samuel 'contrasts
with Carney et al., who favor a singlefactor view, ascribing the boundary
effect to psychoacoustic factors.

Several other training studies will be discussed in Section 6.2, since
they wePe concerned more with establishing a new phonetic contrast than with
improving withincategory discrimination. We have also omitted from discus
sion several .studies that- tested adults in lowuncertainty paradigms to
provide comparison data for infants or animals run under the same conditions;
some of these studies obtained rather good withincategory discrimination
(e.g., Aslin, Pisoni, Hennessy, & Perey, 1981; Sinnott, Mbeecher, Moody, &

Stebbins, 1976). The spectacular success of the training studies reviewed in
this subsection constitutes concrusive evidence that "...specific feedback and
fixed standards in a samedifferent task constitute an effective *procedure for
the learning of acoustic cues" (Carney et al., 1977, p. 968) and that "...the
utilization of acoustic d ences between speech stimuli may be determined
primarily by attentional factor " (p. 969).

6.1.2. Strategies and ExpeCiations

Switching modes. We have seen that feedback and/or many hours of
training are necessary to achieve a high level of withincategory discrimina
tion on a stop consonant contimium. Obviously, th'e acoustic differences on
these continua are subtle and unfamiliar. Not only is it necessary to direct
the subjects' attention to them but also subjects' discrimination accuracy
needs to be sharpened by practice. There are other continua of speech sounds,
however, where the acoustic differences are (or can be made) larger and more
easily accessible. One might expect that little training would be necessary
for acoustic discrimination of these differences, and that it would be

sufficient to direct the subjects' attention to the relevant auditoriLmen
sion.

Such a case was recently investigated by Repp (1981c). He .employed an

fricative noise continuum, followed by a vocalic context. When these
stimuli were presented in AXB and fixedstandard AX tasks, most subjects
perceived them fairly categorically, although withincategory performance was
better than expected. However, five subjects (two inexperienced and three
'experienced listeners)were extremely accurate in making withincategory
discriminations, without ady_specific training. Two attempts were made to
teach this skill to other subjects. In one condition, the subjects were given
isolated fricati,ve noises to discriminate before listening to the ricative
vowel syllables. Although all subjects were quite accurate etecting
spectral differences in the isolated noises, their perfoñ TTevel dropped
back to categorical levels when the noises occurred in vocalic context. In a
second condition, the subjects heard a pair of noises immediately followed by
exactly the Same two noises in a constant vocalic context. The subjects were
told to judge the isolated noises and then to verify the difference heard (if
any), in he fricativevoweL ayllables. Following this 25minute training
period, the subjects listened to pairs, of fricativevowel syllables only, and
most 'subjects performed noncategorically and with high accuracy.

The success of this last procedure, together with introspections of the
experienced listeners, suggested that the skill involved lay in perceptually
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segregating the noise from its vocalic context, which then made it possible to

attend to its "pitch." Without this segregation, the phonetic percept was
dominant. Once the auditory strategy has been a-Cquired, it is possible to

switch back and forth between auditory and phonetic modes of listening, and it
seems likely (as Carney et al., 1977, have shown) that both strategies could
be pursued simultaneously (or in very rapid succession) without any loss in

accuracy. These results provide good tvidence for the existence of two
alteuative modes of perception, phonetic and auditory--a distinction support
ed by much additional evidence (see Sections 5.3.3 & 5.3.4; Bailey et al.,
1977; Best et al.,1981; Liberman, 1982; Repp, in press; Schwab, 1981). We may

presume that the perception of other speech continua with relatively large
auditory differences will likewise be susceptible to different strategies

wi out much training.

Auditory strategies. Several studies have indicated that subjects lis
tening to speechlike stimuli may apply different auditory strategies, given
that they are operating in the auditory mode. In the phonetic mode, listeners

have no choice but to integrate all the relevant acoustic information into a

phonetic percept. (However, there are often individual differences in the

weights given to ',dividual cues---see, e.g., Raphael, 1981.) Once in the

auditory mode, howe rit is possible either to selectlively attend to

_Individual auditory dimensions or to divide attention between several of them.
Thus, Best et al. (1981) found two kinds of subjects among the listeners who
heard sinewave stimuli as nonspeech--"temporal listeners" and "spectral lis
teners" (see Section 5.3.4). However, in a recent- study using speech stimuli
varying along similar dimensions, Repp (1981b) found that subjects took both

temporal and spectral cues into account.' This dividedattention strategy was
encouraged by the task that required auditory withincategory discrimination
(rather than auditory classification, as in Best et al., 1981).

To mention another recent example, Rosen and Howell (1981) commented'on
individual differences in subjects' attention to spectral and temporal cues in

the discrimination of amplitude risetime. It is not known whether there is

any correlation between attentional preferences for certain cues in the

audttory mode and the weights given to the same cues in phonetic perception;

this seeffs an interesting question for future research. The availability of a

variety of auditory strategies is one of the reasons why training with

feedback may be required to focus subjects' attention on particular cues.

Howevel., one strategy subjects do not have available in the auditory mode is

that of integrating the various cues into a single coherent percept; given

that it is possible to divide attention among several cuesthey remain
separately perceived dimensions. Integratlkon of psych6acoustically separable

cuei(into a unitary percept is what chardcterizes the phonetic mode (Repp,
1981a, 1981b; in press). However, there are also acoustic properties that are
automatically integrated in auditory perception, such as the different for
mants of the spectrum (Stevens & Blumstein, 1978) and that do not normally

permit selective attentional strategies.

Phonetic strategies. It is also possible to adopt different strategies

while operating in the phonetic mode. Such strategies take the form of shifts

in the phonetic frame of reference, achieved by adding or dropping categories

or even by switching to a different set altogether. Staying within the
confines of a single language (see Section 6.2 for crosslinguistic research),
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the tShonetic frame of reference for a given set oi* stimuli.may differ from
listener to listener, or it may vary within a single listener, either

spontaneously or as a consequence of instructions. Of course, such variations
are facilitated if the stimuli are somewhat ambiguous. There is a lot of
circumstantial evidence supporting these statements, but relatively little
data. However, what data there are deserve close attention because trmy are
relevant to the question of whether or not perceptual sensitivity in a

discrimination task is determined by phonetic categorization. If it is

possible to shift, create, or eliminate a discrimination peak merely by
applying different phonetic categories, then that peak surely cannot have a
solid psychoacoustic basis.

One instructive demonstration was conducted informally by investigators
at Haskins Laboratories some years ago, and although it has not found its way
into the literature, it has become part of the lore. A /ba//da/ continuum
was presented in standard identification and discrimination tasks, and the
usual pronounced peak at the category boundary was obtained. Then the tests

were repeated, with one minor change. That change consisted in.giving the
subjects the additional response category /aa/, based on the observation that
synthetic syllables ambiguous between /ba/ and /da/ often sound like /,4a/.
(The voiced fricative 41 has a place of articulation intermediate between /b/
and /d/ and, in natural speech, a very weak aperiodic component that is of
little perceptual significance--cf. Harris, 1958.) With the additional catego
ry (which listeners almost never use spontaneously), listeners had two

category boundaries and two associated discrimination peaks, neither of which
coincided with the original peak.. These results provided (admittedly anecdo
tal) evidence for an influence of phonetic categorization per se on,discrimi
nation performance. And while it is possible to induce a similar change in
categorization on a nonspeech continuum by permitting an "ambiguous" category,
it is unlikely that discrimination performance will be much affected by this
change (cf. Pisoni, 1977).

A recent study by Carden et al. (1981) was basep on the acoustic affinity
of /ba/, /da/, and /fa/, Aaa/. The distinction between the two fricative
categories is cued almost entirely by the vocalic formant transitions; the
frication in natural productions is weak and nondistinctive (cf. Harris,

1958). Carden et al. preceded stimuli from a synthetic Ibp//da/ continuum
with a neutral noise, thus converting it into a /fa//ea/ continuum. The

category boundaries on the two continua were significantly different. To

counter the possible (though rather farfetched) 'objection that the neutral
noise may somehow have modified the auditory perception of the formant

transitions, Carden et al. decided to hold the stimuli constant and to vary
only the instructions. They first presented both continua in identification
and oddity discrimination tasks, and then repeated these procedures, requiring
the listeners to apply the stop categories to the fricative stimuli and vice
versa. The subjects were not only able to follow these instructions, but also
shifted their category boundaries ineaccordance with the categories used and
exhibited a corresponding shift in the discrimination peak.

The results of Carden et al. provided strong evidence that the locations
of the boundary and of the associated discrimination peak were not determined
by psychoacoustic factors but mainly (if not exclusively) by the phonetic

criteria adopted by the listeners. If there were any psychoacoustic bouridar-
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ies at all on the continuum used, they seemed to lie irrelevant to performance

as long aA the subjects operated in the phonetic mode. What seemed to matter,

instead, Was the relation ofthestimuli to the listeners' internal "proto

Of

types" of the relevant pho etic _?ategories (however difficult It may be'to
conceptualize the mental re esentation of these prototypes). The difference

between the./ba//da/ and /fa//ed/ boundaries is explained by the nonidenti
cal places of articulation of these stops and fricatives, which result in

characteristic differences in formant transitions. Most interestingly, it has

been reported that even human infants show this boundary difference (JuSczyk,

Murray, & Bayly, 1979--cited in Jusczyk, 1981). Thus, even at an early age,

speech perception May not be governed solely by physical variables but may
reflect an emerging (perhaps partially innate) referential system within the
individual (see Section 6.3).

6.2. The Role of Linguistic Experience

Given that the degree of categorical perception in a particular experi
ment is largely a patter of stimulus, task, and subject factors, the central

phenomenon to be explained is the phoneme boundary effect (cf. Carney et al.,

1977). Crosslanguage research provides further valuable information on

whether this effect is auditory or-phonetic in origin--a question that may

have no general answer and therefore must be posed separately for each

particulan phonetic distinction. If the effect were due to a psychoacoustic
threshold, Oen it should not only constrain (or even pin down) the phonetic

boundary locations in different languages, but it should also be associated
with a discrimination peak regardless of whether or not the threshold

coincides with a linguistic boundary. If the two .do not coincide and

perception is strongly categorical, such a peak may not be immediately

evident, but it should be possible to reveal it through discrimination or

classification training. On the other hand, if the phoneme boundary effect is

due to phonetic categorization only, then it should occur wherever a linguis
tic boundary happens to be, and efforts to reveal a peak at some other fixed

location shguld fail. It is entirely possible that phoneme boundary effects
on different speech continua require different types of explanation (cf. Ades,

1977).

_One obvious question one,might ask is: Where are the phoneme boundaries
located when subjects with different language backgrounds listen to the same
continuum of synthetic stimuli? There is ample evidence from comparative
phonology that category distinctions present in one language may be absent in

another. Some wellknown examples that will concern us below are the absence
of the (ba](pa] (prevoiced vs. devoiced, or voiceless unaspirated) distinc
tion in English, which is present in Thai (for example), and the absence of

the /r//1/ distl-nction in Japanese (for ex:ample), which is present in

English. However, there is less systematic information on the locations of
boundaries between phonologically equivalent contrasts in different languages
(which often differ in phonetic detail), and even less on discrimination

functions corresponding to ..,such boundaries. Since a number of relevant

studies Ilave been reviewed bytrange and Jenkins, (1978), the present

discussion will be brief and focus on work conducted since their article was
written.
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6.2.1. Cross-Linguistic Differences

By far the largest amount of cross-language work'. has been done on the
voicing contrast for initial stop consonants, as cued by VOT. For example,
Abramson and Lisker (1970; Lisker & Abramson, 1970) presented full VOT
continua (containing voicing lead as well as voicing lag times) for all three
places of articulation to speakers of English and Thai. The Thai subjects
showed two category boundaries (prevoiced/devoiced/aspirated) and two corres-
ponding discrimination peaks, while American listeners had only one (unaspi-
rated/aspirated). The American and Thai results were similar on the voicing
lag side (i.e., for the unaspirated-aspirated distinction common to both
languages), but American listeners showed no indication of a discrimination
peak on the voicing lead side, unlike Thai subjects. Similar results were
obtained in a replication by Strange (1972).

Abramson and Lisker (1973) presented the same continua to speakers of
Spanish, a language that distinguishes only between prevoiced and devoiced
stops. The Spanish category boundaries were surprisingly close to the English
ones, though at somewhat 4horter voicing lag times. A major discrimination
peak was obtained in the same region, together with several secondary peaks.
These data contrast with a replication by Williams (1977, Fig. 1), who found
the Spanish category boundary and the associated discrimination peak Tor
labial stops to be in the vicinity of 0 msec VOT, with a secondary peak at
about +25 msec of VOT, where the English /ba/-/pa/ boundary is located. While

the discrepancy between these two studies remains unexplained, Williams'

results--which appear more reliable--are interesting for two reasons: First,

they show that Spanish listeners can accurately discriminate between VOT
values in the very short lead/lag range where, according to psychophysical
arguments (Pisoni, 1977), they should be limited to near-chance performance by
the simultaneity-successiveness threshold. Second, the secondary peak at

short lag times suggests that these listeners were able to discriminate
unaspirated from aspirated stops, presumably on an auditory basis. If so,

then discrimination at very short VOTs was either entirely phonetic in nature
(i.e., based on subjective uncertainty of phonetic judgments) or based on

spectral signal properties (cf. Samuel, 1977), while the secondary peak at
short lag times may have represented the temporal-order threshold postulated
by Pisoni (1977). The ability of Spanish listeners to discrimYE4te,unaspirat-
ed from aspirated stops contrasts with English-speaking listenersr inability
to spontaneously discriminate prevoiced from devoiced stops. Presumably, the

presence of prevoicing is less salient at the psychoacoustic level than the
presence of aspiration (with its higher amplitude and concomitant spectral
changes in tlie.signal).

- In a recent study of Polish, whose stop categories resemble those. of
Spanish, Keating, Mikos, and Ganong (1981) found a VOT boundary in the short
lag range (close to zero VOT), together with a very broad discrimination peak
that was skewed towards longer lag times. They also found that the boundary
could be shifted towards longer voicing lags by adjusting the stimulus range
so it included more aspirated tokens. These results suggest, in accord with
the Spanish findingAv that the presence of aspiration is a rather salient

auditory event. Alliams (1977) also found a broad discrimination peak

similar to the Polish one for several Spanish-English bilinguals.
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One phe omenon th'at has attracted the attention of researchers for some

time is th inability of Japanese subjects to distinguish (and to correctly
produce) Am rican English /r/ and /1/, neither of whicl, occurs in Japanese.

(The Japanes /r/ is a dental flap--see Price, 1981.) fhese difficulties

often persist or individuals who are quite fluent in English (Goto, 1971).

An experimental demonstration was provided by Miyawaki et al. (1975), who

showed that Japan se subjects performed very poorly when labeling or discrimi-

snating stimuli fro a synthetic /ra/-/la/ continuum that were perceived fairly

categorically 'Am rican listeners. However, when the distinctive third

formants of thes st muli were presented in isolation as a nonspeech control,

Japanese and eri listeners gave4almost identical results, with discrimi-

nation perf clearly above chance. This result suggested that the

effect of 1 ic experience was restricted to perception in the speech

mode.

Little direct cross-language research' has been done on other phonetic

contrasts. For example, virtually nothing is known about the effect of
linguistic background on the perception of stop consonant place of articula-

tion. Stevens et al. (1969) compared American and Swedish listeners' percep-
,

tion of steady-state vowels. Although there were differences in the locations

of category boundaries, they were not reflected in the discrimination func-

tions, which were very similar for the two groups of listeners. This st,udy is

well worth repeating, in view of consistent findings of discrimination peaks

at vowel category boundaries. Thus, for eiample, the Japanese subjects of

Fujisaki and Kawashima (1969, 1970) show a single discrimination peak on an
/i/-/e/ continuum, while American listeners show two peaks on a very similar

continuum (Pisoni, 1971: Exp. 1), on which they distinguish three categories

(/i/, /1/, /e/).

A cross-language difference in fricative perception may be gleaned from a

comparison of data by_Kunisaki and Fujisaki (1977) for Japanese listeners, and

by Repp (1981c) for American listeners. Both studies used rather similar /S/-

/s/ continua, but the locations of the Japanese and American boundaries are

different, and both are associated with marked discrimination peaks

(cf. Fujisaki & Kawashima, 1969). Other comparisons of this sort, between

separate studies conducted in different countries, could probably be found.

6.2.2. Acquisition of a New Phonetic Contrast

Students of a foreign language encounter the problem of learning to

perceive and produce unfamiliar phonetic contrasts. Considering the impor-

tance of this problem, it is surprising how little laboratory research it has

generated. The few studies in the literature were again concerned with either

VOT or the /r/-/1/ contrast.
4

Given listeners' apparent sensitivity to the presence of aspiration in
syllable-initial stops, it should be easy to teach Spanish or Polish listeners

to discover the unaspirated-aspirated distinction. Lisker (1970) trained

Russian listeners to discriminate labial stops ranging in VOT from +10 to +60

msec, all of which they normally label "p." The subjects learned to attach
different labels to the endpoints of this range, but when labeling the stimuli,

in between, they showed a rather gradual change with a mid-range boundary that

did not correspond to the American boundary (which is at about 25 msec). No
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discrimination tests were administered. Lisker concluded that Russian and
American listeners used different criteria for judging the same stimuli, with
the Russians exhibiting either continuous perception or a different "natural"
boundary in the voicing lag region. Pisoni et al. (1982) later criticized_

Lisker's study for not having employed feedback, thereby perhaps not directing
the subjects' attention to the "correct" acoustic cues. They cite a study by

Lane and Moore (1962), who successfully employed training with feedback to
teach an aphasic patient the reacquisition of the English voicing contraat,
using the Idol/to/ (Fl cutback) continuum of Liberman, Harris, Kinney' and
Lane (1961). Unfortunately, there have been no further studies with Russian.
subjects.

Several studies have attempted to teach American listeners the prevoiced
devoiced distinction for Which they, show little spontaneous sensitivity.
After having relatively little success with extensive training in oddity

discrimination, Strange (1972) first taught listeners to associate arbitrary
labels with a clearly prevoiced (-100 msec VOT) and a clearly devoiced (+10
msec VOT) stop before administering standard identification and oddity dis
crimination tests, using the negative VOT range only. The subjects showed
fairly orderly labeling functions and improved discrimination scores following
training, but the location of the category boundary was variable, and_so were
the shapes of the discrimination fulictions. Moreover, -there was no transfer
of training from'an alveolar to a labial VOT continuum. Comparably ueriable
results were obtained in a second study that provided training in judging VOT
stimuli on a continuous scale.

Pisoni et al. (1982) resumed the task abandoned by Stranie, with quite
different results. They quite simply asked naive subjects to use "three
response categories.corresponding to [bi, [p] and [ph]" (p. 301) and obtained
surprisingly consistentclabeling in the prevoicing region, elelguithout any
special training (although training improved labeling consistencr: What may

have been responsible for their success but, curiously, was not mentioned by
Pisoni et al. (tut see McClasky, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1980), was that the

categories usti by the subjects were in fact "mba," "ba," and

"pa." Apparently, it helped a great deal to associate the unfamiliar prevoic
ing distinction with a familiar phonemic contrast (even though initial nasal
stop clusters do not occur in English). In ABX discrimination tests, two

peaks were found--a major one at the regular category boundary at short
voicing lags (+20 msec of VOT), and a minor one in the short voicing lead
region (-20 msec of VOT). Interestingly, both peaks were obtained regardle
of whether or not the subjects had any prior labeling experience, either witif
two or with three categories. This finding uontrasts with previous data that

had found no discrimination peak in the voicing lead region. Orm-Tactor that
may have played a role here,is the amplitude of the prevoicing, which may have

been higher in the Pisoni et al. stimuli. (No amplitudes are mentioned in any

of the studies.) .There is no doubt that the detectability and discriminahAli
ty of prevoicing will increase with its amplitude.

It is by no ni.ans clear that the new category distinction acquired by the

subjects of Pisoni t al. (1982), even though it was apparently, precipitated
by the use of phonet c labels, was indeed a phonetic one (or, ie it was, that
it was the prevoicedVdevoiced rather than the nasal+stop/stop
The "mba", label may simply have served to direct the subjects' attention to
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the relevant auditory dimension. A subsequent derNiutration by McClasky et

al. (1980) of virtually perfect transfer of the acquired distinction to an
alveolar stop ("nda"-"da") continuum proves little, for the prevoiced portion
is acoustically independent of the place of articulation of the stop conso-
nant. The critical question- is whether subjects who are able,to perceive the
prevoicing distinction-Tn-the laboratory will subsequeetly.be able to use this

skill in a natural-language context, e.g., in learning a foreign language like

Thai. Until such transfer has been,demonstrated, it is prudent to assume that'

the subjects of Pisoni et al., ratherthan acquiring a new phonetic contrast,
merely learned to make certain auditory discriminations.

The importance of conducting discrimination training in a way that

facilitates transfer to a more naturalistic situation was stressed by MacKain
et al. (in press), who re-examined Japanese listeners' perception of the

English /r/-/1/.distinction. They found several individuals who were able to
identify and discriminate stimuli'n'rom a /rok/-/lak/ ("rock"-"lock") continuum
almost as well (i.e., as categorically) as American subjecs. 'It turned out
that these subjects had not only had extensive experience with Enilish. but
with English .conversation in particular, suggesting that transfer from the
real world to the laboratory may be easier than the other way around. The

continuing research in this area promises to yield useful insights into the

process of second-language acquisitio6.

6.3. Categorical Perceptionin Human Infants

Since the rather extensive literature on infant speech perception has
been reviewed repeatedly in recent. years (Eilers, 1980; Jqscyzk, 1981, in

press; Kuhl, 1979b; Mehler & Berton(ni, 1979; Morse, 1979; Walley, Pisoni, &

Aslin, 1981 )-,only a very brief summary is needed here. It is now well known

that infants as young as a few weeks do exhibit categorical,discrimination..
klthough, for obvious methodological reasons, thiS result is usually
established with a much smaller number of different stimuli than are used in
corresponding studies with adult subjects, the pattern is generally clear:

Pairs of stimuli crossing the adult (American English) boundary are

discriminated more readily than pairs of stimuli from within an adult

category. This has bpsm/shown for the voicing lag (unaspirated-aspirated)
contrast in initial siap/consonants (25.mas et al., 1971: howeVer, see MoIf&se

& Molfese, -197'9r, for the place-of-articulation contrast in voiced initial
stop consonants (Eimas, 1974), for the /ra/-/la/ distinction (Eimas, 1975)-

and for the /ba/-/wa/ distinction (Eimas & Miller, 1980). Isolated vowels, on

the other hand, appear to be continuously discriminated 4,3, infants (Swoboda,
Kass, Morse, & Leavitt, 1978).

In addition, theiApare a number of studies that, while not testing for
within-category discrinination, have demonstrated the infantrs ability to

discriminate a _variety of phonetic contrasts in natural or synthetic speech
(e.g., Jusczyk, 1977;. Jusczyk, Copan, & Thompson, 1978; Jusczyk & Thompson,

1978). Categorical-like discrimination has also been found for Pisoni's

(1977) tone-onset-time continuum (Jusczyk, Pisoni, Walley, & Murray, 1980),
while isolated third formants from a /ra/-/la/ continuum (Miy6waki et al., -le,/

1975) were perceived continuously by infants (Eimas, 1975). With the excep

tion of occasional negative findings due to procedural factors (see Mors
1979) or to the difficulty of Certain phonetic contrasts (e.g., /f/-/9/,

e
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Eilers, Wilson, & Moore, 1977), these results show the infant's perceptual

capabilities to be remarkably developed and broadly similar to those of
.adults.

One important difference, however, is that infants have only minimal
linguistic experience. It is generally considered unlikely that a few weeks
or months of passive exposure to a particular language could have any

significant effect on the infant's perceptual response to speech stimuli.
Thus, infants reared in different language environments are expected to behave
similarly, and this expectation has been confirmed in several cross-linguistic
studies. What makes these studies especially interesting is that they show
infants to be sensitive to certain distinctions that are not phonemic in their
future language. Thus, American infants apparently can discriminate _the
prevoiced-devoiced contrast (Aslin et al., 1981; Eimas, 1975), while Kikuyu
(Streeter, 1976) and Spanish infants (Eilers, Gavin, & Wilson, 1979; Lasky,

Syrdal2Lasky, & Klein, 1975) 'can discriminate the unaspirated-aspirated con-
trast, which does not figure in their respective languages. While it has not
been established that ihfants perceive these "unfamiliar" distinctions in a
truly categorical fashiay4 (cf. Aslin et at., 1981; Morse, 1979), these

results, at the very le st, demonstrate high sensitivity to certain auditory
stimulus properties--a sensitivity that adults seem to suppress unless these
properties become associated with a phanetic distinction.

Additional evidence for American infants' suprior.ity over adults in

discriminating foreign-language contrasts has been obtained by Trehub (1976)
for vowel nasalization and fricative palatalization, bY Werker, Gilbert,

Humphrey, and Tees (1981) for the dental-retroflex and aspirated voiced-
-voiceless contrasts, and by Werker (1982) for the dental-retroflex and velar-
uvular contrasts. The work of Werker (1982) is especially intriguing in that
it has provided longitudinal evidence that the ability to discriminate these

contrasts disappears a's early as 8-10 months of age, a time at which

recognizable phonetic segments emerge in babbling. This startling finding has

recentsly been confirmed,in a longitudinal study of individual infants (Werker,

personal communication).

Of course, these findings should not be interpreted as showing that

infants' auditory sensitivity is superior ta_that of adults. In fact, the

opposite is likely to be the case;4 for exaMple, higher tone-onset-time
thnesholds have been obtained with infants than with adul4i (Jusczyk et al.,
1980) and, in a recent comparison of VOT discrimination thresholds obtained
with identical procedures (Aslin et al., 1981,),.,adults proved to be far

superior to infants. However, infants are free to attend to auditory

properties of speech while adults, being constrained by linguistic experience,
are not. Once adults' attention is properly directed to auditory stimulus
attributes (see Section 6.1.2), their discrimination performance is likely to

be superior to that .of infants.

The infant-research has also revealed instances of phonetic distinctions

that are not discriminated at an early age but are contrastive in the

language. One spch, distinction is that between short negative and short

positive VOTs, which crosses a phoneme boundary in Spanish but not in English

(Lasky et al., 1975). Presumably, infants ,in a Spanish-speaking environment
must learn this distinction as they grow alder, while learning to disregard
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other distinctions thâV 'are not phonemic 'in their language. Thus, this

research again attests to the profound influence that linguistic experience
exerts on speech perception. What is not yet clear is whether,the infant's
perceptual predispositions are purely auditory in nature, or' whether they
Already reflect specifically linguistic propensities. Recent research on

trading relations between different acouStic speech cues in infants suggests
the possibility of some innate linguistic mechanisms (Miller & Eimas, in

p.e.ess), as does the finding of different boundaries on /ba/-/da/ and /fa/40a/
continua (Jusczyk et al., 1979, cited in Jusczyk, 1981). Just how specific
these mechanisms are and how they interact with later experience remains to be

_investigated_ in more detail. For excellent discusions of issues in the

development of speech perception, see Aslin and Pisoni (1980) and Jusczyk (in
press).

6.4. Categorical Perception in Nonhuman Animals

The question of whether human infants are endowed with any specific
genetic predispositions for phonetic perception is usefully addressed 'by
comparing their speech perception with that of nonhuman animals. Unlean ,
animal has had extensive experience with human speech <and probably eTd?r,,s,
then), its ability to discriminate speech sounds should reflect solely

psychoacoustic factors. Provided that its auditory system is similar to the
human one (which is true for the two species studied most closely, macaques
and chinchillas), the results from the animal laboratory should reveal how
much of the human infant's performance can be attributed to pure pSychoacous-
tics.

Becauselkof obvious methodological difficulties, animal research on speech
perception has made,only slow proeress. A recent article (Kuhl, 1981) cites
only four earlier studies concerned With categorical perception.

Morse and Snowdon (1975) measured changes in macaques' heart rate in

response to changes in speech stimuli drawn from Pisoni's (1971: Exp. I)

/baV-/dae/-/gaV continuum._ The monkeys exhibited good discrimination between
categories, and also some sensitivity to within-category differences, although
the latter finding rested primarily on an unexplained heart-rate acceleration
in the no-change control condition. Sinnott et al. (1976) tested macaques and
humans on a /ba/-/da/ continuum, using a key-press response and a fixed-

standard paradigm. While the results for humans were not very categorical
(humans were actually better than monkeys in detecting within-category differ-
ences), those for the monkeys did not suggest categorical perception either,
Because of differences in procedure, V.hese results are not easily compared
with those of Morse and Snowdon. Waters and Wilson (1976) used avoidance
training to test macacpaest discrimination of stimuli from a VOT continuum.
Their data, like those of Sinnott et al., yielded only the equivalent of,
labeling functions obtained with several different ranges of VOT. The

monkeys' "category _boundary" was found to be highly range-dependent, which
,.,suggests continuous perception. Since,the boundary was consistently located
-'in the voicing lag region, it seeps likely that the enimals paid attention to-
the presence of aspiration noise or to spectral differences in the Fl region.

Of these three studies, only that by .Mg,rse and Snowdon (1975) provides
some indication of a category boundary effect in monkeys. Clearly, those data
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need to be replicated if they are to stand on solid ground. However, a highly

successful demonstration of category boundary effects in monkeys has recently
been reported (Kuhl & Padden, 1982a).

Animals would be expected to show categorical perception of speech only
when a speech continuum straddles a psychoacoustic threshold. This may be

true for the VOT continuum. In a widely cited -study, Kuhl and Miller (1978)
reported almost identical "labeling functions" (i.e., generalization gradi-
ents) for chinchillas and for humans on three VOT continua; /ba/-/pa/, /da/-
/ta/, 'and /ga/-/ka/. For both groups of subjects, the boundaries shifted
towards longer values of VOT as place of articulation changed from labial to
alveolar to velar, even though the range of VOTs remained constant. These

results. strongly suggested a psychoacoustic reason for the boundary shift,
probably due to the spectral concomitants of VOT. No attempt was rpade to test

whether the chinchilla boundary is as Stable with changes-in stimulus range as
the human boundary (cf. Brady & Darwin, 1978; Keating et al.,'1981) or as
unstable as the monkey boundary (Waters & Wilson, 1976).

Discrimination data for chinchillas were recently reported by Kuhl

(1981). After training the animals to avoids ck by responding to differ-
ences between successive stimuli, she used a yfaircase procedure to determine
VOT difference limens at various points atong a /da/-/ta/ continuum. She

found the highest accuracy in the region be een 30-40 msec of VOT, where both

the human and the chinchilla boundaris1 are also located. A previous

unpublished study by Miller, Henderson, Sul ivan, and Rigden (1978) had shown
superior discrimination of stimuli cross1ng the boundary on a /ga/-/ka/

continuum. These results provide rather str ng evidence of a psychoacoustic
boundary in the voicing lag region for chi chillas (and, presumably, for

humans as well). Similar results have recently been obtained with monkeys
(Kuhl & Padden,, 1982b). What remains uncertain is the role of these

psychoacoustic factors in human speech perception. We agree with Pisoni's
(1980b) reservation that findings on animal speech perception "...are incapa-
b,le, in principle, of providing any further information about how these
signals might be 'interpreted' or coded within the context of the experience
and history of the organism" (p. 304).

7. CONCLUDING COMMENTS: BEYOND-THE CATEGORICAL PERCEPTION PARADIGM

The research reviewed in the preceding sections has operaCe-5Zalmost

exclusively within a single experimental paradigm. Although there have been a

great many variations in prqcedural detail, the essential common factor'has

been the use of (typically synthetic) continua of speech sounds. This

concluding section offers some comments on the limitations of this approach,
and on ts relation to categorical percept!poin the real world.

7.1. On Articulatory Realism

The possibility cif constructing a continuum from one phonetic category to

another is intriguing. However, the stimuli on such a continuum are not all

equally realistic. While the endpoint stimuli of a synthetic continuum are

already removed from real speech by virtue of their stylized acoustic

propertiei, this is even more true for stimuli from the middle of the
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continuum, which were never intended tip model real speech but were obtained by

mere parameter interpolation. In some cases, utterances resembling these

stimuli may actually be impossible to produce b4a human vocal tract.
, .

While this argument may be used to downgrade categorical perception

research for its lack of ecological realism, it has not been traditionally

considered a disadvantage. Indeed, it ilps part and parcel of the "motor-
theoretic" view of categorical perception: Perception is categorical where
the articulatory space (in a given language) is relatively discontinuous--in

other words, when the stimuli from the middle of a continuum are less
realistic than those from the ends. Seen in this way, the motor theory is not

so much a theory as a statement of (though often poorly documented) fact. 71'he

mechanisms by which perceptual processes might "refer to" articulation have
always remained obscure, which has led many researchers to dismiss the motor

theory altogether. Nobody would deny, however, that perception is shaped by

experience, and that this shaping is due to events that occur frequently.
Therefore, the phonetic categories that constitute the frame of reference for
speech perception must directly reflect the structure of speech-..-a structure
that is imposed by/t1Te_ articulatory system within the conventions specific to

a given languagfte Consequently, sit is a truism that speech perception is
intimately related to speech production. How this relationship is instantiat-

ed40d solidified in the brain is a question for,the philosopher and the

neiAropOsiologist to answer. (For some interesting developments in the latter
41regtion, see Anderson, Silverstein,.Ritz, & Jones'; 1977.) The difficulty of

'iihdOg an answer should not prevent us, however," from recognizing that the
specific systemic properties of speech are equally reflectFd in production and

perception.

Several theorists have argued that, when listening to speech, we directly

perceive what the articulators ars doing (e.g., Gibson, 1966; Neisser, 1976;

Summerfield, 1979). Essentially, this hypothesis is a contemporary version of

the motor theory, though it denies any role of "mediation" or "reference" in

perception. As far as natural speech is concerned, the hypothesis must be

true, for speech is what the articulators are doing, as conveyed by sound.

However, this cannot be said of the stimuli from synthetic continua. -To the

extent that they are unlikely products of articulation, they should be

perceived either as nonspeech or be perceptually assimilated to existing

schemata of articulatory action, which are instantiated by the phonetic

categories of a language. The phenomenon of categorical perception suggests

that, as ltvg as the stimuli capture some salient properties of speech, they

are perceived as the articulatory event most compatible with their structure,

and this 'seems consistent with theories of direct perception, particularly

with Neisser's (1976) formulation.

7.2. On Categor.y Boundaries

The view of categorical perception as an acquired, language-specific,

attentional phenomenon seems to contradict the hypothesis that categorical

perception is caused by psychophysical boundaries on a stimulus continuum.

However, the contradiction is more apparent than real. There is extenstve

evidence, reviewed above, that categorical perception may be caused either by

categorization alone or by a psychitphysical discontinuity, and that both

factors may be operating simultaneously for a single'set of stimuli (although
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the former seems much more important in speech perception than the latter).
Problems arise only when it is attempted to reduce these two causes to a

single one, by assuming that auditory thresholds are plastic and shift with
language experience (see, e.g., Aslin & Pisoni, 1980). Thii hypothesis (which
is forced by the common-factor theory of categorical perception) is empty if
the auditory thresholds in question are assumed to be entirely specific to
speech, i:ew-if they are essentially equated with phonetic boundanes; and it

No%is most likely wr g if.auditory thresholds are understood in a more general
sense. In the sec pd case, for example, the thresholds for certain nonspeech

E

distinctions should

l

show language-specific variations along with the phonetic'
boundaries they ar presumed to underlie--a prediction for which there is
currently no positive evidence whatsoever. It seems much more likely that,.

auditiiry thresholds and phonetic boundaries coexist, with the former limiting
the possible locations of the latter only in the sense that what sounds the
same cannot be phonetically distinctive.

One true shortcoming of tbe categorical perception paradigm is that it
has.overemphasized the importance of the boundaries between phonetic catego-
ries. After all, the categories, and not the boundaries between them, are the
important functional elements of speech and language. The boundaries them-
selves are a mere epiphenomenon, apparent only in a particular experimental

,.

situation. Within the limits of the categorical perception paradigm, it may
often not be clear whether the boundary is there because of the categories or

;whether the categories are there because of the boundary (although it should
be possible, at least in principle, to decide this issue empirically in each

, case). However, beyond the realm of artificial speech continua, the boundary
concept has little to offer.

It is appropriate to menti'on at this point some interesting research
concerned with the basis of linguistic categories per se, disregarding the
question of boundaries. For example, Fodor, Garrett, and' Brill (1975)
reinforced infants to respond with head turns to two (out of three) CV
syllables that either did or did nbt share the initial consonant, the vowels
always being different. The infants showed more evidence of learning when the
consonants were shared, indicating some ability to detect invariant acoustic
properties (cf. Stevens & Blumstein, 1978) or perhaps even to conduct some
sort of segmental analysis (Fodor et al., 1975). Kuhl (1979a) demonstrated
that infants are able to respond differentially to two- vowel categories (/a/
and /i/) in the presence of a wide variety of distracting variability

)///

different talkers). Similar perceptual constancy for vowels, at least, has
been demonstrated in dogs (Baru, 1975) and chinchillas (Burdick & Miller,

1975). Perceptual classification techniques of this kind have also been used
with adults to examine the possible psychoagoustic basis for the perceiVed
similarity of stop consonants in initial and final position (Grunke & Pisonf%
1979; Schwab, 1981) or across different vocalic contexts (Jusczyk, Smith, &

Murphy, 1981), as well as listeners' awareness of phonological features (Healy
& Levitt, 1980). These and related methods promise to provide useful
information, particularly about the emergence of phonetic categories in human
infants, without undue emphasis on the boundaries between categories.
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7.3. On Dual ProCessing

Several recent reviews have argued that the dual7process hypothesis of
categorical perception should be abandoned in favor of single-process Models
(e.g., Crowder, 1981; Macmillan et al., 1977; Tartter, 198?). While it is
true that the results of particular experiments are sometimes difficult to
decompose into separate contributions of phonetic and auditory judgments, the
basic distinction between the two modes of processing is logically unassail-
able (Pisoni, 1980b; Repp, in press). To classify stimuli into the categories
characteristic of the language is si,mply different from judging stimuli as
long or.short, constant or changing, continuous or interrupted, etc. We have
reviewed several experiments showing that listeners can switch between phonet-
ic and auditory modes, With often strikingly different results. There is no
reason to doubt the original suggestion of Fujisaki and Kawashima (1969, 1970)

that both modes may be employed simultaneously in a discrimination task;
whether they are, depends on the specific situation.

Categorical perception of speech is, first and foremost, an experimental
1/4'demonstration that listeners persist in their normal perceptual habits in the
laboratory, even when given the opportunity to relinquish those habits. There
is nothing surprising about the categorical nature of speech perception, which
was known long before the discovery of the laboratory phenomenon of categori-

,
cal perception. The interest of the phenomenon lies solely in subjects'

strong resistance to adopt a mode of listening that enables them to detect
subphonemic detail. That this resistance can be overcome by appropriate
methods and training is one of the most significant findings reviewed here.
An important question for future research will be whether alytic perceptual
skills acquired in the laboratory can be transferred to al-life situations.
However, the question immediately comes t mind: Hain4 trained subjects to
overcome their language habits and to y some attenCon to the sound of
speech, of what use could that esoteric skill be to thlin in the real world?

There are two (related) real-life endeavors that require the (more or
less conscious) apprehension of subphonemic distinctions. One is phonetic
transcription; the other is acquisition of a foreign language. Phonetic

transcription is a skill that phoneticians acquire through training. However,

even in its more narrow varieties, it is essentially categorization according
to a fine-grained scheme, instantiated by the International Phonetic Alphabet.
Thus, rather than paying attention to auditory properties of speech, phoneti-
cians simply use a lacger number of internalized phonetic categories than the
ordinary individual. However, phoneticians are usually also able to make some
fairly accurate judgments about the auditory quality of speech sounds. That
such an ability could be cultivated to a high degree is presupposed in Pilch's
(1979) proposal of a science of "auditory phonetics," which involves the
systematic description, using a purely auditory vocabulary, of "the partitions
of auditory space imposed by different phonemic systems" (p. 157). While, for
purposes of communication, the auditory description once again I r- es use of
categories, these categories are intended to be decidedly nonph.netic. How
succcessful this approach will be, given the twin difficulties of attending to
auditory properties of speech in a natural setting and of finding the proper
terms for their description, remains to be seen. It is possible, however,
that laboratory training of the sort employed in several recent categorical-
perception studies (e.g., Carney et al., 1977) will be helpful in deVeloping
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the 'auditory phonetician's skills. Such skills may also be useful to speech

pathologists.

A similar (and more commonly encountered) problem faces the individual

learning ,a foreign language. In order to detect certain novel phonetic

distinctions and to realize them in production, some sensitivity to subphonem-

ic detail is required (cf. Flege, 1981; Flege & Hammond, in press). Note,

however, that at no time does the language learner need to describe this

detail in auditory terms, or to detect differences that are subphonemic in

both the new and old languages. The task is restricted to the acquisition of

new phonetic categorits--a process that may not involve the auditory mode of

perception at all, at least not at the level of consciousness. The possibili-

ty that an increased awareness of the auditory properties of speech might

facilitate the acquisition of new phonetic contrasts outside the laboratory

certainly deservescontinued attention, but w hould perhaps not lie overly

optimistic. So far, there is no convinc ng evidence that new phonetic

contrasts can be taught directly in the laboratory by the simple techniques

discussed here. A fruitful connection between Categorical perception research

and foreign language instruction still needs to be made.

The prospect of gaining some insight into the processes of both first-

and second-language acquisition will keep interest in the phenomenon of

categorical perception alive. It is to be expected, however, that the

traditional methodology will eventually give way to new approaches that more

directly address the important theoretical and ractical problems raised by

communication in the real world. Indeed, it seems that, this process is now

well under way.
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SHORT-TERM RECALL BX DEAF SIGNERS OF AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE:
IMPLICATIONS OF ENCODING STRATEGY FOR ORDER RECALL*

Vicki L. Hanson

Abstract. Two experiments were conducted on short-term recall of

szz
printed English words .by deaf signers of American Sign Language

(ASL). Compared with hearing subjects, deaf subjects recalled

significantly fewer words when ordered recall of words was required,
but not when free recall was reqt4ired. Deaf subjects tended to use

a speech-based cope in probed r all for order and the greater the

reliance on a speech-based cod , the more accurate the recall.

These results are consistent with the hypotheSis that a speech code
facilitates the retention of order informatIon.

For hearing persons, short-term retention of English letters and words

tends to employ a speech-based code. This is true regardless of whether the

input it'ems are spoken (Baddeley, 1966; Hintzman, 1967; Wickelgren, 1965,

1966) or written (Conrad, 1962, 1964; Kintsch & Buschke, 1969; Posner, Boies,

Eichelman, & Taylor, 1969). It has been hyp9thesized that not only may this
speech-based code not only be well suited for representing linguistic material

in short-term memory, but-that it may also be particularly well*suited for

retention of order information (Baddeley, 1978; Crowder, 1978; Healy, 1975).

Whether or not there are properties of a speech-based code that make it

particularly effective for short-term retention of words can be tested by

examining short-term recall by congenitally and profoundly deaf signers of

American Sign Language 4ASL)."

ASL, the visual-gestural language useP in deaf communities in North

America, is acquired by children of deaf parents as a native language. It

*To appear in Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory and

Cognition.
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differs from English not only in the grammatical structure of sentences (Klima

& Bellugi, 1979), but also in the form of lexical structure. In spoken
langdages, word structure is Pased on sequential production of phonemes. In

ASL,isign structure is based on,the simultaneous production of te formational
paratheters of handshape, movement, and place of articulation (Stokoe, Caster-

line, & Croneberg, 1965). These formational parameters have no direct

correspondence to English phonemes or letters (graphemes).

For deaf signers of ASL, short-term retention of signs has been found to
use, not a speech-based code, but rather a sign-based code. Bellugi, Klima,
and Siple (1975). have shown that intrusion errors in recall of signs are
related to the formational parameters of the signs. For example, an intrusion
error for deaf subjects on recall of the sign VOTE was tea, a word whose
corresponding sign is similar in handshape and place of articulation to the
sign V6TE, but differs in movement., (Additional evidence for sign-based
encoding of signs has been obtained b 'Frumkin and Anisfeld (1977) and by
Poizner, Bellugi, and Tweney (1981).

Other work has been concerned with whether sign-based encoding is used by
deaf persons in the short-term retention of printed English words. Odom,

Blanton, and McIntyre (1970) presented deaf children (mean age 16.0 years)
with lists of written words to learn. They compared the learning of a list of
words having close sign correspondences with the learning of a list of
"unsignable" words and found that the deaf children learned the,. list of

signable words more easily than the list of "unsignable" words. The implica-
tipn 'from these results is that the deaf children were recoding into a sign-
based code when possible. Similar to their findings, Conlin and Paivio

(1975), in a paired associate task, found that deaf high school and college
students learned signable pairs of words more readily than pairs of words for
which there Were no direct sign translationg. Moulton and Beasley (1975)
found that their deaf subjects (mean age 18.0). learned pairs, of words having
formationally similar signs more readily than *fey learned.pairs of words
having formationally dissimilar signs. Shand (1982), testing adult signers in

an ordered recall task, provided a test of speech-based as well ag sign-based
encoding of words. He found ihat lists of words having formationally similar
signs were *hot as well recarled as_were lists of words having formationally
dissimilar signs. This finding was consistent with earlier work indicating
the use of sign-based encoding. Lists of phonetically similar words, however,
were'not recalled less accurately by deaf signers than were lists of unrelated
words, suggesting that speech-based encoding waS not being used by the

subjects.

The studies just summrized indicate that a.sign-based code can be used
as a basis for representing linguistic material in short-term memory, but are
unanalytic with respect to the question of whether there are special proper-
ties of a speech-based or sign-based code that might make a particulan

encoding strategy most effective on a given task. The present experiments
provide such an examination as it relates to one hypothesized function of a
speech-based code: retention of order information (Baddeley, 1978; Crowder,

1978; Healy, 1975). This study investigates speech-based and sign-based

encoding of printed words by deaf native signers of ASL. Two experiments are

reported here. The first is an ordered recall paradigm, requiring recall of
items and the order in which they are presented; the second is a free recall
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paradigm, requiring recall of items regardless.of order. Lf temporal order

information is most effectively retained by a speechbased code,' thep persons
not using this code should be hindered in the ordered recall task of

Experiment 1. If retention of item information, however, does not require the
use of a speechbased code, then recall accuracylphourd not be related to the

use of a speechbased code in the free-recall task of Experiment 2.

EXPE4MENT 1

In Experiment 1, the encoding of printed words by deaf native signers of

ASL was investigated using a modified version of the ordered recall paradigm
developed by Baddeley (1966). The paradigm involves presentation of sets of

Words chosen to be similar along one dimension. Each similar set is matched-

with a control se6of words that bear no similarity to each other. With

spoken word presentkions, Baddeley found that for hearing persons there is a.
decrement in performance when spoken words toberecalled are phonetically
similar. Using this paradigm with ASL sign presentations, Poizner et

al. (1981) found that for deaf signers there is a decrement in performanCe
when signstoberecalled are formationally similar.

METHOD

Stimulus Sets

Three experimental sets of eight monosyllablic words each were construct

ed: 1) formationally (sign) similar, 2) phonetically similar, and 3) graphem
ically similar. For each of these three experimental sets, a control set of

words was constructed. Each control set was matche0 with its corresponding
experimental set for part Of speech and for frequency of occurrence in written

English (Thorndike & Lorge, 1944). Asf result, performance on an experimen

tal set is only interpretable in relation to performance on its matched

.control. A practice set, consisting of words unrelated to each other, was
also constructed. -Deafsigners (nOt participating in the experiment) acted as

ASL informants regarding the corresponding signs for each English word.

The words in the formationally similar set were phoneticaIt, and graphem

ically dissimila-r. The criteria for formational similarity were that the

signs for each of the words were signed with similar handshapes and with the

two hands'contacting in neutral space in front of the body. The following

eight words were, as a result, selected: KNIFE, EGG, NAME, PLUG, TRAIN,

CHAIR, TENT, SALT. Illustrations of signs for these words appear in Figure 1.

The words of the phonetically similar set rhymed and were formationally

and graphemically dissimilar as possible. The eight words of the phonetically

similar set were the following: TWO, BLUE, WHO, CHEW, SHOE, THROUGH, JEW,

YOU. Since some graphemic similarity was unavoidable for this set, an

experimental set of graphemically similar words was constructed to tease apart
possible confounding effects due to this similarity. The following words were

used for this latter ztt: BEAR, MEAT, HEAD, YEAR, LEARN, PEACE, BREAK, DREAM.
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'Figure 1./ Formationally similar signs from Experiment 1. Shown left to right

from the top are KNIFE, EGG, NAME, PLUG, TRAIN, CHAIR, TENT, SALT.
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Appendix A lists all the words -for the experimental and control sets.

Design

A group of hearing subjects and a group of deaf subjects were tested with

the printed words. To ensure that the stimuli were appropriate for detecting

sign encoding, an additional condition was run. As ,previous work has shown
that sign presentation elicits signbased encoding of the stimuli (Bellugi et

al., 1975; Poizner et al., 1981), a second group of deaf subjects was tested

with signed presentation of the stimulus items.

Procedure

The paradigm of Baddeley (1966) was modified here to be a probed recall

task. In.this task, a series of five words (or signs) was presented, followed
by a probe (one of the first four of the.justpresented items). Subjects

respondedy indicating the word (or sign) follOWipg that probe in the series.

Printed word presentation. A microcomputer was used for stimulus

display and data collection. -Trials were blocked by stimulus set. The order

of experimental set presentation was randomized, with the restriction that an

experimental set and its control were always presented consecutively. Prior

to testing with each set, the eight words of the set were displayed. The

words were each assigned a number (1-8) and the word and its number were typed

on 3" x 5" index cards. This card was continuously displayed during the 16

trials of testing with a set.

On each trial, subjects were presented a Warning signal, a "+", followed

by five words consecutively displayed_in the center of the CRT screen. The

words were printed in all uppercase letters and were shown at a rate of one

second per word. Word order was random with the constraint that each word
appeared twice in each serial position during a block. ,Each of th,4 eight

words of a set was used twice as a.probe word and twice as an answer.

The probe word was presented three sec after the last stimulus word.

Subjects responded with the word that foliowed the probe on that trial,

pressing the key on the computer terminal indicating the number of the word'

that was their answer. This response procedure was chosen for two 4easons.

First it was necessary to provide a response th at. could be usediegually well

by deaf ,and hearing subjects. .Sec.ond, pilot testing had iddicated that

writing the words tended to encourage many deaf subjects to fingerspell as

they were writing. Ffngerspelling is a system based on English in which there

is a manual configuration for each letter of the alphabet and words are

spelled by the sequential production of each letter. Due to the similarity of

spellings for the words in the graphemically similar list, it was desirable

not to use a response prOcedure that would specifically encourage,such -a

strategy.

Instructions were written. AddUdonally, a summary of the instructions

was signed for deaf subjects and spoken for hearing subjects.

Sign presentation. The ,signed stimuli were recorded on'videotape by a

native signer.of ASL at the same rate of presentation used with the printed
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words. The signer maintained a neutral expression throughout the signing of

the stimuli *(i.. ., no mouth movement nor facial expressions accompanied the

signs). Instr t ons, signed in ASL, were recorded on the beginning of the
.test videotape.

Contraint imposed by the use of videotaped raiher than computer
displayed sti uli necessitated a few procedural differences from the printed
word conditio . Rather than having the card with the English words presented
during a block, subjects weee given a paper on which the signs for that block
were drawn as in Figure 1. Subjects responded by signing the item that

followed the probe. A videotape was made of each subject in this sign

presentation condilion, and the videdtaped answers of each subject were later

transaribed. Stimulus sets were presented to subjects in the following fixed

order: practice set, formational control set, formationally similar set,

phonetically similar set, phonetic control set, graphemically similar set, and

graphemic control set..

Subjects

*Thr4ee groups of subjects were tested. They were paid for their partici

pation in the experimen which lasted apprOximately one hour..

Sign presentation. Seven preliingually deaf volunteers were recruited

through the Salk Institute and through California" State UniverSity, Nor

thridge. Five had a hearing loss of 90 dB or greater in the better' ear. The

remaining two subjects had A loss of 70 dB in the better ear. All were native

signers of ASL.

Printed word presentation. Hearing subjects were eight collegeage

persons who responded to an ad in a local paper requesting subjects 'for a

psychology cxperiment.

Deaf subjects were eight volunteers recruited through The Salk Institute,

California State- University, Northridge, .and Gallaudet Collegt. All were

native signers of ASL. to were recent college graduates'and the other six-

were Wesently enrolled in college. With only one gkception, deaf subjects
had a hear9g loss of 90 dB or greater in the better ear. That one subject

had a loss f 80 dB in the better ear.
i.

RESULTg AND DISCUSSION :

Encoding

Sign presentation. Data from thedleign presentation condition were

examined to determine whether the stimulus materials were suitable for

detecting sign encoding. A deaf native signer of ASL assisted in. the*

transcription of the signed responses. Subjects were found to be significant
ly less accurate on the 'formationally similar set than on the formational

control set, t(6)=4.19, 2.<.01. This significant Vecrement for the formation

ally similar set' is in agreement with 'other work indicating signbased

encoding when signs are presented (Bellugi et al., 1975; Poizner et al.,

1981). For pu poses of the present study, it demonstrates that the formati,on
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ally similar set was appropriatfor detecting sign encodink. Results are

given in Table 1.

..

Percentage Correct Tri for Each Stimulus Set in Experiment 1.

4-

r rmational Phonetic GraphemicA.1---V...of.
Sign (Deaf)

'Similar
Control

1.3 60.0 63.6
I;

4

59.0 71.6 69.9

(Percentpge Decrement) !j
17.7*' ' 11.6* 6.3

' S 4
f

Table 1

Deaf
Similar 51.4 47.6 47.6

Control ; 52.9 65:4 52.2

(Percentage Decrement) ',/ ,1.5 17.8* 4.6
:

. r

Hearing (

Simil,ar 87.4 70.2 86.7

Control ,f ,84.2 ... 96.9 89.9

(Perd'entage Decrement). -3.2 26.7* 3.2-_

t* . 05 )

Mean -4

66.8

.56.8

90.3

Compared with its ms,tehed control', the graphemically similar set did not

produce p significant deoeement in performance, t(6)=.75, 2>.20. An effect of

phonetic similarity was.found, however, with subjects being less 'accurate on

bile phonetically similatH set than on its matched control set,, t(6)=3.15,

2<.05. This result is donsistent with observation of subjects' rehearsal

strategies on the recor44d videotapes: rehearsal often involved the simul-

talous signing and moOhing of the English word for each of the preAnted

sig s. This speech-bas* rehearsal occurred despite the neutral facial

expt4ession maintained by,0e signer during presentation of the signed stimuli.

Prinked word preseltation. For the printed wordsc, an analysis of

var.iance was performed on subject group (deaf vs. hearing) by dimension

(formational, phonetic, i/S, graphemic) by set (experimental set vs, control

set). The analysis'reveaIed an interaction of dimension by set, F(2,28)=8.04,

MSe=1,46.96, .2<.d05, indicat'ing a significant decrement in performance only for

some of the experimental Sets. This effect did not significantly interkct

with group, F(2,28)=.68, M8e=146.96, p.20, suggesting, a similar, pattern of

results for both ,deaf and 41earing suUjects. The percentage,correct for the

two groups on each setkrtegiven in Table 1.



Post hoc analyses on the simple effects.revealed that subjects did not

exhibit a significant performance decrement for the formationally similar set,
F(1,28)=.04, p>.20. The subjects did, however, show a performance decrement
for the phonetically similar set compared with its control set, F(1,28)=26.80,
p<.001. There was'no significant effect of graphemic similarity, F(1,28)=.82,
2>.20, indicating that"the decrement for the phonetically similar sel. was not
due to graphemic similarity.

Since the sign .presentation condition obtained evidence for sign-based
encoding, it does not, seem that the failure to find such evidence with printed
words can be attributed to inappropriate stimulus materials or design. As the
sign correspondence for teach word in the formationally similar set is quite
straightforward, it does not seem that failure to find evidence of sign-based
encoding is attributable to variability in the word to sign translations.
Rather, it appears that stimulus input had an effect on encoding strategy of
deaf subjects: Presentation of ASL signs encouraged the use of sign-based
encoding.-

The present experiment suggests the use of speech-based coding in

short-term ordered recall by deaf adults. Both with sign and printed word
presentation, subjects evidenced speech-based encoding. The reason for this
cannot definitely be determined here, but it may be that speech-based
rehearsal was in use due to the experimental situation. Given the requirement
of order recall in the present experiment, subjects may have been,influenced
to use speech-based encoding.

Accuracy

The measure of overall accuracy in this experiment was the accuracy on
the three control sets. With printed word presentation, the hearing subjects
responded correctly significantly more Often than did deaf 'subjects,
t(14)=4.53, lp<.001. This finding that deaf subjects had difficulty with
ordered recall is consistent with otper studies (Conrad, 1970; MacDougall,
1979; Pintner & PatersOn, 1917; Wallace & torballis, 1973) that have found
Toorer performance of deapthan hearing subjects on short-term memory tasks.

4

The diCficulties of-deaf populations on memory tasks has been often
attributed to difficulties witp English (Belmont & Karchmer, 1978; Furth,
1971). But work by Conrad (1979) suggests another interpretation. He found_
that memory span was related toi/Cte of phonetic coding. .Those deaf subjects
who used's speech-based code recalled more items in an ordered recall task
than did those deaf subjects not using this code. It appeared, as a result,

that recall accuracy in orAred recall was a function of speech encoding.
4indeed, the're is a similar suggestion from the present experiment. For the
eight deaf subjects tested o411, recall of printed Words, number of correct
responses on the three control sets correlated.with the performance decrement
on the phdbetically similar set, r=.63. That is, the larger the decrement due
to phonetic similarity, and thus the greater the evidence for use.of a speech-
based code, the greater the recall accuracy for the subject. This suggests
that recal accuracy in this ordered recall task may be a function of the use
of a speech-based code.
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EXPERfMENT 2

Experiment,2 was designed to address whether or not difficulties f deaf
subjects in short-term recall are limited to ordered recall. The hypothesis
that a speech-based code is particularly suitable for temporal order recall

(Baddeley, 1978; Crowder,. 1978; Healy,i1975) leads to the prediction that
ordered recall should be difficujt for 'persons not having normal access to
speech input. Experiment 2 empld'yed a ftee recall paradigm. If order recall,

more than item recall, is dependent on the use of a speech-based code, then
deaf subjects may not show short-term memory difficulties when only, item

recall is required.

Two conditions were included in Experiment 2: formational similarity and

phonetic similarity. With hearing adults, Watkins, .Watkins, and Crowder

(1974) found that for free recall phonetfc ,similarity of words in a list

improved recall accuracy when compared with lists of unrelated words. Thus,

When memory for order was not required, the phonetic similarity of Words
proved to be of benefit to subjects using a speec'h-based code. The phonetic
similarity condition of the present experiment was similar to that of Watkins
et al. (1974). Lists of phOnetically similar words were constructed such
that, compared with performance on unrelated lists of words, subjects using
speech-based encoding should benefit from the phonetic similarity. In the

formationally similar condition, list§ of words were 1/4.ufi3tructed such that the

corresponding-signs were formationally similar. Compared with 'performance on
unrelated.lists of words, formation4 similarity should improve performance if

'subjects are using sign-based encoding.

Stimulus Sets

METHOD

The formational similarity conAition and the Thonetic similvity condi-
tion eackemployed five sets of wards. Each set contained an experimental
list of formationally or phonetical"ly similar words and li control list of,
unrelated words. ,There were 12 watds per list. #s in Experiment 1, words
were chosen so that each English:word had a corresponding sign.

For the formational similacity,condition, each word in an experimental

list had a corresponding sip that,was formationally similar to the sigoas of
the other words in the list. The , signd for all words in the experimental'

lists were produced with both ,hands having the same handshap and with the

place of articulation being neutral space in front of the bodyj For each of

the five formationally similar -lists, a different handshape was used. Each

formationally similar list was matched with a control list for number of
syllables and frequency of occurrence in written English (Thorndike & Lorge,
1944); thus, as in Experiment 1, performance on an experimental list was only
interpretable in relation to performance en the matched contro1. The signs

for words in each of the control pgts were formationally dissimilar.

For the phonetic similarity,condition, fivg lists of phonetically similar

words were constructed. Each phonetically similar list was composed' of

monosyllabic words sharing the vowel sound. As much as possible, words in the
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phonetically similar lists were graphemically dissimilar. Control listsi

matched as described above, were constr'ucted for each of the phonetically
similar lists.

Appendix B lists the sets of words.

Design

011.t

Four groups o? subjects ' participated , a group of deaf subjects and a

group of hearing subjects in each of the twO conditions. To test whether the
lists of words having formationally simidlar signs were suitable for obtaining
evidence of sign encoding, ih additiopal group of deaf subjects was tested.
This group was instructed to think of the signs for each word presented in the
formationally similar condition.

Procedure
N._

A videotaped CRT display presented the twelve words of a list'at the rate

of one word every two seconds. All words were displayed in the center of the

screen. The. list.presentation was followed by the instruction "WRITE ALL THE
WORDS YOU REMEMBER." Subjects were given as much time as pecessary to write

eheir answers. Presentation of the next list then began.- Each list presenta
tion was preceded by the word "READY" displayed for4wo seconds.

(

A practice list was first presented followed by a random presentation f

the ten, test list.* Two different random li'st orders were used and hal of

tle subjects were tested with each list order.

Instructions, signed in ASL, were also reCorded on videotape. The

instructions informed subjects that they would see several groups of twelve

1
words. They were told that when they were given t e rVtall dUe they were to,
write all the words they could remember in any rder they wanted. Iri the

instructed condition, subjects wene additionally told to think of the signs
for the words presented and use'the signs to.help,them recall the words. They

were not, however, informed about the nature of the list construction. .

Subjects

Subjects were tested in groups of one to three persons. They were paid

for their participation in this 1/2 hour experiment.

Hearing subjects. Each group of hearing subjects was comOsed of eight
st.ff members of The Salk Institute.

Deaf subjects. Deaf subjects were native signers of ASL recruited

through The Salk Institute and California State University, Northridge, and
through Gallaudet College. All had a hearing loss of 90 dB or greater in the

better ear. All were currently enrolled in college or were recent college
graduates. 'There were eight deaf subjects in each of'the'three groups.

1(1"ti 4
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RESULTS AND SISCUSSION

Encoding

/--
To examine whether the formationally 'similar sets were suitable for

obtaining eviderice of sign encoding, the responses of the group instructed to
use signs were analyzed in an analysis of variance for list type (experimental
xs. control) by stimulus set (Sets 1 5). The results indicated no signifi
cant overall benefit du:!s,to formational similarity, F(1,7)=1.90, MSer.334.25,

2>.20, but there was 74. _significant interaction of list type by set,

_F(4,28)=4.52, MSp:140.67': .e<.01. This indicated that benefit due to forma
tional similarity was obtained only for some of the stimulus sets. Analysis

of the simple effects revebled that only j.wo of the five formationally similar .

lists showed a reliable improvement .j.n pe formance compared with their matched

other three sets, subjects actually re alled somewhat fewer words on the
contnol; Set 1, F(1,28)=16.34, 20001; 2,F(1,281=5.19, 2<.05. For the

experimental list than on the control,, although the differences were not
significant: Set 3, F(1,28)=.27; Sete 4, F(1,28)=.03; Set 5, F(1,28)=.75; all

2>.20. While it is puzzling that the benefit due to formational similarity
was,kot more generally obtained, suggesting that the sign analog of phonetic
similarity was not completely captured in the 'present design of experimental.
stimuli, there were at least two sets of stimuli that were suitable for

i
testing whether signba d encoding is used in the task.(Resultg shown in

Table 2 indicate the.be fit4h performance due to formational similaritptboth
for these two sets and ,for all sets. ,

LAP_

Table A

Perceplage Correct Trials in'Experiment 2.

Instruc ed (Deaf)

Simi ar

Control
(Percentage Benefit)

Sets 1 and 2

Formational

All Sets

Formational honetic Mean

66.1
47.4
18.7*

60.0
544
5.6

Deaf
Similar 51.0 54.2 50.2

Control 46.4 N49.8 . 48,4

(Percentage Benefit) 4.6 - 4.4 3.1

Hearing
Similar 55.7 55.8 53.5

Control 56.3 56.5. 42.5 ,,,--' 49.5

(Percentage Benefit) .4 ..!.7

r*

11'.:0*

1

(* 2<.05)

/Th

-2
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knalyses for the formational similarity condition were based only on
tho.se two sets of the formational similarity condition that appeared appropri
ate for obtaining evidence of signbased encoding. An ANOVA was performed on
percent correct for subject group (instructed [deaf], deaf, vs. hearing) tlby
list type by stimulus set (Sets 1 and 2). The analysis revealed an overall
benefit due to formational similarity, F(1,21)=4:82, MSc=290.94, 2...05, that
tended to interact with subject group, F(2,21)=2.72, MSe=290.94, p<.1a.
Analysis of the.simple effects revealed that there was a significant bnefit
due to formational similarity for deaf subjects in the instructed condition,
F(1,21)=9.66, 2<.01, but that the deaf subjects in the experimental group did
not show a signifiCant benefit due to formational similarity, F(1,21)=.60,

p>.20. Hearing subjects, as expected, showed no benefit due to formational
similarity, F(1,21)=.01, 2>.20.. This suggests that the deaf subjects, unless
specifically instructed to do so, were not encoding the written words, in terms

of a signbased cod and s in accord with the results of Experiment 1 where

signbased encoding printed words was not indicated.

So few intrusion errors Were made on Sets 1 and 2 that analysis of the
tylpes of intrusions made was not feasible. In the instructed condition, deaf
subjects made a total of 13 intrusions, 5 of which were in the formationally

similar lists. Deaf subjects in the experimental group made 17 intrusion

errors, 7 of which were made on recall of the formationally similar lists.
Hearing subjects made 13 intrusion'errors, 6 Of which occurred on recall of

the formationally similar lists.

The percentage correct for deaf and hearing subjects in the phanetic
similar-Ay condition was analyzed for group (deaf vs. hearing) by list type by

set. Results indicated that there was a main effect of similarity,

F(1,14)=21.09, Ms--e=95.08, 2<.001, suggesting a benefit due to phonetic simi
larity. This effect 'interacted with group, however, F(1,14)=6.59, Me=95.08,
p<.05. Analysis of the simple effects indicated a significant beneflit _due to
phonetic similarity for ,the hearing spjects, F(1,14)=25.630.p<.001, but not
for the deaf subjects, F(1,14)=2.05, 2>.10. The beriefit of phonetic smilari
tyfor the hearing subjects did not interact with set, F(4,28)=.94, MSc:99.23,
2>.20, reflecting benefit for all five stimulus sets.

Consistent with this findifts., examination of the intrusion errorstn the

five sets revealed that hearing subjects, more often than deaf subjects, made
intrusion errors consistent with the phonetically similar lists. Hearing

subjects made a total of 33 intrusions. Of the 16 on the phonetically Similar

lists, 12 errors (75%). were phonetically similar to the other words. Deaf

subjects made 36 intrusions, and of the 15 intrusions on the phonetically
similar lists, only 2 errors (13%) were phonetically similar to the other
words.

This experiment, then, wa's suitable for obtaining evidence of speech
based encoding, as the results of the hearing subjects indica4p. However,

evidence for the use of speechbased encoding by deaf subjects was. not
ihdicated. This would seem inconsistent with the results of Experiment 1 in

which speechbased encoding was indicated. But rather than.considering these
results as inconsistent, two qualifying factors must be taken into account.
The first is the task requirements. The task varied in the two experiments
and this may have influenced encoding strategies.*
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The second factor to consider is that failure to find evidence of speech

based encoding by deaf subjects must be viewed with cautibn in studies relying
on phonetic similarity for 'such detection. In these studies, no evidence of
speechbased encoding will be' obtained if subjects are using pronunciations
different from those anticipated by the experimenter; As deaf adults at times

differ from hearing adults in their judgments about whether or not pairs of
printed words rhyme (Hanson, 1980), word lists constructed by the experimenter
to be phonetically similar may not always be phonetically similar as pro-
nounced by deaf subjects.

This caution applieS to the interpretation,of the 'present nonsignificant

results for deaf subjects in the, phonetic similarity condition. In tHis

regard, it is worth examininglthe performance of deaf subjects on Set 1 in the

phonetic similarity ecndition of Experiment 2. The experimental list et 1

contained words from the phonetically similar set of Experirrpaitlie In

Experiment 1, these words did provide evidence of speechbased encoding,
implying that subjects were using the expected pronunciations of words. It is

interesting to nobe that for Set 1, deaf subjects in Experiment 2 did recall
more words from the experimental list than from its control, t(7)=2.88, p<.05.
While it would be inappropriate to draw strong conclusions from this analysis,

it is interesting to note that the finding is consistent with the hypothesis
that failure to find evidence of speechbased enctding may result, at least in
part, from deaf subjects not using the expected pronunciations of words. .

Accuracy

0
Of concern in the present study is overall accuracy in the free recall

task of Experiment 2. To address'this issue, the'p'ercentage correct for all
control lists was analyzed. The ANOVA -on data from the four experimental

groups indicated that there was no significant difference in recall accuracy
for deaf and hearing subjects, F(1,28)=.07, MSe=583.12, 2>.20. This finding
is of major interest since memory studies typically show performance levels of
deaf subjects to be lower than performance levels of hearing subjects (Conrad,
.06

1970; MacDougall, 1979; Wallace & Corballis, 1973). The comparable recall
accuracy of deaf and hearing subjects in this free recall task was also in

marked contr st to the Tesults of the ordered recall taSk used in Experiment
1

In a search of the literature, only one previous study was found that was

concerned with free recall accuracy of words by deaf subjec'ts. In that

research, by Koh, Vernon and Bailey (1971), it was found that deaf subjects
recalled about one item less than hearing subjects did. However, a methodo .

logical confounding noted by the authors makes it uncertain whether theiv
study actually tested,memory for words. In the method employed, pictures or\

each of the words were presented simultaneously With the written words,

perhaps influencing subjects toward use of memory strategies different from
/those employed in recall of purely lingufstic material.

In the present task, then, which required only item recall, deaf subjects

wee not found to hre shortterm memory deficits as compared with hearing

subjects. This finding raises the question of how the item information was

retained, a8 evidence was obtained for use of neither a speechbased nor a
signbased code by deaf subjects. With hearing subjects,"Healy (1977) found
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evidence indicating a nonspeech codeinvolved in retention of item informa
tion. It is not unreasonable to expect that deaf subjects ,might make

extensive use of, this (perhaps visual) code iji recall of item information.
However, the above caution regarding failure to find eVidence of speechbased
coding by deaf subjects.must be borne in mind befok concluding that deaf
subjects were not employing such a code in.Experiment+2.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In underSttnding the nature of the internal representation of English
words for deaf persons-, it may be necessary to discuss encoding as it relates
to specific supjects in a specific task rather than trying to determine the
encoding strategy employed by deaf persons. The present research is consis
tent with earlier research in finding that adult signers are able' to use a

signbased code for shortterm retention of linguistic matevIT1 (Bellugi et
al., 1975; Conlin & Paivdo, 1975; Poizner:et al., 198.1; Shahd, 1982), although

the present findings further suggest that factors such as stimulus input
(signs or printed English words) ancl.task requirements are likely to influence

encoding strategy. Although not examined in the present research, individual
subject characteristids such as degree of hearing loss, linguistic background,
access to a speechbased code (Contad, 1979), age, and educational achievement
are also factors that may influence choice of encoding strategy. The present

results should be interpreted bearing in mind that the subjects were well
'educated, profoundly deaf adult native signers of ASL.

The experiments reported here provide converging evidence that the

distinction between item and order recall is an important one for shortterm
memory (Bjork & Healy, 1974; Lee & Estes, 1981; Murdock, 1976) and provide
support for the hypothesis that temporal order recall may be facilitated by
the use of a speechbased code (Crowder, 1978; Healy, 1975, 1977). In ordered

recal tests for English letters and words (MacDougall, 1979; Pintner &

s. Paterson, 17; Wallace & Corballis, 1973), for fingerspelled letters (Liben &

I'Drury, 197#) and for ASL signs (Bellugi et al., 1975), it has been found that

deaf persons recall fewer items than hearing persons. The present findings

are in agreeme4 with these results. Deaf subjects in Experiment 1 responded

less accurately in probed recall for order of printed English words than did
hearing subjects. Furthermore, the extent to which a speechbased code was
used correlated with the accuracy of ordered recall. However, in, the free

recall task of Experiment 2, deaf subjects did not differ significantly in
re"Call accuracy from hearing subjects. Thus, deaf subjects seem to differ

from hearing subjects in recall accuracy when recall of item and ,order

information is required, but not when ecal.1 of only item information is

required. Consistent with this hypothesis that6...d.eaf subjects may have
specific difficulties with retention of,temporal order informatdon,. O'Connor
and Hermelin (1972, 1973) fou d that, given the choice of spatial or temporal
order recall, deaf subjects sed spatial strategies; in contrast, hearing

subjects used temporal order recall strategies. Also, Lake (1980) reported
. that deaf children do not attend to word order when learning English.

. As Engl,ish'is a language in which word order-plays a critical syntactic

role,Yhis 'suggestion that deaf persons may have special trouble with recallof ord information is of major interest. It is known that,,on the averag,a(,
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deat persons have difficulty with reading (Karchmer, Milone, & Wolk, 1979),
and closer analysis shows that there are certain syntactic constructions that
are particularly difficult for deaf persons to comprehend (Quigley & King,
1980). Work isuch as the present study on the underlying cognitive processes

-.Jofl deaf persons may help in understanding these reading and language problems.
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Aipendix A

Stimulus Sets for Experiment 1

Phonqlcally s ilar set: TWO, BLUE, WHO, CHEW, SHOE, THROUGH, JEW, YOU
Phonetric control set: SOME, KING, THAT, CRAY, FARM', WITH, TAX, CHURCH
Format'ionally,similar set: KNIFE,INAME, PLUG, TENT, TRAIN, EGG, SALT, CHAIR
Formational control set: RING, COKE, RULE, MONTH, COW, HOUSE, NOON, KISS
Graphemically similar set: BEAR, MEAT, HEAD, YEAR, LEARN, PEACE, BREAK, DREAM

,Graphebic control set: NORTH,.GIRL, WORLD, KNOW, DRINK, WAIT, MOVE

Appendix B

Stimulus Lists fog Experiment 2

Formational Similarity Condition
0

' Set 1

..ExpeT.imentNlist: MONTH, DURING, HAPPEN,
,TURE, REGULAR, STARS, RAIN, SOCKS.

Control list:. BLUE, VISIT, GROUP,.READ,
SECREL, NIECE, SOMETIMES, NEXT.

SAME, MEET, CAN'T, DEPEND, TEMPERA-
\

ACCIDENT, LAW, COMFORTABLE, WAIT,

Set 2 ,

Expe mental. list: NAME, RAILROAD, CHAIR,' SALT, TENT, EGG, 'HURRY, SHORT,

E7 UNIVERSE,,INCREASE, VERY.

Control list! EYE, THING, GOLD, FLOWER, MARRY,kUMBRELLA, BUILD, NIGHT, KEY,
ABLE, H4AVEN, MEAT.

Set 3
Experimental list: STOP, TOWN, CLEAN, BECOMt, PROVE, WOOD, PAPtii, WINDOW,

OPEN, COOK, SCHOOL, PIE.

Conbrol list: APPLE, COW, THPOUGH, PROBLEM, WARM, FAMOUS, HANDS, KING, CLEAR,
TREE, ISLAND, GREEN.

Set 4

Experimental list: TEACH, NUMBER, INSIDE, BANQUET, PUT, GIVE, SMOOTH, NONE,

SELL, MORE, PACK, SOIL.

Control list: DAY, SMART, BIRD, DEVIL, SUNSET, GAMEBREAD, REFUSE, COUNT,

LAUGH, HOUSE, RULE.

Set 5_
Experimental list: SCIENCE, COFFEE, BICYCLE, POSSIBLE, WHICH, SHOES, ADVER-

TISE, BREAK, ifABIT, TOGETHER, MAKE, FOLLOW.

Control listi" MILK, PEOPLE, TELEPHONE, RESPECT, AFTERNOON,- TEASE, WATER,
, FIRST, SCISSORS, PRESIDENT, BEAUTIFUL, HOME.
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Phonetic Similarity Condition

Set 1

Experimental list: BLUE, CHEW, TOO, THROUGH, NEW, SHOE, WHO, TRUE, FEW, TWO,

YOU, KNEW.

Control list: SICK, PACK, ALL, BREATHE, RED, eME, COP, MORE, HOT, OUT, BOY,

PLAY.

Set 2
Experimental list: WEIGH, GREAT, PRAY, SKATE, EIGHT, THEY, LATE, Zia,

STRAIGHT, ATE, WAIT, GRAY.

Control list: SMELL, RIGHT, HUNT, SNAKE, LARGE, THAT, RICH, ICE, STRENGTH,

AID, PLAY, BALD. 1

Set 3

Experimental list: FREEZE, PIECE, PLEASE, THESE, PEAS, EAST, TEASE, CHEESE,

GREECE, PEACE, NIECE, PRIEST.

Control list: PREACH, PLANT, PRAISE, THEIR, LUCK, HERE, SPELL, THRILL, PURSE,

TRAIN, CLOWN, THIEF.

Set 4

Experimental list: CALM, D177, FROM, BOMB, ONE, SOME, GONE, FUN, DONE, COME,

MOM, THUMB.

ir
Control list: NEED, LIST, ELSE, PLUS, JOY, REAL, BORN, CAT, FINE, POOR, ART,

MOUSE.

Set 5
Experimental list: TRY, LIE, EYE, FLY, PIE, WHY, DIE, GUY, MY, HIGH, BYE,

DRY.

Control list: CRY, END, LAW, GET, PEN, MAD, EAT, OWL, VE, LONG, JOG, OLD.

,91-#
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A commoN BkSIS FOR AUDITORY SENSORY STORAGE IN PERCEPTION

AND IMMEDIATE MEMOY*

Robert G. Crowder+

13.

Abstract. Thirty-two subjects participabed in three experiments,

one assessing auditory short-term memory for word listS with and
without a verbal suffix and two assessing discrimination of synthet-
ic vowels at either short or long interstimulus delays. The purpose

was to find_ou%Behether the same kind of auditory memory supports

both short-tertW memory and speech discrimination. There was a

significant ,cort2elation between performance in the suffix and A-X

speech-discrimination experiments in those conditions likely to

depend partly on echoic memory; however, there was no significant

correlation between the tasks in conditions in which echoic memory

was presumed to have been removed. The results provide a bridge
between perception and memory procedures and support a theoretical
model that was made to cover both domains.

The suffix effect is a decrement in recall of the last item in 'an

immediate-memory list caused by an extra utterance (which does not have to be

recalled) presented at the end of the list. Since the paper by Crowder and

Morton (1969), one influential hypothesis for thisphenOmenon has been that a

verbal suffix damages information that otherwise remains available, in sensory

form, following auditory presentation. A survey of the research supporting
that,general position is available in Crowder (1976, Chapter 3) and a recent,

specific version of the hypothesis is in Crovider (1978). The hYpothesis is

that speech sounds are represented, after they occur, on a two-dimensional,

neurally spatial grid that is organized by input channel and time of arrival.

The entries on this grid are spectral descriptions of the speech sounds,

similar to sound spectrograms. It is assumed (Crowder, 1978) that these

representations are related to each other through the rules of recurrent
lateral inhibition. From this, it follows that after a series of utterances

on the same physical channel (i.e., the same yoice in the same location),
there will be lingering auditory information"about the most recent arrival.

*Also in Perception & Psychophysic;, 1982, 31(5), 477-483.
+Also Department of,Psy4Oology, Yale University, New Haven, CT.
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%is most receht item will be reOeiving lateral inhibition from only one
direction; as opposed t.0 the earlier items, which are inhibited from two
directions. (The first few items"in the series,4ncluding the very.first,
Would noe be prominent in the auditory system becavse of Oe sheer amount of

hey have been undergoing mutual inLbition.) The freedom of the last
e, ce in a series from retroactive lateral inhibition is held reSponsible

e largerrecency effect observed in immediate memory tests with auditory
presentation, but not with visual' pyesentation (which does not activate the
system under consideration here).

When a redundant suffix item is presented on the same channel as the
, -

memory list, just following the last toberemembered item, the latter loses
its special status of being free from lateral inhibition from one direction,
causing the suffix effect. The availability of this residual informatift
about how the most recent item sounded is presumably used hy the subject to
supplement his regular categorical shortterm memory for the items. This

regular shortterm memory is roughly the same whether the input modality is,
visual or auditory, but the auditory residual about the most recent item gives
the ltter modality the edg en the two are compared.

There are several recen pieces of research that may well force signifi
cant revision of this -hypothesis for auditory memory.(Ayres, Jonides, Reitman,
Egan, & Howard, 1979; Campbell.A Dodd, 1980; Spoehr & Corin, 1978); however,

the form of such a revision will likely leave intact the major assumptions
about the suffix and modality effects and their common dependence on the same
system (e.g., see Morton, Marcus, & Ottley, 1981). It is probably fair to say

that competing interpretations of the suffix effect have not yet been so

thoroughly worked out as the one gffered above. For example, those that
propose specific hypotheses about how the suffix works often leave unexplained
the modality effect (Spoehr & Corin, 1978). Other competitors, such as the
attentiongrouping suggestions of Kahneman and Henik (1981), seem to be

dealing with a less molecular level of analysis'than the explanation outlined
above. When "grouping," for example, is used to explain something, the next
question is always, "What causes grouping?" Indeed, an explanation of group
ing in the auditory system might well rely on principles of lateral

inhibition!

In the speechperception literature, it has been explicitly claimed for
years that auditory memory plays an important role in speech discrimination
experiments (Pisoni, 1973, 1975; Pisoni & Tash, J974; Fujisaki,& Kawashima,
Note 1): The original idea here was that if phonetic category differences are
not available .to discriminate two similar speech tokens, they must be

discriminated on the basis of their sounds. Since the sounds to be

distinguished cannot ordinarily be presented simultaneously, this requires
that the earlier item be remembered in sensory form until tiie later item, with
which it is to be compared, has arrived.

The process assumption was that subjects try first to discriminate speech
sounds on a phonetic basis and then go on to consult auditory memory only if
the phonetic test fails. 'This "phonetic first" dual coding hypothesis has not
fared very well empiricalay (Crowder, 1982; Pisoni, 1973; Repp, Healy, &

Crowder, 1979). These studies all varied the delay between two vowels being 4,
discriminated in the AX (same/different) paradigm. It would be expected
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that, ccording to the dualcoding hypothesis, the withincategory discrimina

tions would depend more on au-ditory shortterm memory than the between
category discriminations. On the reasonable assumption that auditory memory
decays faster than 4honetic memory; then, the effect of a delay between the

.items being discriminated Should be lOrger for the within than for the

betweencategory trials. Although Pisoni *171,4rvi. 258) reported this outcome

-verbalfy, there was a 'ceiling effect o weencategor performance in

discrimination hits (calling a true DIFFyIENT trial "different"), and, with

Vhe d' performaqce measure, the decay slopes or within and betweencategory

trials were parallel. Crowder (1982) and: Repp'et al. (1979) obtained just the

same result, parallel decay for within and betweencategory discriminations

along vowel continua, as a function of interitem delay.

However, the case for some role of auditory memory in vowel discrimina
tion is'a rather strong one, even if the phoneticfirst, dualcode hypothesis
is wrong; the fact that interstimulus delay causes deterioration in AX vowel

discrimination, by itself, is supportive of some role for auditory sensory

memory in the task. This occurred reliably in the Pisoni (1973), Repp et

al. (1979), and Crowder (1982) experiments.' Furthermore, Pisoni (1975) showed

that an inteepolated vowel sound, placed immediately after target tokens in

the ABX paradigm, significantly reduced performance compared with whitenoise
and tone controls. Repp et al. (1979) replicated this interference effect in

the simpler, AX task, by placing the iterference sound midway between the two

items being discriminated. Repp et al. suggested that this interference

effect was the same disruption of auditory sensory memory that is observed in

the suffix experiment.

The present experimekte are aimed at strengthening the argument that the

same auditory memory system serves both the suffix and voweldisórimination

tasks. The approach to be used relies on analysis of individual differences,
rather than on experimental comparisons. The experimental work done in the
past has produced three lines of evidence for a common auditory memory system

in perception and shortterm memory. The first point is the interference

mentioned just above: in both the memory and perception experiments, an extra
utterance seems to prevent the.use of sound information for what just preceded

the interfering item. In the suffix situation, it is the suffix that masks

auditory memory for the last item on the list. In'the voweldiscriminatiop
setting, the masking vowel comes between the two sounds being distinguished in

the AX task (Repp et al., 1979).

The second point is that auditory memory in both situations seems be

subject to temporal decay. Crowder and Morton (1969) suggested that a life of

approximately 2 sec would be a Plausible figure for the suffix experiment,-and

I have recently demonstrated (Crowder, 1982) that voweldiscrimination perfor
mance reaches asymptote when the AX delay interval is approximately 3 sec.

The third point of similarity between the suffix and voweldiscrimination

tasks is their common dependence on the phonetic class involved in the

experiment. Pisoni (1973) first showed that the decay in AX discriminati,pn
wasrmuch greater for stop consonants than for steadystate vowels. Crowder

(19740 demonstrated that ,neither the modality effect nor the suffix effect
occurs When the lists to be remembered contain items distinguished only by

initial stop consonants. Crowder (1973) also demonstrated the same result

k
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with tentinal stops. 2he fact that presumptive auditorymemory contributions
come and go together as a function of phonetic class, in the ,twio experimental
settings, is consistentlwith the idea that they represent two manifestations
of a common memorylsystem.

I Another strong point favoring this interpretation would be if individual
subjectS"who showed a large auditorymemory capacity in the suffix task also
showed ,a large auditorymemory capacity in the discrimination 'task._ This
outcome would cement the cise for a common processing system in the two
settings. But there gre at least two circumstances that are discouraging from
the very start of such an inv.estigation of kidividual differences. One is
that the auditorymemory contribution is numerically a small one compared with
the effects of other variables in. both experiments. The suffix effect is
robust, but it is smalr in magnitude compared with the inventory of other
established processes in immediate memory (encoding common to visual and

auditory input, grouping, rehearsal, etc.). In vowel discrimination as well,
' the portiian of performance that is sensitive to AX delay, and therefore
presumably the portion that shows auditory memory, is numerically very small
(Crowder, 1982). So there is the risk that the performance components of
interest are inherently swamped by other factors in any real experimentil
setting.

The second cautionary note is that the type'of memory under consideration
here may simply not differ much among people. If auditory memory in these
settings is truly as sensory as has been claimed (Crowder, 1978), one might
.5expect it to be relatively invariant and uninteresting from an individual
differences standpoint. This is not to say that people are equivalent in
their sensory capacities, of cope. Indeed, it is hard to know how one could
ever establish that people dif er more in, say, working memory capacity than
they do in visual acuitty. However:, in the context of tasks that are weighted
more toward the complicated than toward, the simple cognitive functions, it
must be considered risky to be searching for individual differences in the
simpler components. (An extreme example would be looking for individual
differences based on visual acuity in the context of visually presented
analogy problems.) For all these reasons, a negative outcome would not

eliminate the case for a common memory system, but a positive outcome would be
a striking victory for the theory.

METHOD

4
The subjects were taken through one, suffix experiment and two vowel

discrimination experiments. The suffix effect has been well behaved in our
laboratory for some time, and therefore there was little questibn how to
conduct that part of the investigation. However, there are a number 'of
possible discrimination paradigms, and it seemed undesirable to rely on only a,
single one of these. The traditional paradigm of choice in speech perception
was for many years the socalled ABX paradigm, in which people hear three

tokens of which the first two are different and they must decide whether the
third is equal to one or the other of these first two. It has been claimed
more recently (e.g., see Best, Morrongiello, & Robson, 1981) that the ABX
procedure systematically discounts auditory memory. This is because the

second item in the ABX triad could serve to mask auditory storage of the first
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item, Until the third one arrives, and subjects may adopt the strategy of

' trying to compare the trace of the second item with.the third. The A-X (same-

different) procedure would seem better suited for showing auditory-memory

effects because nothing comes between the two itemS being distinguished. By

collecting-data on the same stimuli and the same subjects in both ABX and A-X

procedures, it would be possible to compare the reliabilities and sensitivi-

ties of the two procedures directly. However, the main reason for using,both

ABX and A-X procedures was not to compare their sensitivitiesNformally (which

would require a much more extensive experimentto be definitive) but, rather,

to maximize the chances of getting at least one discrimination task that could

be associated with short-tern memory.

The Suffix Experiment

Subjects and materials. The subjects were 32 young adults of.both sexes

from our-summer subject pool. Most,-but not nece'ssarily all, of them were
college students during the academic year.and were paid for their participi-

tion.

The stimuli were the nine digits, the nonsense ,syliable "ba," and a

1,000-Hz tone. The verbal ,items were recorded by a male speaker and digitized

on the Haskins Laboratories Pulse Code Modulation system, each in a 450-msec

time slot. These items were then accessible independently to other computer
routines for Automatically assembling the actual stimulus lists.

Design and procedure. There were 2b trials in which nine-digit series

were followed by the 1,000-Hz tone and 20 in which the series were followed by

the verbal suffix "ba." On each trial, there was a 250-msec pause between
each offtbe digits'and between the last memory item and the redundant suffix

or tone.11- Subjects wene allowed 20 sec for ordered written recall after eacti

trial. Since there was no interest in looking at subtle poperties of the

liffix effect here, all subjects received the 20 control i(tone) erials first

and the 20 suffix trials second. (It will be seen below that not

counterbalancing order of stimuli had no apparent effect on ,the suffix

experiment as compared withnumerous data sets in the literature in which

these precautions'were followed.) The instructions.were standard in that they

emphasized ordered recall and characterized the extra item (suffix or tone) as

a cue telling peree when to begin their recall attempt.

,The Discrimination Experiments

The ABX and A-X experiments were conducted on the same 3'2 subjects as in

;

the suffix experimen and directly after it. These two discrimination

procedures were used i counterbalanced order, half the subjects starting with

one and half with the other.

Stimuli. The stimulus items were all, 300-msec steady-state synthetic

vowels produced on the Haskins Laboratories OVE IIIc synthesizer. There were

eight different tokens ranging from /i/ to /I/ in approximately equal steps.

The fündamental frequency for all tokens was brought from 90 to 100 Hz ing

the first 100 msec, remained at 100 Hz for the interior 100 msec, an
dropped to 85 Hz during the final 100 msec. The eight center frequencies of

the first, second, and third formants, respectively, were: 269, 287, 304,
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320, 339, 356, 372, and 391; -.F--2,198: 2,167, 2,136, 2,105, 2,075, 2,045,
2,016, and 1,987; F3--3,019, 2,933, 2,870, 2,809, 2,749, 2,690, 2,613, and
2,557% Overall amplitude for the voVels was constant over their duration.

0 he materials were presented over loudspeakers at a comfortable level\ in a

relatively quiet room.
Ah ., 4 r

Design. There were foOr blocks, of speech-discrimination trials. For

half of the subjects, the first two were ABX, .and the second two were A-X; for
the other half, this was.reversed. The test stimulus (X) for either kind of
discrimination trial was spaced at either a short (500-msec) or,...J long (3,000-

. msec) delay relatiVe to the comparison stimulus (A in A-X or B in ABX tests).w

This was to affect the presence of auditory memory; detailv are given in th$
followipg sections. The design feature common to both disdvdminatiop proce-
dures was that, for each task (ABX and A-X), half the subjects had the short
interval first and half had the short interval.second. In other woOds, the

,schedul,ing of delay intervals across the four blocks of discriminatioh trials
I was either short-long-short-lOng or it .was loopg-Short-long-ghort. Again,

there seemed no reason to avoid confounding the short-long order in the two
paradigms because the project was aimed at individual differences rather than
at point estimates for experimental effects.

The ABX task. On each ABX trial, there was first a 1,000-Hz tone,

followed, after a 250-msec delay, by the first of three vowel tokens relevant
to that trial. Then, following a delay that was always set at 250 msec, the
second of the three vowel sounds occurred. These first two vowels were always
different tokens from the eight-item continuum. The delay between the second
and the third of the items was the one that was varied to affect auditory
memory decay; it was either 500 or 3,000 msec. There was then a 2,000-msec
delay for the subject ,to record his response.

All possible one-step and two-step discriminations were tested in the ABX

task. Consider the first two of the three vowels presented on a trial and
call the eight vowels 1,2,...,8. There are 14 one-step combinations (1-2, 2-
1, 2-3, 3-2, 3-4, 4-3, etc.), and each of these has to be presented twice so
that the correct answer is equally often the choice of "A" and "B" in the ABX
triple (1-2-1, 1-2-2, 2-1-1, 2-1-2, 2-3-2, 2-3-3, etc.). Thus, there must be
28 different one-step trials. Analogously, there are 24 different two-step
trials (1-3-1, 1-3-3, 3-1-3, 3-1-1, 2-4-2, 2-4-4, etc.). The 52 possible ABX
trials were each presented once in the short-delay version and once in the
long-delay version, for a total of 104 ABX trials per subject. Within these
constraints, the order of trials was random.

The ABX instructions stated that the first two vowels in a triple would
always be different'and that subjects should circle the number "1" or "2" on
the answer sheet, depending on which of the first two vowels they thought
matched the third.

The A-X task. The A-X task routine is, of course, simpler than the ABX
because there are only two events on each trial instead of three. Following
the tone, there was a 250-msec pause, which was then followed by the first of
the two vowels to be discciminated. After either a 500- or a 3,000-msec
delay, the second vowel occurred, and the subject had 2,000 msec to make his
or her same-different response before the next trial started. The same 52
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,

stimulqs pairs use4 in ABX testing1-28 onestP and 24 twostep--were present
ed aP the,"different" trials in AX.. However, an additional 16 "same" pairs,

were added in which the two vowels Were iphysicalli identical (1-1, 1-1, 272',

2-2, etc.). This meant that a coMplete replication contained 68 trials, and
two such replications were'carried out, one for the.shor,1 delay and one for

the long delay. Instructions for the AX procedure simply asked.the subjects
to circle the letters "s" or "d" on each trial,-depending on whettler dr not

the two vowels seemed to be "exactly the same sound."

s ,

RESULTS

The results will be presented insseveral sections. First, it will be

established that each of the three separate experiolents An this set produced

reasonable results bn its owd, in terms of the .existing li erature. This is._

very much a precondition. for examining individual diffe ces among them.

Second, the issue of formal reliability will be raised foI the three data

sets this is another precondition, fon if the measures re not reliable,

there will be little use lodking for individual differences. Finally,

correlations among the different tasks will be considered.
/

The Suffix Experiment
:

Figure 1 shows the basic result of the suffix experiment. Every one of

the subjects showed more errors in the suffix condition than in the control

condition. For each condition there were 180 possible errors (20 trials X 9

positions); the mean errors for the control and suffix conditions were,

respectively, 42.75 and 69.74 [t(30) = 8.19, p < .0005]. It-is clear from the

figure that the difference was located mainly toward the end of the list, most

especially at the last serial position. In 'relation to the published

literature, then, this was a thoroughly routine suffix experiment.

The Discrimination Experiments

Table 1 shows summary statistics from the ABX and AX discrimination

procedures, If these procedures are good tests of discrimination, it is

reasonable to expect a large effet of step size, which in these experiments

was set at either' one or two. (In. ABX tests of the continuum 1,2 ..... 8, a
.

.

onestep trial might present 1-2-2 and a twostep trial might present 173-3;

in AX tests, the corresponding trials could be 1-2 and.1-3.) The first

section Of Table 1 shows that indeed both procedures led to markedly fewer

errors for the ,twostep than for the onestep trials. The ABX procedure,

however, gave a smaller Nalue of t than the AX procedure, 11.91 ys. 23.39.
,

,

The lower half of the table ows the data split according to the length

of the delay interval, either the interval between A and X in the AX task or.

the interval between B and X in the ABX task. In both discrimination

procedures, there was a higher error rate when this interval was long than

when it was short; however, the difference was statistically significant only

in the AX task.

The data on discrimination as a function of delay were further examined

using the tables of Kaplan, Macmillan, and Creelman (1978) for calculating d'
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Figure 1. The relation between errors and input serial position in the suffix

experiment.
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Comparison

Step Size

Table 1

Speech Discrimination:
Summary Statistics1Tor Error Proportions

Task

ABX A-X

One Step .401 .587

Two Step .207 .277

t(30) 11.914 23.391

Delay Short .306 .344

Long , .317

t(30) .516 8.223
,

..

1 Table 2.

Sensitivity (d') as a Punction dr Task and. Delay

Task

Interval ABX A-X

Short 2.801 3.501

Long 2.247 2.910

t(7) 4.414. 4.547
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Meaure

1. Suffix Experiment

2.

Table 3

OddEven Reliabilities

Coefficient

-Raw Correlation SpearmanBrown
Corrected

a. ,Total Suffix Errors .937 .967

b. Total Control Errors .927 .962

Discrimination Experiments

a. Total ABX Errors .315 ,479

.b. irotal AX Errors .667 .800

3 'AX Discrimination

...

a. Short Delay .631 .774

b. Long Delay .470 .639

Note: All correlations in left column reliable at p < .01 excebt 2.a., which is

not significantly different from zero, t(30) = 1.818.

A. 0



from different discrimination paradigms. This analysis is shown in Table 2,

in which the data are averaged over eight "supersubjects" o'f four individuals
each, a grouping that was intended to minimize hit and falsealarm rates
approaching zero and unity. The four subjects within a supersubject shared
exactly the same counterbalancing condition: There were two such control

variables--whether ABX preceded.AX, or the other way around, and whether the
short interstimului intervals were tested first or second within each para
digm. Thus, there were four possible arrangements,,and eight subjects, making

up two supersubjects, received each. If Kaplan et al. (1978) are correct in
asserting that these are fair measures of sensitivity across paradigms, then
it may be concluded that the AX task gives better discrimination than the ABX
task [t(7) = 6.37, p C.0005]. However, by this measure, the delay effect was
reliable for both paradigms.

,

These analyses indicate that both discrimination experiments produced
plausible results but that the AX procedure might be more sensitiVe and
therefore more useful for analyzing individual differences. The same conclu
sion comes from a formal analysis of reliability, which comes next.

Reliability

The best measure of the suffix effect, fon purposes of ordinary experi
mentation, is probably some difference score, or ratio, representing how

recency is changed on the last position across tile suffix and control

conditions. Although such measures have been useful for at least a decade of
experimental work, they turn out to have limited reliability in individual
differences analysis. Several such "pure" measures-of the suffix effect,
which show the group data of Figure 1 to good effect, gave oddeven
reliabilities that were not significantly differOt from zero. The unrelia
bility of difference scores is well documented (Cronbach & Furby, 1970;

Guilford, 1956).

The strategy followed here was to concentrate on measures from the suffix

experiment that included, according to the theory, or did not include,

, according to the theory, a contribution from auditory memory. The control

condition should contain this contribution, and the suffix condition should

not. Table 3 shows the oddeven reliabilities of the total number of errors
made in the control and suffix conditions, with and without the SpeprmanBrown
correction for attenuation. The oddnumbered trials were simply correlated
with the evennumbered trials, over subjects, to produce these reliabilities.
The SpearmanBrown correction enters the picture because there are only half)
as many observations in the two halves being correlated as there were on the
original test. These reliabilities are highly'reassuring and suggest that one
could, have designed this project with a shorter period of testing in the
suffix experiment.

The oddeven reliabilities of the total errors made in the ABX and AX
situations are also entered in Table 3, with and without the SpearmanBrown
correction. (As in the suffix experiment, scores based on differences between

the short and long delay interval--which should, theoretically, have been
purer measures of auditory memory--were not at all reliable.) There is a
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clear basis for distinguishing thd reliabilities of the ABX and AX procedures

here. The AX procedure is more than twice aS reliable, in the uncorrected
data, as the ABX procedure. This may or may not be a general result: It is

at least consistent with the stronger statistical evidence for stepsize
effects and for delay effects found in AX compared with 'ABX testing.. TW,,
repeat what was said earlier, the main purpose of this comparison was to come'
up with a Suitable measure for comparing the suffix and discrimination
experiments, not choosing the "best" discrimination task. Nonetheless, this
result does suggest some caution for investigators choosing the ABX task, lest
they be making it hard for themselves to demonstrate experimental effects in a
sensitive way.

_The.thircl section of Table 3 shows oddeven reliabilities for the two
main conditions of AX discrimination, the short and long conditions. These

ought to represent AX discrimination with and without, respectively, the

benefit of auditory memory, or, at least, there ought to be more auditory
memory in the short than in the long condition. These reliabilities are
satisfactory, although not as impressive as those that came from the suffix
experiment.

The Relation Between Immediate Nlemory and Discrimination

From the suffix experiment and from the AX discrimination experiment,
there are two scor'es for every subject, one in each experiment likely to
include performance based on auditory memory and another likely At to include
auditory memory. In the suffix fxperiment, the total performance in the

control condition would be expedted to include auditory memory but not

penformance in-the suffix condition, because the suffix would have removed
that component. In the AX experiment, there should be an auditory component
at the short interstimulus interval but not at the long interval, at which the

auditory trace would have decayed.

Table 4 shows the relevant correlations. Notice, first, that there are

large correlations between the two measures from both of the tasks. This

indicates that there is a great deal of shared variance within either the
suffix or discrimination experiments that, presumably, has nothing to do with

auditory memory. In the upper righthand quadrant or the table, the co rela
tions are quite a bit lower, representing the relation between memor and

speech discrimination. Of these four correlations, the only one th4t As
different from zero, statistically, is the one that is presumed to contain the
common component deriving from auditory memory. This reliable correlation of
.367 (p < .025) is the major positive result of this set of experiments. In

psychometric terms, it is not impressive in size, representing shared variance
of about 13.5% Joetween the two tasks. However, these psychometric criteria
are not usua)Ay applied to data from straight experimental designs, for some

reason. In terms 'of experimental work, rather, investigators typically

celebrate when an a priori prediction specifying one of four conditions to
exceed the other three comes out at better than the .025 level of confidence.
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Table 4

AP

as.

Correlations Within dnd Between Memory and Discrimination Tasks

S.

tal Suffix Errors

Total Control Errors

A-X Short' Errors

Total A -X A -X

Control Short Long

Errors Errors Er7rs

.853 .278 .262

.367 .272

.731

Note: t(30) values Tor .278, .262, :367, and ,.272, respbctively, are 1.59,

1.49, 2.16, and 158.

00-

The highest of the other between-task correlations was .27 (p > .05).

These ,other, nonsignificant, interta8k correlations show that it was not just

some general factor such as motivation or intelligence that produced the

relationships between

all measures from'the,two -experiment tasks. Rather, it must be counted a
target relationship, for have led tick

victory for the Vleory that the significant relationship occurred precisely

where it Was supposed to and nowhere else. (This is not tO imply a much

larger number of subjects would not push the three other,intertask correla-

tions to statistical reliability. There are other factors that might produce

common variance in different laboratory tasks) The main point is that, within

this particular study, it wps only the exOcted correlation that was ,reli-

able.) -#

Furthermore, the obtained correlation of .367 is--not quite as meager as

,it first seems. The square root of,the reliability coefficient sets an upper

limit on the variance that can be accounted for when the mesuare is correlated

with anything external ,(validity). The square root of the odd-even

reliahility of total errors in the A-X short condition is .817. The variande

.i,in the tot :errors from the control condition in the sOffix experiment,

accounted for y ,A,-X short errors, was .135. Thus, the discrimination measure

accourited for about 16.5% (.135/.817) of the reliablevariance in the suffix

measure, which is not a disgrace considering the huge number of other

components in both t&lcs. t

st
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DISCUSSION

One form of explanation in psychology is to relate the known properties
of an experimental procedure to concepts that are more general than that
specific procedure. It is often not terribly hard to offer a model for an
experiment like the suffix experiment that accommodates its various properties
neatly. Still, if the components of that model have no generality outside the
suffix experiment, we are not satisfied that a true explanation has ocurred.
It is necessary to generalize components of the model to other settings in
order to have a satisfying explanation.

There are several ways' to establish generality of components across
tasks. One is to show that the same experimental variables influence
performance in the same way in each of two tasks. This much has been done in
several areas. In short-term-memory experiments, for example, it has been
shown that the suffix effpct and also the visual-auditory modality effect
disappear when the memory'stimuli are distinguished only by stop consonants.
Pisoni-(1973).showed the vowel-stop consonant difference in speech discrimina-
tion. Likewisei interpolating an unrelated masking sound has a codparable
interfering effect An both the memory and vowel-discrimination experiments.
Thus, the two task settings respond quite similarly to certain experimental
manipulations.

A second means of generalizing concepts across task settings is repre-
sented in this workshowing that individual differences in a theoretically
specific component ctrrelate reliably,across the two tasks. People who show
oUstanding auditory memory in the immediate-memory control condition also
show outstanding auditory memory in the A-X task with a short interstimulus
interval. No single approach to this generalization of concepts is sufficient
by itself, but when they operate in parallel, as they seem to here, one is
justified in placing more weight on the explanatory power of the mcdel in

question. In this case, there seems to be even more reason, then, to take
seriously the possibility that speech perception and short-term memory have
some important information-processing processes in common.
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/PHONOLOGICAL WARENESS AND VERBAL SHORT-TERM MEMORY: CAN THEY

PRESAGE EARLY READING PROBLEMS?

Virginia A. Mann+ and Isabelle Y. Liberman++

Abstract. Many studies have established an association between

early reading problems and deficiencies in certain spoken language

skills, such as the ability .to become aware of the syllabic

structure of spoken words, and the ability to retain a string of

words in verbal short-term memory. A longitudinal study now shows

that inferior performande in kindergarten tests of these same skills

may presage future reading problems in the first grade. Based on

these findings, procedures are suggested for kindergarten screening

and for some ways of aiding children who, by virtue of inferior
performance on these tests, might be considered at risk for reading

failure.

The deficiencies of poor beginning readers in certain language skills

have now been amply documented. As compared to successful beginning readers,

for example, these' children tend to be less aware of the phonological

structure of spoken words (Fox & Routh, 1975; Golinkoff, 1978; Liberman,

Shankweiler, Fischer; & Carter, 1974; Rosner & Simon, 1971). They may also

fall 'behind good readers in their short-term memory for such linguistic

material as a string of letters (Liberman, Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler, &

Fischer, 1977; Shankweiler, Liberman, Mark, Fowler, & Fischer, 1979), a string

of words (Mann, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1980), or even the words of a

sentence (Mann et al., 1984 Wiig & Semel, 1976).

In previous work, our concern has been the association between deficien-

cies in these skills and reading disability in'the elementary grades. Now we

turn to the question of whether a deficiency in either' skill not only

characterizes disabled readers in'the primary grades but may indeed be found

to be an early sign of reading problems. More specifically, we ask whether
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reading problems in the first grade may be signalled by deficient language
skills in kindergarten. We ask this question out of a consideration of the
role that each skill might play in the process of reading acquisition. First,

it seems l ely to us that an awareness of the phonological structure of
speech is,n cessary if one is to "crack the code" of an alphabetic system. As

we have no ed previously (Liberman, 1971, 1973; Liberman, Liberman, Mattingly,

& Shankweiler,.1980; Liberman & Mann, 1981), the alphabet does represent the
phonological structure of words more or less accurately, and a child who is
unaware of that structure must be at a serious disadvantage in reading new
words. Second, it seems obvious to us that the comprehension of a sentence,
whether written or spoken, requires the short-term retention of many of the
component words of that sentence. Therefore, we would expect that the

processing of either spoken or written language would demand an ability to
store verbal material efficiently in short-term memory (Liberman, Mattingly, &
Turvey, 1972).

Considerable indirect evidence from widely diverse subject populations
shows that a strong positive relation exists between, children's awareness OT
the phonemic and syllabic structure of speech and their success in learning to
read (Fox & Routh, 1975; Golinkoff,, 1978; Liberman et al., 1974; Rosner &

Simon, 1971). There is even some evidence that a deficiency in phonological
awareness in a kindergartener may presage problems in beginning reading
(Goldstein, 1976; Liberman et al., 1974). Less is understood, however, about

the relation between early reading proficiency and short-term memory for

verbal material. Moreover, even less is known about whether awareness, of
phonological structure and verbal short-term memory skill are correlated. On

the 4bne hand, it seems entirely possible that deficiencies in these two

abilities may be relatively independent. It is also possible, however, that
an adequate means of.storing an utterance in short-term memory is necessary if
one is to manipulate the syllabic or phonemic structure of that utterance. It

is even condeivable that conscious awareness of phonological structure may
sodehow facilitate the use of phonetic representation in short-term memory.

In an attempt to clarify the interrelationships among phonological

awareness, verbal short-term memory, and beginning reading ability, we have
conducted a two-year longitudinal study, in which we tested chikdren first as
kindergarteners and subsequently as first graders. As kindergarteners, each
of our subjects received a series of four different tests: a test of

phonological awareness, a test of verbal short-term memory, a test of

nonverbal short-term memory, and a test of IQ. As first graders, they again
received the verbal and nonverbal short-term memory tests, and were, in

addition, given a test of reading ability.

As our test of phonological awareness, we chose a syllable counting test
(Liberman et al., 1974). In that test, children "tap but" the number of
llables in spoken words such as "bag" and "butterfly." Performance on this

'test has been found to be a fairly adequate predictor of reading success in
the first grade, if not quite so successful as the anal,agous phoneme counting
test (Liberman et al., 1974). We chose to test syllable segmentation rather
than phoneme segmentation because syllable segmentation ability is not easily
confounded by reading'instruction, whereas phoneme segmentation may to some
degree be reciprocally related to reading skill (Alegria, Pignot, & Morais, in
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press; Morais, Carey, Alegria, & BertelSon, 1979). That is, whereas phoneme

segmentatibn ability may be helpful in the development of reading skill,

increased reading skill may itself also accelerate development of phoneme
awareness.

The materials used for testing children's verbal short-term memory skill

were four-item yord strings designed along the lines of those used in Mann et

al. (1980). That study had involved a procedure in which children's perfor-

mance in recall4.ng strings of phonetically confusable (rhyming) words is

compared with that for strings of phonetically nonconfusable (nonrhyming)

words. Whereas the *phonetically nonconfusable words allow subjects to make

optimal use of the mature strategy of using phonetic representation as a means
of retaining verbal material in short-term memory, the phonetically confusable
words penalize the use of phonetic representation (Baddeley, 1978; Conrad,

1964). Thus the difference between performance on the two types of word
strings may provide an index of the extent to which subjects rely on phonetic
representation in short-term memory. Our past results reveal that good

beginning readers typically surpass poor beginning readers in recall of

phonetically nonconfusable word strings, but at the same time are more

penalized by the manipulation of phonetic confusability. We have interpreted

this finding as evidence that the inferior recall of poor readers may be due

to an inability to make effective use of phonetic representation in wprking

memory--a conclusion that we first offered to account for findings obtained in

a study of letter string recall (Liberman et al., 1977; Shankweiler et al.,

1979) and subsequently extended to findings obtained in a study of word string

and sentence recall (Mann et al., 1980). Our question in the present

longitudinal study is whether, among kindergarteners, a relatively poor memory

for word strings, coupled with a relative tolerance for the effects of
phonetic_confusability, will presage reading difficulty in the first grade.

Elsewhere (Katz, Shankweiler, & Liberman, 1981; Liberman, Mann,

Shankweiler, & Werfelman, in press), we have argued.that the short-term memory

diffdculties of poor beginning readers are limited to the domain of verbal

memory (perhaps as 'a specific consequence of a problem with the use of

phonetic representation). Consistent with this view, there is evidence that

though good and poor readers differ in verbal short-term memory,, they are

equivalent in recall of nonverbal material such as "doodle".designs (Katz et

al., 1981; Liberman et al., in press) tnd photographs of unfamiliar, faces

(Liberman et al., in press). The present study afforded ui an opportunity to

gain further evidence pertinent to this issue. , To that end, we included a

nonverbal short-term memory test, the Corsi block test (Corsi, 1972), in our

test battery. That test, which .requires subjects to recall sequentially_

presented visuospatial information, has been used successfully in differenti-

ating patients with lesions of the right and left hemispheres. Whereas verbal

short-term memory performance has been found to suffer as a consequence of

damage to the left or language-dominant hemisphet.e, memory performance on the

Corsi blocks is impaired by damage to the right or nondominant hemisphere

(Corsi, 1972; Milner, 1972).f
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METHOD

Subjects

The subjects in this study attended the public schools in Tolland,

Connecticut. Each of them was first seen during May of kindergarten and again

during May of first grade. Of the initial subject pool, which consisted of
all pupils in each of four kindergarten classes, only eight children were not
available for subsequent testing as first graders. The final population

consisted of 62 children, 31 girls and 31 boys, whose mean age at the time of
the first experimental session was 70.3 months.

Mater:ials

As kindergarteners, the subjects received four different tests: a

syllable counting test (Liberman et al., 1974), a test of memory for
phonetically confusable and phonetically nonconfusable word strings (Mann et
al., 1980), the Corsi block test (Corsi, 1972), and the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test (Dunn, 1959). As first graders, they again received the word
string test and the Corsi block test and were further given the Word

Recognition and Word Attack subtests of the 'Woodcock Reading Mastery Test
(1973). Materials for the experimental tests are described below.

Syllable counting test. Training and test materials for this test are
described in full in Liberman et al. (1974) and are listed in Appendix A. -sThe
training materials consisted of four threeword items in which the first word

has one syllable, the second has two syllables, and the third has three
syllables (e.g., "but," "butter," "butterfly"). The test materials consisted
of a randomized list of 42 common words, with one, two, and threesyllable
words equally represented in random order.

Wordstring memory test. Materials for this test consisted of 16

different word strings, each of which contained four words. Eight of the
strings contained words that rhymed with each other (the phonetically confus'
able strings) and eight contained words that did not rhyme (the phonetically
nonconfusable strings). Each of the eight phonetically confusable strings
consisted of four onesyllable words drawn from the Thorndike and 'Jorge A and
AA frequency class (Thorndike & Lorge,"1944). The four words rhymed with each

other but were not semantically related. To construct the phonetically

nonconfusable strings, the phonetically confusable strings were divided into
two sets of four steNgs each, and the words within each set were then
randomized so as to form four phonetically nonconfusable strings in which none
of the four words rhymed. From the total corpus of phonetically confusable
and phonetically nonconfusable word strings, we then composed two lists (Lists

A and B) of eight word strings, each. These lists are given in Appendix B.
,Each list contained one of the two sets of phonetically confusable strings
interspersed with the complementary set of phonetically nonconfusable word
strings. Thus, those words that occurred as part of a rhyming string in one
list occurred as part of a nonrhyming string in the other list, and no word
occurred twice within a single list.
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Corsi block test. Materials for this test, as described in Milner

(1972), consist of a set of nine 3 cm wooden cubes,:mounted onto a 28 by 23 by

1 cm base. The cubes are placed. in a semi-random array and the entire

apparatus is painted black so as to elimiTtate all -surface detail. Identifying

numbers, which are painted.on one side of the base, are visible only to the

examiner.

Procedure

For the kindergarten phase of testing, two 20-minute sessions were

required, whereas first-grade testing was accomplished in a single 30-minute

session. All children were twted-inaividually_and received the tests in the

same order. Standard rocedures were followed for administering the Peabhdy

and the Woodcock tests; procedures for the other tests are given below.

Syllable counting test. The procedure for this test has been described

in Liberman et al. (1974). Under the guise of a "tapping game," the child was

required to repeat a word spoken by the examiner and to indicate the number

(from one to three) of syllables in that word'by tapping a snall wooden dowel

on the table. During training, each of the training sets of three words was

first demonstrated.by the experimenter in order of increasing syllables. When

the child was able to repeat and correctly tak each item In the set in the

order demonstrated during initial presentation, the items of the triad were

then presented in scrambled order, without prior demonstration. The :child's

tapping was corrected as needed. In the test trials that followed, each word

was given without prior demonstration and corrected_ by the experimenter as

needed. Testing continued through all 42 items. Two scores were computed for

each child: a pass/fail score based on whether or not a child had at any

point during testing performed six consecutive items correctly, and an error

score reflecting the total number of words missed.

Word-string memory test. The examiner began this test tw, telling the
-

child that some words would be spoken, one at a time, and that ihe child's job

was to listen carefully and try to repeat the entire word string in the order

heard. A practice item qonsisting of the string "cat, house, foot, tree was

en given, the words being spoken at the rate of one per second. A second

practice item followed, consisting of the sequence "egg, brush, leaf,

dog." At this point, actual testing began. The child now listened to a

loudspeaker that played a taped sequence of the examiner saying the test word

strings. The delivery rate was one word per second. The tape was stopped

after each word string to permit the child to respond, and all responses were

immediately transcribed and also recorded for later re-analysis. During

kindergarten testing, the subjects heard the two lists in different sessions;

as first graders, they completed both lists in a single sessiont separated by

a 20-minute break.

In scoring the children's responses, phonetically confusable and phoneti-

cally nonconfusahle strings were treated separately. For each string, an

error score was computed by counting a word as incorrectly recalled if it was

omitted or if it occurred in the improper sequence relative to the first

correctly-recalled word that preceded it. Only the first four responses given

to each string were considered. Since there were eight strings in the
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phonetically confusable and phonetically nonconfusable sets, the total possi-
ble-error score was 32 for each set. Whereas scores on individual strings
were entered into analyses of covariance, total error scores were entered into

the multiple regression.

Corsi block test. Seated opposite the child and facing the numbered side

of the base, the experimenter explained that some blocks would be tapped, one

° at a time. The child was instructed to watch the examiner tap the blocks and
then to try to touch the same blocks in the same order. The experimenterused
a randomized digit sequence as a guide to which block sequences,to touch, and
tapped each block at the rate of one per second. As the subject responded,

the sequence was recorded in terms of the corresponding digits. Eight

practice items were given first, which consisted of four two-block sequences
and four three-block sequences. The test followed and .consisted of eight

items: four four-block sequences and four five-block sequences. Response

feedback was not provided during testing. In scoring each child's responses,
an error score was computed for each test sequence. A block was considered

incorrectly recalled if it was omitted or recalled in the improper sequence
relative to the first correct block that preceded it. Error scores were then

summed for the eight test sequences, with the maximum score being 36.

RESULTS

4:
In assessing the results of our study,.the first question of interest was

whether performance on any of our tests would be significantly related to
reading ability in the first grade. We' began answering this question by

dividing the children into three reading groups according to their first-grade
teachers' recommendations.. There were 26 good readers, 19 average readers,

and 17 poor readers. As a means of corroborating these ratings, we next

computed the sum of each child's score on the Word Attack and Word Recognition
subtests of the Woodcock. We found the mean sum of scores for good readers

(109.1) to be significantly higher than that of average readers (65.1),

t(43) = a.85, 2 < .005, which was in turn significantly higher than that of
the poor readers (34.5), t(34) 6.75, 2 < .005. Children in the three

different reading groups did not, however, differ in age or in IQ.

Having thus subdivided our subjects according to reading ability, we

conducted a series of analyses Of covariance which adjusted for any effects of

age and IQ. We examined whether reading level was significantly related to
performance on any of our three tests--the syllable counting test, the word-.

string memory test, and the Corsi block test.

Syllable counting. With regard to the syllable Counting test, of the 26

children classified as good readers in the first grade, 85% had reached the
criterion of six consecutive items correct as kindergarteners. In contrast,
only 56% of the average readers and only 17% of the poor readers had done so.
An analysis of covariance performed on children's error scores confirms the

significance of these differences, F(2,56) = 7.98, 22 < .001.

Word-string memory. Children'S mean error scores on the word-string

memory test are given in Table 1, with scores obtained during the kindergarten
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Table 1

Mean Error Scores of Good, Average and Poor Readers
on Memory Tasks: A Longitudinal Study (IQ Determined
ip Kindergarten, Reading Achievement in First Grade).

Reading

Ability-

Grade
Level

Wordstring Memory
Max=32

Nonrhyming Rhyming

Word Strings Word Strings

Corsi Block
Max=32

Good Readers

N=26 KDGN 8.1 13.4 8.4
IQ 114.7 1st Grade 5.5 12.1 8.7

Average Readers

N=19 KDGN 12.8 15.4 9.0

IQ 114.7 1st Grade 9.2 11.3 8.1

Poor Readers

N=17 KDGN ' 13.2 15.0 10. 1

IQ 115.5 1st Grade 13.7 12.7 10. 1
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phase of testing separated from those obtained in the first-grade phase. In

general, children made more errors as kindergarteners, F(1,58) = 30.28,

< .001. On the average, they also made more errors on the phonetically
coafusable word strings than on the nonconfusable ones, F(1,58) = 76.9,

< .001.

Differences among the three reading groups are most important to our

predictions. On the average, the number of errors was inversely related to a

child's reading ability, F(2,56) = 6.29, 2 < .004. In addition, as we had
discovered in the past, the extent of difference among children in the three
reading groups was greater in the case of phonetically nonconfusable word
strings than in the case of confusable ones, F(2,58) = 14.0, 2 < .001. This

interaction reflects the fact that good readers were more penalized by the
presenoe of phonetic confusability than were children in the other two reading
groups.

It is clear from Table 1 that as first graders, good readers made

significantly fewer errors than poor readers. ThiS would be expected, of

course. One is also not surprised to find, in addition, that differences in
the verbal memory performance of the three reading groups were greater when
the children were first graders than when °they were kindergarteners,

F(2,58) = 4.5, 2 < .02. However, it is particularly important, in our view,
to note that the differences were nonetheless present before children entered
the first grade. As kindergarteners, the future good readers had made"

significantly fewer errors, in general, than poor readers, t(41) = 4.52,

< .001; as first-graders, these differences remained, t(41) = 2.56, 2 < .02.

Average readers fell somewhere in between--closer to poor readers in kinder-
garten and closer to-good readers in first grade.

As to phonetic confusability, when they were kindergarteners, both the

future good and average readers had made significantly more errors on
confusable strings than on nonconfusable ones (t(25) = 5.8, 2 < .001- for the

good readers; t(18) = 2:7, .2 < .05 for the average ones], whereas poor readers

showed the same level of performance on both string types [t(16) = 1.42,
> .10]. As first graders, the good and average readers again made more

'errors on phonetically confusable Strings (t(25) =19.6, 2 < .001 and

t(18) = 2.23, 2 < .05], whereas poor readers actually made an equivalent
number of errors on the two word-string types.[t(16) = 1.01, 2 > .10].

Corsi blocks. Mean scores on the Corsi block test are also displayed in

Table '1., As can be seen in ttigt table, any differences among children in the

three reading groups were minimal. Analysis of covariance reveals no signifi-

cant effect of reading level, or of age at testing. Although poor readers
averaged slightly lower than other children, a series of t-tests rev'ealed that
the scores of poor readers are equivalent to those of children in the other

two reading groups.

Regression analysis. As a final and alternative means of analyzing the

data, we computed linear regressions of reading ability (as measured by the

sum of Woodcock soores) onto the scores of our various experimental tests.

Two separate regressions were computed, one for results obtained during

kindergarten testing, and one for those obtained during first grade testing.
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In the case of kindergarten testing, two scores were significantlyLcorrelated

with reading ability at the .0f level--syllable counting [r(58) = .40], and

memory for the phonetically nonconfusable word strings [r(58) = .39].

Performance on the phonetically confusable words was correlated with reading

ability at the .05 level [r(58) = .33). We were also interested to discover

that performance on syllable cobnting was somewhat correlated with memory for

the phonetically nonconfusable word str'ings, r(58) = .26, 2 < .05. (As might

be expected, performance on the nonconfusaple word strings was also correlated

with that on the confusable ones, r(58) = .66, 2 < .001.) Taken together,

error scores on syllable counting and memory for phonetically nonconfusable

word strings account for 24% of the variance in reading scores; each uniquely

accounts for 9% of the variance. The analagous regression computed on the

first-grade scores upheld the kindergarten results, revealing a strong corre-

lation between reading ability and performance in memory for the phonetically

nonconfusable word strings, r(58) = .61, 2 < .001. (Orice again, performance

Oh the nonconfusable strings also correlated with that on the confusable ones,

r(58) = .52, 2 < .01.) Performante on the phonetically nonconfusable word

strings accounted for 40% of the variance in reading,ability, 25% of which was

unique.

Sex differences. Although our experimental population contained an equal

number of boys and girls, the two sexes were not equally distributed among our

three reading groups. Of the good readers, 64% were girls, whereas only 35%

of the poor. readers were girls. Yet, within each reading group, the

performance of bol/s and girls in that group was similar. Although more girls

were good readers, their performance was not .qualitatively different from boys

who were good readers; similarly, afthough more boys were poor_ readers, their

performance was not qualitatively different from egirl poor readers. For a

further discussion of sex differences in these data, setib-er=man and Mann

(1981).

DISCUSSION

Our hypotheses about the interrelationships among beginning reading

ability, phonologick awareness, and verbal short-term memory were initially

motivated by theoretical considerations about the relation of language skill

and reading. They were substantiated in experiments that examined either the

association between reading ability and phonological awareness, or between

reading ability and verbal short-term memory in first- or second-grade chil-

dren. Now, the results of our longitudinal study show that phonological

awareness and ierbal short-term memory do more than correlate with early

reading ability. They reveal that, among kindergarteners, the adequacy of

these two language skills may presage future reading ability in the first

grade. They also suggest at least a moderate correlation between phonological

awareness and verbal short-term memory.

Some of our earliest work had revealed that phonolpgical awareness is

associated with reading success (Liberman, 1973; Liberman et al., 1974).

Phonological awareness, as measured by a child's ability to count phonemes in

a spoken utterance, was found to predict reading success in the first grade.

That is, children who failed a 'phoneme counting test, analagous to the present
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syllable counting ttst, were highly likely to become the poorer readers of

their classrooms. The results of the present study reveal that the ability to

count syllables in spoken utterances can also be a predictor of reading

success. Moreover, syllabic awareness has the advantage of being less easily

confounded by reading instruction. This latter fact can be seen in a recent

Belgian study that compared the phonological awareness of children receiving a

"phonics" type of reading instruction with that of* children receiving a

"whole-word" type of instruction (Alegria et al., in press). The "phonics"

group showed a veater awareness of phonemic structure than did the "whole-

word" group (60 percent correct as opposed to a mere 16 percent correct). The

two groups were not very different, however, in their awareness of syllable

structure (72 percent correct as opposed to 63 percent correct). Thus,

differential reading instruction at the first-grade level apparently has a
marked effect on phonemic awareness but not on syllabic awareness.

So much for phonological awareness. In our previous work, as we have
noted earlier, we had also found verbal short-term memory skill to be related

to beginning reading ability. As compared to poor beginning readers, the good

readers were more able to remember a string of letters (Liberman et al., 1977;

Shankweiler et al., 1979), a string of words (Mlann et al., 1980), and even the

words of a sentence (Kann et al., 1980), perhaps because they make more

effective use of phonetic representation in short-term memory. The present

study confirms this association in the cak of first-grade children, but

further reveals that the advantage in verbal short-term memory skill.adtually

preceded first-grade reading success. Among the children we tested, kinder-

garteners who did well in r peating the word strings were likely to become the

better readers of their fir -grade classrooms. In addition, the future good

readers were showing evidenc of relying on phonetic representati n, as seen

in their particular difficulty with repeating sti.ings of phonetica onfus-

able words. The future poor readers, on the other hand, were rel tively

toaerant of our manipulations of phonetic confusability, and the future

average readers fell somewhere in between.

We should note that it was only the two language skills in our study that

proved to relate to success in beginning readimg. IQ scores in the range

encountered in the normal classroom were not adequate predictors of reading

success. tSlmilarly, performance on the nonverbal short-term memory test also

failed to differentiate poor beginning readers from the more successful

readers in their classrooms. In the light of these findings, it would seem

that our poor readers wei'e not reading disabled because of a general

intellectual deficiency, nor because they suffered from some general short-

term memory deficiency, as has been suggested by some (Morrison, Giordani, &

Nagy, 1977). Their problems appear, instead, to be related to language

processing.

Suggestions for Kinde2arten Screening

A primary contribution of this study, in our view, is.to suggest that

kindergarten-level performance on language-based tasks--a test of phonological

awareness and a test of verbal short-term memory--may presage first-grade

reading ability and might therefore be used as part of a kindergarten

screening battery. It is true that performance on these tests accounts for
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only a quarter of the total variance in our subjects' reading ability. These

tests would, therefore, not be capable of predicting differences within a

group of good readers, for example. Nonetheless, the tests would be very

useful in predibting the extremes of reading success in the first grade. That

is, a kindergartener who does well on both.syllable counting and verbal short'

term memory has a significant likelihood of later becoming a successful

beginning reader; a child who does poorly on both has a significant likelihood

of later becoming a poor readert That information.is- surely worth knowing as

soon as possible, and anyone interested in screening childrerto find those at

risk for reading problems might therefore do well to consider using these two

easily administered tasks as part of a screening battery. The children who

fell in.the lower quartile of the class on one of these tasks, and certainly

those who did so on both, might then be considered at risk.

The Corsi block test might be added as well, as a control for possible

probl in attention span. Whereas-a chlld who.does poorly on the Corsi

block te t alone is not necessarily' a candidate for possible reading problems,

a child w o does poorly on' the Corsi block test and on syllable segmentatipn

and on ve bal shortterm memory tests may have a language problem, but might

also have an attentional deficit Oat could in itself be expected to lead to

learnin problems.

Although these tests may be sufficient for most screening purposes, other

lang agebased tests might be considered as well. One that might be suggested

is a test of rapid letternaming ability. This would add a measure of speed

of w d retrieval to the, other measures -of _language processing. Rapid

automat ed naming (RANTTf letters (Denckla'& Rudel, 1976) has been found on

numerous occasions to be related to reading ability. Blachman'(1980) recently

found that a test that_included phoneme segmentation, a measure of verbal

shortterm memory, and -RAN letter naming accounted for a large part of the

variance in firstgrade reading.

ImplicationS for Prevention of Reading Problems

Having administered these tests to the kindergarteners and having tf.11.4

identified those children at risk for reading problems, a teacher could then

begin to direct efforts toward preventing future reading problems. As every

teacher knows, it is one thing to screen for problems, But quite another to'd-16.-

something ahout them. A critical question, then, is what these tasks might

tell us about the form that preventive efforts should take. They certl:inly

suggest that the efforts should be languagebased. Beyond that, what else can

be said?

IriVarlier papers (Liberman & Shankweiler, 1979; Liberman, Shankweiler,

Blechman, Camp, & Werfelman, 1980) same suggestions relating to the improve.

ment of phonological awareness were outlined. We discussed several pre

reading technique's there that have'been fovnd to facilitate the awareness of

the structure of spoken words that is so 'important for the development of

proficiency in reading an alphabetic orthography. To begin with:teachers cbri

use many indirect methods that manipulate phonological structure. 'For exam

pY-e-, they can capitalize on some common forms of word play, such as teaching

the children nursery rhymes, encouraging rhyming games that include nonsense

0 I )94
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wards, and promoting "secret:;00Planguages such as "PilLat,in" and "Ubby
Dubby." .Later, diredt awareness training can be initiated. Since tne word

and the syllable are more readily extracted from the speech stream than the
phoneme, direct phonological training would best proceed from word awareness
to syllable awareness and finally to phoneme awareness. To make the word
explicit, we favor counting games such as those suggested by Engelmann (1969)
-in -which the_teacher instructs the child to rdpeat and then to count the words
in sentehdes, beginning with such simple statements as "John is, happy," to

which complxities are added as needed. To impart an awareness of syllabic
sttucture, the elision task described by Rosner and Simqn (1971) could then be
eMployed. Children would, for example, be asked to "say 'cowboy' withoe'the
rdow'." They could even be given explicit training in our own syllable
counting task. Finally, phonemic awareness could be introduced with the

procedure of the Soviet psychologist Elkonin (1973). A'

In Elkonin's procedure, the child is presented with a line drawing of an
object that he or she knows well. BeloW the picture is a rectangle divided

into sections corresponding to the number of phonemes in the pictured word.

.The child is taught to say the word aslowLy, putting a counter in the

appropriate section of the diagram as he or she pronounces ehe word. After

playing this "game" with many different pictured words until the diagram is no
longer necessary, the child is introduced to the concept of vowels and

consonants. At this time, one coloe of counter is used for vowels and another
for consonants. Finally, proceeding with a single vowel at a time, graphemes
are,added to the counters. The child then Masters the names and sounds of the

five shortvowel letters, after which consonant, graphemes are gradually

introduced. There are many pedagogical virtues to this proceture. 'First, the

diagram provides a linear visuosp6tial structure to which the auditory
temporal sequence of the word can be related, thus reinforcing the key idea of

successive segmentation of the phonemic components of words--an idea.intrinsic
to ,an alphabetic system, and one best learned as soon as possible. . Second,
the actual number of segments is provided for the child, so that uninformed
guessing of the number of components is not necessary. Finally, the picture

keeps the word in front of the child during analysis so that there is minimal
stress on verbal shortterm themory--something 'Mat we already know will be a

problem for many children.

That brings us to the question of how to improve verbal shortterm memory

skill--or whether it can be improved. It could well be that the problems some

children have with verbal shortterm memory are' the consequences of a

maturational lag (Satz, Taylor, Friel,& Fletcher, 1978). If so, then we
might expect to see some gradual improvement as the children progress through
schoolt It has been re-ported (Holmes & McKeever, 1979; McKeever & Van

4 Deventer, 1975), however, that a verbal memory deficit characterizes adoles
cetft poor readers; just as it characterized the poor beginning readers we have

lc-tested. Perhaps future ,longitudinal studies will shed more light on this

issue.
%

For the moment, we do not know whether or not poor readers will outgrow
their language problems. In fact, it iwt least possible that their deficits
are of a more permanent nature. In th-gt case, the deficiendies we observe
among some poor beginning readers could be symptoms of a "subclinical" aphasia
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that is due to a subtle deficit in the /eft or language-dominant hemisphere.

There are, after all, some interesting- parallels between poor beginning

readers and adults who haie suffered damage to .their languagedominant

hemisphere; Verbal short-term memory, for example, is often deficient among

adult aphasics, whereas,Corsi block performance is not (Corsi, 1972; Milner,

1972). _Further clarification of the similarities and dissimilarities 0,etween

early reading disability and acquired aphasia is a project that-concerns us at

present.

As for remediation of verbal -short,terM memory problems, me do not have

as, clear an idea of how to answer this questi6h as we.did for phonological

awareness. If the problem is not simply ameiiorated with time, then we can

only suggest practice, practice, and more practice. Having children repeat

Spoken sentences may be a good idea--and that is something that the Engelmann

procedure will require anyway. Learning to repeat nursery rhymes and other

po ry May help, and certainly will not hurt. Increased emphasis on language

ar s in general, and on grammatical skills in particular, May well serve to

enhance verbal memory by providing an emphasis on the structural aspects of

language. In our view, it is not beyond the realm-of possibility that the

present epidemic of.illiteracy reflects to some degree the decreased emphasis

on memorization, recitation, sentence parsing, and rhetoric: Here again,

'further research may provide some'answers.
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'Training trials

1. but

butter

butterfly.

2. tell

telling

telephone

Test List

APPENDIX A

Materials for Syllable Counting Test.

doll

dolly

lollipop

4. top'

water

elephant

1:

2.

popsicle
...

dinner

15.

16.

children

letter

29.

30.

father

holiday

3. 17. jump 31. yellow

4
4. house 18. morning 32. .cake

5. valentine 19. dog 33. fix

6. open 20. monkey 34. break

7. box
,

21. anything 35. Overshoe

-8._ cook 22. wind 36. pocketbook

9. birthday 23. nobody 37. shoe

10. \president 24. wagon_ 38. pencil

11. bicycle 25. cucumber 39. superman

12. typewriter 26. apple 40. rude ,

13, green 27. funny 41. grass

14. gasoline' 28. boat 42. fingernail
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APPENDIX B

List A

Materials for WordstrinE Memory Test
P

. ,

,

1. (nonrhyming) bee hair gate head

2. (nonrhyming) chair plate knee bed

3. (rhyming) nail tail sail mail.

4 (rhyming) fly tie pie Sky

5. (nonrhyMing) red tree bear state

6. (rhyming) meat heat feet street'

7. (nonrhyming) thread pear weight key,

8. (rhyming) brain train chain rain

List B

1. (rhyming)
,

pear bear chair_ hair,

2. (nonrhyming) 'tie rain heat tail

3: (rhyming) state plate gate weight

4 (nofirhyming) train sky feet sail

5. (rhyming) bee tree knee key

6. (nonrhyming) meat nail fly brain

7. ,(rhyming) bed head thread red

8. (nonrhyming) mail

,

chain pie street
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INITIATION VERSUS EXECUTION TIME DURING MANUAL AND ORAL COUNTING BY

STUTTERERS*

Gloria J. Borden+'

Abstract. Severe stutterers were found to be significantly slower
than control subjects in performing a speech counting task that was
judged to be fluent and in silently counting on tneir fingers. For

both,tasks the time taken to exeóute the series accounted for more
of the difference between severe stutterers and controls than the
time taken to prepare and initiate the series. Mild stutterers were

not significantly slower than controls on either task.

The main purpo.se of the experiment, from which this paper is the first
report, was to examine the interactions of respiratory, laryngeal, and

supralaryngeal movements of stutterers and their controls during speech. A

second purpose was to examine finger movements in a nonspeech.seriallyordered
task in order to find out if differences between stutterers and controls
extend beyond the speech mechanisms. The final purpose was to study the
interactions between the manual and oral movements when engaged in a common

task. To make these comparisons, the task of counting was chosen, since it is

a seriallyordered event, and subjects can count aloud, silently count on

their fingers, and simultaneously count aloud and manually.

The present paper is.a report on the timing of intervals,measured during
the speechalone and fingersalone conditions. 'A reaction time paradigq was
used to maximize the probability that stuttering would occur in the laboratory
setting and to examine the role of planning in the execution of the tasks. Of

special interest was the comparison of the timing of intervals for the

perceptually fluent utterances of stutterers with the utterances of th*normal

speakers.

Recent investigations into the timing of motor responses of-stutterers

have indicated that, as. a group, they may be motorically slower than

nonstutterers even during their seemingly fluent utterances. Slower speech

movements have been measured from xray films of articulators (Zimmermann,
1980a), inferred either from slower formant changes (Starkweather & Myers,

*This paper is under consideration for publication in the Journal of Speech

and Hearing Research.
+Also Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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(HASKINS LABORATORIES: Status Report on Speech Research SR-70 (1982))
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1979) or increased phonatory reaction time (Adams & Hayden, 1976; Starkweath

er, Hirschman, & Tannenbaum, 1976), or observed in increased latency of muscle
activity (McFarlane & Prins, 1978). It has further been suggested that

stutterers may be slower than normal to perform manual as well as speech motor
acts (Luper & Cross, Note 1). Other studies have failed to find evidence of a
significant difference in manual latency between stutterers and controls, but
found stutterers to be slower in producing the sounds of speech (Prosek,
Montgomery; Walden, & Schwartz, 1979; -Reich, Till, & Goldsmith, 1981).

Most of the investigations comparing the latency- of staterers and
controls have focused on the time between a signal to respond and the onset of
the response. This interval may be considered the initiition time, an

interval that includes premotore planning and motor initiation. It seemed
_interesting to include in such studies the interval that may be termed

execution time--the interval between the first and last event in a serially
ordered response. Since stuttering episodes predominate at the onset of words
and phrases (Bloodstein, 1975), initiation seems to present a greater problem
for stutterers than continuing execution. Both initiation and execution

measures were therefore included in the design to permit comparison of the two
intervals..

Further, it is possible to evaluate the importance of premovement
preparation by comparing a condition in which the response is known ahead of
the signal to respond (delayed response condition) with a condition in which

the expected response is displayed simultaneously with the signal to respond
(immediate response condition) (Ostry, 1980). If the response is brief and
the expected response is known one seoond before the signal to respond,
certain preparatory events may be presumed to have ocafrred before the signal
to respond, such as perceiving the response to be executed and priming several
groups of muscles for the coming activity.

The investigations of manual response time in stutterers cited above used
a keypress response. Such a response requires a simple ballistic movement
that is not completely analogous to the coordination of different muscle
groups necessary for speech. Counting on one's fingers requires that many
groups of muscles worktogether. Further, pressing an external object such as
a button or a keyboard ,peems less like speech than does counting on one's own
fingers, a situation inUich the "targets" are intrinsic to the counter% The

rationale for choosing finger. counting was based on the fact that it is 8
seriallyordered r,esponse, selfcontained, and requires complex motor coordi
nation.

Thus, the present study compares the initiation time versus execution
time measured from the responses of stutterers and their controls in two
seriallyordered tasks: codhting fourdigit numbers aloud and on fingers. It

was also designed to evaluate the role of planning by including an itmediate
response condition and a delayedresponse condition. The primary purpose of

this part of the experiment was to compare the initiation and execution

intervals in the seemingly fluent utterances of stutterers with the same
intervals in the utterances of the controls. A secondary purpose was to
compare stutterers with controls in the times taken to initiate and execute
the finger counting task. Of overall interest was whether stutterers are
generally slower than normal in the performance of motor tasks.
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METHOD

Subjects

Eight Adult stutterers (7 male and 1 female) ranging in age from 21 to 48

were matchedAn pairs by sex, age, and general educational/occupational level

with eight normal speakers ranging in age from 20 to 45. Mean age for the

experimental group was 33 and for'the control group was 32. College students,

teachers, Illue collar workers, and professionals were represented in both

groups. Subjects were bimodally distributed in terms of the severity of their

stuttering. Four of the stutterers were rated .as mild and four as severe,

according to the Stuttering Severity Index (Riley, 1972), ttre reading and

conversational parts of the Stuttering Interview (Ryan, 1974), and -subjective

judgments of two speech pathologists (see Table 1).

The stutterers were recruited throdgh the assistance of speech patholo

gists in the New Haven area: their controls were volunteers who matched the

experimental subjects in age (within 5 years), sex, and general bac"kground.

All subjects reported themselves to be righthanded in weiting, throwing,

haTmering, and cutting with scissors.

/)
Tasks -

The two response tasks reported here are speech counting and finger

counting. The speech counting task involved reading,aloud a digital display

of ten different sequences of the digits 2, 3, 4% and 5., Each sequence

appeared twice: oncp simultaneously with a tonal response signal (immediate

condition) nd once 1 sec before the sounding of the signal to respond

(delayed condition). The 20 items were randomized. Any visual or auditory

evidence of stuttering was marked during the experiment, as'well as any errors

in counting. Any visual sign of struggle or effort in facial or ,body

movements was noted, as was any auditory sign of hesitation, repetition, or

prolongation. Although this paper emphasizes an analysis of the,perceptually

fluent utterances of the stutterers, arrother purpose of the experiment was to

compare fluent with stuttered utterances. Thus, for all subjects the speech

counting task was followed by the finger counting task in order to maximize

the probability that stuttering would occur. This poses a problem for any

comparison of speech with nonspeech conditions, since order may have an

effect. It was a risk felt to be worth taking, however, and one can still

compare stutterers with controls on the manual task. A different randomiza

tion of the same 20 items was presented for the manual task, and the,,subjects

silently counted on their fingers by contacting index finger and thumb for the

number 2, middle finger and thumb for 3, ring finger and thumb for 4, and

little finger and thumb for 5. All finger counting was done on the right

hand. Instructions were read to each subject befote a practice set of 12

sequences. Instructions included a warning to wait for the tone before

responding and to count as quickly as possible without sacrificing accuracy.

Practice was given on both tasks. None of the practice' sequences appeared on

the tests.
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TABLE 1

Subject *ntification, sex, age, and judged

severity of S'tUttering.

Experimental Group Control Group

. LI

1. JP f4 48 severe 1. FS M 45

,

2. DE M 22 severe 2. TS M 22-

3. DA M 31 severe 3. SB , M 30k

4. LB M 44 mild 4. EG M 43

5. DL F 30 severe 5. NM F 32

6. MA M 26 , mild 6. JL M' 29

7. GV M 41 mild 7. AL M 36

8. .SL M 21 mild 8. DR M 20

s;

R . 33

ith

9, 4 f)
f..., A ...I

7( = 32
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Instrumentation

The program presenting the test sequences was run On a microcomputer

(Integrated Co puter Systems). For each sequence, a visual warning signal was

followed by a variable interval (300, 400, or 500 msec) , after which the 4

digit display ppeared. The tone signalling the subject to respond was either

simultaneous with the display or delayed 1 sec after the display.

Presentation of the next test sequence was experimentercontrolled to allow

for subject differences in response time.

An electroglottograph (FJ Electronics ApS) recorded rapid changes in

impedance by high pass filtering (25 Hz-10 kHz) the overall changes in

impedance of an imperceptible signal transmitted across the\ larynx at the

level of the vocal folds. The onset of these rapid oscillations was abrupt
and unambiguous and served to signal the onset of voicing during the speech

task.

A special glove made of thin cotton was constructed for the right hand

with circles of thin (.0015 inch) brass attached to tach finger pad and a

larger thimbleshaped contact surface attached to the thumb. Each contact

produced a different voltage. These signals served to represent the onset of

each digital contact during finger counting.

The electroglottograph and glove signals, along with the speech acoustic

signal, were recorded on an EMI SE-7000 FM tape recorder. Other movement

indices not included in the present analysis include chest and abdominal wall

movement and lower lip movement. The interaction of these movements will ,be

described in a future report.

Measurement of Intervals

Visicorder recordings of the physiological and acoustic signals recorded

/on FM tape were produced for each subject. Onset of Voicing as inferred from

the laryngographic signal and onset of finger contacts were marked by the

experimenter. All -subject errors . were omitted from the measured data,

including counting confusions and responses started before the signal' to

respond. These errors were categorized, however, for analysis Of any speed

accuracy tradeoff. Dysfluencies were classified separately from fluent utter

ances for measurement. Dysfluencies included those evident in the movement

traces as well as any audatary or visual indications of stuttering identified

during the tests. For example, the appearance of rapid fluctuations in

laryngeal impedance during the silence before speech was classified as

dysfluent. Thus, in an utterance classifie as "fluent," the subject gave no

visual sign of struggle in facial or body mo eMentthe speech had to be free

fro* any auditory sign of hesitations, repetitiO04flor prolongations, and the

physiological traces examined later had to be freefrom abnormal perturbations

or oscillations. Measures were made in milliseconds from the response signal'

to the onset of the first response (initiation tilift). and from the onset of the

first response to the onset of the last 'tedponse (execution time).

Meas'urements made by the experimenter were repeattd by a research assistant

and any discrepancy over 10 msec was remeasured by both for consensus.
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Analysis of the Data

For each subject, means and standard deviations were computed for

initiation time in the delayed condition, initiation time in the immediate
condition, execution time in the delayed condition, and execution time in the

,immediate condition. For the speech task, means were computed separately for
the utterances of the conti-ol subjects, the perceptually fluent utterances of
the stutterers, and the dysfluent utterances of the stutterers. Stuttered
utterances differed sufficiently from the fluent and control utterances that,
the need for a test of significance was precluded. The t test was used to
test the significance of differences in interval times Eretween the fluent

tokens of stutterers and those of nonstutterers, and between finger counting
by stutterers and their controls.

RESULTS

As noted above, the purpose of this portion of the study was to compare
the interval times in the initiation and execUtion of the seemingly fluent
utterances of stutterers with those of their controls during the speech
counting task, and to compare the comparable interval times of the two groups
in the finger counting task.

Speech Task

The fluent utterances of the stutterers were on the average about 20%
slower than controls in the intervals measured for the speech task, while the
stuttered tokens were about 178% slower, on average, than normal. Table 2
summarizes the means vd standard deviations of initiation and execution times
for each subject in bah delayed and immediate response conditions. Averages

are baRed on the measures from eight controls (C), the fluent tokens of six
stutterers (F), and the dysfluent tokens of four stutterers (S). Two of the

stutterers were dysfluent on all tokens, two were fluent for part and

dysfluent for part, and four were judged fluent for the complete task. Fluent
utterances were those in which the speaker sounded and looked fluent to the
experimenter and there was no evidence of dysfluency (abnormal perturbations
or tremor) on the physiological traces as observed on the Visicorder records.
Table 2 shows that when subjects knew the series of numbers one second ahead
(delay(' condition), initiatiom time was reduced compared to the immediate
response condition. This advantage did not extend into the execution times
for the remaining numbers in the series, however, for the control sample or
for the fluent tokens of the stutterers. On the other hand, when averaged,
the advantage of the delay did extend into the execution of the series in the
Aysfluent tokens of the stutterers.

There was a more extensive overlap of stutterers with controls in

initiation time of fluent utterances than there was for execution time. The

difference was, significant on a t. test for unequal Ws between the fluent
tokens of stutterers (n=6) and normals (n=8) in the time taken to execute the
series (t(12) = 1.99, 2 < .05 delayed; t(12) 223, 2 < .025 immediate), but
there was not a significant difference in initiation time. The time differ
enceis not due to a difference in strategy, which would have resulted in
different numbers of errors in the two groups. An an)lysis of the errors
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1

Subjects
Delayed
Initiation

Immediate
Initiation

Delayed
Execution

Immediate
._

Execution

Dsyfluent S 1911 (653) 2881 (624) 2094 (656) 2760 (1081)

Tokens 2. S 1294 (258) 1208 (311)- 2677 (501) 2337 ( 436)

*3. S 1245 (456) 1408 (267) 1150 090) 2402 ( 998)

+4. M 1070 (129) 1213 (152) 1126 Z 79) 1493 ( 399)

Grand 1380 (318) 1678 (700)
fr"

1762 (657) 2248 ( 465)

Fluent *3. S 530 ( 28) 804 (151) 1015 ( 35) 958 ( 16)

Tokens +4. M 732 ( 94) 1033 (101) 1148 (153) 1064 ( ,_5.0SIT:-

-0)5. S 419 ( 48) 610 ( 69) 817 ( 49) 823 (

6. M 403 ( 62) 552 ( 86) 776 (139) 812 ( 94)

7. M 597 ( 98) 1110 (156) 714 ( 55) 719 ( 59)

8. M 454 ( 95) 701 ( 84) 783 (120) 758 ( 90)

Grand X 523 (115) 802 (207) 876 (154) 856 ( 119)

Controls 1. C 361 ( 60) 587 ( 28) 696 ( 55) 700 ( ,29)

2. C 405 ( 51) 579 (142) 652 ( 42) 633 ( 45)

3. C 470 (122) 673 ( 71) 608 ( 41) 624 ( 41)

4. C 532 (114) 780 (102) 693 ( 64) 667 ( 71)

5. C 486 ( 56) 586 ( 38) 759 ( 96) 712, ( 63)

6. C 641 (110) 711 ( 92) 907 ( 77) 902 ( 75)

7. C 469 (101) 708 ( 54) 634 ( 30) 638 ( 34)

--A. c 396 ( 53) 562 ( 43) 853 ( 70) 828 ( 42)

Grand 470 ( 83) 648 ( 75) 725 (100) 713 ( 94)

*

Control

Severe

Mild

Same subjects

Table 2. Means and standard deviations of speech intervals in milliseconds.
Experimental subject 3 provided 6 fluent tokens -and 14 dysfluent
tokens, and experimental subject 4 provided 10 fluent tokens; 9
dysfluent tokens, and 1 discarded error.

4 `-t
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excluded from the data revealed that only three of the control subjects and

three of the stutterers made errors. The average number of veers among the
three control subjects who made errors was 2 of the' 20 utterances, while the-
average number of errors for the three stutterers who made errors was 1.7 out

of 20. Most of the errors were early starts. Thus, accuracy was comparable

in the two groups.

When the stutterers are grouped accorting to severity, foui._ are rated as

mild and four as severe. Two of the severe stutterers and all four of the
mild stutterers produced fluent tokens on the Ipeech counting task. Comparing,

each subject within ea.1-A- group ,with his or her individualized control in age,

sex, and status, a.different picture from that of the pooled data emerges
(figure 1). The left side of Figure 1 illustrates the extent of the overlap
of both initiation time and execution time when the mild 'stutterers (M) are

compared with their controls (C). Each speaker is represented twice in this
figure, once for 'the immediate response condition and once for the delayed
response condition. None of the differences between the fluent utterances of

' the mild stutterers and those of their controls was found to be statistically

significant. The right side of Figure 1 indicates some overlap between severe
stutterers and their controls in initiation times, but no overlap in execution

time. Only. two of the severe stutterers were judged to produce fluent
utterances, but they were both slower than their controls in the execution of
the number series whether the response was delayed or immediate.

Finger Task

'1 Stutterers, on the average, were found to be about 14% slower than

controls in the .finger task. Table 3 summarizes the means and standard

deviations of measures taken for each subject. Differences between groups

were not found to be significant, however, with t tests applied to the

initiation times in delayed and immediate conditions or to.execution times in
the immediate condition. There was too much overlap--some of the stutterers

were quite fast, while sOme of the controls were relatively slow. A

significant difference was found, however, between the groups in:the mean
times taken to execute the series in the delayed condition (t(14) = 2.34,

2 < .025). Again, when the stutterers were grouped according t6 severity, the
severe stutterers accounted for differences found in the pooled data. Severe

stutterers were significantly slower than their controls in the times taken to
execute the series--in both immediate executial (t(6) = 2.65, 2 <1.025) and

delayed execution (t(6) = 4.64, .2 < .005) conditions. the severe stutterers
were also significanTly slower than their matched controls in initiation time

in the immediate response condition (t(6)'= 2.23, 2 < .05) but not when the

signal to respond waS'delayed. 1

Figure 2 illustrates the extent of the overlap of mild stutterers and
their controls in contrast with the separation of the data points for the
severe stutterers and their controls,,, especially for execution time. No

significant difference was found Ugtween the mild stutterers and their

controls infinger counting. An analysis of the errors excluded feom the data

revealed that although only one of the control subjects and two of the

stutterers made no errors, the errors (missed finger contacts and number

reversals) averaged 3.7 for the controls, and 2.7 for stutterers for= the list

of 20 number series. A one error difference dd not seem sufficient to
account for the differences in speed between the groups.
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Figure 1. Mean initiation times plotted by mean execution times during the

speech counting task for mild stutterers (M) with their matched

controls (C) and severe stutterers (SY with their matched controls

(C).
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Figure 2. Mean initiation times plotted by mean execution times during the
finger counting task for 'mild statterers (M) with 'their 3latched
controls (C) and severe stutterers (S) with their matched controls

(C).
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Experimental
Group

FINGER COUNTING

g and (SD) in msec.

Subjects
Delayed
Initiation

Immediate
Initiation

Delayed
Execution

Immediate
Execution

1 S 497 (231) 1038 (138) 2014 (794) 1713 ( 210
2 S 617 (105) 1134 (192) 1439 (309) 1482 ( 317)

3 S 1373 (588) 1624 (986) 1607 (740) 2018 ( 621)

4 M 948 (310) 1203 (898) 1562 (503) 1617 (1113)

5 S 1313 (431) 1566 (562) 1269 (263) 1163 ( 199)

6 M 476 (239) 986 (360) 1335 (430) 1324 ( 321)

7 M 845 (341) 1350 (287) 982 (112) 1144 ( 322)

8 M 452 C222) 986 (189) 815 (301) 845 ( 145)

Grand i 815 (347) 1236 (237) 1378 (350) 1413 ( 348)

(SD)

Control
Group

1 C

2 C
3 C

4 C

5 C

-6 C

7 C

8 C

Grand i
(SO)

518

335

1188
1387

381

385

699

718

567)

( 56)

(585)

(618)

(110)
( 42)

(324)
(421)

931
668
1497
1852
784

638
1026
1288

(247)

(199)

(364)

(447)

(230)

( 98)

(192)
(224)

1246

830
959

1553
729

1167

696

1384

(310)

( 90)

(385)

(362)

( 39)

(183)

(157)

(442)

1527 (

1035 (

1115 (

2057 (

856 (
1175 (

781 (

1480 (

683)

359)
497)

490)

206)

94)

206)

348)

701 (367) 1086 (402) 1071 (295) 1253 ( 391)

Table 3. Means and standard deviations of finger contact intervals dn milli-

seconds.
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Speech and-Fzinger Counting Compared

The manual task was about 60% slower, on the average, than the speech
task for both 'stutterers and controls (Table 4). There was more variability
in timing for the fing,er counting than there was for speech counting for both
groups. 'The advantagg of knowing ahead (delayed condition) was evident for
both groups in the initiation time required for both tasks. This advantage
did not extend into the execution of the last three digits during speech as it
did for the ringer counting task.

DISCUSSION

An interesting finding of this study is the lack of significant differ-
ences between mild stutterers and their controls, in contrast with the

significant differences found when severe stutterers vere compared with their
controls. This contrast is obscured when stutterers are pooled regardless of
severity. Few studies have explored the timing of'fluent utterances according

to severity of stuttering. There were no stutterers in the present study that
were judged moderate; they were either mild or severe. The stutterers who
participated in the present study also served as subjects for another study af
laryngeal reaction time (Alfonso, Watson, & Russo, Note 2). They found.

significaht differences between th severe stutterers and controls for -1
different foreperiods (intervals between warning signal and cue to say 'ah'),
but no significant differences between the mild stutterers and controls were
found for 12 of the intervals. At the shortest foreperiod (100 msec),

however, for mild stutterers the latency of voice onset was significantly
different from controls. Another study that classified stutterers instead of
pooling them compared elementary school children who stuttered and who also
exhibited other mild to moderate articulation or language disorders with

children who simply stuttered (Cullinan & Springer, 1980). The children with
additional disorders took significantly longer than nonstutterers to initiate

and to terminate voicing, while children who simply stuttered were not

significantly slower than the controls. these studies, along with the present
study, suggest that we may be losing important information by pooling data for

stutterers. Specifically, there may be stutterers who have a more generalized
motor coordination problem underlying their dysfluencies, and other stutterers
for whom this deficit is confined to speech. When fluent, mild stutterers may
be more similar to normal speakers than they are to severe stutterers.

One cannot compare this study to most previous reaction time studies,
because the tasks here involved serial ordering of speech instead of simpler

phonatory'responses. Previous reaction time studies, cited in the introduc-
tion, required speakers to utter*a single speech sound or a known word and
sometimes to press a button or key.

A comparison of this study with other studies of manual' versus oral
timing is also difficult due to procedural differences. Other studies have

required a simple flexor response of key pressing, an anticipated response,
while this study required a serially-ordered response with coordination of
many muscle, groOps and, in the immediate condition, the exact response could
not be anticipated. Considering the initiation times alone, the presgnt study
would support those studies that found no significant difference between
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SPEECH AND FINGER COUNTING

R. and (SD) in msec.

Delayed Immediate Delayed Immediate
Inftiation Initiation Execution Execution

Experimental Group:

Fingers

Speech
(fluent)

4:;orltrol Group:

Fingers

Speech

815

523

701

470

(347)

(115)

(367)

( 83)

1236 (237)

802 (207)

1086 (402)

648'( 75)

1378

876

1071

725

(350)

(154)

(295)

(100)

1413

856

1253

713

(348)

(119)

(391)

( 94)

4
4.

1

Table L. Means and standard deviations of intervals in speech and finger

tasks compared.
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stutterers on the average and their controls in the manual task (Reich et al.,
1981), but when the severe stutterers were separated from the others, a

significant difference was found in initiation times when the response was
required to be immediate. Execution time has not been explored in other
studies, but the present finding of significantly longer execution times for
severe stutterers suggests that some stutterers need more time to coordinate
seriallyordered events, regardless of whether they involve speech or hand
coordination. -Before offering possible explanations for these results, a

caveat is in order. A separate aspect of this experiment required that the
subject perform the speech task first to increase the possibility that
stuttering samples would be obtained in addition to the fluent tokens. It is
possible that the state of excitability for the speech task carried over into
the.finger counting task. Thus, we must view our conclusions with caution.
We are left with at least three possibilities: 1) a radiation effect:
discoordination of fine mOtor control in severe stutterers that includes not
only speech muscles but hand muscles, 2) a generalized arousal effect carried
over from performing the speech task before the finger task, and/or 3) a
speech mediation effect, in which the finger task took longer to execute not
due to any problem in hand coordination but due to the possibility that
subjects were "speaking to themselves" as they counted on their fingers.
Further research is needed to test these possibilities.

On the question of whether knowing the expected response one second ahead
of the response signal extends the advantage given to initiation into the
execution of the rest of the series, the interesting finding was that the
utterances of normal speakers and the fluent tokens of stutterers were
similar, in contrast with stutterers' dysfluent tokens. All subjects took
less time to initiate the task in the delayedresponse conditions, whether
finger or speech counting, but the fluent tokens of stutterers were like their
controls in that this advantage failed to extend through the execution of the
last three digits of the spoken series. When the series was stuttered,
however, the stuttering was prolonged further in both initiation and execution
phases when the response signal was immediate rather than when delayed. The
obvious cases of "jumping the gun" in the delayed conbition were removed from
the analysis, but it remains possible that the measured times of delayed
initiation may be artificially shortened by some anticipation by both groups.
The effect is probably spread across groups, however, as the ratios between
delayed and immediate conditions of initiation are similar for both fluent
stutterers (1:1.5) and controls (1:1.4), with the initiation demanded by

immediate response 'tking about half again as long as under the delayed
condition.

For the speech task, this study has gone one level further than other
studies in delineation of "fluent" utterances of stutterers. To qualify as
fluent, the utterances were perceptually fluent to an observer, by both eye
and ear, and, in addition, were "physiologically fluent" by examination of the
movement indices as inferred from the lower lip trace, the laryngeal impedance
changes, and the respiratory traces. Any abnormal perturbation in the traces
was considered as evidence that the utterances fell outside the boundaries of
fluency. All such utterances were discarded from the fluent sample.

Since stutterers evidence'most of their dysfluencies during the initia
tion of phrases r6thP'r than within phrases, it was interesting and surprising
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i
that initiation times for the fluent utterances were not signifi antly longer

than controls, while execution times were significantly longer. nitiation of

sequential speech demanded by the present study required much more than

initiation of voice. It demanded the visual perception of the series to be

executed, premovement motor readiness including excitation of the motoneuron

nets to be involved, and finally, the specific neuromotor and myomotor events

leading to the movements recorded. It included production of the voiceless

consonant and the motor adjustments preparatory to voicing the first number of

each series. Stuttering did occur on the tirst digit for 86% of the stuttered

utterances, whereas the incidence dropped to 42% for the second, 46% for the

third, and 26% for the last digit. When the tokens of stutterers were judged

to be fluent, however, the times taken to initiate the response were not
significantly longer even though the utterances were executed more slowly.

These results.lend support to the notion that it may take no more time for a

stutterer to prepare for a fluent utterance than it does for a nonstutterer;,,

it is only when the preparation is faulty that the stutterers block initiation-

of the speech. Faulty preparation might involve either the generation of -an_

insufficient or excessive degree of excitability of appropriate neural net

works. (Evidence for preParatory adjustments preceding movement and the

difficulties in specifying them are reviewed by Requin, 1980.)

The principle of selective potentiation is thought to play, a part in

motor coordination; that is, the system increases the potential for-certain

neural activity while reducing the potential for activity in other neural

circuits (Gallistel, 1980). In discoordinated motor acts, there may be a

failure to achieve a state of arousal that is optimal for the task, and neural

nets that serve a particular group of muscles may be overexcited while other

groups may be underexcited (see Zimmermann, 1980b). The state of equilibrium

among cooperating units and agonistantagonist units that allows for rdcipro

cal inhibition may not be achieved (Freeman & Ushijima, 1978). On the other

hand, if stutterers achieve a balanced premovement set, they may be fluent

and the set will take no more time than it would for nonstutterers. If their

settings are faulty, one would expect 'the initiation of a coordinated act to

be the most difficult part; once started it would be easier to complete.

Why, then, were the severe stutterers slower than their controls in the

execution of the sequences? Was slowing the response the price that they paid

for fluent performance? In order to maintain relative fluency, are there

changes in the temporal organization of the mechanisms coordinating for

speech? The author is currently analyzing the differences in coordination

among the respiratory, laryngeal, and supralaryngeal movements recorded during

stuttered utterances, perceptually.fluent utterances, and control utterances.

Differences in coordination patterns may be found to relate to the slowing of

execution, even when "fluent."

REFERENCE NOTES
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TRADING RELATIONS IN THE PERCEPTION OF SPEECH BY FIVE-YEAR-OLD CMILDREN.

Rick C. Robson+, Barbara A. Morrongiello+,++, Catherine T. Best+++, and Rachel

K. Clifton+

abstract. Five-year-old children were tested for perceptual trading

relations between a temporal cue (silence duration) and a spectral
cue (Fl onset frequency) for the "say"-"stay distinction." Identifi-
cation functions were obtained for two synthetic "say"-"stay" con-
tinua, each containing systematic variations in the amount of

silence following the /s/. noise. In one continuum, the vocalic

portion had a lower F1 onset than in the other cbntinuum. Children

showed a smaller trading relation than has been found with adults.
They did hot differ from adults, however, in their perception of an
"ay"-"day" continuum formed by varying F1 onset frequency only. The

reaLts of a discrimination task in which the two acoustic cues were
made to "cooperate" or "conflict" phonetically supported the notion
of perceptual equivalence of the temporal and spectral cues along a

single phonetic dimension. The results indicate that pbung chil-
.,_dren, like adults, perceptually integrate multiple cues to a speech
contrast in a phonetically relevant manner, but that they may not
give the same perceptual weights to the various cues as do adults.

In the developmental literature on speech perception, there are several

reports that children differ from adults in their responses to variations in

single acoustic cues for phonetic contrasts. Zlatin and Koenigsknecht (1975),

studying the perception of the stop consonant voicing contrast in two-year-
old, six-year-old, and adult listeners, found that the magnitude of voice-

onset-time (VOT) difference necessary for distinguishing between prevocalic

stop cognates decreased as a funciion of age. SiMon and Fourcin (1978) varied

both VOT and first-formant (F1) transition steepness in an investigation of

two- to fourteen-year-old English and French children's perception of voicing

oppositions. The authors were particularly interested in studying French

speakers' perception of voicing, since the VOT boundary differs from English

and the Fl transition is a more salient cue in French than in English. Their
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results revealed a linear improvement in labeling accuracy with age for

children of both language environments, with an adult-like categorical pattern
occurring at five to six yetrs for the English and seven to eight years Tor
the French listeners. Moreover, English-speaking children showed no evidence
of utilizing the F1 transition cue before about five years of age. The

phoneme boundary between voiced and voiceless percepts also showed a systemat-
ic shift until 11 or 12 years of age when it reached a value corresponding to
adult performance.

While.these differences between children's and adults' phonetic percep-
tion, as based on single acoustic cues, are interesting, evidence is accumu-
lating in the adult speech perception literature, that multiple acoustic cues
often interact to specify a single phonetic contrast. For example, voicing
distinctions for initial stop consonants can be cued by Changes in VOT, F1

onset frequency, FO contour, or aspiration energy (Haggard, Ambler, & Callow,
1970; Lisker, 1975; Lisker, Liberman, Erickson, Dechovitz, & Mandler, 1977;

Repp, 1979); each of these acoustic properties is a consequence of the
laryngeal timing variations underlying the production of stop voicing (Abram-
son & Lisker, 1965). Multiple acoustic correlates of articulatory contrasts
have also been found to, serve as cues for the perception of place of

articulation (Dorman, Studdert-Kennedy, & Raphael, 1977; Harris, Hoffman,

Liberman# Delattre, & Cooper, 1958) and manner of articulation (Dorman,

Raphael, & Liberman, 1979; Miller & Liberman, 1979; Repp, Liberman, Eccardt, &

Pesetsky, 1978).

Whenever several distinct acoustic cues provide listeners with function-

ally equivalent information about' a single phonetic category contrast, then
perceptual "trading relations" can be demonstrated. That is, strengthening
the value of ,one cue can offset the weakening of another in listeners'

perception of the specified phonetic contrast. Such trading relations have
been found for voicing (e.g., _Summerfield & Haggard, 1977), place (e.g.,

Bailey & Summerfield, 1980), and manner of articulation (e.g., Dorman,

Raphael, & Isenberg, 1980) distinctions.

In a recent series of experiments, we examined the perceptual equivalence
of acoustic cues in adults' perception of speech and related nonspeech sounds
(Best, Morrongiello, & Robson, 1981). Using a "say"-"stay" (/sei/-/stei/)

contrast, we systematically manipulated two acoustic cues that specify the
presence or absence of the alveolar stop following the word-initial /s/: F1

onset frequency and the duration of the silent clolure interval. The average

trading relation obtained from listeners' identifipation performance was

evident in a "say"-"stay" boundary shift of 24.6 msec (Experriment 1). In

other words, in order to be perceived as "stay," a stimulus with a high F1
onset frequency (430 Hz) required approximately 25 msec additional silence
between the /s/ and the vocalic portion than did a stimulus token having a low
F1 onset frequency (230 Hz).

To provide a morivtringent test Of 'whether these two acoustic cues were

truly equivalent in perception (cf. Fitch: Halwes, Erickson, & Liberman,
1980), discrimination performance was assessed for stimulus comparisons in

which the parameter values for closure duration and F1 onset frequency were
either "cooperating" (i.e., complementing one another phonetically) or "con-
flicting" (i.e., cancelling each other). Since the Cooperating Cues and the
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Conflicting Cues conditions differed only in the combination OfIcue values but_

not in the magnitudes of differences on each cue dimension, performance in ihe'

two conditions should have been equal if listeners discriminated.the stimuli

-by_ their auditory properties alone. In contrast, listeners performed near

chance in the Conflicting Cues con4ition but at a much higher level in the

Cooperating Cues condition. Thus the results sup0Orted the hypothesis that

the two acoustic cues provide perceptually indistinguishable ("perceptually

equivalent") information alongia single phonetic dimension.

In .the present research we extended our investigation to children's

speech perception. By using the same stimuli as in the Best et al. (1981)

study, we sought to determine whether children show a phonetic trading

relation and-perceptual equivalence of acoustic cues to the /sei/-/stei/

contrast in the same manner as adults do. Children five years of age were

tested, since this was the age at which Simon and Fourcin (1978) claimed to

first find evidence of perceptual use of Fl transition distinctions in

perception of stop voicing contrasts. Children's identification performance

was assessed by using a standard forced-choice procedure. However,' Wolf

(1973) reported that five- and seven-year-old children have difficulty with

the ABX discrimination procedure, and pilot testing in our laboratory con-

firmed this observation. Consequently, discrimination data were obtained

us,ing a 2IAX paired-comparison procedure, in which children judged the pair

members as-being the "same" or "not the same" (Wolf, 1973).

Since there was some evidence_to indicate developmental changes in

perception of VOT (Bernstein,' 1979; Simon & Fourcin, 1978; Zlatin & Koenig-

sknedht, 1975) and in the location and stability of varicaus phoneme boundaries

in perception and production (Kewley-Port & Preston, 1974; Strange & Broen,

1981; Zlatin & Koenigsknecht, 1976), we expected that children might differ

from adults in performance on our multiply-cued stimulus continuum, which

involved variations in Fl onset frequency and in a temporal cue (as in VOT).

The developmental literature, however, did not support a particular hypothesis

as to the Rature of these potential age-related differences (e.g., better

utilization of the spectral than of the temporal cue or vice versa), although

evidence that young children are less sensitive than adults to small differ-

endes in formant frequency information (Eguchi, 1976) suggested that five-year-

olds might be less responsive to F1 onset manipulations than adults.

Although Simon and Fourcin (1978) claim that English-speaking children

begin to make perceptual use of a temporal cue to stop.voicing earlier than

they make use of a spectral cue, there are some methodological problems with

their study.1 Insofar as Simon and Fourcin's findings generalize to

children's perceptOl integration of slightly different temporal and spectral

cues for a differeht phonemic contrast, they suggest that the children in our

study might attend more to the temporal than the spectral cue and hence show a

smaller trading relation than the adults in Best et al. (1981). However, even

if the children do show a reduced trading relation, there is no indication in

the developmental literature-as to whether a discrimination test would reveal

the same perceptual equivalence,of the two cues along a single phonetic

dimension as was found in adults. The present study Was undertaken to assess

whether 5-year-olds make perceptual use of multiple cues for a single phonemic

contrast in a manner that indicates attention to phonetic information, as

adults do. Alternatively, if children attend primarily to the acoustic
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properties of the stimuli, then one would expect that they would fail to
integrate perceptually thg temporal and spectral cues as information about a
unified phonetic category. In that case, they would hear the auditory
differences between differently-cued stimuli even within a phonetic category,
and would thereby discriminate the Conflicting Cues contrasts as well as they
discriminate the,Cooperating Cues contrasts. Although this second possibility
was less likely on the basis of the adult findings, it could not be dismissed
a priori because no studies of trading relations in children existed in the
literature.

METHOD

Subjects

Eight children (3 male, 5 female) approximately five years old at the
onset of testing (mean age, 60.4 months; range; 57.3-64.9 months) participated

in the present experiment. An average of 3 1/2 months elapsed between the
first and final testing sessions. Children were reported by parents to have
normal hearing and did not have colds, ear, or throat disturbances on test
days. The data from two additional children were excluded from the final
analysis because of incomplete test sessions. Parents were paid $3.00 for
transportation costs, and children selected a prize for each day of participa-
tion.

Stimuli

Two sets of synthetic stimuli were used. They, were based upon two 290-
msec, three-formant syllables created on the Haskins parallel-resonance syn-

thesizer (see _as stylivuiversidnS of the vocalic portions of
natural utterances of "say" and "ttay" lokodu6d by a male speaker. They

differed from one another only in Fl onset frequency (230 Hz vs. 430 Hz). The

syllables were identical in formant amplitudes and overall aMplitude envel-
opes, in F2 and F3, and in the Fl steady-state frequency (611 Hz) beyond the
initial 40-msec transition difference (see Best et al., 1981, for complete
stimulus descriptions).

One set of stimuli was an "ay-day" continuum2 spanning 14 different
syllables. It was created by varying the Fl onset frequency in approximately
33 Hz steps between 160 Hz and 611 Hz, and included the 230 Hz and 430 Hz Fl
onset syllables described above. In a previous identification test using the
"ay-day" conttnuum (Best et al., 1981), adults identified the 230-Hz syllable
as "day" 100% of the time. This syllable will hereafter be referred to as the
"strong day," abbreviated D. In contrast, adults identified the 430-Hz

syllable as "day" only approximately 50% of the time; therefore, it will be
called the "weak day," abbreviated d. To test reether the two test syllables
would also differ in children's perception, a stimulus tape was constructed
for obtaining the children's identification functions on the "ay-day" continu-
um. The tape contained ten presentations of each of the 14 syllables in a
randomized sequent. Within each block, the intertrial interval was

seconds.
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Tables1

Stimulus Fairings for the Four Discrimination Conditione---

11'

One Cuea Cooperating Cues Conflicting Cues Physically Sameb

s 24 D vs. s 24 d 3 --D ys. s 8 d s 8 Ovs. 32 d s 0 d/D

,s 32 D vs. s 32 d 6 40 D vs. s 16 d s .-i 16 D Nza s 40 .d s 8 d/D

s 40 D vs. s 40 d s 48 D vs. s 24 d s 24 D vs. s 48 d s 96 d/D

s 56 --D vs. s 32 d s 32 D vs. s 56 d s 104 d/D

a's' stands for the /s/ portion of the syllable; the subsequenii number ii the number of msec silence

between the /s/ and the vocalic portion of the syllable; 'D' stands for the "strong day" syllable and

stands for the "weak day" syll*rfe.

bBecause the members of a pair here are physically the same, only one member of each pair type is
shown; d/D indicates there was one "weak day" pair and one "strong day" pair..



'

The second set of stimuli consisted of trio _different "say-stay" continua,

constructed by preceding the D and d syllables with a natural 120-msec /s/

noise derived from a male speaker's utterance oflsay" (see Experiment 2 of

Best et al., 1981). The /s/ and the syilthetic syllable were aeparated by

silent intervals ranging from 0 to 104 msec, in 8-msec increments. Thus, each

continuum comprised 14 tokens.

TwO stimulus tapes were constructed. The first tape was designed to

obtain children's identification functions. This tape consisted of 20 blocks

of 14 single-item trials each. Every two successive blocks comprised a

randomized sequence of all 14 tokens from each ot the two continua, for a

total of 10 repetitions per token. Within each block, the intertrial interval

was 4 seconds.

The second tape constructed from the "say-stey" stimuli was used to test

discrimination. A 2IAX discrimination task ("same"-"not same") was employed.

This test included four types of stimulus pairings for discrimination judg-

ments: 'Physically Same, One Cue, Conflicting Cues, and Cooperating Cues (see

Table 1). There were 8 different Physically Same pairs, four from each of the

two "say"-"stay" continua. These four pairs were based on the two extreme

endpoints of each continuum, which were clear instances of "say" or

"stay." There were also three different pairs for the One Cue comparisons.

Within each One Cue pair, the tokens were identical in silent gap duration,

but differed in the spectral cue (d vs. D). These three pairs were selected

so that the silent gap durations spanned the adult "say"-"stay" boundaries

(lower panel of Figure 2), as determined by Experiment 1 of Best et

al. (1981). In both the Cooperating and the Conflicting Cues comparisons,

also referredftto as the Two Cue comparison types, members of each discrimind-

tion pair differed on both the speCtral and the temporal dimension. In the

Cooperating Cues comparisons, the D member of the pair had a 24-msec longer

silent gap duration than the d member (as in Experiment 1 of Best et al.);

thus the temporal and spectral cue values for each pair member "cooperated" in

that they both favored the same phonetic category. In the Conflicting Cues
comparisons, the D member of a pair had a 24-msec shorter silent gap duration

than the d member. Here, the value of the temporal cue was designed to cadeel

the phonetic effect of the spectral cue for each pair member. In both the Two

Cue comparison types, a 24-msec difference in silent gap duration was used

because this was the magnitude of the trading relation shown by adults for

identificationa of the two stimulus continua (Experiment 1, Best et al.,

1981). There were four different pairs in each of the Two Cue comparison

types, selected.so as to span the "say"-"stay" boundaries for adults.

The discrimination tape contained 240 trials organized into 16 blocks 04=

15 trials each. The 19 different stimulus pairs (eight Physically Same, three

One Cue, four Cooperating Cues, four Conflicting Cues) were randomly sequenced

within each successive pair of blocks. Within each pair of blocks, each of

the "not same" pairs (One Cue, Cooperating Cues, Conflicting Cues comparisons)

was presented twice, whereas each of-I-the Physically Same pairs was presented

once. Thus, 16 judgments were obtained for each of the "not same" pairs, and

eight for each of the Physically Same pairs. The interstimulus interval

within each pair was 1 second, and the intertrial interval between successive

p3irs was 4 seconls,
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Figure 2. Obtained functions for the threeway 2IAX discrimination test

("same""diffkrent"; upper panel) and the forced choice identifica
tion test on the two "saystay" stimulus continua ( lower panel) for
the adults tested in Experiment 2 of Best, Morrongiello, and
Robson, Perception & Psychophysics, 1981, 29, 191-211 (Reprinted
with publisher' s permission) .
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Apparatus and Procedure
-=-

Each child participated in five 50-minute segsions conducted within a few

weeks of one another. The first and second halves of the "say-stay"

identification test were given in sessions 1 and 3, and the two halves of the
2IAX "say=stay"discrimination test were given in sessions 2 and 4. In

session 5, f.he -randomized forced-choice 611:ay-day" identification test was

given. Testing was conducted in a sound-attenuated room with the parent and

Experimenter 1 present. The stimuli were played on a Revox reel-to-reel tape
recorder running at 7.5 ips at a Sound Pressure Level of 60 dB re .0002 dynes

cm2 (calibrated using the A scale of a General Radio sound level meter) over
loudspeakers (Acoustic Research, #AR-7) located approximately 1 m to the

child'-s--left and right, at a 90-degree angle to the child's midline.

Upon entering' the ;testing r-o&n, children were given five minutes to

becoTe accustomed to the new situation. During this time Experimenter 1

encouraged the child to play with two small mechanical robots. Once rapport

had been established, the child was told that a big robot in the adjacent

equipment room was learning how to speak and that she/he could help the robot

learn to talk better. Most childrn were enthusiastic about participating.

Afer. showing a child a robot that had been constructed around the tape

recorder arid having her/him listen and, repeat the words that the robot said

(i.e., taped versions of clear endpoint "say" and "stay"), children were

taught to uSe a two-button box in the testing room to indicate their responses
"to the.robot" in the equipment room. An Esterline-Angus event recorder in

the equipment room recorded the child's responses on the two-button box.

Throughout the test session, Experimenter 2 tallied the child's responses

directly from the Esterline-Angus reporder and indicated interblock intervals

on the permanent paper record. After the test session, the tally completed by

Experimentee 2 was checked by a naive observer against the permanent paper

tape record.

During the "say-stay" identification tests, the child pressed either of

two horizontally-adjacent buttons on the button-box to indicate whether "say"

or "stay" was heard on each presentation. A picture adjacent to each button

was a continuous reminder of which button was for "say" (i.e., a picture of a

.woman talking and the word "say" printed) and Which button ,was for "stay"

(i.e., a picture of a woman motioning for her dog to stay and'the word "stay"

printed). For the "ay-day" test, the pictures used were of a laege letter "A"

for "ay" an d. a sun rising over the horizon for "day." The'right-left button

designation for each word was randomized across test sessions and children.

During the. 2IAX discrimination test, two strips of colored tape were

substituted for.each picture on each button box. For one button the two

colors were the "same" (both red) and for the other button the two colors were

"not the same" (red and green). During the 2IAX discrimination test the
children were instructed to listen to each pair of words and press a button to

indicate whether the pair- members were exactly the- "same" or "not the

same." Again, the right-left button designation was randomized across

sessions and children.

On each day of testing the child As reminded of ,how to use the response

box, and was given a block of practice trials to insure that she/he understood
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the task and could work through an entire block of trials without difficulty.
Experimenter 1 remained with iéhild throughout each test session- and
provided verbal encouragement and support, as necessary. In addition,
throughout the testing sessions two lowwatt blue spotlights provided the
child with intermittent.feedback, which proved to be particularly effective in
motivating the child Co perform the task and continue to listen Qlosely. The
lights were positioned approximately 1 m in front of the child. On one light
a happy face signaled that the child's previous response had been correct. A
sad face on the other light indicated an incorrect response. Experimentdr
controlled the operation of these lights according to the correctness of the
child's'responses on a sample of trials. buring the "saystay" identification
sessions, one of each of the endpoint stimuli Sor the two continua was
randomly selected during the course of two trial blocks for reinfprcement.
During the discrimination sessions, one of each of the four types of trials
was selected and for the "ayday" identification series, one of each of the
endpoint stimuli for the continuum received reinforcement.

Between trial blocks in all five sessions, children were allowed to
select colored stars that they pasted on a personalized game board. _On
successive blocks they selected an increasing number of stars and afteir the
last trial block they were allowed to select a prize. For most of the
children the time during which they selected and pasted stars was sufficient
to serye as a rest interval. However, when necessary for maintaining the
child's motivation for the test sessions, this interblock interval was
lengthened and the child was allowed to engage in another play activity,for a
few minute-s.,,-

-

RESULTS

Identification: "saystay"

The category boundary between"say" and "stay" was defined as that silent
interval at which there were 50% "stay" responses. There were no significant
test block effects (session 1 vs. 3) in the children's identification res
ponses. As can be seen in Figure 3, the mean category boundary for the D
continuum was at 26.4 msec (Range: 16.0-32.0 msec). In contrast, the mean
category boundary for the d continuum was at 37.5 Msec (Range: 33.6-43.3
msec). This average difference in category boundaries of 11.1 msec (Range:

/
5.9-17.6'msec) was highly significant (t7 z 8.5, 2 < .001). In fact, there
was no overlap whatsoever in the distribution 6t-categorx boundaries for the D-- , ... .and d continua.

These results support previous findings, obtained with adults, of a

trading relation between spectral and temporal acoustic cues in the perception
of stop consonants. In children, "weak clay" stimulus tokens required approxi
mately 11.1 msec more silence after /s/ to bejleard as "stay" than did "strong

day" stimulus tokens (see Iigure 3). The magnitude of this trading relation
differs between children and adults (120 5.3, 2 < .001).3 This difference
between children and adults is due exclusively to a difference in their
identification of stimulus tokens from the d continuum (compare Figure 3 to
the bottom panel of Figure 2).,0, For the d continuum, the mean 50% crossover
point for adults in Experiment 2 of Best et al. (1981) was 43.8 msec, whereas
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that for children was 37.5 msec (L20 = 2.2, 2 < .05). For the D continuum the
respective points were 25.3 msec and 26.4 msec (ta .3,.n.s.).

_

Identification: "ay-day"

The results. from the "ay-day" identification task may provide some
insight into the basis for the difference between children and adults in the
magnitude of the trading relation. Children were apparently not less sensi-
tive than adults to the perceptual use of the F1 spectral cue for the alveolar
stop, since as a group they did not differ significantly from adults in the
location of the 50% crossover point for the "strong day" continuum. Rather,
it was the 50% crossover point for the "weak day" continuum that differentiat-
ed the children and adults. One possibility is that children were more
sensitive than adults to F1 onset spectral information, in the sense that for
children a relatively high F1 onset supported perception of an alve4ar stop,

' following /s/, moire- readily than it did for adults. Conversely, the children
could be said to be less sensitive than adults to the spectral difference
between the 230 Hz vs. 430 Hz F1 onsets. Since the "ay-day" identificatipn
task involved changes only in this spectral cue, it is useful for examining
the possibility that the "weak day" vocalic syllable was perceived to be more
"day"-like by children than by adults.4

The identification functions for the children, and for a sample of 18
adult listeners (Best et al., 1981), are shown in Figure 4. The 50% crossover
point for the children did not differ significantly from that of the adults
(t 3=,.3). The "ay-day" continuum contained the two vocalic syllable tokens
used in generating the two "say-stay" continua ("weak day" continuum - 430 Hz
F1 onset frequency; "strong day" continuum - 230 Hz F1 onset frequency).
Children and adults did not differ in percent of "day" identification for
either of these tokens: "strong day" token - adults 99%, children 100%; "weak
day" token - adults 46%, children 54%. These results suggest that children's
and adults' perception of the F1 onset spectral cue was not primarily
responsible for the obtained difference in the size of ;he trading relation.

2IAX Discrimination Test

The discrimination data were compared with discrimination performance
predicted from the identification data for the strong and weak "say-stay"
continua.V For a given discrimination comparison type, the probability of a

"not same" response was computed in the following manner (see Best et al.,
1981): p ("not same") = [p ("say" on first member of comparison) x p ("stay"
on sedind member of comparison)] - [p ("stay" on first member) x p ("say" on
second member)]. Since there were no significant effects involving blocks
(i.e., testing session' 2 vs. 4), only results totalled over blocks 1 and 2
will be reported. The results for Physically Same comparison types showed
that there was no significant general response bias; the average observed
proportion of "not same" responses was 4% and the average predicted proportion
was 1%.

There are two aspects of discrimination performance that will be dis-
cussed: (1) observed vs. predicted performance for each discrimination type;
and (2) the relative rank ordering of discrimination performance across
discrimination types. With regard to the latter, it is important to remember
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N
that in selecting stimulus pairs for the Conflicting Cues and Cooperating Cues

discrimination types, a trading relation typical of adults, was assumed
(Experimerit 1 of Best et al.,-1981):. ,---,,Pide-the children in the Audy showed a
significantly smaller trading refaiibn ehan adults, howeVer, ,the,discrimina-
tion pairs used were not in fact appropriate for providing the ddst dlear and
dramatic contrast in the children's performance between the Conflicting and
the Cooperating conditions. Specifically, instead of using a 24 msec silent
gap difference between the members of Two Cue discrimination pairs, a

difference of 11 msec would presumably have been more appropriate.

Nonetheless, the data can provide a test of the perceptual equivalence
hypothesis if predicted and obtained discrimination performance were to vary
in 8 similar manner as a function Of discrimination condition, particularly if
peak performance in the Cooperating Cues condition was still predicted to be
_higher than performance in the Conflicting Cues condition. To determine
'Whether. thist,was,the case, an analysis of variance on predicted peak
4iscriminatpdnS,legels was performed for the Cooperating Cues, Conflicting

Orie'44Cuécohditions. ,Peak perfOrmance was defined as performance on
#dse comparisons in which the pair members straddled the "say"-"stay"
botiOdary: that fs, the second comparison for t'he One Cue condiion; and the
avei,age of .the seCond and third comparisons in each of' the other two

-

diSdrimination condlions, , 'There 'was- a significant difference among the
dndicions for,the pre46ted discrlmination data, E-2,14 = 14.27, 2 < .001.

Predidle0perfdisffiarice was significantly higher for the CooperatinvCues than
for th0dp.flICting Cues condition, tl = 4,93, 2 < .01, although the difqr-
ence between the Conflicting Cues and the One Cue conditions was not
significant. The observed vs. predicted scores for each test condition appear
in Figure 5.

Analysis of variance on the observed performance levels also revealed
significant differences among the conditions, n ,14 = 11.3, .2 < .005. The
pattern of differences among the discrimination conditions conformed to

predicted order, supporting the notion that children, like adults, perceived
the diverse acoustic cues as equivalent information along a single phonetic
dimension. Peak discrimination was significantly higher for the Cooperating
Cues condition than the Conflicting Cues condition, t7 = 3.6, .2 < .01. There
was no sigfiificant difference between the Conflicting Cues and One Cue

conditions.5

DISCUSSION

Investigation of trading relations amng aCoustic cues in phonetic

perception can provide valuable insights in o how information from diverse
acoustic dimensions is integrated in the pe ceptfon of speech. The present
investigation eramined children's integrati n of spectral and temporal cues
for the perception of a stop consonant in an /s/ + stop cluster in syllable-
initial position. Generally, to perceive the stop consonant children needed
approximately 11 msec more silence to compensate for a weak spectral cue than
when a strong spectral cue was present. This trading relation of 11 msec was
significantly'less than that obtained for a group of adult listeners tested
with the same stimuli (Best et al., Ex eriment 2, 1981). Children and adults
did not differ, however, in their percepti f the "ay-day" continuum, which
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was formed by varying only the .spectral cue. This suggests that children and
adults differed either in their pe"rception qf the temporal cue alone, or in
their relative weighting of the temportIZand spectral cues for phonetic
integration in /s/ + stop cluster perception. The former possibility seems
less likely given previous reports that children (e.g., Wolf, 1973) and even

- infants (e.g., Eimas, Siqueland, Jusczyk, & Vigorito, 1971) show the same VOT
boundary (a temporal cue) as adults in perception of stop voicing.

The pattern of results obtained in the discrimination conditions support
ed the notion-that the two acoustic cues are truly equivalent along a single
phonetic dimension in children's perception of speech, even though the
stimulus pairings 'used were not ideally suited to the magnitude of the
children's trading relation. For the children, both the expected and observed
discrimination performances were significantly better when the spectral and
temporal cue'values "cooperated" phgnetically to enhance discrimination along
the phonetic dimension, than when the cues "conflicted" phonetically to reduce
discriminability along the phonetic dimension. Since 'the Cooperating and
Conflicting Cues conditions involved comparisons that differed by equal
amounts along the two acoustic dimensions, the pattern of discrimination
findings indicated that the children were not focusing on the acoustic
differences as such. Instead, like adults, they perceived the unified
phonetic information underlying the-dNersity in acoustic information.

The cause of the agerelated perceptual differences in the magnitude of
the trading relation is not directly revealed by this study, and warrants
further exploration. One possible reason for he difference might be a

t....
lowered sensitivity to frequency differences. amo g formant transition onsets
in children vs. adults (Eguchi, 1976); however, the lack of an age effect in
the "ayday" test eliminates the Possibility of an absolute age difference in
frequency sensitivity for F1 onset values in our stimuli. Children at this_
age are apparently equal to adults in their perceptual use of a 230 vs. 430
Hz Fl onset diff rence to signal a difference in degree of alveolar stop
closure; that is, hey do not differ from adults in their use of that acoustic
information as a pimary cue to a phonetic distinction. They deviate from
adults only in th&Ir use of the same, acoustic information as a secondary cue
to a multiplycued phonetic contrast. This would suggest that the age
difference is more likely related to developmental changes in selective

/attention to perceptual information than it is to changes in basic auditory
sensitivity. It finds converging support from Bernstein's (1979) report that.
children are less consistent than adults in using FO as a secondary cue to
stop contrasts. ,

A second possibility is that the age difference in perception of multiple

acoustic cues to a phonetic contrast might also relate in some way to child
vs. adult production differences. Children six years of agesproduce shorter
VOTs (Kent, 1981), and they show les of a VOT distinction (Kent, 1976) for
stop consonants in syllable initia osition, relative to-Agults' productions.
Furthermor children's VOT for stops in is/ + stop clusterS is about 12 msec,
averaging a ross three places of articulation (see Figure 3 in Bond & Wilson,
1980) where s, in adult production, the average VOT i 23 msec, again
averaging acro three places of articulation (see Table 1 in Klatt, 1975).

Since children odUce both wordinitial voiceless stops and those following
initial /s/, with a shorter VOT than adults, this means that they start
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phonation earlier after the release of the constriction. In turn, this would

imply a lower F14 onset :frequency in children's 'voia'eless stops than in_

adults', at least for those follOwing /s/, and that the F1 onset frequency
differences wdUld therefore be smaller for children's voiced-voiceless dis-
tinctions in production. The obtained smaller trading relation in the

children, for our /s/ + stop cluster, would seem to imply lowered perceptual
use of the F1 onset distlnction, as well as lowered productive use of F1 onset

distinctions, relative to adults. This hypothesized relation between

children's smaller perceptual trading relation anvi their production of smaller

voicing category distinctions could be tested by examining children's gap

durations and F1 onsets in "say"-"stay" production relative to their perceptu-

al equivalence tests for "say"-"stay." A relationship between perception and
production abilities in 3-year-olds, for example, has been reported for the
contrasts /w/, /r/, and /1/ (Strange & Broen, 1981), and has also been

indicated by the research of Bailey and Haggard (1980) on voicing distinc-
tions.

Perception of cunning speech in the natural environmefir depend): upon* ,a

listener's ability t integrate multiple acoustic cues, which may interact in

complex ways to spe ify phonetic category information. Yet developmental

research on perceptual integration of mtltiple acoustic cues specifying
phonetic content has been sorely lacking. ,As the results of-the present study

inglicate, examining children's and adults' perception of simple one-cue word-

initial' differences provides little information about developmental changes in
listeners' abilities to integrate and utilize these cues for phoeetic percep-

tion in multiple-cue contexts, vhich more closely approximate the diverse
information available to a listener in natural speech. In order to better
understand developmental changes in the perception of speech it is important

that we begin to examine perceptual abilities that more closely approximate

those necessary for the perception of speech in the natural environment.
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FOOTNOTES

'41Simon andjo'urcin did not test the English-speaking and French-speaking
children on the same voicing contrasts, and the contrasts were chosen such
that nei;her group was tested on all three places of stop articulation. The

English-gpeaking childreh were tested with "coat-goat" (3-14 year-olds) and
"Paul-ball" (2-year-olds), whereas the French children were tested with "toto-

dodo." Moreover, the children" were given only three presentations of each
stimulus from a continuum, which 'is an .extremely low number of repetitions

(most adult studies use 10-20 presentations per token) and could artificially
inflate the .children's,variance in performance, especially at younger ages.

2In American English, the phonetic and articulatory properties ofl /t/,
tJp/, or /k/ following /s/ are actually more characteristic of their voiced

cognates /d/, /b/, and 7g6 respeatively: Thus /stei/ with the /s/ noise

removed sounds like "Or rather than "tay."

3For the two "say"-"stay" continua in Experiment 1 of Best et al. (1981),

t e /s/ and the synthetic syllable were \separated by silent gaps ranging

etween 0 4nd 136 msec, in 8 msec increme ts, resulting in 18 itimuli per

continuum. As mentioned/in the IntroductiOn the average trading relation for

adult listeners in Experiment 1 of Best t al. (1981) was 24.6 msec. In

Experiment 2,of Best et al. (1981) a trundated "say"-','stay" continuum contain-
fng 13 stimuli each was 'Used; stimuli containing gaps greiter than 96 msec
were \eliminated, since the .adults in Experiment 1 had identified thee as
"stay" nearly 100% of' the ,time. The average trading relation for adults

tested with this truncated "say"-"stay".. continuum was 45 mseclit Because

children were tested with the truncaeed continuum only,.dur statistics in.the

present -,atudy compared the size of their trading relation relative to

adult 4ading relation Experiment 2 (see Figures 2 and ,3). Howeve

,because he-children's dtscrimination data were obtained prior to completio,

of tes ng adults in Experiment 2 of Best et al. (1981, ) the children'

discrimination tes as set up based on the adult trading rel!'ation o

Experiment 1 of Best which was 24.6 msec.

46

4It is-14'egsting, however, that when:the "ay,day",data for' individual
children were compared to the maghitudes of theit."-say-stay" trading-rela-

tionsl there was a tendency for children with larger-magnitpde trading

relation to also show larger differences in percent "day" identifications

between the "Weak,day" and "strong day" sYllables.



^

5Although the order of the observed peaks across the three discriminatfdn
conditions matched the order of the predicted peaks, there was some discrepan
cy between observed and predicted, levels of performance. There was no

performance difference between observed and predicted scores across the One
Cue comparisohs, but there was a significant main effect for observed_
vs. predicted across the Conflicting Cues comparisons, F1,17 =,18.7, 2 < .005,

and across the Cooperating Cues comparisons, 3F,, 21 =
5.8, 2 < .005. Ttests

comparing observed and predicted performance obtained performance to be

marginally better than predicted for all Conflicting Cues comparisons, arid for
the Cooperating Cues comparisons that involved stimuli from the "stay"

identification category:- These moderate differences in obtained vs. predicted

performance levels indicate some ability to discriminate aqoustic differences
between stimuli beyond differences in phonemic identity. However, this is not

particularlly damaging to the phonetic perceptual equivalence hypothesis since
the observedpredicted differences are similar in magnitude to thosefound in
adults by Best et al. (1981), and in fact are common in studies on 6tegorical
perception of speech segMent contrasts.

,
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THE ROLE OF THE STRAP MUSCLES IN PITCH LOWERING

Donna Erickson, Thomas Baer, and Katherine S. Farris+

INTRODUCTION

P

It has long been recognized that the extrinsic laryngeal muscles may

participate in the control of fundamental frequency (F0) during singing or
speech. There is a large body of direct physiological evidence for this
participation for the case of singing fe.g., Faaborg-Anderson & Sonninen,

1960). "However, there are several reasons .to expect that the extrinsic

muscles ye also involved in Fo control--especially for F0 lowering--during
speech production. Recent studies of laryngeal Control of F0 falls in speech
have implicated the cricoihyroid and the strap muscles as the primary muscles

involved in F0 lowering '(e.g., Atkinson, 1978; Erickson, 1976; Erickson &
'Atkinson, 1976; Simada & Hirose, 1971). Specifically, the cricothyroid shows

decreased activity and the strap musclek increased activity during pitch

falls. In this paper, we wish to exaffine the interaction between the

cricothyroid and strap muscles in effecting Fo fall in more detail, and in

particular, to study their joint activity.

BACKGROUND

During speech or singing, fundamental frequency is determined primarily
by activity of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles, and, to a lesser.extent, by
Aubglottal pressure (Baer, 1979; Hixon, Klatt, de Mead, 197.1). Given that the

vocal folds are in a voicing position (partially or fully adducted), and that
sufficient subglottal pressure to maintain phonation has been produced, Fo As
dete'rmined to a substantial degree by the tension of the vocal folds, which
is,, in turn, determined by adjustments of the relative positions of the

cricoid, thyroid, and arytenoid cartilages. Recent results have unanimously

shown that the muscle whose activity ismosb-d-irectly related to F0 is the
cricothyroid (CT), a finding consistent with the anatomical fact that the
cricotgyroid muscle Ia.-best Mated for increasing the distance between the
aqterior part of the thyroid cartilage and the arytenoid cartilages. The only

muscles that could shorten this, distance by actiondet the levelof the folds
themselves, however, are the laryngeal spninct'er muscles--.-the thyroarytenoid

(TA), and the muscles of the igl ttic sphincter. Of these, it is known
that the,activity of the int nal t of the thyroarytenoid (the vocalis) is

'not usually positively corre ated with Fo lowering (Gay, Hirose, çSt.rome, &

Sawashima, -1972;,Shipp & McGlone, 1971). Thus, if an active s ortening-

+Also The Graduat, School, City University of NewAYork.
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lowering mechanism exists, it must either involve the external part of the TA--.
muscle_or.,.some more indirect action .through the aryepiglottic sphincter
muscles,---or'the action of the extrinsic laryngeal muscles.

Untrained singers allow the whole larynx to move upward during increases

of Fo and downward for decreases of Fo. There is also-some evidence that
similar tendencies occur, on the average, during speech intonation (Ewan,

1979). Since the vertical position of the larynx as a whole is determined by
its extrinsic attachments, this constitutes evidence that the extrinsic
muscles are activated with changes in Fo

. There is direct electromyographic
and clinical evidence that the extrinsic muscles are involved in the produc-
tion of both the high and low extremes of a singer's Fo. range (Sonninen,
1956). Since the range of fundamental frequency employed during speech

production usually lies near the low extreme of singing range, we might expect
the extrinsic muscles to participate in Fo lowering during speech.

4

A knowledge of the anatomy of the region-and those few experimental facts
available have been used to develop a number of theories to account for Fo
lowering; among these are (1) the passive relaxation theory (Zemlin, 1959),

(2) the external frame function theory (Sonninen, 1956), (3) the vertical
tension theory (Ohala, 1972), and (4) the laryngeal articulation theory

(Lindqvist, 1972). In the first, the passive theory, Fo lowering is said to
result simply from relaxation of the Fo raising musculature (i.e.,
cricothyroid) with no abtive gesture. In the second, the external frame
function theory (which is the one we will be most concerned with here), Fo

lowering is thought to be brought about by a horizontal shortening of the
vocal folds due to forces exerted by the external attachments to the larynx.
In the third, the vertical tension theory, Fo lowering is said to result from
a lowering of the larynx; that is, the vertical height of the larynx is

related to Fo directly through vertical stretching of the surface membranes of
the larynx, rather than by horizontal lengthening as in the external frame
function theory. In the fourth, the laryngeal articulation theory, Fo

lowering is vid to be brought about by the laryngeal nd supra-laryngeal
.sphincter muscles opposing the cricothyroid muscle, so t t both vocal fold
shortening and supraglottal constriction result.

It is i)ossible that several of the theories l7.2sted bove may be

"correct." That is, each of the _possible,- mechanisms might be used.et
diffdrent times or in different combinations. However, it is clear that there

are changes in the activity of the extrinsic muscles during speech production
and that these muscles are capable of changing the configuration of the

laryngeal cartilages.

Ffgure 1 shows a schematic side view of the lary/ix, indicating the major

structures and their attachments. The three major structures important for Fo
control are the cricoid crtilage, the thyroid cartilage, and the hyoid bone.
Because of the ligamentary and muscular attachments between these three
structures, movement of any one of them produces changes in the forces exerted
on the other two, in general causing them to move arso. Eaair of the three
structures also has attachments to other body structures. Therefore, any

movement causes a readjustment of the forcei not only that the three

structures exert on each other, but also that extennal attachments exert.
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Specific theories of strap muscle action mOst be assessed within the

frapework of this biomechanica omplexity. For example, Sonninen (1956), who
simulated muscle action by p ing individual muscles in cadavers fixed in
various head positions, found ha a pull on the sternothyroid (ST) caused the
thyroid cartilage to move and tilt forward slightly. Due to.the attachment of
cricoid and thyroid cartilage, a tug on one caused a movement of the other.
"Contraction" of ST resulted in either lengthening or shortening of the voc
folds depending on the position of the head and cervical spine: "If e

tilting of the cricoid cartilage exceeded that of the thyroid cartilage, the
vocal cords shortened, if it was less, they lengthened" (p. 25).

While Sonninen believed, on anatomical grounds, that this anterior vector
of movement might result from the contraction of any of the three strap
muscles, i.e. the sternohyoid, the sternothyroid and the thyrohyoid, whether
or not a vertical component was present, he did not investigate the problem.
Later investigators have been in.disagreement as to whether there is function
al differentiation among the muscles. Collier (1975) and Hiki and Kakita
(1976) report a difference, although Erickson (1976) does not. Moreover, the
lastnamed study showA that all three\straps appear to be associated with F0
lOwering in the low part of the F0 range.

In the articles cited above, investigators have not always differentiated
(whit is biomechanically possible from what is actually used as a maneuver for

pitch control by speakers or singers. Further, speakers may differ from
trained singers in what they do. In the study that follows, we have tried to
look at reesonably common mechanisms in speakers without special training
whose language calls for precise control. Hence, we have used speakers of
Thai, a tone language, as subjects and compared them with speakers of English.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In order to assess the role of strap muscles in F0 lowering, we performed
the following experiment with two Thai and two Engl?Ah speakers on utterances
thatk showed falling F0 contours.

We used the EMG and F0 processing facilities at Haskins Laboratories and
restricted our study to the cricqthyroid (CT) muscle and the strap muscles.
As mentioned earlier, there is no strong evidence for a differentiation among
the strap muscles. -But since the earlier literature, especially Hirano,
Ohala, and Vennard (1969), has focussed attention on the sternohyoid (SH), we
have givep it special attention. However, in the case of Thai speaker PT,
since SH proved not to be a good insertion, we examined the ,thyrohyoid (TH)
muscle. The muscle insertions were serformed by Hajime Hirose, usiv inser
tion techniques he has described (Hiptese, 1971).

In Thai, we exanined F6 falls on words with two, types ,of tones, the
"falling" tone and the "low" tone, i.e., /baa/, /bii/, ,/buu/:, and /ba'a/,
/bil/, /buil/. The words werq,spokeh in a carrier phrase /aa/, meaning "Yes,
that is a ." In Thai, these two tbnes begin their fall at a relatively
high value of F0, or a mid value, respectively.
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In English, we examined falling Fo contours from the words "Bey" and

"loves" in the sentence "Bev loves Bob," with emphatic stress on one of,the
three words. The word is produced with intonation that falls from a high

value, if it is stressed, or a mid value, if it'is not. The particular

samples used are those described in Atkinson (1973, 1978). We will describe

the two types of Fo falls in the two languages as "high falls" and "mid
falls."

The two speakers for the English sentences were one native American
(male), and one naturalized American (male) whose native language was Estoni
an, but who was a fluentl speaker of English. The speakers for the Thai
sentences were two native speakers (male) of the central dialect of Thailand
(as spoken in Bangkok) who were students at the University of Connecticut.
The two English speakers were sophisticated with respect to the lfterature'on

F0 control: the two Thai speakers were not.

Previous studies (e.g., Atkinson, 1973; Erickson, 1976) indicate a

typical pattern of CT and SH activity occurring with falling Fo coVours.
Prior to the fall in Fo the CT shows a decrease in activity, and affer the
fall, the SH shows an increase in activity. In order to determine whether the
CT and SH could be in some way causing the fall in Fo, we examined the delay
between onset of F0 fall and onset of the decrease in CT activity on the one
hand, and onset of the increase in SH activity on the other hand. This method
iias first reported in Atkinson and Erickson (1977) and Erickson (1976).

Schematic patterns of Fo, CT, and SH strap muscle activity are shown in
Figure 2. The onset of Fo fall is fairly abrupt,-and easily determined by
visual inspection for measurement purposes. The onset of strap muscle

activity was also fairly easy to determine, since usually there was a low
steady base level of activit}/ followed by a sudden increase.. It was at the

point where the EMG curve begin to increase that the measurements were made
for the strap muscles. The cricothyroid showed a clear peak or peaks of
activity before it sloped off intda steady low level pattern,of activity. 'It

was at .the point where the EMG curve began,to descend that the measurements
were,made. We examined individual tokens of each of the four speakers: 30

tokens each for the Thai speakers, and 20 tokens each for the English

speakers. Tokens in which clear peaks were not observed were discarded.

RESULTS

The distribution of delay times between the change in EMG activity and Fo

fall for high fplls is shown ia0Vigure 3. All-four speakers show a pattern in

which CT aiiipalty generally begins to decrease before Fo fall. For three of
the four speakers, strap muscle activity follows the onset'of F0 fall, while
for the fourth, KO, it precedes it.

The data for the first three speakers Suggest the following: (1) Since

the CT is 4Ctiove priori to the Fo fall, it is certainly possible that
' relaxation of the CT could be causal with regard to t4he initiation of Fo.

lowering (2) Since the strap muscle is not active until after the Fo fall, it,
is clearly not pogtible for the strap muscles to'be causal mith regard to t4e
initiation of F0 lowering. 0
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For the fourth speaker, KO, who does not follow the above pattern, we can
conjecture that (1) the CT is probably causal with regard to the initiation of

Fo rowering, but (2) whether the strap muscle is causal also is not at all
clear. The data on speaken, KO ,may reflect an alternative Fo lowering

strategy.

Next, we consider patterns of Fo, CT, and strap muscle activity for mid
fall situations shown in Figure 4. In comparison with the patterns for high

fall situations previously described, ie nbte initially, that the cricothyroid

muscle tends to show less dynamic chang-es in activity in mid falls than in

high falls. This pattern has also been found by other experimenters. For

instance, Rubin (1963) ,noted that CT activity is "virtually absent in lower

frequencies, minimum just above this, and does not really become intense until

transitiOW to the middle register" (p. 1002). Given that the transitions in

CT adivity are far less abrupt for mi .to lowfalis, we were not able,to

establish onset or offset points as re dily. Hence, the number of cases for'

the midfall distributicos is much sm1ler.

In examining the delay tifne measurements for midfalls, displayed in

Figure 4, we see the following pattern of strap Muscle activity: Strap muscle

activity starts to increase before the initiation of the Fo fall. 'Ibis
'bontrasts strongly with the pattern of strap activity seen with high falls,

where strap activity begins after initiation of Fo

The findings reported in this study lend themselves to certain interpre

tations concerning how the laryngeal muscles.jibrk to lower Fo. For one thing;

it is obvious that CT and strap muscles act synergistically in lowering Fo.

Simply speaking, the CT must be relaxed (or relaxing) before the strap muscles

can participate in Fo lowering. A more complicated statement emerges when we
compare the patterns of CTstrap muscle, activity for the two types of fall

situations, i.e., high to low, and mid to low'falls. A fall from high to low

F0 is initiated by relaxation of the CT, with the strap muscles showing
activity well after initiation of the Fo fall. However, a fall from inid to

low Fo is initiated by the strap muscles, with the CT playing relatively
little role.
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FOOTNOTE

1

The subject's speech was marked by some foreign interference. While he
was not an ideal subject, he was the only volunteer for what seemed at the
time (1973) a fairly formidable procedure. However, his productiOhs were
perceptually normal as tot intonation contour and the interest here js not in
the choice of English,, bb4-of any non-tone language.
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PHONETIC VALIDATION OF DISTINCTIVE FEATURES: A TEST CASE IN FRENCH*

Leigh Lisker+ and Arthur S. Abramson++

Abstract. Much of the phonological literature shows little concern

for recent phonetic data. Even in a provocative overview of
Jakobsonian phonology (Jakobson & Waugh, 1979) that does give much
attention to recent phonetic research, the latter is not exploited
very convincingly in defining certain distinctive features. A case

in point is the notorious French chestnut embodied in vous la jetez
vs. vous l'achetez, a pair of expressions traditionally said to be

distinguished by a voicing feature in the palatal fricatives, which
appear here as initial elements in consonant clusters with /ti. It

is reported, however, that the /3/ of jetez is devoiced through
assimilation to the following /t/, and it is argued that a feature
of "fortisness" or,"tenstty" is therefore needed. We have tested

two hypotheses: .(1) Such pairs are likely' to be distinguished in

production and perception; (2) When they are digtinguished, the

phonetic basis is glottal adduction vs. abduction. Readings by

native speakers of standard French of written sentences terminating

rdn la jeter and l'acheter were collected and those tokens in which
.t
the terminal items were pronounced as disyllables were presented to
French listeners for identification. Their responses suggest insta

bility of the distinction, with a Perceptual- bias toward /S/,.thus

largely negating the first hypothesis., Insofar as the distinction
is maintained; spectrographic dnallisis and perceptual tests involv
ing the manipulation of /3/ and /S/ noise segments do not argue
against a hypothesis of laryngeal control.

If phonology is to be taken seriously as more than an elaborate spelling

exercise--in other words, if the assertions of phonetic fact are not just

objects to be manipulated rather than statements whoose truth values are

thought relevant to linguistic description, then they deserve the respect

implied by careful and appropriate testing. Terms such as "voiced" and

"fricative" have physical meanings that are generally recognized. Provided

that the linguist who says that a given utterance type involves a voiced

fricative grants physical meaning to those terms, the statement may be checked

against physical observation. Linguists may not want to test their phonetic
judgments, even though ostensibly they are making claims about the physical

*Paper presented at the 56th Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of
America, New York City, December 1981.

+Also University,of Pennsylvania.
++Also University of Connecticut.
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nature of speech signals. Quite frankly we find such an attitude deplorable,
even if we acknowledge that beliefs about the nature of the world are also
facts worth studying. Some kinds of phonetic judgments are, moreover, not
easily translated into terms that allow ready testing. An outstanding example
is the claim that two utterance types are distinguished by a didierence in
force of articulation, where the so-called "fortis_lenis" distinction is

attributed to particular segments. It might be argued that if the fortisness
of a particular segment is a matter of belief that is widely shared, then it
may not be dismissed as groundless just because laboratory phoneticians have
failed to find an appropriate melsure. But there is a difference between
taking such a belief seriously and regarding it as sacrosanct. We prefer to
take it seriously, and that means to view it critically.

The claim that a phonological distinction is based on a fortis-lenis

difference is not easily tested for another xeason, namely because most often
a non-controversial difference is present, one that is physically interpret-
able. Only rarely is an alleged fortis-lenis difference unaccompanied. One

of these cases seems to be in French, a language that distinguishes two sets
of obstruents, one usually voiced and the other voiceless. A number of
linguists (e.g., Armstrong, 1932; Delattre, 1941; Malmberg, 1943), most

recently Jakobson and Waugh (1979) have said that the palatal fricatives /3/
and IS/, usually voiced and voiceless respectively, are lenis and fortis as
well. ,They claim, moroever, that in the phrase Vous la jetez 'You throw it' a

common pronunciation omits the schwa that in a more deliberative style

separates the /3/ and the /t/, and also devoices the fricative. The resulting
form, it is further said, is distinguishable from the semantically different
expression Vous l'adhetez 'You buy it,' despite"the alleged absence of any
voicing difference. The aim of the exercises to be,reported here was to test
the proposition that the distinction just described cannot be attributed to a
difference in laryngeal action, and that we must look for something else that
can plausibly be regarded as a consequence of a difference in articulatory
forceThe strongest acoustic evidence for a difference in laryngeal manage-
vent would be tVhe presence of glottal pulses during the fricative noise of

'4vwct,141.13/, and the absence ot same during Ihe /5/ noise. The acoustic indices of
articulatory force thaC"are commonly proposed arp duration and intensity
-4

-Level, in this case.the relative durations and intensities of the /3/ arid /S/

noises. (It must be pointed out that, on the one hand, the absence of glottal
pulses' during the /)/ noise does not conclusively demonstrate that tiie

laryngeal action is the same for /3/ and /S/, while a difference in either
noise duration or intensity may as plausibly be attributed to a difference in
laryngeal management as to one of articulatory force.) ,

Three tests were run: first, native speakers of French recorded a set of

, sentences read from a written list, and the recordings were played back to
French listeners for identification of the intended target forms; second,

selected 'sentence tokens' were,edited so that fricative intervals from well-
identified jeter and acheter were interchanged; finally, the intensitiA of
the fricative intervals were varied to determine whether this would affect
listeners' identifications of the sentences.

, The first test was run just to make sure that sentences meant to differ
only as to whether they contained jeter or acheter could be distinguished if
pronounced with fricative-stop clusters. Three speakers of standard French
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were rec,or.ded in readings of'1.the following sentences. The sentences were

7
listed in a random order.b

Il faut 1 jeter.

faut 1 cheter.

,I1 ne aut pas la jeter.
Il ge faut pas l'acheter.
Il de rait la jeter.
Il de Tait l'acheter.
On

On

a fini par la jeter.
a fini par l'acheter.

Elle a fini par la jeter.' /

Elle a f1rj. par l'acheter.

,J'ai ddci da la jeter.

rai déci de l'acheter.
Elle ne pouvait pas la jeter.
Elle ne pouvait pas l'acheter.
Estce que vous-voulez la jeter? 'to

Estce que vpus voulez l'acheter?
40n dit que vdus voulez la jeter.
On dit slue vous

r

oulez l'aqeter.
Moi, j

d
!ai peur e l'a jeter.

(Moi, j'ai peur de l'acheter. 1

Moi, je ne veux pas la jeterl.

Moi, je.ne veux Pas l'acheter.
Estce que vous ne youlez pas la jeter?
Estce que vous ne voulez pas l'acheter?

4

One speaker read all the sentences containing jeter with this woed

pronounped as a disVoiable. Since her productions could not be used to test

our hypothesis; th4Y were discarded.t A second speaker always pronounced jeter

. 4 as a ,monosyllable, while the third nearly always did so. Randomizations of

the sentences recorded by these latterttwo speakers were played back to native

listeners, both the speakers and otherls. The listeners' jodgm4 as to the

identity of the -final worlds (if you like, their judgments ps to the speakers'

_f______________intentional_ar.e_soreBanted_in Table j. Speaker G.P. who_pronounced all his

tokens of jeter as modosyllables, very clearly produced sentenbei--iiiize
ambiguous; roughly two thirds of both intended jeter and acheter were judged

----, to be the latter by the three 1 ners. who rendered a total of 280 response*.

In the case of D.E.'s readingralthough intended acheOr were more often

reported as Acheter than were, int 241 ded jeter, it call hardly be,said that the

704 responses by four listener proyide strong evidence Plat the /3//S/

distinction can survive d-eletion of the schwa of jeter. D.E.'s intended jeterr

were so identified just at chance; her acheter tokens, reported 60% as

acheter, were perhapt More often produced with fully voiceless fricativestop

clusters, combixations that might predispose listeners to report aoheter,

Chisquare tests of the individual listener's responses revealed Only a single

case in which a speaker's intended forms were correctly identified at better

than chance: D.E. as.listener was able to identify her own recorded sentences

at a level better than p < .001.

a

The' data of our first test suggest_tfiat there is little basis, at least

for these speakers and listeners, for the claim made as to the robustness of

r) C.)4.
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the /3//S/.contrast in the context under study. The fortislenis difference,
so hard for the baboratory phonetician to lay hands on, seems to be no less

elusive for our French speakers and listeners. 'Of course, while our .test

subjects are certifiably native speakers of French, and the claim is about
French, somewhere there may be whole communities of speakers whodbehave as the

claim we- are testing says speakers of French do generally. But at the moment

we do not know whether or where they are to be found.

At this point we might have dropped the whole matter. We were persuaded

to continue, however, by the following consideration. If we could find any
-sentence tokens with intended jeter that were so identified, and that we could
say were produced in accord with the schwadeletion rule, and if we also found

other tokens regularly judged to contain acheter, then we might still pose the

original question: does a difference in labeling responses require us to

recognize a phonetic Asis other than laryngeal? Of the more than 40

sentences that D.E. recorded containing intended jeter, just three were

reported, at 90% or better, as ending with jeter. .0f an equal number of

tokens with intended acheter thre were six that were as often so retorted.

Our data do not compel the conclusion that these particular tokens

reflect real auditory/phonetic differences, since purely random labeling

behavior might have yielded the results obtained. On the other hand, we

cannbt absolutely reject the possibility that these jeter and acheter tokerls

differ acoustically in a way that cAn explain why listeners reported them

differently. We proceeded therefore to examine spectrographically all the
unambiguously labeled sentence tokens, looking for differences that might

consistently disenguish members of the two sets, and, if such riere to be

found, determining whether they were of laryngeal or extralaryngeal origin.

Figure 1 reproduces narrowband spectrograms of two sentence tokens with

wellidentified jeter and acheter. The short vertical lines at t4B base of

each spectrogram mark off the fricative noise intervals. The two intervals

differ very little in duration (perhaps 5%), but they do differ in two other

aspects. The amplitude profile for the fricative of acheter has a higher peak

value, and this is as prwonents of a fortislenis distinction would predict, 4

although it is also consittent with the higher airflow that should result from

the abductign of the vocAl folds that occurs in voiceless fricatives. The

other difference is in the extent to which the harmonic pattern that

,characterizes both signals just before the fricative intervals persists past

,the onset of the noise. In the upper spectrogram of Figure 1 the harmonics

fill well over half the fricative interval; in the lower one they damp out

much earlier. The spectrograms do not tell us whether amplitude or voicing is
perceptually significant, but they suggest that perhaps one or both of them .

may play some role.

In order to see llether the category assignments of the items differently

labeled cqn be ascribed to the fricative segments, we selected four sentence
tokens, two for each reported word, for further testing. For each token the

fricative segment was first excised with the help of a waveform editing

program, land then each of the four segments was in turn introduced into the

gap, left in each of the sentences. The 16 acoustically different signalws

were then presented in random order to three of our French listeners. Their

responses are represented in Table 2. Each number in the table represents the

r- 289
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Figure 1. Rarrow-band spectrograms of sentences with well-identified tokens

of jeter and acheter. The short vertical lines mark off the
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Table 2

/1
Responses to CrossMatched Fricative Nopes

Speaker: D.E.

3 listeners

t 192 respoinses

Intended jeter

Noise From

jeter

acheter

jeter 77% .35%
t

acheter

acheter 50% 75%

Table 3 he*,

Responses t6 Fricative Noises at Two, Intensity Levels,

SpRaker: D.E.

3 listeners

160 responses

jeter

Intended OdB +10dB

jeter . .75% 80%

dcheter

7 10dB OdB.

acheter 73% 85%
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averaged
4

tesponses to four stimuli. For example, the Pour combinatjons of the

two /3/ noise segments and the two contexts that ot'iginally,inCluded those
segments elicit an average of 77% jeter. idtnti:ftcations. The four-combina .

tions of those same contextual' signals with /S/ noises elicited, on the

o .egments.

achter. The same contexts
tions Aof /S/ noises with their

proper contexts were r rted 75% as cont
average, only 35%* jeter

with /3/ noise yielded stimuli that were quite.ambiguous.

When the responses of each listener were submitted to a simple Chisquare

test of silnificance, only on,e was found to distiriguisp reliably between the
two \classes of stimuli (R..6_1.001). Possibl.k it ,is' significant that. this
listener was the spiaker D.$04"The fact that two of our three listenerA failed
to distinguish two categorie'makes still more doubtful the proposit/ion that
jeter and acheter maintain phonetic distinctiveness in contextspf the kind
tested, in the absence of the.schwa that elsewhere marks Seter, even if there
seem to be differences in the extenCto which VoiciK accompanies fricaZion.
The fact,thaNhe percentage "correct" Scores obtained wept lower than the 90%
obtained for the test tokens in the initial dabeling test is not readily'
explained, but it can be pointed'out that three of the four stimuli on which.
each of the values given in Table 2 is based were "unnatural" combinetions of
frication noises and sentence contexts, ,and the process of cutting and

recombining may well have introduced incongruitieswof intens4k, duration and
fundamertal'f(equency that could contribute'to listener uncertainty. .4, .

Our last test involved no commutation of segments. Ins,tead,.the' fou't

noise intervals were presented in their native contextS, but at two intensity
levels. In the acheter'sentences the fricative segments were played back at
ttieir original levels and also with 10 dB attenuation. The corresponding
segments,intho jeter, sentences were also replayed at their original intensi
ties, and at intensities 10 dB higher. As Table 3 shows, Ve effects of
Todffying the intensities of these segments pre not spectacular; acheter'

responses decrdased little morejthan 10% with decreased noise intensity, while

jeter responses actually it)creased with increased%intensity possibly reflect
ing the effect of the increased salience of the voicing harmonics. .Chisquare
tests of the responses of the four listeners who underwent this test showed
that varying the noise intensities had,no statistidally significant effect on
labeling behavior.

have little -rea-son

the course of this study, to believe that speakers of standard French reliably
maintain the contrast between a sentence pairwirous la jetez and vous l'achetez
in the absence of differences of vocalization and voicing. Thus the alleged
basis eor an* independent fortislenis contrast in French seems to us to be
very 43ossibly entirely'illusory. However, even if sporadically we find well
identitied fricativestop clusters that hint at d contrast, we find no

compelling evidence to reject an explanation in terms of a difference in
laryngeal behavior.
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ON CONSONANTS" AND SYLLABLE BOUNDAiIES*

.Katherine S. Harris+ and Fredericka Bell-Begi++

4

Arthur BrOnstein, 'in his book The PrAunciation of American English
(1960), follows the convention of dividing the sounds of the.language into two

classes--the consonants and the vowels. Within this rubric, he assigns the
glottal stop 19] and the glottal fricative [h] to the clonsonant class, as many
other authors do. To choose a few exampLes, [9] is described as a "glottal
plosive" and Chi as.a "breathed Aottal fricative" by Daniel Jones (1956); and
[9] as a "laryngeal st5V and Ch] as a "laryngeal open consonant" by Heffner
(1949). The authors thus make the tacit assumption lhat these sounds share
some property with the stops and fricatives, and contrast, in some manner,

with vowels. In parf, this view is a consequence of their distributional
properties (Andresen, 1968), and, indeed their role in the syllable. However,

this decision leaves u# with the further problem of decid,ing what syllables
are, within which the consonants and vowels may have roles. To conlinue with

our sampling of phoneticitexts, we find Malmberg (1963) and MacKay (1978)

.observing that, although phoneticians may differ on the definition/ of a

syllable% the untrained sReaker of'a language usually has a clear idea of the
number of syllables in an utterance, and this intuitive reality sugpsts that
there muse be some corresponding articulatory ,reality. For convenience, we
will ignore the problems of the more general definitions of the syllable
(Pu,lgram, 1970; Bell & HOoper, 1978), though we llote that 'the problem of
ffnding articulatory meanings for the syllable is made more acute by the

failure_pf efforts to find easy distributional defititions.

Modern physiological research on the' syllable begins with the work of
R. H. Stetson (1951), who suggesVd that the syllable was physiologically
defined by an initiating and a terminating_burst of activity from,the muscles
of the chest wall, the internal and external intercostal muscles, resulting in

,a distinct chest pulse ?or each syillable. This attractive concept was

effectiyely torpedoed by the classic experimental work of Ladefoged and his

collqagues (Ladefoged, 1967), "who were able to show that there were not

disofete bursts* of muscle activity corresponding to individual sYllablqg and,
indeed, that theNTanner of interetion of multular and non-muscular forces in
the expiratory cycle made the idea of a syllable baded on separate muscular
syllable pulses theoretically implausible. More recently, attempts have been.

-----Ncade to salvage the concept of an articulatory syllable by assuming that its
boundaries may 8e discovered by careful,examination of the activity of the
articulators, rather than the respiratory muscles.

*To be published in L. Raphael, C. Raphael, & M. Valdovinos (Eds.), Language

and cognitiOn: Essays in honor of Arthur J. Bronstein. New York: Plenum
01 Press. 4*

tAlso The draduate School, City University of New York.

++Also St. John's University.
Acknowledgment. This work was supported by NINCDS Granta NS-13617 and MS-

13870, and BRS Grant RR-05596 to Haskins Laboratories. .
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Many current theories stem from- the work of Kozhevnikpv ,and Chistovich
(1965), originators of the concept of-the articulatory sy],ablé defined by
coarticulation. In brief, they suggested that all elements in a single
syllable are coproduced. 4As a. consgquence, for example, if a syllable
contains a rounded vowel, the consonants associated. with the syllable would be
likely to take on "rounding" attributes. As a correlate, one might suppose
that in sequences of an unroundedvowel, syllable /followed by a roundedvowel
syllable, an eiamination of rounding "characteristict of the intervocalic
consonants might permit the specification of a' sylld/ble boundary. In, fact,

Kozhevnikov and Chistovich suggest an "articulatory" syllable consisting of.a
vopwel and its preceding consonant stting. This basic suggestion has been
amplified by Gay, who finds that in a V,CV string,,the articulatory movement
toward a second vowel begins ati but never earlier than, the onset of the
first intervocalic consonant (Gay, 1971); in other words, the syllagip
boundary is marked in cogtticulatory terms.

Support has been provided for this idea by the socallee "trough
phenomenon" (BellBerti & Harris, 1974; Gar, 1975). Briefry, it, has been
shown that if two reftnded vowels of the same phonetic ,specirication are
produced ih sequence, with a single consonant ot. string of consonants
unspecified for rounding between the vowelii, as in [utia], the lip muscles will
relax between the two vowels, so that th&consonants are produced with only
partly rounded lips. The same phenomenon can be demonstrated, as well, in

sequences like [WI], vhere the tongue, which must be raised and fronteci for
the twoi identical front vowels, relaxes in association with production of the
[p], although the conventional, or feature, description of [p] does not
specify a tongue position for the consonant. In both.cases, there are Otwo
"vowel" gestures, one apparently for eabh syllable. Ho4lever, for reasons'of
economy of production, one might expect a "held" gesture for the second of the
two*INglapi's, since the production of the intervening consonantal'gesture does
not appear to be in conflict with the vowel.

While these facts can be used to argue against some models of coarticula
tion (BellBerti & Harris, 1981), they provide support for coarticulatory
marking of syllable boundaries if a trough, indicating a consonant gesture, is
formed at all syllable boundaries. hi...the textbook Aescriptidns of'phonetic
sequences we pro ided earlier, we Understood that a syllable boundary must
occur somewhere in the sequence VCV. The trough phenomenon provides evidence
of boundary mar ing becatise' a voweltovowel-gesture, aiCh might- apparentrY,
be produced Continuously, is not. If [h],and [9] are consonants, they should

I interrupt arcweltovOwel sequence in the same way that [tJ production
interrupts l rounding.

The general hyPothesis is that the "trough" phenomenon is a genera],

syllable boundary cmarker.-. We wanted to Ocamine'[h] and [9] for the two
syll le sequences where the original observations of the trough phenomenon
were made. We ask--"Do [h] and [9] cause relaxation of the tongue for.[i]
seq ences" and "Do [h] and [9] cause laxation of lip protrusion for [u] (or

[3]) sequences?P

*

AK present, the mosE effective ay of observing the movdrilent's of the
tongue is in lateral vieW cineradiography. We have. made Txtensive ob'Serva
tions of tongue movements using a special purpose facilit,.y, 'the xray
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miqrobeam Installation at the University of Tokyo (see Kiritani, Itoh, &

Fujimurar 1975).1 For the purposes of the present discussion, we merely note
that the output of the system is a series of pl9ts of the x and y coordinates
of the position of pellets affixed td the articulators. The speaker was a

male native of southeastern New York State, with no pronounced speech defects.

Figure 1 shows the position of the y coordinate for two pellets as a

function of time for three nonsense syllable seqdences, [apihipa], [api9ipa]
and [apipipa]. An examination of these three tokens, and others like them
that vary in strps and speaking rate, leads to the general impression that a
trough is substantially less likely for [?] and [h] than [p]; some samples of

[h] show a trough, but most do not. Of course, more quantitative observations

are necessary.

It is somewhat easier to observe the movement of the lipP in the

production of rounded vowels. While it i's possible to use x-ray methods, an
easier technique is to observe the forward protrusion of'the lips in rounded
vowel production either by monitoring movies of the lips in profile, or by
recording the output of a suitably-placed strain gauge.

Figure 2 shows the lip movement for the sequences [lo?Dl] and [lotol].

Unfortunately, we did not ,examindi the sequenc e k [lohpl]. The speaker was a

female native of the Washington, D.C. area, wi normal articulation. The

recording shows the output of a strain gauge placed on the lower lip in such a

, way that forward movement of the lip causes bending of the plate (Abbs &

Gilbert, 1973).2 An examination of the figure suggests that there is a trough
. in the lip-protrusion curve-for [t], but not for [9].

Unfortunately, as with many experimental facts, the results just de-

scribed may be interpreted in several not-mutually-exclusive ways. One

possib'lity is that there is no -coarticulatory definition of the syllable
bound ry. A second possibility is-that the "laryngeal" stops [h] and [9], do

',not form a-- class with [t] and [p] so that [h] and [9] are not "true"

icon onants iand thus cannot lead to boundaries even if [VhV] and [1/0/] are

judged to be disyllabic. A third plualiptlity is that existence of a trough is
some sort of a positive articulatory requirement for each phone for which it

occurs. Such an approach is taken by Engstrand (1981); he suggests that the
lip relaxation associated with [8] and [t] between rounded vowels may arise as
a consequence of the aerodynaMic prerequisites of these consonant sound types,

rather than as a conseiuence of some general consonant property, or their
syfiabic position. Presumably, then, by analogy, lip relaxation fails- to

occur for sequences in which a glottal stop occuptes the intervocalic

position, bacause there is no acoustic requirement for such a maneuver. If

the argument is accepted, we must then search for those acoustic requirements
that speckfy the details of tongue position for a bilabial Stop, in the

environment of high front vowels. While it may seem, on the face of it,
somewhat unparsimonious to search for two separate acoustic arguments for the
appearance of the trough in the two environments, there is no a priori reason

.. to discard the posPible explanation.

Dbservationb like those of this experiment substantially restrict the'

field over which we can apply any "theory" of cobrticulation, or of syllabifi-
cation. Nonetheless, we have ample evidence that the articulatory require-

-'
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a p i hpe

,
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..... , ......

t.

a p i ipo

'

ap i p. ipo
Time

14--)100 nsec

Figure 1. Xray,microbeam traces for tit syllables (apipi'pa] (apihi'Pa] and

(9pi7ipa]. The plots show the vertical coordinate of a pellet on

, the tongue bladevand midtongue position. Coordinate values -with

larger y vaLues show greater tongue height. The long vertical line

on each traoe shows the time of the end of voicing for the first

(0. The two upwardpointing arrows show the beginning and epd of

296
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.1 I

lo t ol
-Time

50 msec

Figure 2. Output of a strain_ gauge transducer on the lower lip for the
syllables [lo9ol) and [lotal). The trace shows the,forward move
ment of the lips for rounding ddring vowel production. Coordinate-
values increase for greater forward movement of the lip.' Line add
arrows indicate th'e same acoustic events as in Figure 1.

t
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ments of a given phone are pt least broad enough to allow some contextual
variation. It/ remains for the future, then, for us to dvelop a theorY of
syllabification and coarticulation using evidence gathered from the articula

.

tory domain with a net whose mesh has a smaller gauge than that whith has
produted our present views.
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VOWEL INFORMATION IN POSTVOCALIC FRICTIONS*

_) D. H. Whalen+

41,

Abstract. When the poA-vocalic frictions of Es) and [g] are

exvrpted and combined with vocalic segments having inapprepriate

formant-transitionh, vowel quality, or bottl; the fricative percept
is determined by the noise.1 However, there is often a perception of

a diphthong in ebbe vowel. This phenomenon was explored for the

vowels.[a, i, o, u] preceding the fricatives Es] and (g]. In the

first of,two experiments, all combinations of the vocalic segments

and frictions were presented for identification of the vowel. The

perception of diphthongs occurred much more often on mismatches of

vowel quality than of transition, indicating that there is substan

tial vowel information .in the frictd.on. In the second elperiment,

just the frictions of the syllables were presented, with subjects

trying,to idenfifx_the missing vowel. The high vowels and [u]

were reliably identified, 'le identifications of [a] and (ol were

at chance. This result grees With previous studies of initial
fricatives (YeniKomshian & Soli, 1981). Fricative noises from

and Eul were responsible for the "large majority of diphthong

percepts in Experimeht 1.- These results illustrate that fricative

noises contain considerable information about preceding high vowels.

INTRODUCTION

In the production of a phonetic string, both anticip4tory and persevera

tive coarticulation occur. The resulting intermingling of phonetic cues makes

the extraction of acoustic segments that are allothe° cues for one phone and

cues only for that phone almost impossible (Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, &

StuddertKennedy,,1967). 'Two of the most extractable phones are Is] and W.
These fricatives are realized by an intense noise that is usually distinct

4It

*A version of this paper was presented at the Annual Meeiing of the Linguistic

Society of America, December, 1981, New York, New York.

+Also Yale University.
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froth the accompanying segments, and this noise is quite identifiable,as to the

fricaiive produced (Harris, 1958; Heinz & Stevens, 1961; Hughes & Halle, 1956;
YeniKomshian & Soli, 1981). Yet there is also a substantial and perceivable
residue of vowel information (LaRiviere, Winitz, & Herriman, 1975; Yeni
Komshian & Soli, 1981). In addition, there is fricative information that0
remains in the vocalic segment (Mann & Repp, 1980; Whalen, 1981). 0

Although the vowel information in these ihtial fricatives leads to

correct, identifications of some vowels from the,...ffiction alone, it is not
highly salient. Not only are the percentages.for correct identification of
the vowel well below those for identification of the fricative, this vowel
information also does not override the information contained in the vocalic
segment when the two,Eues are made to conflict. Indeed, such mismatches
seldom yesult in any diMEtly perceivable effect. Whalen (in press) ex'plores
subtler effects of subh mismatches that show up only in reaction time
paradigms.

The present work examines the coreesponding effects of coarticulation in
vowelfricative syllables. Pilot observations suggested that crossspliced
syllables in which vowel quality cues in the frictions and in the vowel itself
confliA often give rise to a diphthong percept. Experiment 1 examines this
in detail for the vowels [a, i, o, u] and the fricatives [s] and (n. The
second experiment assesses.the identifiability of the preceding Vowel from the
friction alone, complementing earlier work on initial fricatives.

EXPERIMENT 1

Procedure

Materials. A male native speaker of English recorded ten tokens of each
oC the syllables [as], [as], [is], (i5], los], [a], [us], and [a] on
eagnetic tape. Lip configuration was maintained into the frication. The
rounded vowels were not intentionally diphthongized. The stimuli were low
pass filtered at 10 kHz and digitized at a sampling rate of 20 kHz. Two
tokens of each syllable were chosen so that both the vocalic portion and the
friction would be of equal duration in all eight. -A vocalic segment duration
of 200 msec was found naturally in eight syllables. Seven were shortened by
cuttpg off between 10 and 50 msec from the first part of the vowel; the
resulting abrupt onset did not sound ,unnatural. The eighth modified vocalic
portion was lengthened 20 msec by repeating its first pitch pulse three times.
The frictions were 250, Oleo in duration; nine were shortened by removing
between 10 and 50 mspc from near the end of the signal.

Once the tokens ad been selected and the durations equalized, each
friction was combine with each vocalic segment, including the original. This
gave four main categories for the 256 stimuli; 1) The vowel was the same as
the one the friction was originally produced with (henceforth, ,"the vowel
matched the original vowel" or just "the vowel was matched") and the vocalic
formant transitions were appropriate to the fricative ("the transitions were
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matched"); 2) the vBwei was matChed but the- tedhSitionS were ail-matched; 3)

the vowel was mismatched and the transitigns were matched; and 4) both vowel

anC1 transition were mismatched.

The stimai were randomized and recorded on magnetic t'ape for presenta-

417:41 e interstimulus interval was 3.5 seconds, with 6 seconds after every

tei'thu1i. ,

Subjects,. Ten subjects were runt Seven were researchers at Haskins

Laboratories_who were phonetically tra ned and/or had extensive experience*in

speech research: The other three were native speakers of English who had

volunteered for experiments at Haskins Laboratories,''and were paid for their

participation.

Apparatus and procedure. Subjects heard the stimuli over TDH-39 head-

phones. They recorded their identifications of the vowel on the answer sheet

as follows: Non-diphthongized vowels were simply; written as "a," "i," "o," or

"u," with the phonetic value of each being explained to the naive subjects.

Diphthongized vowels were wr ten as a sequence of two of these symbols,

whether or not they character the exact nature of the offglide.

Results

Each subject gave four judgments for each combination of voWel and

original vowel (of the friction). The number of diphthongs perceived by each

subject ranged from two to sixty (out of 256 judgments). Misidentifications

of the main vo0e1 wereexcluded from the analysis; they comprised 2.9% of the

data.

All four of the vowel categories were given as the second vo 1 (or

offglide). The number of times a particular vowel was identified s the

offglide is given in Table 1. There were few reports of [a] a [o]

offglides, so these were excluded from the statistical analysis.

Results obtained with initial fricatives would lead us to expect that a

mismatch of transition would give rise to diphthong percepts. With some

tokens of initial .fricatives, joining [g] transitions to*.a friction from [s]

results in the perception of a [y] glide. In the current stimuli, there were

eighty syllables in which the vowel quality was matched but the transitions

were mismatched. In only one of these cases (the vocalic segment of [og] with

the friction of [os]) was a diphthong perceived. With these stimuli, then,

the-l-transitions were not the cause of the diphthong percepts.

Of the 204 diphthongs analyzed, 74.5% occurred when the original vowel

and the offglide percept were both [i] or both [u]. If we include those cases

where the vowel with which the fricative was produced agreed in rounding with

the offglide (i.e., [a] Owing an [i] offglide and [6) giving an [u]

offglide) , 93.6% of the cifis are accounted for. Thus a large proportion of

the responses showed agreement in rounding between the vowel and the original

vowel.'
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Table 1

Number of Offglide Percepts, by Fi'icilOWCategory,
for the Four Vowel Qualities

.

Fricative was :T45.tbl

# of [a] offglides 1 3 4

# of [o] offglides 3 6 9

# of [u] offglides 33 15 48

# of [i] offglides 137 19 156

Discussion

qt is clear that the vowel quality informatioh in the- frictibn is

primarily responsible for the diphthong that is perceived. There was one "oi"

judgment (mentioned above) when the transition was inappropriate, but overall,

mismatch of transition did not 330M to be a contributing factor.
0

That the offglides were overwhelmingly judged as [i] and [u] is no

surprise. These are not only the common offglides of American English, but
they are also articylatorily the easiest offglides to make in a brief time.

(Remember

\ir'

at subjects were to classify offglides that approached [i] and [u]

as [i] and [u] rather than being more exact.) To get an [a] percept, for

example, there must be tongue and jaw lowering. When there is a fricative to.
follow, this gesture requires much more time to accomplish than an offglide
to, say, [i], since [J.] is close to the_semi-closed position that Is] or En]

will require. For this reason, listeners rarely reported [a] offglides ini4be

present stimuli.

EXPERIMENT 2

The preponderance of [i] and' [u] offglide percepts in Experiment 1 was,.

explained DI erms of articulatory constraints on offglides. However, it may

be that these vowels leave more of a coarticulatory trace ,in the final

frictions than do [a] and [o]. If,the frictions contain information only
about the high vowels, it would not be surprising that high offglides are
perceived. This hypothesis is tested in-Experiment 2.
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Rrocedure

Materials. The frictions of Experiment 1 were isolatec17 arid 16 repeti

tions of each Were#randomized ana recorded on magnetic tape. .The inter
stimulus interval waS 3500 mseg.

Subjects.

Apparatus
phones4 .They
depressing one
value of each
connected to

responses.

The ten subjects of Experiment 1

and procedure. _Subjects heard the stimuli over
indicated which vowel must have preceded the

of four buttbns, labeled "a," "i," "o," or "u."
symbol was explained 1.o the haive subjects. The

a`computer; which provided ,immediate feedback

TDt1=9 head
fricative by
The 'phonetth'
buttons were
for correct

Results

Overall.% the vowel was correctly identified 41.25% of the time. This was

significantly above chance (t(9) 4.09, _2 < .005). Of the fQur vowels,

however, only [1] and [u] were identified at above chance levels Tdble.

2); this was-true with both [s] and [g] (Table 2).

The four vowels can be compared on the, features of roundThg and

(relative) height. Subjects identiTied the roundness of the missing vowel
correctly significantly more oft:6n than chance (see Table 3; x2 = 322(.04, p <

.001). Subjects also did better than chance on the height feature (Table 3;

= 48.354, .2 < .001). It appeared that rounding was correctly identified

more often than height. A sign test for the ten subjects shows this

dirference to be significant (9 of 10, _2 = .011).

The two features behaved differently with the different fricatives. When

the fricative was Is], more unrounded vowel judgments were given, while [g]

elicited more rounded judgments (Table 4; x2 = 322.04). Similarly, the vowel

judged to have preceded an fs] was judged as high and*[g] as low more often

than chance would dictate (Table 4; x2 = 48.354),

Discussion

The identifiability of the vowels from the frictions agrees well with
previous work. ,ble addition of [o] to the previously studied [a], [i], and

[u] allows us to make same tentative comparisons along the features or

rounding and height. These comparisons indicate that rounding is more easily

reconstructed from these ,frictions than height. This is presumably the
perceptual reflection of the acoustip shaping imposed on the friction by the

rounded lips. A relatively lower noise would- lead the listener to think that
the missing.vowel must have been rounded. While the present data tend to bear

this -out, the higher proportioh of round vowel revonses to [g] noises

confuses the issue. Si,nce the [g] noise is lower in frequency than that of
[s], the comperison' of relative height within [s] or within [g] noises b.comes

more difficult. A study that presented only [s] noises or onAlle] ses

would test the presumed salience of rounding more directly.
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Table 2

Test for Above Chance Identification of Individual.Vowels and
Vowel-Fricative Combinations, Experlment 2.

4

%

friction /. correct correct

(a)s

(o)g

(u)s

(both .(sljand (s) )4

34.48

33.96

75.62*

34.22

61.82*

47.96*

21.38

28. 57

35:84

35.63*

40.31*

(ulg 45.00*

*Significant,Lx better than chance (.2 < .01).
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Table 3

Number of Judgments 'of Round)or Unround, High or Low Vowels.

rP.

4 \

Fricative was produced after a vowel th`a-- was:.

unround round A. high

vowel unround 903 373 low-

identified ..

I was .1 round 451 826 higb 4.
1

4 '...

§94-4 469

810

Table 4

Number of Judgments of Round or Unround, High or Low.yowels.

Fricative produced was:

vowel unround 841 513
identified
was round 437 762

low 471 639

high

3 0

7 636
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The listeners' responses were not based on direct perception of a vowelfriclion Int' rather on,educated guesses. .The only vowels that may have*ien directfi 'Perceived were the 'DJ's from [s]: Many subjects reported_t_ho.se as a' whispered vowel followed by a fricative. Ttius the'information in these frictions, though,dernonstratily present, is not' strbng .enough to build a solid percept in isolation.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The two experiments described hers combiné.to show that there vowelinformation in tife noise portion -of final fricatives that i, sufficient togive, actual vowel (Offglide) percepts when the fricative noise is preceded bya mismatched. vowel. .considering Experiment 1 by itself, we .postulate4phonotactic and articulatory reasons for thel prepOnderance -of (i.,] and (u]offglides in the diphthong percepts: Taking Experiment 2 into account, we cansee that;these are the two vowels that are inherently more identifiable fromttie-triction. Thus the vowels that leave the strongest coarticulatory trace,;as measured by identifiability in Experiment 2, are the most common diphthongpercepts irI Experiment 1. In addition, those frictions that prompted the mostcorT-ect identification of the missing vowel were the 4"riction's that gave riseto the majority of the diphthong percept's (156 of 204, as noted above)..
.

.
.The two- major effects seen in the present experiments, that high vowelsand rounded vowels coarticulate the most with final (s] and (g], are clearlybased in the poSsibilitoies of arti ulation. Since the narrow constrictionnecessary for prOducing (i] and' u] is close to that needed for thefricatives, the.two gespares can aff ct each other more easily than with to]and (a]. Since the lips`'are not primary articulators for (s], ors (g], they canmaintaity.their roUnding through the fricative uninterruptedly. Although u]le.is both high and round and (111 only high, Ci.3 was recognized more frequent y..This is due to two factors: "First, rounding seems to be detectable both inits presence and it absence s6 that lack of rounding is asrmuch of a cue asits presence. Second, the constriction for (u], though near the roof of the- mouth, is not as near to the final point' of ar culation of the .fricatives.-The constriction for (i], on the other band, is q ite near that of (s]. Thisseems to allow the articulators to maintain their',position., rather than havingto break.it off (as with (as]). -The result iS high identifications for (is](75.62%).

The greater identifiability otil4(the high vowels is apparent in theperception of diphthongs in syllables with mismatched cues as well. While thedi thongs of English usually end in a high vowel (thus providing a possiblebia in the perception),, they may do so for articulatory reasons. In anoffglide, we'eX.pect less than full vowel qualityuyet if there is a consonantfollowing, we must also have a quick movement intio the articulation approprk-ate foe' it. The high vowels allow this movement much more easily than thelow. Tyls, combined with the greater coarticulation discovered for highvowels in the' vowel identification test, accounts for the preponderance of CUand (u] offglides in the diphthong percepts.
Together, these results show that it is inappropriate to call' the vocalicsegment of a syllable the vowel (cf. Rapp, 1981). Just as there is consonant
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information in the vocalic segment (for, fricatives, see Mann & Repp 1980;

Whalen, 1,901',IrcN,. thire is yowel -information in the friction of filial
fricativeds. ThAreforej, not onky is bhe )localic segment not entirely a vowel,
it is bde te '.entire vowel either. While the vowel informatIon in the
friction is not sufficient to override information in vocalic. segments,.
Experiment 1 shows us that it can., in the proper 'oircurnstanc9s, Ile perceived
as vowel information. Only further experimentation will tell whether it is'
powerful enough to affect ambiguous vocalic segments,,thus demonstrating its
cu) value in a more traddtional mannv.
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